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Foreword

Research has strengthened and clarified the commonsense notion
that the social contexts of drinking are related to levels of alcohol
consumption and to the incidence of problem drinking.

TU promote further research in this subject, the National Institute
un Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism conducted a 3-day workshop on
Social Drinking Contexts, September 17-19, 1979, in Washington,
D.C. The object was to shed light on the role of situational factors
associated w ith drinking and to identify contexts that increase or
inhibit heac ier consumption. The workshop afforded researchers in
this field an opportunity to discuss current findings and to propose
future directions in research.

Such research contributes to the decelopment of effectice alcohol-
ism precention actic ities, a fundamental aspect of the national effort
to counter alcoholism and alcohol abuse.

Publication of the proceedings of that workshop, as NIAAA Re-
search Monograph No. 7, is a step toward translating research
findings into action that can help people recognize and avoid danger-
ous patterns of social drinking.

III
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Social Drinking Contexts:
An Introduction

Thomas C. Harford and Lawrence S. Gaines

Behav ioral science has lung recognized the importance of context
in understanding human behavior. In psychology, the legacy of con-
text can be found in Gestalt psychology, which emphasizes re-
lationships formed by the total pattern of stimulus input. Studies of
the recognition uf emotion show that the labeling of specific emotions
aries as a function uf context. In addition, research in human devel-

opment, ethnology , cognitiv e psychology-, and other areas indicates
that elementary bits ur units of activity and knowledge are organized
into larger relationships hich confer meaning on their separate
parts. Indeed, the linguistic communication of meaning is tobe found
as much in the context uf the message as in its syntaxwhether
written or spoken.

It should come as no surprise then, that an understanding of alco-
hol use is here sought in the context of its consumption. While con-
text, or frame of reference, may hold the key tu an understanding of
drinking behav iur, nu single idiom describes context. Rather, the
term is a convenient label for a v ariety uf hehav ioral concomitants
and antecedents.

The ubiquity of context is ev ident in the v ariety of units of analysis
used by multidisciplinary perspectiv es in alcohol studies. Such terms
as per capita consumption, demographic status, cultural norm, drink-
ing groups, the tavern, expectancy, blood alcohol level, etc. occupy
different levels in the hierarchy of alcohol disciplines and each of
these referents has its own context.

To present more clearly the scope of context in alcohol studies, we
must differentiate concepts referring to different phenomena. Level I
concepts refer to the individual. Concepts at this level focus on the
individual drinkers' psychological and behavioral processes, their
perceptions, orientations, and goals. Level II units' major point of
reference is society or soeial systems. These concepts focus on norms,
social status, institutions, family structure, and social networks.
When phenomena at Level I and Level II are related, Level II phe-

nomena pro\ ide contexts for examining individual behavior.
1
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Although social drinking settings represent the contexts of drink-
ing behal bur addressed here, the antecedents of drinking settings are
found in other Lo el II phenomena. To understand the emergence of
drinking settings, it is critical also to examine Level II events such as
the production and distribution of alcoholic bo.erages b the private
sector and the enattnient and enfori. ement ofalcohol beerage control
policies t), goternment. Although these issues are not addressed in
the papers that follow , thQ, do merit elaboration in this introduction.

Through its adertising effort, private enterprise develops a de-
mand fur akoholic be erages, by organizing production, it responds
to that demand In turn, Federal, State, and local government regu-
lates supply 1,), legislating taxation, age requirements for purchase,
the number and location of on-premise and off-premise sales outlets,
and the hours and days of sale.

A discussion of public drinking contexts must note its ecological
sources as w ell as economic and political ones. The economic impetus
of control policies is e ident in the interactions between government
legislation and tax dollar reenues ith the profit margins of private
enterprise. Ecological components in the availability of .3cohol refer
to the natural conditions for production. The production of wine and
dNtilled spirits, for example, depends upon the supply of raw materi-
als. Leading w ine-producing countries depend on fallorable geo-
graphic locations. Agricultural produce is generally abundant in

countries that produce distilled spirits. Beer-prodacing countries,
though, are less dependent on the supply of raw materials than they
are on the presence of a nonagricultural work force, usually a large
proportion of the labor force.

These factors clearly affect the distribution of alcohol sales outlets
in a particular society. The interaction between economic, ecological,
and legislatii. e efforts culminates in the distribution of on-premise
outletsout lets w hich define the initial point of study fcr the papers
in this monograph. While on-premise outlets comprise the unit of
anal>sis for the selection of drinking settings in the majority of these
studies, others are guided b the demography of specific population
groupscollege students and Native Americans. In these instances,
the population groups comprise the unit of analysis and there is,
consequentl, a greater latitude in the ariety of social drinking
contexts reported on. The drinking settings for college students, for
example. include both on-premise outlets (bars and taverns) as well

settings in dormitory lounges and other on-campus common areas.
The papers on Nat i%r e American drinking settings include "drinking
houses" and "pow wow s" as well as "downtown drinking" and "urban
bars
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The use of demographic characteristics as units of analysis identi-
fies another set of Le% el II phenomena that relates both to the distribu-
tion of sales outlets and the drinking behmiors ithin these settings
Ethnic culture, for example, is a concept that describes the system of
norms and values w hich indk iduals are exposed to as members of
subpopulations that share a common ancestQ, in which membership
is inherited or ascribed. Per capita consumption of alcohol is distrib-
uted unevenb among different countries of the world and among
subpopulations of different countries. Variation in drinking patterns
and rates of alcoholism among dkerse cultural and national groups
has pro% ided the primaQ, data for the deelopment of sociocultural
theories of drinking. Such demographic factors as race, socio-
economic status, and housing density contribute not onl, to the dis-
tribution of sales outlets the demand side of the economic equation),
but also to ariations in the t,pe of setting drinkers seek and the
drinking st:c les different population groups will follow in those con-
texts.

In sum, the antecedents of I,ocial drinking settings are found in the
interactions of such Leel II phenomena as policies regulating the
physical availability of boe -age alcohol and the religious, ethnic,
and other demographic characteristics of the population.

The first set of papers examines the relationship between various
demographic characteristics and drinking behavior in on-premise
sales outlets such as bars and taverns. The tavern has long been
recognized as performing a legitimate social function, providing a
forum for entertainment, recreation, sociability, and self-expression,
as well as for alcohol use.

In "Public Drinking Contt xts. Bars and Taverns," Walter Clark
summarizes studies of bars and tmerns and their function for society
and their patrons. He presents data from the 1962 San Francisco
study and 19W national survQ, in which demographic variables of
age, sex, and marital status are related to the frequency of tavern
patronage. Although these studies do not enable us to assess the
tavern's influence on consumption levels, their data do indicate that
heavy drinkers frequent ta erns more than do other groups.

Joseph Fisher's paper, "Psychosocial Correlates of Tavern Use: A
National Probability Sample Stud!" examines the factors that con-
tribute to the frequency of tavern use. Fisher reports that data on
age, sex, and marital status of patrons in the 1978 national survey
confirm Clark's findings, he also notes that whites used taverns more
frequently than nonwhites The paper also examines how work and
marital satisfaction, work status, drinking behavior, and other social
institutions, notably the church, are related to tavern use. Using
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in alt t ar Litt. lam edut es, Fisher signifik antly distinguishes patrons
frwo nonpatrons and predicts the frequency of tavern use.

In "Public Drinking Prak tices of College Youths. Implications for
"talon Programs," Da\ id Kraft describes drinking contexts of

k ',NCO' students. !legato, e consequences ratted to alcohol use, and
t artipu, akohol education acto.lties, Much of college drinking occurs
among groups of friends either at small or medium sized parties or
at \ on-campus and off-campus pubs, ta,crns, and restaurants.
A majority of the students go to bars at least once a month and 29
perk ent at least once a IA eek. Among drinkers who go to bars at least
once a week. more beak ier drinkers than lighter drinkers are present
in bars

Kraft desk t ibes pro ention efforts through both direct educational
awoaches to the individual drinker and indirect environmental ap-
proaches influencing the w ay drinking occurs on-campus. Environ-
mental approaches included efforts not only to influence the way
drinking occurred at the on-campus pub, but also to modify the rules
and regulations giA erning the conduct of parties by campus groups,
especially large parties.

In "Afternoon Dances. Drinking Contexts for Women," Elina
Haw. -Manmla examines an emerging drinking context in Finland.
Afternoon dances there are a means of enticing women into restau-
rants and offer new drinking opportunity fur Finnish women, who
traditionally frequent restaurants less than men do. Haavio-Mannila
notes that the liberation of w omen in education, work occupations,
and politics seems to be leading to an abandonment of traditional
feminine sex roles in leisure-time activities, at least as indicated by
alcohol consumption and restaurant patronage. Weekly restaurant
drinking among Finnish w omen increased between 1969 and 1976,
and Haaio-Mannila attributes this, in part, to an increase in the
number of restaurants, especially dance restaurants. Based on parti-
cipant obsenation studies in Helsitdsi restaurants, her paper focuses
on patrons' mod t es for attending dances and reports the eating and
drinking behavior of patrons in these settings.

"The Social Context of Drinking and Violence in New Zealand's
Multi-Ethnic Put) Settings," by Theodore Gray es, Nancy Graves, Vin-
eta Semu, and Iulai &h Sam, is a systematic observational study of
consumption patterns among Maoris, Pacific Islanders, and New
Zealanders of European cultural heritage. It also presents a critical
incidents study of interpersonal conflict. This paper is significant for

s>stematit obser, ation of barroom behavior, multiethnicity of the
patrons. and the relationship bet w een drinking and interpersonal
conflicts. The authors show an association between drinking group
,ize. le\ el of consumption, and incident seriousness, and present a
cau,al model of these processes independent of ethnic background.
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In "Drinking Behavior m Small Groups. The Relationship Between
Group Size and Consumption Level," Ole-Jorgen Skog notes that
experiments have suggested group drinkers to be )more strongly
influenced by high-rate drinking companions than by low-rate com-

panions. Observational studies hal, e likewise suggested that large
groups tend to drink nwre than small groups, Skog develops a nunp.r-
ical model showing that the greater consumption of larger groups can
be partly explained by group trembers' different drinking rates Gen-
eral drinking level, he concludes, is an increasing function of group

Aize but the relationship is conem e and con% erges rapidly towards a

maximum value.
These papers draw heavily , though not exclushely , on Led II phe-

nomena. Fisher's study, how ever, examines distinctly psychological
Level I phenomenasubjective assessments of the environment,

e \ pressed satisfaction w ith family, job, and friends, and general out-
look; Flaw, io-Mannila, too, imestigated the attitudes and motives of
her afternoon dancers. Skog's paper, however, directs attention to the
dynamics of ,S4 lcial interaction and influences as reflected in the asym-

metry of di ;nking rates among group members, by emphasizing the
interaction betw een these two lel,els of phenomena, his paper thus
provides a transition to those that follow.

The interaction of Levels I and II phenomena are considered in the
theoretical paper by Lawrence Gaines and the subsequent research
reports by Joseph Gustield, Joy Leland, and Joan Weibel. In "Cogni-
tion and the En% ironment. Implications for a Self-Awareness Theory
of Drinkinv," Gaines argues that drinking is not a strict determi-
nistic response to situations, and drinking cannot be sufficiently ex-
pla: ied by the mechanisms of causality. Gaines proposes a theory of
drinking based on the meaning of the situ .1: 1,1 to the drinker. The
self-awareness tip?ory of drinking postulate, that drinking is an in-
tentional act wi ose Purpose is to harmonize 1,i uationally related
subjective states and desired states. An import Int feature of this
th,?ory, then, is its focps on the interaction J the environment and
self-perception.

"Managing Competence. An Ethnographic Study of Drinking
Driving and the Context of Bars" explores social control and self-
eompetence as linked to one drinking consequencedriving. Joseph
Gustield here notes that drinking-drit ing, like other social phenom-

ena, is organized 3nd responsive to socially shared meaning and

rules. This ethnographic study of drinking-driving in four San Diego
bars observes the rules that may guide patrons and personnd in
assessing and fulfilling drinking-driving norms during bar inter-
actions. In discussing the display of competent drinking and the
recognition of incompetence, Gusfield explores two models. In one,

the competent self demonstrates that he can both drink and drive, in

wellimmastirmlme,47, If Milt
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r{t re iht it i., drinker ret tignizes that drinking has made
ncompetent and requires est ulpatorN defenses to protect the
tent st h Gusto Id shtts hmt, ariations in setting affect

-a a ,116.1Vct of prescriptite and proscriptive social
s Lich ot the four bars I tk% ii kinds of neighborhood bars, a youth

hal, and a tramueni bar) 'induces different effects on the
-tuation

TM Contest of Nati\ e knierican Drinking What We Know So
Jo\ Leland t \amines social drinking in a western Indian set-

, no lir and 11, ri ationship ti hcak drinking and associated prob-
I iii a %%ere pro \ itied h. 33 informants i ho elicited criteria for

-,,rtif.g. adult rt sident. of the settlement into different categories.
s+k rt asked to 'oft residents w ho "handle liquor the same

t hi hierart hical clustering Vkas Used t4),.ield a common folk
tOrr. the,e prok edures tie major sty les of handling liquor

o.erv, for men and ti\ e similar but distinct styles for women.
iniormants sorted drinkers rather than drinking situ-

\t in \t hich drinking occurred was a prominent fea-
,.ire III heir t r t r ia for t he \ arious drinking sty les. Leland describes

n f thr,«Irinking les, pay ing attention to their associated
t lull suniniariaes information about the behat ior variations

ith other contests She further discusses prospects for
,t are harigt s in Indian.' (holey of drinking context and potential
ift eN on their drinking behavior.
Than Welber- paper. "There's a Place for Every thing and Every-

t urug in Its Platt En% ironmental Influences on Urban Indian Drink-
P.ittern,.- complement:, Leland's paper by analyzing the
nt, of sot nil context Weibel identities six environmental di-

ulensions, esamine. their associated drinking let els and drinking
-t , and appla, these dimensions to four urban Indian settings.
Fiti h Sunda\ Sing Saturday night powwows, ruralized weekend
rw.t tt and urban Indian bars. Based upon participant obser-
itlons in a it ide range of drinking and nondrinking settings, this
stud% -.Mo.. that Indians hat e no single drinking style but seem to
'Mt their drinking behat ior across settings. Weibel explores the
h porhe,n, that specific qualities or dimensions of a setting may
etrit r mitigate or increase drinking behat lor and that individuals
respond to -.in h en ironmental cues ditersely according to their cul-
tural backgrounds and lifestyles.

In describing and interpreting contextual aspects of drinking,
,e paper, introduce ,,e,eral important theoretical advances in our

,u,,ferstanding of human alcohol use. Because our objectit es are lim-
e hake not attempted to include a systematic exposition of

Inter act it ma1 concept, in alcohol studies, in fact, no one has yet un-
der? al,en ,ca h a t oruprehensi e analy sis This monograph is an over-
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tew of selected research and theorN. We cannot yet delineate the full

scope and ramifications of the drinking situation, the drinker, and
their interaction If the reader may wonder how these research pa-

pers and theoretical commentaries apply to the various phenomena

and problems suggested b), the interaction of Levels I and II events,

then the efforts of the workshop participants have not been in vain,
The monograph concludes with sonie commentaries in this vein.
Richard Jessor raises some issues on the problems of research on

drinking conte Law rence Gaines and Cameron McLaughlin dis-

cuss conceptions of drinkers in alcohol studies. Robin Room provides

a hibto)graphic note on obsenational studies of drinking



Public Drinking Contexts:
Bars and Taverns*

Walter B. Clark

The saloon I, tht ,torm ntvr of t rime, the &sirs headquarters on earth, the
h,dina,ti r of a orokt n de& alogut, the defiler of youth, the enemy of the home,

tin foe of pe ate, trie deteler of nations, the beast of sensuality, the past master
of intrigue, the agabond of poerty. the social vulture, the rendezsous of dema-
gogm s, tnt enlisting (Abet of sin, the serpent of Eden, a ponderous second edition
of fall. r. ised, enlargedAnd tllununated iTaken from a pamphlet by the Anti-
saloon League Popham 1978, p. 258).

The grow ing band of t mironmentalists, while they are beginning to achieve su
mut h so many areas. hae a blind spot where the pub is concerned Its preser-
atton should lo among their highest priorities. After home and work-place most

,,pie probably spend more time in their local pub than anym here else, more so
n thar the supermarket, the cinema ur the local beauty spot. Some people may

d.sappro e of this. hut it u neertheless a fact What happens to a happy spirited
puh, hoa. cr smoke filled the atmosphere, and esen if tou much alcohol is occa-
sionan, tonsunied. Is just as nimh an en% ironmental Issue as the future of Cosent
Garden, or w hat we du about pollution in the Riser Trent (Hutt 1973, p. 11).

We are concerned ith bars and tak erns and with the people who
patronize them. How ek, er, other places account for a larger propor-
tion of drinking than bars and tak erns do. The place where most
drinkers most often drink is at home. Interestingly, relatively more
heaky drinkers than light drinkers report that home is the most
frequent place of drinking. As far as drinking "larger than usual
amounts" is coney ned, it is apparently the party and not the tavern
that looms largest. Vet drinking at home and drinking at parties are
relatively little studied.

Bars, tak erns, and inns hake recei. ed a great deal of attention over
the centuries. The Code of Hammurabi contained four articles de-
oted to w rongdoing b tak ern keepers. One article is concerned with

not arresting outlaw ed patrons, une ith a priestess becoming a
tak ern keeper, one with a tak ern keeper giving short mesure, and
one w ith regulating the sale of alcoholic bek erage.; on edit. The first

This arta lt is a tondensation of a hag& r report prepared by the Social Research
Group of the S, two! of Publa Health. Uniersity of California, Berkeley, March 1977,
under contract ADM-281 -7b- 0027 from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

Icahohstn
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two articles carry the death penalty , the third requires the wine
seller "be thrown in the water." The last, interestingly, fixes the price
of %tine sold on credit at a low er level than wine paid for when
eOn,umed Popham 1975. pp 232-233).

These concerns w ith the character of tavern keepers and tavern
patrons hav e been echoed in all times since. This is not to say that
bars. taverns, and inns are alw s seen as threats to the social order.
Popham details times and places of high as well as low regard for
tavern keepers and patrons.

There is a fairly sizable literature on taverns and bars concerned
ith differences among tav erns in terms of their locations, their

functions. and the characteristics of their patrons. Mass Obser-
v ation's Th Pid) and Tht Noplc (1970) makes use of an extremely
broad range of materials to describe in brilliant detail the people and
pubs of a British tow n in the years just before World War II. It is one
of the few studies that has tried to account for the number of
patrons and their proportion of the population and tried also to
analy ze he ct de of business through the days of the week.

Set eral studies ha% e det ised typologies to describe differences
among kir. ('linard 1962) and Macrory 1952) link taverns to func .
non-: and to geographt Gottlieb (1957) was concerned with a
distinction betw een cocktail lounges and neighborhood taverns, a
dNtlnetion hich he linked to the development of a tightly knit social

organization in some of the latter while the former were places most
patrons passed through. Roebuck and Spray (19(17) portray a
different sort of establishment that does not exist along class lines,
but across them. In their w ords, "The major function of the cocktail
lounge was the facilitation of casual sexual affairs between the high-
status married men and young, unattached women" ( p. 388).

Cavan's i llit;t;i excellent ethnography of four types of barsa ty-
pology developed to account for the types of activities routinely car-
ried out in themgiv es a clear picture of the social rules, types of
plat eN, and game fields upon w hich a very broad range of social
activities are played out.

Such studies pros ide much information needed to make sense of
the broader but sketchier data from surv4s. More of these detailed
,-,tudies are neededespecially comparative studies both within areas
of the United States and cross-nationallt . It would be useful to have
studies focused more sharply on the uses of alcohol with at least some
quantitativ e data on amount of drinking, time spent in the bar, etc.
A few recent studies hate begun this task of describing in detail the
type of bar and the drinking practices within it.

First. we must deal w ith another kind of question, one focused not
on the kinds of tat erns, but on tat erns in general or in the aggregate.
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This focus raises questions of a general nature. What are the re-
lationships among ta,.ern patronage and amount of drinking? What
are the relationships among indi%idual or social problems and going
to bars and ta erns? What suggestions have been made to account for
tht relationships among ta% ern patronage, drinking beha% ior, and
alcohol problems? The tirt two questions can be addressed v ith data
from se% eral sur%es, the third requires information recorded by
careful observers

All obser . ers would agree that ta% erns are not just dispensaries of
akohol, much more than just drinking takes place. But the sale of
drinks does support the operation, and patrons do experience vaQ,ing
degrees of intoxication, Still, b modern w estern standards the fol-
lowing is shocking:

aut 1739. akeording t Mailland's surAk*, the number of public drinking
p;a. s itt Londou had ryak hyd thy extraordinar} figure of 15,288, or approximately
one to *.er,, IT person, SO cheap v,as gin at this time that many tavern

per. +1,,pia, 1,4 ,igns offering sufficient Of the kiv . erage to make a person "drunk
for A perin and dk ad drunk for t%opence The. also commonly athertised free
stra n A hil fi the pal ron might skep until recol,ered i Popham 1978, pp, 266-267

This is shock,ng, and et there is a good reason for today's taverns
to sell as much of their goods as thQ, can. This means, of course, that
thQ, w ant patrons v. ho drink more rather than less, and they prefer
more rather than few er customers. Further, the amount of liquor in
a drink varies from bar to bar, and a place that "pours a good drink"
is one that pours a strong drink. This reputation is not thought
harmful to the goal of ha% ing more rather than fewer customers.

Various laws and customs work to put both a floor.ynder and a
ceiling on the ;mount of alcohol sold and consumed. Between these
limits there is room for ariation, and this variation is also of concern
here. What factors encourage and discourage drinking in bars?

What Regulates the Amount of Drinking?

Inside the establishment, observers have noted several mech-
anisnis that regulate the amount of drinking. First, as Room (1972b)
notes, patrons feel a certain obligation to "pay the rent." Having
entered, e.N. en to use the restroom or to talk w ith a friend, there is an
obligation to buN a drink. Presumably the longer one stays in an
establishment. the greater is the obligation to purchase one or more
drinks. Sommer's t 1965) stui4 of Edmonton, Canada, beer parlors
fixed the usual number of beers at around three per hour. Of course,
se eral things ma), be inl.ol% ed in addition to a moral obligation, size
of stomach. "natural amount in a sip," availability of the bartender

.4- 4
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persim at I s ifl tables, et( , but no doubt the moral obhgation
pia!, a part as well.

What determines the total amount drunk? Cutler and Storm's
I97Tit stodN of Vancouk er, B.C., Canada, beer parlors first confirms

the Edmonton obserkations TheN note that amount of time spent in

the bar is strongb, related to the amount drunk i r .81) and that time
is related to the number of people in a group w ho are drinking to-
gether r \ planation is both commonplace and important,
beers are often bought in rounds, and the number of people in a group
h.r.s much to do w ith the number of rounds bought.

elsew here hake pointed out that social pressures encour-
age one to keep up (A, ith one's companions. Bruun's (1959i study in
Finland noted that there were calls for people to -drink up" but
almost none to slow dow n see also Room 1975i, Is it the ease that
most people drink either at the "natural pace" that Sommer and
()diet. and Storm found or drink slightb slower' This would account
fur calls to speed up and for the lack of calls to drink more slowly. Or
is it the case that to suggest that someone drink more slowly may be
otTensie" Is it rt suggestion that one is behak ing gluttonously or is
biTonung into \ icated? We hat e only speculation on this. However
that rm* he, the relationship bt t,;;een elapsed time and the number
of drinks consumed is impressik e. A few obserkers have suggested
that the relationship mkQ, he w eaker at the beginning and ending of
isits to the bar. Room 4197210 has suggested that an extra drink is

taken just after the find. v hich would modif,k the amount drunk
upk, ard slightlk Spradle:k and Mann (1975) and Cavan (1966) are
among those who point out Ihat closing time may be another excep-
tion When the deadline for last orders is announced, patrons often
hurry to have one last drink

Another major factor in increasing the amount typically drunk in
bars is the practice of bib mg drinks for others. Not only does this
increase the drinks taken h the receiverand there is an ex-
pectation that drinks w ill be acceptedbut there is an obligation to
reciprocate the purchase, at least among men. Cavan (1903), Spradley
and Mann (1975 o, and LeMasters 41975 are among those who suggest
that but ing drinks for others is an important aspect of bar behavior

haterer the meaning of the offer, and obserk ers suggest that there
are many, offering drinks and accepting them may be expected to
increase the amounts drunk by both participants.

A few other factors that increase drinking may be mentioned.'
These also increase the amount of time spent in the bar and thus tit
;ell with the relationship that Cutler and Storm presented. For
instance. watching some entertainment such as a sporting event on
the bar's T1, ma get people to sta3 until the ek ent is ended. Some
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establishments, to increase business in slow times, offer "happy
hours" in w hich to drinks are gi% en for the price of one, or lower
prices pre% ail. Occasionalljr bartenders will set up free drinks for the
customers. and these maj nut be the only drinks that will be given on
the house

Upper Limits to Consumption of
Alcohol in Bars

In efforts to put upper limits on the amount of alcohol consumed,
polio, makers hake de%,ised numerous regulations. Restrictions on the
kinds of be% erages sold, the amount of alcohol contained in the bever-
ages, etc., are only the most obious. There are regulations on buying
drinks for otlwrs, on w hether one may drink at a bar or must drink
at a table, ur hether it must be the other way around. There are
regulations concerning joining others or moing from one seat to
another with a drink in one's handthe list could be made very long.
Whether these regulations ha% e the desired effect is largely un-
know n, and certainlj, no general principles have been determined.

Some major factors in setting the upper limits on drinking in bars
maj be noted. First, intoxication is a major concern, and if the patron
is not concerned, then the bartender is expected to be. In many places
possession of a license to sell borerages is subject to revocation if
intoxicated persons are sold more to drink. Occasionally, because of
intoxication or other bad beha%ior, a drinker must be refused service
either for the moment or permanentlj,. No doubt such practices vary
greatly w ith the ow ner's attitude toward intoxicated persons and

ith enforcement practices. Skid row bars often contain grossly in-
toxicated persons, Nub Hill bars seem less often to have them. But
then, It is also difficult to tell bj, obseration alone whether a person
is intoxicated, a blood alcohol content of .10 or .15 is not always
apparent.

Patrons are concerned ith intoxication as well. Social Research
Group surej,s' ha%,e repeated4 found that "being drunk" is a pejora-

e term for most people, and the desire not to appear grossly or
sloppiIj drunk sets an upper limit on drinking. Nevertheless a sub-
stantial proportion of some groups do admit to enjoying occasional
intoxication. Clark and Veeers (1964) found a very substantial 54
percent of single j,oung men reported "that they enjoyed getting
drunk once in a w, hile," Much smaller proportions of other age and

the al-Tenth% to Ihis paper for =1 brwf descriptom of the %arems Social Research
Group ..ur eNs and for the method used to refer to thm in tms text.

t
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sex categories din ,o much smaller in fact than experience intoxi-
cation as judged from the &inking patterns these same repondents
report The propirt ion (If drinkers w ho do get Intoxicated and who do
report seeking and en,ios ing tha't state varies strongly and predict-
ablt Nt, ath arious background characteristics Sex, age, and marital
status art onk the most obt boos of these predictors, Intoxication is,
of course, related to the amount drunk and the elapsed time. There
are t ariations in this "Hollow Itgs- and an ability to drink large
amounts may, be a point of pride for some.

Some bars at kist seem to be the territories of certain groups
t Cat an 19titii. Outsiders are not made to feel especially welcome, and
this may set an upper limit for intruders by, reducing the length of
tune thes stay in proportion to the coolness of their reception. Thun,
too, the intoxication that one obtains in the bar must be taken with
one to any other place that one may go, and thus outside obligations
atfol directly the upper limits at mans times. The number of Custom-
ers in the bar t aries greatly with time of day and day of week. This,
too, speaks of the obligations to other things, which is a limit on time
spent in the bar Finally, there is the element of cost, and this may
be an important fat tor indeed. Alcoholic bet erages are expensive
any w here. but purchased one one in a bar they arc more expensive
than elsew here Social scientists and policymakers hat e recently
come to be interested in this, and some hard data may be generated
tt. luch w ill shed light on the relationship of price to consumption
generally, and perhaps of price to bar drinking as well (see Bruun et
at 197:ii Again, the list of possible factors and mechanisms which
hold consumption d,e. n could bt expanded here as could the list of
factors that tend to raise the let el of consumption. But many of these
matters are ,.perulat e. e anti %till continue to be until further research
is done.

To this punt litt% e been concerned with behat ior in the bar itself
anti hat e not examined the equalls important issue of who goes to
bars and wht lbws mit Fltr this task we have survey data both for the
I'mted States as a tt hole and for set eral smaller populations.

Tavern Patronage: Who Goes to Bars?

The detaik of tat ern patronage are complex in the sense that many
factors are int olt ed First, perhaps, is availability, Bars are more
numerous in sonic plates than in others, they are open to some kinds
if people anti nut equally, to others. Laws affect these matters, but
social customs are more important as is retealed by the number of

people ho legally could enter bars but do not for reasons that they
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,nar, not share The expectations of the social world of which
one is a nwmber must often be considered in decisions regarding
going or not going to bars, w hich bars, if any, and how often. Since

, are public places. those going there ma: be seen 1:), others, and
in some cases this Nk ould be damaging. These matters hace much to
do w ith the distribution of bar patronage, w hich is discussed below

Four sources of Social Research Group data Ain be used here. First
is the San Francisco 0962) sample w hich includes both women and
men The National ii 1964) and National 11 (1967) studies represent
the adult population of the 48 contiguous States. National III (1969)

is again a sample el the 48 States, but includes only men aged 21
through 59 This last sample contains the best data on some kinds of
trinking problems, the others are more useful for population es-
timates iSee the appendix for additional information about these

Amount of Drinking in Taverns

Sur.e data generall,t, do not permit one to say much about the
amount of drinking done in bars on particular occasions, although
there is no reason whr such questions could not be asked in a national
stir% We do ha).e some information of this sort from studies of
smaller populations. Harford's (1975) analysis of data from Gerstel's
et al 1973) Boston stuct, suggests that the drinker's overall drinking
habits and the contextual effects of the bar interact. Comparisons of
subgroups defined b ex and frequenQ of drinking in the past week
indicate that persons w ho drink both in restaurants and bars and in
private locations tend to drink more heavil!, in the fermer than in the
latter places. This relationship holds in those data for both sexes and
for both low er and higher frequenc;N -of-drinking groups, although

ith ing degrees Partanen's t1975) reports on several Finnish
studies on contextual effects and drinking did not find that the re-
lationship of public places and larger amount of drinking held for
some rural Finnish populations, but did hold for some Helsinki pop-
ulations In that brief report, a much greater than usual number of
\ ambles w as held constant than is possible in most surveys, and we
would hope that the studs of contextual ariables in this detail could
be replicated on other populations. (The extraordinary range of cul-

tural ditferenct in the operation and patronage of bars can be
glimpsed in a reading of Kim's (197:3) description of the Night Clubs
of Seoul, Korea

The data w e do hat e limited to a few European and North Amer-
ican studie,:i make it seem likel!, that people in our populations do
driaik soniew hat more heail, NI, hen drinking in bars than when
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drinking at home But e en this is not completely clear since the
party is the occasion for drinking more than usual that is most often
nwntioned by respondents. and drinking at home must include occa-

sions of haing a drink w ith an e ening meal as well as more concen-
trated drinking occasions. Furthermore, we cannot assume that bar
drinking w ill affect drinkers in general, for it will he clear from what
follows that ta ern patrons are different in some important ways
from those w ho do not patronize taverns with any frequency.

The Social Research Group's San Francisco (1962? study contained
some detailed questions on frequency of tavern patronage which are
useful for present purposes. We should note again that Room (1972a

found that San Franciscans were somew hat less likely than residents
of other LS. cities to do their drinking in commercial places. Never-
theless, these data are proktbly not gr, atiy different from those of
,uher urban populations

TO ask w ho arc the ta% ern patrons is quite different from asking
about the effects of the ta% ern upon the drinking of its patrons. First
of all. thy ta% ern e. not equally open to all people. Some people are
restricted by law. others. such .ts women and older people, may feel
that ta ern patronage is inappropriate for them tor even for every-
one) Further. as Clark (190;) details, single people tend to he tavern
patrons ith much greater frequency than their married counter-
parts, el. en c tth age and se% held constant. In table 1 (based on SRG
San Franilsro I 9ii2 data) IA e ;see that percent of young unmarried
men go to bars at least once a w eek. No other group approaches this.
hut note that ,,i)ung single women are the next highest group of
t a ern patrons In general, the relationship is very regular: Sex, age.
and marital ,:tatus are strong)) and regularly related to tavern pa-
tronage, with the young, the unmarried, and especially the males
represented heavily among the patrims

Drinking Patterns of Tavern Patrons

of greater interest in some ways is the relationship between over-
all amount of drinking and tm ern patronage. Here we are not asking
about amount of drinking in taerns. but about the overall drinking
patterns of people w ho are frequent went patrons as compared to
those who go there less frequently.

The frequency -quantity index is described in the appendix to this
paper Note that the amount of drinking called "heavy" here is not
extremely high. How eker, these are the lower limits of the categories,
and extremely heavy drinkers are included within the upper cate-
gory. Table 2 presents the distribution of tavern patronage within

NO



Table 1. Frequency of Patronage of Taverns, Bars, or Cocktail Lounges,
by Marital Status, Sex, and Age (Percent)

Single' Married'
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Table 2. Frequency of Tavern Patronage oy Sex, Age, and Frequency-Quantity Index (Percent)

Part A. Men
11010101IIMMMINEWIMMRda miam......1.111MIINIMMEMIO
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Frooerk% Quarittl%
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Table 2 (Continued). Frequency of Tavern Patronage by Sex, Age, and
Frequency-Quantity Index (Percent)

Part B. Women
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Ca 14tO le, of tge t,t1 -4'1, About -t tts of heat -drinking men
report going to a bar or taerti at least ace a eek. As compared to
elier men, those under 10 t ears of age include a relatively greater
tot:,her of men w ho repiit going at I, ast several times a week The
sa e rel 010n-41110s hold for v% mien in each age group, but the priipor-
tto-is In the most frequi at categories of taern patronage are much
smaller From these figures. as from the obsc-, ational studie we

conclude that hea kit-inking Is elated to frequency of going to
ttis But note .tt-4) that a surprisingly large proportion of ab-

-tamers are also t,t.ern patrons. it is onit among women abstainers
er age lo that t ern patronage is almost nonexistent

k are unable %kith tit, ,e data te anything about the influence
heung .ent in the tio ern uty. the drinker's befuvior that

I me -1 quantit-frequene:t. index 1) is a measure of overall
di taking oak and, at that. it does not purport to account for all

insampt tea Mo. c er. bt constructing a rather fanciful distribution
per ear, e can show that heavy drinkers are more

ftirt c .11 at erns than ant other drinking gro4 To do this, we
atulttpl% the e,tt Mat ed frequenct of attendance at taverns by the
nu nt h r f drunker, tn each F-Q categor, using the data in table 2
The re,,t1t. table 3, r, the pet cent of each F-Q group in taverns during
the ,.e;tr

Tahle fdnetful. 44 eourst since the variations among bars in

1, t!), of an nut ot &lid-drug must be \ eo large indeed. Still, it must

Table 3. Tasern Patrons in Bars: Frequency of
Tavern Patronage Multiplied by
Number of Drinkers in Each EQ.
Group (Percent)'
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he the case that w hate \ er social pressures may exist to raise the le% el
4,f consumption on NI,z.,It.`" to taY erns are not strongly countered by the
tqeseue of many light drinkers If the table represents the reality,
riwri patrons present are nearly three-quarters male and about 31
percent are in the highest F-Q category The proportion of F-Q I in
the p4pulat ion of drinkers is just s percent, of w hich 74 percent are
men Thus it may fairly be said that tal, ern patrons, by, and large, are
relati% ely heayy drinking people, e%en though many, people who pa-
tronize takerns are not heaxy drinkers, and there is much more to
ta', ern patronage than just drinking. It may, be w ell to recall here
that elen among heavt drinkers, the tal ern or bar is not the most
frequent place of drinking, nor of course is it the most frequent place
of drinking for those whose oy erall quantity and frequency of drink-
ing is less than heavy.

The SR' National III Itt9t study gathered quite complete data on
drinking I. tt rm.', on drinking problems, and on frequency of going
to bars and Col ktad lounges. As noted abo e, the sample is represen-
tatke of males aged 21 through 59 years of age living in the 48
contiguous States B design, city populations are weighted some-
w hat more heat ily than rural areas, although the effect of this is
quite small The purpose of the study w as to gather information on
problems as,ociated 1. ith alcohol use, and this population contains a
reiativel3, high proportion of such problem drinkers:

We ha\ e noted that in the San Francisco study there is a substan-
tial association between quantity and frequency of alcohol use and
frequencN of ta% ern patronage In table 4 w e see that the relationship
is strong and regular for the United States population of males aged
21 through 59 ct:, v. ell. The measure of amount of drinking used here
is described in the appendix. The measure takes into account the total
number of drinks taken per month and the maximum number of
drinks taken 4)n an occasion. Thus the index discriminates between
those v ho drink at lea,t enough to experience intoxication and those

ho neer haYt that much, Similarly regardless of the maximum
e can distinguish betw cull those 'A hose total intake is typically low,

medium, or high. Finally, the index also separates out those who do
n4,t drink as often as once a year, and, separately, those infrequent
drinker, who do drink, hut less than once a month.

A second index in table 4 is the respondent's estimate of the fre-
quency W. ith which he or she "gels high or tight"these terms are
defined the respondent Thitl index is also concerned -YY ith current
beha..ior (Ini%

The "current problems due to drinking" typology, also shown in
table 4, was constructed for analy sis of the SRG National III 1190
data The index is not a measure of alcoholism and should not be
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Table 4. Frequency of Going to Bars by Drinking Index,
by Frequency of High or Tight, and by Current
Drinking Problems Typology (Percent)'

21

Frequency of
l'a ern :"atronage

"On the average, how often would you say you go
to a bar or cocktail loungeincluding bar? 441
restaurantsonce a week or more, at least once a
month but less than once a week, less than once a
month, or almost never"

Once a
Month.

Once a Less than Less than
Week or Once a Once a Almost

More Week Month Never (Ni

brt 'dant, mit X
Abstainers 1 3 9 86 175

Infrequent drinkers 5 9 24 62 82

Low 1.olume, lov, maximum 14 19 23 44 109

Low olurne, high maximum 8 32 37 23 111

Medium .sfume, low maximum 26 26 20 28 54

Medium 1.o1ume, high maximum 38 30 22 10 116

lligh 1.olume, km maximum 33 23 15 30 40

High t olume. tugh maximum 18 25 16 11 291

Hen, 4).tf* n h+qh )1'- toilet /
Neter or not in last three

.)rears 11 11 20 58 453

Less than onee a ear 22 24 25 28 131

Less than once a month, but
at least once a year 32 36 19 13 233

About once a month 52 29 12 7 75

Two or three times a month 48 24 14 14 42

Onte or tv.i(e a %eel, or more
oft.m 61 !f 24 1 9 44

Oirrt Yit prohhi ul.., tipubP0

Not a drinker Ithin the
past three years 1 3 9 88 153

All other drinkers 14 21 27 35 335

Some tlessert indication of
drinking problems

t er ). heavy drinking or
binge drinking

28

47

24

27

19

15

29

11

179

123

Extrinsic problems 45 22 18 15 188

Pita ir,5, sJti N cn lii ,T,I 1'4'4
ift in 01, . {Mph

interpreted as such. Rather, it describes several elements of problems

or potential problems involving drinking that have taken place in the
3 years prior to the interview.
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The alcohol probk Ills nde, presented here includes a fairly broad
range of ,tetual and potential problems, but the 0% erlap v ith clinical
populations can be expected to be small. This is not to say that the
problems ark, nut real or se% ere. Thu index is built from questions that
take into account the kinds of alcohol problems, the se% erity of many
of these, and the recency.

The extrinsic problems category of the "current problems typol-
ogy includes problems w ith spouse, friends, neighbors, relatives,
problems on the job, problems w ith the law (including arrests for
drunk dri% ing, etc.), financial problems, problems with physical
health, or accidents ( including traffic accidents). All problems must
bu due to drinking in the respondent's judgment. The scoring scheme
requires fairly se% ere problems in more than one area for an individ-
ual to be included in this category, , and individuals included here may
also be heavy or binge drinkers as well.2

The %ery hea%y or binge drinking category includes those not in the
extrinsic problems category, but who report a level of drinking that
implies intoxication at least as often as once a week or gross intoxi-
cation somew hat less often but at least once a month. Binge drinking
here means stay ing drunk fur more than one day at a time, included
here are those %N, ho reported three or more binges in the last 3 years
or reported stay ing drunk for several days in that time period.

The lesser drinking problems category includes all those not in one
of the categories abo% e, but Iv ho report any lesser level of any of the
problems abo% e or w ho report indications of drinking to cope with
stress, or une or more of the classical symptoms of alcohol problems
such as drinking in the morning, etc., or indications of loss of control

er amounts drunk on an occasion, or who report becoming belliger-
ent when drinking. This category, despite the range of problems
included, dues nut indicate severe alcohol problemsthose are in the
categories abusebut these people du report some difficulties which
they attribute to drinking.

The final categories are these. all those who are now drinkers or
who w ere drinkers at any time within the past 3 years, and, finally,
thost ho hme nut been drinkers at any, time within the past 3 years.

Table 4 show s the relationships of these three indexes to tavern
patronage. First in these national data we find again the strong
relationship betw een ta% ern patronage and 0% erall amount of drink-
ing. Nearly half of the "high-volume/high-maximum" drinkers go to
t erns at least once a %s k, nearly three-quarters go at least once a
month The contrast ith lighter drinkers and less frequent drinkers

peca,i, on suite wnstrueriori are at allabk from the Social Research Group on re-
que,t For t detdikd apwu+sion of tht rrelations among drinking problems and of
drmking problem, v.ith other %.ariahles, see (ahalan and Room 11974, chaps. 2 and 3).
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in this respect is striking Note also that there is a slight ten-
dency for -high maximum" drinkerswhatever their overall vol-
umeto be tavern patrons.

The second section of table 4 permits us to move closer to questions
of intoxication a's related to tal ern patronage. The marginals (not
show n ) re% eal that nearl half of the United States male population
46 percent i almost no er go to ta% erns or bars. Another 19 percent

go to tal, erns onl3, occasionall;% less than once a month, but at least
once a sear, Thus, the relationship between drinking, at least to the
point of mild intoxication, and taern patronage, is impressive: Fully
61 percent of those w ho get high or tight as often as once or twice a
week also report taern patronage about as often, and about half of
those who get high or tight tw o or three times a month go to taverns
once a week or more. How el, er, w e should note again that tavern .N

patronage is not just a matter of heavy drinking since 11 percent of
those who no, er get high and 22 percent of those who get high less
often than once a sear also report going to taverns at least once a
week. Thus, both oerall drinking frequency and frequencyof getting
high are Arongl;, related to tavern patronage, but drinking is not a
complete explanation of tavern patronage.

The third section of table 4 shows the relationship between tavern
patronage and the index of problems caused by drinking. Percentages
are computed within categories of the problem index. Of those re-
porting one of the "extrinsic problems" caused by drinking, 45 per-
cent go to a taern once a w eek or more. The same is true of those who
report either 1.er,) hea,> intake or binge drinking, or both. A much
smaller proportion of the other groups are frequent tavern patrons.

It is oto ious that these %ambles of amount of drinking, frequency
of intoxication, and arious drinking problems are not independent,
but the degree of relationship is of some interest. Table 5contains the

Table 5. Correlations Among Variables Related to
Tavern Patronage Among Drinkers Only1

1M1t. \ 9 4 6

Amount of drmking
Frequenk:. of into \ Icatp)fl
E \ trinn problum,
Binge drmionc or Into oi at ion
sozr I10. ..irl
Frpquene% of T.v.ern yr.stron,Age

26
.37

:i.i
:9;

2.1

1:3

4-1

07
10

47
37
19

20
11

fr,r
, 21 1, es
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product-moment correlations among the :Wales. Abstainers are ex-
cluded, and, of (ourse, the sample is limited to men aged 21 through
,70 ears

For present purposes, the problems scale has been made into a
dichotomy thw part con taims all those w ho reported "extrinsic prob-
lems" due to drinking, the other is made up of those not in that
category but w ho reported frequent intoxiLation or binge drinking.
The other indexes are in the full fi,rm described above.

The matrix ( table 3i requires little comment. The only surprise,
iirhaps. is the moderate degree of relationship among the two prob-
lem indexes and the other measures Note also that age (in 10-year
categories( s negatkely related to all v ariables, but not strongly,
w it h the exception of the measure of frequency of intoxication which
at r -.34 is of moderate strength,

major concern here is the relation of tav ern patronage to the other
:11.:Alets. The relationship of tavern patronage is much stronger with
respect to the measure of intake (r = A7) and to frequency of intoxi-
cation 37) than to either of the tw o drinking problem indexes.

Prediction of Tavern Patronage
How ever, the relationship among these indexes of intake and of

problems leads to d question of prediction, w hich must take into
account the interactions among the predictor variables. Taking fre-
quency of tav ern patronage as the index to be predicted, and using the
Automatic Interaction Detection program to show the amount of
explanation possible w ith the interaction among variables taken into
account, we find the results shown in figure 1.

Frequency of tavern patronage is scored 1 for "never" through 4 for
"once a week or more." Predictors are dichotomized versions of the
indexes described above:

Intake is div ided into high-volume:high-maximum vs. all others
Frequency of intoxication, once a month or more vs. all others
Marital status. single, divorced, or separated vs. married or

widowed
Age: less than 40 years vs. 40 years or over
The predictors are related as has been shown, ani this fact shows

up in the rather modest amounts of v ariance added in the later steps

Thi, sNho rciporb,d drinking problems vLith spouse,
friends, relato.es, on tht jolt, %kith 4u, financial problems, health problems or
,icetdentall caused drinking and all of a fairly severe nature.
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Figure 1. Automatic Interaction Analysis Predicting
Frequency of Tavern Patronage in U.S.
Males Aged 21 Through 59 Years*

Cumulative variance explained (BSS/TSS) is 24 percent.

I High Volume-
High Maximum
Intake

YES

"/ 3 1
N 291

6
V 3 2
N /30

= 2 9
N . 159

Total Sample

NO

2 Intoxicated
once a month
or more

3 Marital status-
single, divorced
separated

4 Age Less than
40 years

YES

= 2.3
N = 71

YES

1 9

N = 231

Marital status single, divorced, separated

Intoxicated once a month o, more

Dependent score values
Frequence of tavern patronage score

4 At least once a week
3 At least once a month
2 Less than once a month
1 Never

Dat. hc"SRG o^a. 413671 StviyMrS 219 ofors

V= 1.8
N = 136

Cumulative variance explained
Step 1 17.2%

2. 21 6%
3 22.7%
4. 23 0%
5. 23 5%
6 24,7%
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of the AID anabsis,' The first variable in the AID "tree" is the
measure of "high-v olurne, high-maximum" intake which accounts for
17 percent uf the v ariance. Following that "branch," we find that
"marital status" makes a difference. Single people have a mean
tav ern-going score uf 3.4 cts compared tu 3.0 for married and widowed
persons. That latter group is again dis ided according to frequency of
intoxication, and frequent intoxication is related to frequency of tav-
ern patronage.

The "non-high-v olume/high-maximum" group is also divided into
ses eral subgroups. However, only frequency of intoxication produces
a group w hose mean score exceeds 3.0 on the dependent measure of
tavern-going frequency.

In reading the AID diagram, the reader will want to keep in mind
that the mean score reflects a very great range of tavern patronage.
A score uf 2 means tavern patronage of less than once a month; a
score uf 4 means unee a week or more often, which means at least a
fivefold difference. Therefore the differences between the final groups
are v er!, sizable. Altogether the predictor variables account for about
25 percent of the s ariance in frequency of going to taverns.

A final question ma!, be asked about the relationship of tavern
patronage tu drinking problems. Again, an AID analysis will be use-
ful in show ing the relative contribution of amount of drinking, re-
ported frequency uf intoxication, marital status, and frequency of

tavern patronage tu an explanation of the extrinsic problems dis-
cussed above. Figure 2 presents that AID analysis for the males of

the SRG National III study.
The extrinsic problems scale here has been dichotomized (as have

all independent measures?, and a value of one is assigned to those who
report at least tsso moderately ses ere interpersonal problems or one
so ere problem caused 1?), drinking in the respondent's opinion. All
other cases are assigned a score uf zero. The mean problem score for
the sample as a whole is .192, as shown at the top of the AID tree.
Folloss ing the branches in the tree tu their tips, we find that scores on
the problem measure range from a high of .659 to a low of .056. In the
process, a total uf 17.3 percent of the variance in the dependent
"extrinsic drinking problems" measure is accounted for by all the
independent measures w orking in concert. Whether this is a lot or a

'The Automatic Interaction Detei tom AID) program was deceloped by Sonquist
and Morgan IOW o it proceeds in a stepwise fashion. selecting the strongest predictor
nrst. etc . taking into account the relationships among the predictor variables The
technique does not require assumptions of linearity or additivity. It may "bring in" a
gic en callable at sec eral points in the analysis if that cariable is useful in accounting
for the cariance on the dependent measure in a particular group The technique has
received some criticism, including its requiring a greater number of cases than would,
for example, a multiple regression analysis.
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Figure 2. Automatic Interaction Analysis Predicting
Extrinsic Drinking Problems Among U.S.
Males Aged 21 Through 59 Years*

cumuldtRv %arlance epktined (BSS/TSSI is 17 pement
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month or more

2 High Voiume.,High
Maximum Intal,e
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going once a month
or more often
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N = 41
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N = 120

Dependent Measure is a dichotomy of
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spouse, friends, neighbors, relatives. job problems
or problems with the taw. or problems with health
or financesall due to drinking (See text above
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little depends upon the point of 1,ieW,, but much more than these
tariables are intuited in prodaing interpersonal problems caused by
drinking.

The interrelationships ail-long the predictors is of greater interest
here, especially since frequency of intoxication, amount of drinking,
and Li,. ern patronage are all correlated around the r .4 range. We
note in figure 2 that intoxication alone accounts fur nearly 12 percent
of the ariance in the problem index, heavy intake adds about an-
other 3 percent to the explanation, and frequent tavern patronage
accounts for onl about an additional 1 percent. Note also that it is
only among those ho du nut report frequent intoxication and who
are not heay drinkers that tatern patronage is a less important
predictor than measures of intake and intoxication, but note also that
the three t ariables are highly interrelated and are part of a pattern
of alcohol use that extends beyond the tavern's walls.

A Final Comment

The descriptions of the places where drinking is done and of what
sorts of people drink there contain little that is surprising, but some
important points do emerge from the quantification of these matters.
First, there are great Nariations in who drinks and in how much is
consumed. For instance, 47 percent of the population in the United
States either do not drink at all or drink less often than once a month.
Another 28 percent drink as often as once a month, but typically have
only one to two drinks per occasion (Cahalan et al. 1969).

The term "heat.y drinker" makes one uncomfortable at times, es-
pecially since it has been defined so differently from study to study.
Should it be resened for really heavy drinkerssay a quart a day?
Our answ er s nu, for those who drink much lesser amounts than this
do experience intoxication and do have somewhat higher rates of
drinking problems than others. But more importantly, the upper
categories of most of the drinking scaleswhatever they are called
do separate out people who make use of alcohol in much different
w s from lighter and infrequent drinkers. Perhaps most interesting
of all is the separation of hem ier drinkers from lighter drinkers. As
show n in the material aboNe on tavern patronage, there is a good
chance that heat y drinkers associate mostly with other heavy drink-
ers on social occasions, and that abstainers see mostly other ab-
stainers and light drinkers. The correlates of drinking patternsage,
sex, religion, ethnicity, region, etc.indicate the lines along which
drinkers are separated into heavier and lighter categories.

Questions of w ho associates ith whom are implicit in studies of
the effects of drinking situations upon drinkers. To some extent it is

, .

0
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a false issue to ask whether bars create heal, ier drinking among light
drinkers and even abstainers. For the most part, they are not there,
and among those fem ho are present, the amount of influence is also
to be questioned. Some data suggest that pressures to drink snore are
resisted more often among lighter drinkers than among heavier ones,
and that the amount drunk Ls light drinkers as a response to social
pressures at parties may not be great (Clark 1977). For instance,
whether influences oler a longer period of time or under a change of
life circumstances such as entering or leaving the armed services,
etc.) will produce larger and lasting effects, cannot be ascertained for
these data. It does seem very likely, however.

The tavern and the bar have come in for more than their share of
attention from researchers and journalists, given the fact that there
is less drinking in these settings than in the home and at parties. No
doubt this Is because bars are public and thus fairly easy to study,
and perhaps also because the reputation of public drinking places
not spotless. Bars contain a relatively high proportion of drinkers
and of drinkers with problems, but even among heavier drinkers, the
home is the place where must drinking is done. No general answer can
be given as to w hether public drinking places add to drinking prob-
lems in an absolute sense. Drinkers do report that they "drink more
than usual" in bars, but whether the level of drinking would decrease
if there were no bars is another matter. What is needed is a study of
thinking in situations including taverns to see whether and how
drinking is influenced. We do not know, for instance, the extent to
which the effects of WI, erns are somewhat outside the control of the
patron and lodged in the context of heavy drinking, and the extent to
which heavier drinking in bars is the drinker's free choice.'

The most general point to be drawn from discussion of places of
drinking is that the suney data do show enormous variations in
drinking behavior that are associated with the situations. Survey
data are excellent also with respect to rates of problems (although
relatively smaP numbers uf problem drinkers usually hamper anal-
ysis). But very little is known about the ways in which drinking and
problems arise in social situations, we need to know what specifics of

situations interreact with characteristics of drinkers in those situ-
ations, and this cannot be done well with existing data.

Some slim evidence may be drawn from such studies as Prairietown (Dewar and
Sommer 1962i w here the introduction of beer bars did not make an apparent difference

in consumption In a different context, Makela (1972) found that changes in the avail-
ability of beverages resulted in the new beverage being added, not substituted, for the
older beverage. For a discussion of various effects of akoholicbeverage regulations, see

Wilkinson (1970); Room 11971 ), Popham et al. (1976).

But see flprford 09751 and Gerstel i1975i for some evidence on these points which

suggests that drinking in public places is hea.ier than drinking in private places
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Appendix: Two Measures of Drinking

There hat e been a good many measures of amount of drinking used
in the arious SRG studies referred to in this paper. The two de-
scribed below are generally representatite of others in principle but
not in detailthe categories, e.g., "heavy drinker," are not exactly
comparable nor can they be made su since they were based on
different question:. These tw u are, uf course, the ones used most often
in the discussion abut e. For exact descriptions uf other scales and
indexes referred to. see the referenced works.

The Frequency -Quantity Index frum the SRG San Francisco Study
of 1962 is based on the one bet erage that a respondent used most,
taking into account both frequency of drinking and amount taken at
each sitting Fur e \ample, if a respondent drinks beer mure often and
in greater quantity than he ur she drinks either wine or distilled
bet erages, the F-Q Index is based entirely un beer drinking. The F-Q
Inde,,, then, is a comparatit e measure but is nut an estimate of an
indit idual's total intake of alcuhulk bet erages. The arious patterns
of alcoholo. bet er age usage hat e been combined to form the following
seven groups,

F-Q I includes all drinkers who have any one beverage at least
three or four times a W. eek and usually hate four ur more drinks at
a time and sometimes five or more at a time.

F-Q II includes. a all respondents nut in F-Q I w ho drink any one
bet erage nearly et ery day or more often and hat e more than two
drinks on some occasions, OA all respondents ho drink any one
bet erage thret or fuur times a week and sometimes hat e five or mure
drinks on an iacasion, and ic all respondents who drink twice a
month but less often than once a week and usually hat e five or more
drinks on each occasion. F-Q I and II are termed "heavy."

F-Q III includes all respondents not included in F-Q II who drink
from one to four times a week and sometimes hat e more than two
drinks on an occasion.

F-Q IV includes all respondents ho drink at least once a week but
never have more than two drinks on an occasion.

F-Q V includes all respondents nut included in F-Q II w hu drink at
least once a y ear but less often than once a VC e k and sometimes hat e
more than two drinks at a sitting.

F-Q VI includes all respondents who drink any bet erage at least
once a y ear but kss often than once a w eek and net er hate more than
two drinks on an occasion.

F-Q VII includes all respondents w. ho drink less often than once a
year or who never drink any alcoholic beverages,
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The Amount of Drinking Index from the SRG National Studies I,

II, and III is based on a series of questions asking separately about

the frequency of drinking wine, beer, and distilled beverages. An-

other series of questions asks about the frequency of drinking certain

amounts on a single occasion. From these detailed questions, we are

able to build an index sensitive to usual amount of drinking and to the

largest amounts that the respondent drinks on an occasion Separate
categories are provided for those who do not drink at all and for those

ho drink at least once a year, but less often than once a month:The

categories are these
Abstainers those who drink less often than

once a year or not at all

Infrequent drInkers those who drink at least once a
year, but less often than once a
month

Loy. -\olunle I,w-nht Imum
dr nkers low volume = 1 to 17 Fi drinks per

month, low maximum = never 3

or 4 drinks on an occasion

Social Refearch Group Studies

The Social Research data mentioned throughout the text have been
analyzed in many past studies. When these past studies resulted in a
citable work, whether published or not, the usual references are given.
Howet.er, when the reference is to newly analyzed data from past

surveys, a method is needed to refer to the study rather than to any

particular work We have used the initials of the Social Research
Group, a one- or two-word description of the location of the sample,

and the data, e.g., SRG National Il (1967). A brief description of the

relevant studies follows.
SAN FRANCISCO, 1962, 1,26S interview s forming an area proba-

bility sample of the adult population of San Francisco, California
The completion rate for this study was 92 percent.

NATIONAL 1, 1964, Based on personal interview s with 2,746 adults

comprising 9(1 percent of those randomly selected to represent the

adult household population of the United States, exclusive of Hawaii

and Alaska.
NATIONAL II, 1967 Based on reinter, iews of 1,359 respondents

who were included in a systematically selected subsample of re-
spondents in the National I (1964 ) survey. Overall response rate was

80 percent of those eligible (1965).
NATIONAL IIL 1969: Based on 978 personal interviews within a

new probability sample of American men, aged 21 to 59 years. The
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sample %as selected at.eording to procedures used in the Nationa! I
I 196-1-651 sun*. The rate of completed inter\ ievs was 73 percent of
the eligible howeholds.
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Psychosocial Correlates
of Tavern Use:

A National Probability
Sample Study*

Joseph C. Fisher

The tai.ern has often been the subject of sociological investigation.
The distribution of drinking establishments in the community has
been examined ab hae the drinking practices of patrons. The social
functions performed by the taern and the norms surrounding bar-
room hthaitir has.c been described as well. To date, however, few
studies ha% c in% estigated tarn usage using roresentative samples.
fat ern use and factors affecting its frequency based on the responses
of a national probability sample is the subject of this report.

Historical and earl!, sociological studies of tavern use have been
functional, stressing the rule of the ta% ern as a center for the social
life of the community. The social needs that can be fulfilled by tavern
use haw been recognized in societies as di% erse as Tzarist Russia
( Efron 1959), Victorian England (Harrison and Trinder 1969, Har
rison 1971), and 19th centuo America (Moore 1897). These studies
hae noted that the ta$,ern was the only established place for recre-
ation and amusement (Harrison and Trinder 1969), and, with the
church, it was one of the few institutions one could enter and be on
a par with everyone else (Harrison 1971).

The functional aspects of a ta% ern fall into three general categories.
a principal source of entertainment and recreation (Committee of

Fift) 1901, Harrison and Trinder 1969, Lewis 1955, Moore 1897), a
place that fulfills sociability needs 1:* providing a milieu in which
friends can meet (Committee of Fifty 1901, Harrison and Trinder
1969. Moore 1897), and, perhaps most importantly, as a tolerant
eni.ironment where self-expression is promoted by a democratic at-
mosphere and IQ, norms that tokrate behavior that would be un-
acceptable elsew here (Committee of Fifty 1901, Harrison 1971, Lewis
1955; Moore 1897; Spradley 1970).

Thi research sulported t th N4tn4 In,4itute lili Aleohol Abuse and
contract rs 79-M-0317Mo3
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No ertheless. the ta \ ern has been percei\ ed as a source of societal
ambe,alence because of the sale of alcohol. The Committee of Fifty
1901i, who were to find substitutes for the saloon, recognized that

any substitute would of necessity have to perform the same legiti-
mate social functions but w ithout alcohol What remains unclear is

hether ambi\ alence stems front the sale of alcohol and incumbent
ambi\ alence associated w ith alcohol use or whether :4. m s from the

positive and negative motivations for tavern use.
As for specific substitutes, the social institution with the greatest

similarlY, of functions is the church. Yet, although the church is
democratizing and pro\ ides a place in which friends can meet, it is
prim oted to worship and, hence, fills a more personal than
social role (Moore 1S97i. Thus, it would appear that the tavern is
nonsubstitutable because of its sale of alcohol and its capacity to
sat NI% sociability needs.

Pre\ mus empirical studies of barroom behavior have generally
follow ed one of three lines, ethnographic studies, which use par-
ticipant ol,serlation to retord drinkers' behavior in a natural setting;
ecological studies, w hich use the tal, ern as the unit of analysis and
note its distribution in the community or develop typologies of drink-

ing establishments, and more recently, representative samples,
hich study barroom use
Ethnographic studies ha\ e been interested primarily in social in-

teraction in the bar. One result of these studies has been to provide
an empirical base for functional analyses and to confirm the role of
sociability. recreation, and self-expression in bar use (Cavan 1966;
LeMasters 1975, Ossenberg 1969, Spradley 1970). Other ethnographic
studies have concentrated on the effect of interaction on the fre-
quency of drinking and duration of the drinking episode (Cutler and
Storm 1975. Kessler and Gomberg 1974, Sommer 1965). In this line,

groups of drinkers and social isolates have been a central focus of

observation Isolates were found to be older, to drink less, and to
drink most often In the day time or early evening. With group drink-

ers, the duration of the drinking episode was related to the number
in the group, and the number of drinks consumed was related to
duration. Consequently, group drinkers consumed more as a function
of staying in the bar longer rather than drinking more rapidly.

Ecological studies ha\ e taken the ta\ ern rather than its patrons as
the subject of study iClinard 1962, Gottleib 1957; Pfautz and Hyde
1960, Rosenberg 1957i. These studies have established an inverse
relationship between licensed liquor stores and social class of the
area, suggesting those v. ith higher socioeconomic status drink at
home or near their place of business. The major outcome of these
ecological studies is a typology of hars which, with minor exceptions,

ay,
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includes skid row bars, neighborhood tav erns, cocktail lounges, and
eating establishments that coincidentally serve alcohol. Clientele of
these establishments differfrom working class, ethnic clients pa-
tronizing neighborhood tav erns to nonresidential, transient patrons
of higher socioeconomic status frequenting cocktail lounges.

More recently, tavern use has been studied with representative
samples (Cahalan et aL 1969, Clark 1966, Macrory 1952). Drinking in
tav erns has been found to occur less often than drinking in homes,
although heat y drinkers and younger individuals more often use bars
Cahalan et al. 199. Many demographic indexes such as income and

education hay e been found to be positively related to tavern use. The
probability sample method provides further evidence of the
nonalcohol-related sociability of the tavern setting since 1 in 14 ab-
stainers was found to be a patron (Clark 1966).

This study Is a continuation of the representative sample approach
using a national probability sample to examine the frequency of
tavern patronage as a function of family background, sociodemo-
graphic characteristics, work and social standing, and attitudinal
v ambles. Additionally , tavern use over time was studied, as was its
association w ith drinking behav ior. Finally, explanatory models of
patronage and frequency of tavern use were developed.

Method

Sample

Data for the study w ere drawn from the 1977 General Social Sur-
v ey (Dav is et al. 1978). The national probability sample consists of all
individuals m the continental United States over the age of 18 who
are not institutionalized at the time of the survey. A total of 1,530
re9ondents were interviewed.

Instrument

The General Social Surv ey is part of a national data collection
program for the social sciences. The survey, consisting of interviews
approximately 1 Lour in length, has been conducted yearly since 1972.
Respondents are az,ked a t ariet;t of questions concerning their cul-
tural and ethnic background, sociudemographic position, behavior,
and attitudes tow ard their relativ e social standing and contemporary
social issues.

Among the topics considered was the respondent's sociability, in-
cluding the frequency of spending an evening with relatives, with

4
i
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friends, with someone living in the respondent's neighborhood, or at

a bar or tavern. The last question is the focus of this study. Responses

to that item formed a seven-point scale, specifically: (1) almost every

day, (2) once or twice a week, (3) several times a month, (4) about once

a month, (5) several times a year, ( 6) about once a year. and (7) never

Consequently, the lower the numerical value on the variable, the

more frequently the respondent went to bars or taverns.

Procedure

The analysis performed consisted of three distinct phases: descrip-

tive, exploratory, and explanatory. Initially, the frequency of tavern
use is described by noting the frequency and proportion of the sample

falling in each level of tavern use. Subsequently, variations in tavern

use over time are examined by comparing responses in the 1977 sur-

vey with responses in other years. The final portion of the descriptive

discussion involves comparing the drinking behavior of tavern pa-
trons with that of nonusers.

In the exploratory phase, the frequency of tavern use is related to

sets of variables that are indicative of general char'acteristics of the

sample. For example, in one analysis tavern use is associated with 12

variables that represent the effect of family background. Similar
analyses are performed for sociodemographic characteristics, re-
ligion, work status and social standing, and general outlook. Variable
definitions appear in each subsection describing the specific analysis

The statistical procedure used in the exploratory phase is re-
gression analysis. Moreover, tavern use has been categorized into
nonuse, and weekly, monthly, and yearly use, to avoid the estimation

of small differences. The dependent variable is ordinal and not inter-

val, as a consequence. Hence, no attempt is made to interpret the
magnitude of the coefficients, instead, the direction of the results is
stressed. Additionally, the sample size is very large, and to diminish
the possibility of the detection of spurious effects, a more stringent
critical level than normal was chosen (p.01) to indicate statistical
significance.

In the explanatory stage, the predictors are related again to tavern

use, in this case in a single analysis. First, a discriminant model is

constructed to distinguish tavern patrons from nonpatrons. Then
a regression model is employed to explain the frequency of tavern
use. As in the exploratory phase, four categories for tavern use
are employed. Family background variables have been omitted
from the explanatory phase because of a large number of missing
observätions.

4
z
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Results and Discussion
Frequency of Tavern Use

A total of 1,525 t 99.7 percent) of the indi% iduals surveyed responded
to the ta% ern use question w hile 5 (.3 percent) refused to answer or
could nut recall. Of those responding, half (762) stated that they went
to a ta% ern at least once a y ear and a like number (763) reported that
they nes er go to a bar or tav ern. Thus, the tavern appears to be a
potential social outlet for half of the adult population in the United
States

The frequency of tavern use for responders is presented in table 1.
Interestingly,, for those vs ho use a tavern, the responses are uniformly
distributed across categories, w ith approximately 1 in every 11 re-
spondents falling in each group. The tw o exceptions to this pattern
are the extreme groups, specifically those who never use a tavern or
bar and those %%hi) go almost daily. With the latter group, only 1 in
40 respondents indicated an approximate daily use. If the responses
are categorized as discussed in the pre% ious section, 178 (11.7 percent)
individuals are sseekly users, 276 (18.1 percent) are monthly users,
308 (20.2 percent) use a tavern y early , and, as before, 763 (50.0 per-
cent) never go to a tavern or bar.

Table 1. Frequency of Tavern Use

Utilizatwn Percent Cum Percent

Almost every day :39 2.6 2,6
Once twice a v.efek 139 9.1 11.7

So.eraI times a month 124 81 19 8

About ow a month 152 10 0 29.8
Seseral times 3 !, l'ar 164 10 ii 40 6
About onct a year 144 9 4 50 0
tie\ cr 763 :50 0 100 0

Total 1;.)25 1000

Thu frequencies obtained from the national probability sample are
intriguing in light of past survey results. For instance, Clark (1966)

observ ed that 44 percent of a sample drawn in San Francisco were
tavern users w hile Macrory (1952) found that fully 62 percent of a
sample in Dane County (Madison), Wisconsin, were tavern patrons.
Thus, the San Francisco sample more closely' approximates the na-
tional norm of 50 percent. Possible reasons for the wide discrepancy
reported b Macrory include the regional and rural effects present in
the Wisconsin sample. Undoubtedly the most plausible explanation,

4
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however, is that pointed out by Clark (1966)namely, that the low
response rate in the Wisconsin study (37 percent) introduced biases
not present when a near-perfect (92 percent) response rate was ob-
tained. as in the San Francisco survey.

The tavern use question in the San Francisco study was similar to

that used on the national questionnaire, and thus it is possible to
make further comparisons within categories. Twelve percent of the
San Francisco sample Ix ere found to be weekly patrons and 15 percent

were monthly patrons. Yearly patrons accounted for 17 percent, and

67 percent reported never using a tavern. These percentages are re-
markably similar to those obtained in the nationwide sample. The
differences that do exist are minor, with those in the national sample
being slightly more likely to report being monthly and yearly tavern

users lthree percentage points in both cases) and less apt to be non-

patrons a sex en-percentage point difference). It would appear, there-
fore, that the frequency of tavern use is quite consistent in the two

studies

Tavern Use Over Time

As noted m the methodology section, the survey used in this study

is conducted yearly. The questionnaire, on the whole, remains the

same for each panel, although some behavioral and attitudinal items,

such as the frequenQ of tavern use, are asked in two of every three

years. The 1974, 1975, 1977, and 19781 surveys contained a tavern use

item, and the distribution of responses in these samples appears in

table 2.

Table 2. Distribution of Tavern Use Over Time

'i oltzation 1974 1975 1977 1978 Total

I oay 33 2 3o 22 1 5) 39 ( 2 6) 29 1.9) 123 ( 2.1)

Week 139 4 9 50 114 ( 7 7o 139 ( 9.11 133 ( 8.7) 525 ( 8.8)

Se%eral rnnt 32 6 3o 98 6' 6, 124 t 8 1) 140 ( 9 2) 454 ( 6)

( once a month 131 ( 9 (Po 136 ( 9 21 152 (10.0) 112 ( 7 3) 531 ( 8.9)

Se:cral 178 412 2) 134 ( 1) 164 110 8) 186 (122) 662 (11.0)

I once :S e r 112 7 7o 140 t 9 5) 144 ( 9 4) 153 (10 0) 549 ( 9.2)

er 777 1.53 h 832 (56 to 763 (50 0) 775 (501) 3147 (52.5)

Totah 1.462 OW 1 i 1,476 )100 0 o 1,525 MX) 0) 1,528 (100 0) 5,991 (100.1)

Data from the 1978 sure:, were not available during the preparation of this paper

Before the ana13,s1:4 was completed, however, the marginal distribution of responses
became available for the tavern use question on the 1978 survey Consequently, they

v ere used only in the an4 oils of roponses (Ayr tune since marginal distributions are

the only requirenwnt (d the amdysk
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A chi-square tc st of the frequencies in table 2 pros ides evidence of
a significant difference in tavern use over time (x21, = 45A0,
p M005 ). Yet the must immediatelv apparent feature of the distri-
bution of responses is the lack of ariability over time. For tavern
patrons, regardless uf frequency categurv , there is at most a three-
percentage puint difference in the percentages across years. For non-
patrons, the differentes are sumew hat greater, ranging from a high
of 56A percent in 1975 to a love uf 50.0 percent in 1977. In general, the
proportion uf the sample ho are tav ern patrons has increased in
recent years.

The stabilitv of the pattern of responses in table 2 is more clearly
demonstrated by collapsing the frequencies into weekly users,
monthly users, y early users, and nunpatruns. When this is done, table
3 results. As before, minimal variation is present although the
frequencies across v. ears are significantly different (x.29 = 21.97,
p- 01) Regardless of v car, approximately one in nine respondents
are w eekly users, one in six use a tav ern monthly, one in five frequent
a tav ern on a carl, basis, and slightiv over half are nonpatrons.

Table 3. Categorized Frequencies Over Time

UtitlzatIon 1974 1975 1977 1978 Total

Weeld 172 (11 8) 136 9 2) 178 (11 7) 162 (10.6) 648 (10.9)
Mt.r)thIN 223 05 :3) 234 115 8) 276 (18 1) 252 (16 51 985 (16.5)
Yeark 2flif ill) 9) 274 118 61 30S (20 2) 339 (22 2) 1211 (20 2)

777 1 1 t 832 156 4 1 763 ($0 0) 773 (50 7) 3147 (52 5)

1462 1476 1525 1528 5991

If any tendenLy is present, it would appear that higher proportions
of the samples in recent v ears are tav ern patrons, with the gains
occurring in the monthly, and y early categories. This pattern may be
a result of a grow ing trend in tav ern use. It may, also be a function of
the economic recession that occurred in 1974 and 1973 which could
have inhibited tavern use.

Tavern Use and Drinking Behavior

Tv. items on thu sun ev dealt w ith respondents' drinking behav-
ior Specifically , respondents were tu indicate whether they used
alcohol or w ere total abstainers, 1,099 (72.1 percent) of the 1,525
indiv iduals hu zinsk%cred %%ere drinkers A hile 426 (27.9 percent) were
total abstainers. Of the drinkers, 729 (66.4 percent) w ere tavern pa-
trons w hue the remaining 369 (33.6 pei cent) were nonpatrons. For
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total abstainers, 32 7 5 percent) were tavern users while the remain-
mg 393 (92.5 percent ) were nonusers. These percentages deviate sub-
stantially from those reported by Clark (1966), who found that 46
percent of drinkers were not tav ern patrons. Conversely, they are
almost identical in one respect to the San Francisco survey in which
7 percent of abstainers were tavern patrons.

Since the primary function of a tav ern is to dispense alcohol, the
discrepanc3, of tavern users in the drinking and nondrinking catego-

ries is not surprising. Yet, if the only function of taverns were to
sell alcohol, clearb, there would be no reason for a nondrinker to be
a patron. Thus, the additional social functions performed by a tavern
and its subsequent attractiveness are signalled by the small yet not
trivial proportion of abstainers who are patrons.

The second drinking behavior item on. the national survey con-
cerned drunkenness or, more precisely, responses to the question,
"Do you sometimes drink more than you think you should?" Ab-
stainers were not asked the question. Of the 1,104 possible re-
spondents, 407 36,8 percent) indicated that occasionally they did

drink more than thi* should, 677 (61.3 percent) indicated that they
did not, and 20 1.6 percent ) failed to respond. Among the former, 338
0,3.3 percent ) w ere tav ern patrons, and the remainder, 68 (16.9 per-

cent), were not. For those ho did not report drunkenness, 384 (56.7
percent ) were tavern users, and 293 (43.3 percent) were not.

Again the difference in proportions is not unexpected, given the
primary purpose of the ta ern. How ever, a germane question that is
unanswered is hether a higher percentage of problem drinkers go to
taverns or w hether the tav ern setting promotes excessive drinking
Although this question cannot be addressed by the information con-
tained in the sure, past studies of barroom behavior suggest that
the setting can contribute to increased drinking. For example, a num-
ber of authors City an 1966, LeMasters 1975, Ossenberg 1969; Sprad-

ley 19701 note that taverns provide a protecthe environment in which
wider-than-normal ranges of behavior are tolerated. Thus, drunk-
enness may be more common in taverns since sanctions are less
severely imposed there.

Effect of Family Background

The first set of v ariables used in the exploratory phase involved
indicators of the respondent's family background. In particular, the
following variables were used as predictors of tavern use: (1) born
whether or not the respondent w as native born, (2) sibsnumber of
siblings, (3) residencesize of the town in which the respondent lived
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w hen aged 16. 4 income- family incunw, 15) father's occupation
hether the father was a w hite collar ur blue collar worker, (6) father

self-emplo silent hether the father was self-emplo ed, (7) mother
w,orkwhether the mother worked, IS) father educationfather's
education, 491 mother education mother's education, and (10) re-
ligion in w h11 the responi.knt was raised expressed as three dummy
variabks Protestant, Catholic, and Jew ). The last three variables
measure the effect of being raised in one uf the three religions versus
being raised in no religion.

Table I. Regression Analysis with Family Background
Variables

,tri,14.1 seb beta

f;,,rn 21:: 151 .044 1.958
;,t., 019 012 057 2.747
Resters, 057 034 059 2.876
Invw11,. 11113 002 047 004

E4thet ,q l up i' 1,q1 11:13 01 022 311

KV her -.ulf-erni, 097 075 012 133

WYK, r work 121 070 056 2 953
Keher cd,A4' (11,11 1170 036 .737

Mther ,,Iiii. ,'69 -205 26 734

Prl.te.t..in' 06.5 192 209 .115

C.tth,,[14. 2-1 197 .102 1.589

Jew, 351 279 (52 1.572

cn,r.int

1 ' t1 I 1,, J't aid!, B1,41+,111,, n,de+11.4,r ffh.dn,

The results of the regression analysis rdating the 12 predictors to
tavern use are presented in table 4 When considered simultaneously,
the 12 predio.ors are signiticantl rdated tu tav ern use as indicated
by the overall F-statistic 7.098, p.M01). Nevertheless, the
e \planatoQ. power of the model is not strung with only 8 percent
of the var,-:-.,e n tav ern use accounted for by the predictors
R- woh

When indiv idual tests of the coefficients are performed, only one
variable is significantl:v related tu tavern use. Further, the sign of the
coefficient inegtit, indicates that the higher the mother's edu-
cational attainment the more like4 the respondent is to go to a
tav ern This finding is intriguing gien past findings (Cutter and
Fisher 19z,u n v. hich the respondent's mother was show n to have a
map a- impact on the 4Ivclopment uf alcohol use attitudes. The role of
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family influences, especial4 that of the mother, would appear to be

a fruitful area for future research.
Another noteworthy finding is that religious training has little

effect on later tavern use. Recall that the three variables quantified
the mean increase or decrease in tavern use of those trained in a
particular religion oer those, with no religious training. Thus, a
significant regression coefficient would mean that those respondents
trained in that religion were more ur less, depending on the sign of
the coefficient, likeb, to be tavern users than those with no religious
training. Gl% en the preponderance of evidence documenting the effect
of religious training on drinking behavior, this finding seems unu-
sual Perhaps religious proscriptions on alcohol use are moderated by
the other functions performed by a tavern.

Sociodemographic Characteristics

Another set of predictor variables involved the sociodemographic
characteristics of the respondent. The variables used were: (1) home
popnumber of persons living in the home, (2) childrennumber of
children in the home, 0) age, (4) racewhether the respondent was
white or nonwhite. (5) maritalwhether or not the respondent was
married. 6) degreethe respondent's educational level, (7) sizesize
of the town un thousands) of residence, and (8) sex. The regression
analysis relating these variables to tavern use is reported in table 5.

The overall test statistic is significant (Fs.14; = 43.667, p<M001)
and when indi% idual tests of the coefficients are performed, four of
the eight variables are related to the frequency of tavern use. The
most powerful relationship is for sex, and the sign of the regression
coeffinent (positive) indicates that males are more apt to be tavern

Table 5. Regression Analysis with Sociodemographic
Characteristics

tivta

11,m.. pop 019 030 1 0:37

Ct-oldrol 016 OW 095

oh, ot112 24; 101 251

Est,. .i "II 079 109 20 241

NIAntsil 31 i ird; LA 37 400

I 41,frt
042 2 'JO

oio 1100 o57 5 670

\ 123 208

1 -olNi
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users than are females Second, ta%ern use decreases w ith age. Fur
marital status, married respomknts w ere less likely tu be tavern
users, and, finally, w hites used taerns more frequently than did
nonwhites

The findings mentioned allo%e are consistent with the results of
pre ,. ious sur% S. The reasons fur sex differences in drinking beha%
ar are probably thw to di% ergent soeial norms fur public drinking. As
fur age. Clark 11966) suggests that the in% erse relationship may be a
function of less fa% orable attitudes tow ard ta% erns amung older re-
spondents ur less interest in alcohol. However, it may also be that
sodal acti% ity generally declines w ith age, and tavern use is part of
this process The difference fur race is mure difficult tu explain unless
race is correlated ith differences in religious preference ur sume
other variable related to drinking behavior.

Religion

Si \ %ariables w ere used to quantify religious effects un tavern use,
including. (1) church groupw hether ur nut the respundent was a
member uf a church gruup, (2) attendfrequency of church atten-
dance. (3) rel. intensity the expressed strength of the respondent's
beliefs, (4) Protestantwhether ur nut the respondent w as a Protes-
tant. (5) Catholic hether ur not the respondent was a Catholic, and

1 61 Jew hether or nut the respondent was a Jew . As before, the last
three % ariables measure the mean difference in being in a particular
religion %ersus expressing nu religiuus preference. The regressiun
analysis relating the six predictors tu the frequency of tavern use is
presented in table 6.

It would appear from the coefficients and associated statistical
tests that religious inoh, ement is more in,portant than religious
affiliation. Tw o ariables arty significantly rdated tu tavern use, the

Table 6. Regression Analysis with Religion Variables

seb beta

Church 1,74.14, IN 1167 - ,055 3 054

A. ttend '140 OU ion 8 102

Itcl Iwyn', 11,4 035 153 23 731

Pr,,tcNt aro 107 235 047 .207

Cat h,,h, 121 239 17t; 3 090
00 191

Col,tant
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frequeney of church at tendance and the respondents' subjective as-
sessment of the strength of their religious behefs. In both cases, the

direction of the relationship indicates that the stronger one's re-
ligious involvement 1,S, the less frequently one goes to a tavern. Al-
though suliject to chance fluctuations, the sign of the coefficients for
religious affiliation suggests that Protestants and Catholics go to
taverns less frequently, , and Jews go more frequently than those
having no religious preference.

The lack of a strong relationship between religious affiliation and
tavern use is puzzling given past research that has demonstrated an
association, particularly for abstinent faiths. Perhaps religious
affluence is best measured by religious involvement, and when this is

controlled, as in the regression model, specific affiliation makes little
difference Further, as noted throughout this discussion, taverns per-
form legitimate functions independent of alcohol use, If these func-

tions are also tilled by another social institution, involvement in one
will limit interest in the other. Thus, if the church satisfies the socia-
bility needs of its members, greater involvement in its activities will
diminish the attractiv eness of the tavern as a social outlet.

Work Status and Social Standing

Employment characteristics and tavern use were investigated by

relating the latter to. 1i self-emplo: edwhether or not the respond-
ent was self-emplo ed, i2i occupationwhethel the respondent's oc-
cupation was white collar or blue collar, (3) unemployedwhether
the re4pondent unemploy ed or not, (4) hours worked, (5) income,

and tii prestigethe prestige rating (Siegel 1971i of the occupation.
The regression analysis using these v ariables as predictors is reported

in table 7

Table 7. Regression Analysis for Work Characteristics

beta F

Sclf-otitoiw.**(1 212 121 i)59 2 913

upat al 1,7,t 100 034 539

nyrtipi.,..1 052 114 10 553

Hour. %prkv.i 007 00% 077 4 9.10

1 noMt 1/13 011 0-12 1 307

Prc,I 11412 0113 orti 1'29

Con,t,int 2 132
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Characteristii` d one', employ ment, hue significantly related to
tav ern use = 3 44s. p ,_.001), are not strong predictors of it

023si In fact, only one variable, unemployment, is signifi-
anti% related to the frequency of tit), ern use. Unemployed respond-

ent, go to A tavern more frequently than those who are employed.
; uh ious rc coon for this finding is that unemploy ed persons have
more free time Y t the tav ern use v ariable measures fi equency uf
use, not duration of each occasion, hence, free time may not be the
only reason Increased cav ern use by the unemployed may also be due
to informal nutw orks present in the tits. ern that assist in finding work
4(',Annuttee of Fifty 1901; Spradley H)70).

The critical tradition w ithin sociology suggests that drinking and
tavern use are sy mpturnatic uf the inequities and frustrations associ-
ated w it h work and specifically w ith being an employ ee as opposed to
an employ er (Engels 195So. Thus, une ould expect tavern use to be
positively related to being a blue-collar worker and number of hours
worked. and negativ ely related tu sdf-employ ment, being a white-
collar w urker, income, and occupational prestige. The directions of
the relationship in table 7 are consistent with the critical perspective
in some instances occupation, unemploy ment, hours worked, and
prestigebut not in othersself-employ ment and income. Moreover,
the lack uf significant rehitionships indicates that critical theory is
not effective in explaining the frequency of tavern use.

Table s presents the results of a regression analysis relating tavern
use to the respondents subjectiv e ev aluations of their social stand-
ing Three v ariables w ere used in the analysis. (1) social class
respondents' assessment uf their class position, (2) financial
positionassessment of relative financial standing, and (3) financial
changeperceiv ed change. if any, in financial position. The variables
are related to tavern use (F.11,4 = 6.525, p--001) although they ac-
count for little variation (R' ,0130)

Social class and relativ e financial position are significantly related
to the frequency of tavern use The higher the perceived social class

Table S. Regression Ana4sis ssith Subjecthe E%aluation of
Social Standing

itdc seb beta

...I I1 1 d a N,
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the less often the i-espondent goes to a tavern. Simi'arly, the higher
the perceived financial position the less likely the respondent is to go

to a tavern t ombining the results in tables 7 and 8, it would appear
that subjectn e e% aluations of one': social position are more powerful
predictors of beha% ior than objectis e indicators of it, a finding that is

consistent w ith the sy nTholic interactionist tradition (Blumer 1969).

General Outlook

Another area in% estiga ted inolved the respondents' subjective as-

sessment of their en% ironment, well-being:and situation. One set of
variables deals with the expressed satisfaction with: (1) financial
standing, (2) family, 1.3) hobbies, (4) job, (5) city, (6) friends, and (7)
health The 'regression analy si: summarizing the influence of these
variables is reported in table 9.

Table 9. Regression Analysis with Satisfaction Variables

,40) beta

Fahtncial 042 042 .030 1 008

Farrui% 147 02t; 177 31,946

11,,t,h,. 0.io or22 142 1.745

.1, ,b 072 041 ,052 3.080

I ,,', I t,r, 021 066 4,722

Fn. nd 116.{ 112,s 073 5.23G

11...rh itit, 022 144 22.679

WEr

Since the overall F-statistic was significant (F73,233 =--= 9.238,

p 01011. indi% idual tests of the coefficients were performed, and two

canables w ere found to be related to the frequency of tavern use.
First, satisfaction with family is inversely related to the frequency of
tavern use, indicating that as dissatisfaction with the family in-
creases, frequency of tavern use increases. Second, satisfaction with
health is positively related to going to a tavern. Hence, the more
satisfied one is with one's health, the more likely one is to go to a

tavern.
Dissatisfaction with family appears to be a relatively rare case in

which tavern use is moti%ated by a desire to avoid an unpleasant
situation rather than by the positive benefits offered by the setting.
In short, it appears to be one of the few instances in which individuals
may be "forced" to a tavern as opposed to being attracted to it. It is
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also possible. of cour,e, that frequent tavern use leads to marital
dissatisfaction

The final set of exp,oratory xariables dealt IA ith the general outlook
of the respondent Four 1, ariables were included. (1) lifewhether
the respondent felt that life was exciting, routine, or dull, (2) fear

hether or not there was an area w ithin a mile of the respondent's
residence in IA hith he or she w as afraid to walk at night, (3) happy
a. hether the respondent felt himself or herself to be very happy,
fairly happy, , or unhappy, , and (4) healthsubjecthe evaluation of
health excellent, good, fair, or poor. Taken as a set, these variables
are ,,,ignitieanth related to tavern use (F, 18.008, p<.0001,
R- 1)465i table 1.0)

Table 10. Regression Analysis for General Outlook

Ar 1,06. seh beta F

1.1f, t 26 049 071 6 499
F, Ir 262 055 122 22 510
11.0v. 13- 046 OKS 8 978
fl.,11h Ifk 033 140 26 488

Three of the four predictors are related to tavern use. Specifically,
health is :=agnificant again, and as before, the better one's health is (in
this case. percehed health), the tr onto one goes to a tavern.
Health is similar to age in that one must be capable physically to go
4 ut socially Those IA ho percehe their environments to be threat-
ening, as indicated by fear, are less apt to go to taverns. Finally,
happiness is negath ely related to ta ern use, As v. ith family satis-
faction. general happiness seems to be one of the rare instances in

hich taern use is sy mptoroatic of a problem rather than a positive
aett\ ity

Explanator: Models

rhe final phase of the analysis inohed the construction of explan-
atory niodt is for taxern use and the frequency of tavern use. Vari-
ables In,ed in the exploratory phase of the study w ere again included
as candidates for the explanatory mode! 3. Initially, a simple patron-
nonpatron dichotomy was employ ed. and a discriminant model that
htst distinguished the tv, 0 groups w as selected. Subsequently, tavern
use was used as the dependent ariable in a regression analysis,
tt% ern u,,e \ as categorized into w eekly , monthly, and yearly users,
and nonpatrfins
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Table 11. Discriminant Analysis for Patron-Nonpatron
Dichotomy

1 ariatde Patron

Means

Nunpatrtm Rau

MIIMIMIIIIIMENIM10

Weights

Standard

Age 39 187 50 601 020 347 173 821

Raee I 091 1 1M 102 033 11.517

Degree 930 I-N3 096 066 45.439

Se \ 1 466 1 651 358 178 49.349

Droll. 1 047 1 517 1.568 713 498.963

prore,t,trit e,16 750 -,359 165 17,740

ratholn 323 208 .523 .231 23 817

Attend 3 715 4 631 010 026 43.444

Rel sntenslt:. 2 33:i 1 879 .098 093 83,249

Chureh grour 1 660 1 514 013 .007 30,792

rt'Ar 1 t111 1 476 - 037 .019 25.726

1 nemploNed 1 6.53 1 795 177 079 35 778

(n.4ant 3 258

The rcsults of the discriminant analysis are presented in table 11.
Tuck k! ariablus significantly distinguish patrons from nonpatrons,
and the ov erall discrimination prov ided by these variables is highly
significant ( N.212 572.134, p.0001). In terms of efficiency, the dis-
criminant model has moderate explanatory power, accounting for
over aihird of the variation (R2 = .3422) in patronage. With respect
to classification, ov er three quarters (76.9 percent) of the sample are
correctly classified. Of tavern patrons, 593 (90.0 percent) are correctly
classsified by the model, and 66 (10.0 percent) are not Comparable
figures for the nonpatron group are 464 (64.8 percent) and 252 (35.2
percent), respectively.

An inspection of the individual test statistics and means for the
two groups rev eals that w hether or not a respondent drinks is the
most pow erful discriminator. It is hardly surprising that tavern pa-
trons are more apt to be drinkers since the primary function of a
tavern is the sale of alcohol. Age is another important factor, with
patrons being on average 11.4 y ears younger than nonpatrons. Males
are mure likely to be patrons, as are white respondents. Interestingly,
higher educational achievement is associated with patronage, a
finding that bears out prev ious results (Clark 1966). Finally, patrons
are more likely to be unemployed, and they are less likely to fear their
environment.

Another striking feature of the discriminant model i the over-
whelming effect of religion on patronage. Nearly half of the
significant discriminating v ariables reflect either religious affiliation
or religious inv oh. ement. With regard to the former, Protestants are
less likely to be patrons than those with no religious preference.
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Comersely Catholics are more apt to be patrons. The omission of Jew
as a discrinunating ariabk indicates that Jews do not differ
significantly in ta. ern patronage from respondents who expressed no
religious preference

Religious anohernent s inditated by three of the discriminating
ariables On the terage., patrons are less likely to attend religious
serwcs than are nonpatrons. Patrons are less likely to express
strong religious beliefs, and, further, patrons are not as likely as
nonpatrons to be members of church groups. Thus, when separating
ta% ern patrons from nonpatrons, it would appear that religious
affiliation as NA ell as degree of inohcment in religion are important
factors

Table 12. Explanatory Regression Model for Frequency
of Tavern Use

dt.le seh beta

Age to11 (01 185 63.45
8,,,, IWO 048 193 72,242

MAI-ILI! 3 i3 049 157 48.675

lt,.i t men-4' % K1 0::4 .067 8.150

rw-1,taLt 1 161

0:6 382 261,115

The regression analy sis for frequency of tavern use is summarized
in table 12. In this modd fie predictors are significantly related to
the frequency of tal,ern use (Fs = 124.706, p <MO(1). As with the
discriminant model, approximately one third (1? = .3094) of the vari-
ation in ta% ern use frequency is accounted for by the predictors.

In some respeits the regression model is similar to the discrimi-
nant analysis. In particular, whether or not a respondent drinks
remains the single most important indicator of tmern use. Age alai
sex again are significant contributory factors. As before, being a
drinker, younger, and a male is associated with more frequent use of
ta erns

There are important differences in the two models, however. First,
by omission, race. educational achioement, fear of environment,
and unempl(Q,ment are effecti%e onIN in separating patrons from
nonpatrons. How er, the ariables hme no influence on the fre-
quency of tio. ern Ue. By comparison, marital status is not meaning-
ful in distinguishing patrons from nonpatrons, but it does influence
how often the respondents go to taverns. In general, married re-
spondents go to taN erns less often than those who are not married,
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The impact vf religion is differential as well. When explaining
patronage, religious affiliation and religious involvement are im-
portant discriminating variables Yet, when the frequency of tavern
use is the issue, religious affiliation is no longer important. In fact,
objective measures vf religious iii lement, such as the frequency of
attendance at religious serv ices or membership in a church group, are
not important factors. Instead, the respondents subjective appraisal
of the strength of their religious beliefs is the critical religious
influence

Summary and Conclusions

To summarize briefly the findings of this study. it would appear
hat nearly half of the adult population of the United States uses

tat erns as a social outlet at least once yearly Approximately one in
nine are weekly, one in six are monthly, and one in five are yearly
users Frequency of use is relatively constant ov er time, and if a trend
e\tts it is toward greater use.

Alcohol use is, of course, associated with tavern use, but a small
percentage of abstainers go to tav erns, indicating an attractiveness
that cannot he attributed to alcohol. Many variables were found to
distinguish patrons from nonpatrons, including age, race, education,

drinking, fear of ne's en k ironment, and unemployment. Of spe-
cial importance in the separation were religious variables both as
indicators of affiliat ion and in'olenient. Fewer v ariables were predic-
tive of ta% ern use, specifically age, sex, marital status, and drinking.
The only religion-oriented kariable that contributed to the frequency
of tavern use was the personal assessment of strength of religious
belief-;

The findings are interesting for several reasons. First, using a
tav ern requires ph,),sical effort that healthy and younger respondents
can make w ith greater ease. Additionally, the tavern appears to at-
tract patrons due to its positike features and, obv iously, alcohol. Only
in rare instances, such as w ith family satisfaction and general hap-

int's, does it appear that the tavern is a haven to escape problems.
Nevertheless, these factors are not strongly related to the frequency
of tavern use.

other findings are Nugget:to, e but are not easily investigated with

a structured questionn.ure For example, perceptions and subjective
appraisals appear to be crucial intervening variables between objec-
tiv e tags such as age, race, and marital status, and the frequency of
tavern use Personal assessments of tal, erns and alcohol as well as
self and emironment appear to warrant further research, Similarly,
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famil) backgrounds, especiall,v with regard to the mother's role in
attitude formation, require additional investigation.

FinallN, the limitations of the data should be recalled. Tavern has
no precise definition in this stud,v. Personal definitions of the re-
spondents ma; range from neighborhood taNerns to cocktail lounges
or restaurants. Gi% en that man,v t,v pologies of bars and taverns exist,
it IA ould be beneficial in th u. future to associate tavern use with
specific types of drinking establishments.
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Public Drinking Practices of
College Youths: Implications for

Prevention Programs*
David P. Kraft

Drinking by college y auth cuntinues tu be uf intense interest. Ever
since the classic study by Straus and Bacon in 1953, numerous reports
has e substantiated the high pres alence uf beserage alcuhul consump-
tion by students enro:led at institutions uf higher learning (Blane
and Hew itt 1977. i Mure recently, studies has e resealed heavy drink-
ing among college y uuth ith attendant ads erse cunsequences (U.S.
DREW 1976, Nuble 19781. Acute alcohol-related problems among col-
lege studenb has e become the subject of numerous prevention and
intervention activities at Federal, State, and local levels.

The high pre% alence of drinking and the apparently transitory
nature uf excessise drinking behasiors fur most college students re-
cently has e been ducumented (Fillmure 1974). In general, the findings
suggest that many mure cullege students run the risk of experiencing
one ur more alcuhuhrelated problems due tu periodic drunken epi-
sudes e.g., drunken dris ing, accidental injuries, fights with friends,
property destruction, or missed classes or work) than will ever be-
come chronic alcohol abusers ur alcoholics. As a result, increased
attentiun is being paid to the contextual or environmental factors
that may influence the acute drinking patterns of students, especially
those facturs that contribute tu negatise consequences. It is hoped
that alterations in such cc,ntextual facturs may reduce some un-
wanted effects uf drinking and may even contribute tu healthy or
"responsible" drinking practices (U.S. DHEW 1976).

Contextuid facturs that influence drinking behasior or patterns
seem particularly impurtant for colleges and universities, especially
fur residential schuols in semi-isulated locations and those with no
institutionally enfurced pruhibitiuns against drinking. These include.

Lis ing situatiun. The residential feature of a college or university
reduces certain family influences un a student's drinking behavior
and increases the influences of peers and the college community.

ThN re-tt,arch uaz, ,upported in part b!, grant I-IM-AA 02331 from the National
1nNtitute n Mcohol Abwe and Alcohoh4m

54
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Legal factors. The coincidence of the legally sanctioned drinking
age with college age (i.e., age 18, 19, 20, or 21, depending on the State
law) tends to maximize norms %%here drinking in pubqk signifies
adult status

Expectancies. The high pre% alence of alcohol use by college stu-
dents over the ; ears contributes to the general acceptance of drinking
as the norm and the social acceptability of drinking, especially at
so-called "drinking schools"often State universities.

Geographic factors. Residential situations increase the density of

;oung people of similar ages w ho require both academic and leisure-
time activities. When schools are located in semi-isolated environ-
ments, especiall; in rural areas, few activities are provided by the
community,

Transient population. The rapid turno% er of students at most
schools (approaching one-third,of the student body each year) creates
an en% ironment w here indi% idual lessons from one year do not neces-
sarily carry over to the next year, unless they become part of the
school "tradition

Suppl; of alcohol. E% en in States where the legal drinking age is 21,

college students can readil; bu; alcoholic beveragesespecially
beersince such be%erages are highl; portable and since high profits
are possible through their sale.

Institutional factors. The current emphasis on civil liberties and
individual rights of students has led most schools to retreat from
strict enforcement of existing alcoholic beverage regulations.

Developmental factors. Most college youth try to act like adults by
identifying with group norms and perceived adult actions and lead-

ers. Many students lack the maturity to act on their own if conflicts
arise. For example, students often will not ask for a nonalcoholic
beverage at a part;, e% en if the; prefer such a drink. Especially in
their first or second ;ear, students' need for acceptance often over-
shadows indi% idual differences. Public settings and activities are
sought out by most students, probabl; as an expression of need for
peer approval and social acceptance.

These factors illustrate some of the influences of contextual vari-

ables on college drinking.
To further define and clarif; certain contextual influences on col-

lege drinking beha% iors, this stud; focuses on the drinking patterns
of college students at a large, semirural, State university campus in
New England, the Uni% ersity of Massachusetts at Amherst. Follow-

ing a description of basic drinking patterns, including where drinking
occurs and the relationship between the drinking environment and
drinking-related problems, certain implications for prevention pro-
grams are outlined. Finall; , since this study is part of a larger at-
tempt to influence drinking practices at that campus, two specific
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interventions that ha2 been used tu attempt to modify potentially
harmful public drinking practices are described.

A

Setting

The Campus

The UnRersit of Massachusetts at Amherst is the main campus of
the three-campus Uniersity. Its enrollment of 23,500 includes 18,500
undergraduate and 5,000 graduate students. About 11,000 students
live un campus in 55 residence halls, another 900 live in various fra-
ternit and sorority houses, and the remainder live off campus in
1.arious apartments and housing deelopments. Students come from
a broad range uf soduecunumic and educational backgrounds and
stud3r the full array uf disciplines, except for medical and related
graduate-lo el disciplines which are taught at the Worcester campus.

Amherst is a semirural town in western Massachusetts, located
about 30 miles north uf Springfield and 90 miles west of Boston, on
the eastern extreme uf the Berkshire Mountains. The town is also
the location uf two liberal arts colleges, Amherst College (1,525 stu-
dents) and Hampshire College (1,200 students). It is within 10 miles
of two other colleges, Smith College in Northampton (3,000 students,
mustl, women and Mt. floloke College in South Hadley (1,900 fe-
male students).

Alcoholic Beverage Policy

Alcoholic be% erage policies at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst hae been quite liberal. Following the lowering of the legal
drinking age in 1973 from 21 to 18 years, students were allowed to
consume alcoholic be% erages freel3r, e en within their residence halls
dormitories). The main alcoholic boerage restrictions are placed on

selling alcoholic beerages, which require a special one-day "wine
and malt license- under State law. Beer is served at many on-campus
eating establishments, and a campus bar, called the Bluewall, was
established adjacent tu the Student Union where alcoholic beverages
and entertainment ton weekends, primaril ) are available. Although
the legal drinking age w as recently raised, in April 1979 from 18 to 20
,!.ears, too little time has elapsed to assess the effect of this change.

Alcohol Education Activities

Data fur the present paper were gathered as part of a larger effort
at the Unii,ersitj uf Massachusetts to influence student drinking
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beha% iors. Although a brief sy nopsis of such actk ides is provided
below, more detailed descriptions are al. ailable (Lynch et al. 1978,
Kraft et al. 1977).

Program Development

The University of Massachusetts has developed a broad array of
student support sen ices to complement its academic programs. One
of the must comprehensk e support services is the Unh ersity Health
Ser. ices (I:HS). Since 1974, the UHS has employed over 150 person-
nd at any gi en time, including 15 phy sicians, 12 nurse practitioners,
and 13 mental health professionalsall full-time workers to handle
uer 90,000 outpatient medical visits and 8,000 outpatient mental
health isits per Near. In addition, the equivalent of 6 full-time health
educators ha% e led the prevention thrust of the entire health pro-
gram, atisi.;ting UHS staff in educating students about how to keep
healthy.

Subsjance abuse acti hies have existed in a major way since 1969,
w hen a peer-counseling and education service called Room-to-Move
t RTM ) w as established. Mthough its first 4 years were focused pri-
marily on problems of illicit drug abuse, in 1973 Room-to-Move staff
began to increase efforts to deal IN ith alcohol abuse. Simultaneously,
the Community Health Education Division (CHED) of the UHS be-
came concerned about alcohol abuse and hired a staff member to
de% ote up to half of her time to alcohol education activities. In 1974
a campus-v, ide Alcohol Task Force was formed. This group concluded
that although adequate resources were available for students with
alcohol problems, chiefly through on-campus UHS clinical services
and numerous community resources (including Alcoholics Anony-
mous), more efforts Ve ere needed to mount pre% ention-oriented educa-
tion ser% ices. As a result, three members of the Task Force submitted
a grant proposal that was approed and funded by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA). The grant was
designed to implement a primary prevention effort at the University
of Massachusetts. A Uniersity Demonstration Alcohol Education
Project (DAEP). DAEP receied close to $600,000 in Federal funds
betw een September 1975 and August 1980. The DAEP model is cur-
rently being replicated w ith refinements at four other university
campuses.

The overall goal of DAEP is "to promote a campus ern ironment
hich is conduck e to responsible decision-making about alcohol use

and discourages irresponsible use." The Project is primarily edu-
cational in approach, using both extenshe and intensive approaches.
Extensi e approaches, chiefly through w, idescale media efforts, make
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students aw are oi alcohol related problems and issues. Intensive ap-
proaches are designed to help some students (5 to 10 percent each

scar ho voluntar:ly attend the presentations) examine their own
Yohol-rekitt.d attitudes and behaviors through small peer-led dis-

eussion groups and staff-led courses, Other DAEP efforts are regu-
lat,,r., in approach, seeking to influence and modify, as necessary,
various institutional and communit) sanctions relatod to alcohol use,
both to assist with and as a result of the educational efforts.

The main thrust of DAEP efforts is to reduce negative alcohol-
related behasiors and their consequences and to increase occasions
where drinking is done safeb, The negativ e consequences that serve

as the focus of program efforts are driving while intoxicated, acci-
dental injuries, propert3 damage, academic difficulties, abusive/in-
sulting behaviors, broken relationships, and chronic alcohol abuse,
Alcohol consumption per se is not a focus except as it relates to
problem behasiors. The clinical treatment of students with alcohol-
relat( i problems is also not a focus, except to facilitate referrals to
treatment personnel and programs.

Program Model

Program planning and es aluation for DAEP uses the conceptual
model developed b Law rence Green of Johns Hopkins University
I Green et al. 197s). The model proposes that each unwanted behavior
or consequence te.g., dris ing while intoxicated) is preceded by one or
more behav iors (e.g., drinking too much at a party when the person
evects to driv e home). The antecedent behaviors result from a combi-

nation of predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors. Predispos-
ing factors are largel:, the attitudes, beliefs, and experiences people

bring to the situation ieg, the belief that they can drive safely even
after drinking or the belief that they would lose the esteem of peers
if they asked to be taken home), Enabling factors are either personal

lack of the assert :)..e skills necessary to ask for a ride, eve9

at the risk of ridicule) or services that contribute to a given behavior'-

) e g. no public transportation is available, no referral resources or
helping services are accessible, or no nonalcoholk food or beverages

are available). Reinforcing factors are those norms, people, or situa-
tions that further contribute to the behavior (e.g., friends not pre-
en ting an intoxicated person from driving home, peer behavior that

encourages heal. y drinking throughout the party, or staff conduct that
ignores student drunkenness). Program interventions are designed to

alter relevant predisposing, enab!ing, and reinforcing factors. Obvi-
cont(xtual s ambles form the bulk of the enabling and rein-

forcing factors that need to be influenced by Project activities,
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Program Activity

During each of its first 4 years, DAEP efforts distributed about
8,000 to 10,000 postcrs mans recognized bs, over 70 percent of the
-students,, produced radio public ser ice announcements and news-
paper athertisements, and conducted u%er 100 workshops and 2
courses, reaching u%er 1,300 students, In addition, students were as-
sisted in de% eloping pamphlets on paro ideas, attempts were made to
wfluence campus pub personnel in the bar's management, and a staff-
stodent task forct was assisted in de% eloping and implementing a
comprehensi% e set of parts -planning guidelines for the campus. One
indirect result has been an increase in the number of students seek-
ing clinical help for alcohol-related problems.

Study Methods

Descriptions of the public drinking practices of students relied
primarils on two ts pes of data. The first source of data was repeated
obsenations and anecdotal reports by DAEP staff and other inter-
ested indi% iduals Where%er possible, such data were systematically
colleted and collated for use, The data-formed an extremely im-
porti4nt source of information for program staff before more system-
atic surces data became a% ailable. The second source of data was a

earls -consumer- sun es of a random sample of undergraduate and
graduate students. The method of collection of the sur% es and sample
characteristics are described below.

Consumer Survey

Each sear, a random sample uf students w as sur% ed concerning
their ahohol-related know ledge, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.
Anons mous. self-report questionnaires were mailed in October and
No% ember of 1975, 1976, 1977, and 1978 to a random sample of 1,200
qtudents each sear, s ielding a seals response rate of between 55 to

percent The sample was draw n from computerized enrollment
tiles of the Unix ersits, Fur the purposes of this study, results from all
four surves s are combined to describe experiences related to public
drinking and drinking contexts. Wheneer significant variations
occur betw een sears, these are noted along with possible explana-
tions for such %ariations. The sample sizes and selected character-
istics for each sear are noted in table 1. In general, the first-year
group of respondents includes a slightls higher proportion of gradu-
ate students compared w ith undergraduates than is represented on
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campus, gi% mg a slightb older sample m. ith a higher proportion of
married and off-campus students than in succeeding years Years 2,

3, and 4 seem similar in composition to one another and to the overall
student body

The survey results are main1N frequencies of responses to given

items. Although most items vk ere asked all 4 years, slight changes in
urding, especially beteen Year 1 and Year 2 surveys, made some

results difficult to compare. Consequentl, items are reported for only
those survey !, ears %%here the same or comparable wording was used.
The "drinks per %eek" %ahiable is the one Nariable not asked directly
on the instrument, it is computed b!, combining the answers to six
separate items on the questionnaire. the frequency of drinking times
the quantity per occasion for beer is added to that for wine and to
that for distilled be% erages. For ease of presentation, percentages are
used in all tables, based on the number of respondents to each item,
Although the actual number of respondents to a given item may be
slight4 less than the taal sample, the numbers of nonrespondents to
a given item are so slight that actual numbers are only noted if
significantly different from total sample size.

Definition of "Public"

Due to the nature of residential colleges, such as the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, much student drinking occurs in "pub-

e , in the general %iel, of other students, with accountability to
general rules of propriet in the dorms or other living areas. Al-
though parties m* take place in individual dormitory lounges or
"common" areas rather than in public taverns or spaces, they are
readily accessible to most students and quite visible to members of
the colkge communit., Therefore, for purposes of this discussion, no
distinction is made bemeen parties held in so-called private locations

e g., dorm lounges; and those held in public settings (e.g., restau-
rants All %%ill be considered public practices for a residential college

Results
Drinking Behaviors

The Un eNits, of Massachusetts at Amherst has the reputation of
art school- among undergraduates, in fact, it has been called
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Table I. Selected Characteristics of Random Samples
of Students Completing Annual Consumer
Survey of Alcohol Knowledge, Attitudes,
Beliefs, and Behaviors at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 1975 to 1978

raw=1..... ,......
Proporfion of Responses

t car 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
EAU 1975 Fall 1976 Fall 1977 Fall 1978 Total

7941 tS 6951 - 8371 IN 738) (N 3,064)

Fetlalt

NI:,

51

49

53
47

17 I-- 12 1 1 17 21 16

1'4 21 2, 14 45 45 42

19 19 22
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11 in!, tH-
r r1,,rrIt 7 -41 s7 82

M trn,,i 21 11; 11 9 14

Or, , p ,..,1 1 4 -1 4 4

I 1 i -., . % , I

1-1,-...hp.-r-,/, I ', :::Oi 25 18

SI 01,,I11,,r,
.1;u11.,r

1 i

It,

It;
21

17

1,
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16

IN

1, [ 21 19 21

,i i 17 ls 17 22

)Th+T 6 4 :',

Rc-i,lerl, I'
S,(111:' ... \ ,ii,r,11 I 1

10 12 12 12

C.,,i .1.trui 2 ,-., 12 13 35

I ;r. h hol[-, 1
9 2

otr-carr ;HI,
h

I off L:,..3,pu. ,,tho r i 17 .37 311 13

2 rr,srf,-frolT0 ,t. f rm.?,

3 t-o 441
--ot

,

,i1

1,
21

17

19

15

17

21

22

,: .41 ;',..',4 tH 27 ..'.2' 22-, 23

241 2 7.$ 1 16 I6 15 12

2,0 11, I 1 1 5

'Ott r Itt 19 24 17

I r` 1 r r 1. mi, ro 07, Arot 2,7.. 77 -,..(11.-d ith gr./el-kora

2. * r. r2, 0 i 0. 1 0 o,t T.-01, ft, .mrul of -prohahon
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, t,4 I ,4,1 'It h44,11'.'`.4 drinking and otten-
' ir 1, 1, \1/4144-...pread and open P;irtivs on

'S\ 10- weekends" lasting from Thursda
Hr vrt,L1p,ind t'n Wednesda

r" grnup, Nonicioos pubs and pact age store ur-
fl tll4liT ii to the 4'n-4 tilillkis pub For example,

populso ii n H. oo for the tow nship iii 19701 has package
t. additional -incr- that ire limited to me and beer sales, and

r1 Jan', t hat s( awoholic be: erages The neighboring
of , population 00 'in I f'701 has 2 package stores. I beer
"1* ,I44rs'` ltrri and restaurants Some package store.;

led it-, lick:cr, !In Int witories until Ow recent legal age
Aprl' I 9T I inrtnitnr \ residents are pertnitted to keep ako-
era;:es In tt'ult rtnnt-n, \ttth few controk on drinking prac-

H rLitt d nrydti lieha l. tors hae been common, with
, etr,,r, to reduce their occurrence Although students

pre 'nricern abt,ut negatmr alcohol-related beha-
ho tat,t ne ith problematic students and

1.14 ,,r rrr rr k tH, "`,1! kr0.0, ledge, attitudes, he-
.a ;nt t,c.t itnclitatcnted that not do most ',.tudents

rit lirink a Int Mary, students ako report one
i,ehajors related 1..14 their ,w.t. n drinking

dt nI., t c\tt nt and consoler thcrnsek es light
00,,ic 2, I her 90 percent of University of
,1t ink ,At once a .ear, including approx-

., firHi t male, and female" About .141 percent
, a, 1 Ilnder une drink C'4f,,,r% other da hilt' an addi-

p, dr,nk erasze It ffle to three drinks per da..
,n,urne in i erage of 3 or more drinks a dziQ, The

Sn' ,,f ,dud i'tu-utned eek I. tO:tle.; tentk to be
irtna - \ n cra: percent of .students

. in,,ntn

ur, frclitt fit I. Ahntit in percent of the
rik1444, enieuzh tu get "buzz on."

rnil nutI4. ,4 ith an additional lf; penent
'luigh 14..1.-1 44r1('I' a year- itoble Hi VI, hen

IT 1,4 n ent rrpnrted getting drunk at ieast
wling 17 percent v.ho sold the:: were

. !hot month
diIi 10k con -eyience. related to drinking

.iodent. ;:t ,LiAerao, of ,f,o per-

pr,, ',}111c int(0,14'..th'd

- '4
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fable 2. Self-Reported Alcoholic Beverage Consumption
of A Random Sample of Students Completing
Consumer Survey at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 1975 to 1978

PrlIpOrtK111 ,tf Response

ar I ar 2 Year 3 Year
I- AN 1'07,-) Fall 1476 Fall 1977 Fall 107?, Total

, 794 .N 6.94 N 837, N 73st 3,W:3;

r

.

. r

01% 141 37

rt 1 I 10 o 16

1.: to 11 11

3.; .12 33

1 1 4

44 , 6,9 116

( i 1 I 0 I 113

Ii 1 1 1 1

23 20 244 90

1 i 11 10 11 12

't ... I. r tl.,,r4,J- .;., 31 32 26 29

-. l'e r `trtr ;-,. 't, 22 241 32 27

. ' I Jo 12 11 12

pre% ious year, and an a% erage of 55 percent reported riding in a car
other friend, w ithin the past ear when all had been drinking."

i)hcr negatn,t, hehauors and, or consequences occur at a lower
ency than dm mg beha iors. Academic problems within the

pre,. nous ear, such as "inability to study, inability to concentrate in
chi, and nii iqg class." have occurred for 22 percent of the stu-
dent-, inckiding percent for hom the problems have occurred
'alrno,t once a month- or more. In the past year, 16 percent of

-,,udent, reported engaging in abusive or insulting behaviors, while
16 percent reported incurring minor physical injuries, 15 percent had
!twit- -.e\ual performance negatil.eb affected, 11 percent reported
ji.t)-relatcd problem", percent had destroyed property after drink-

Inv. and 4 percent reported trouble with police. A bare 0.07 percent of
stuaents, reported chronic alcohol problems at the time of the survey.
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Table 3. Self-Reported Drinking Behmiors of Random
Samples of Students Completing Annual
Consumer Surveys at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 1975 to 1978

Prtp0rt 10n Rt'spi,rust,

r Ar 1 }ear 2 Year .1 Year 4

All 19:5 F4U 1:66 Kin 1977 Fall 197;-, T0Ld
N 791 N 4N 73Z-s P v 3,1)641

\.

4 I. 'Tr t

I t

16

21 26

Ito 16 16

; 17 20 19

17

r 1 1

4 r, "t 1r I, 1,"
I

-rr

''11+ 29 30

rrt

t`

s^.,t
1'.4r n

7

21

7

Itt

:;2

9

hrt 17 16 16

Aitenr:r 22

11 12 11

1

1. 1'4 16

*f. 4.

11

1

-40

41 ,
16 19

10 10 .4

10 10

I 1 lit 12
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An average of 36 percent of the students experienced one or more
problems each year, including 17 percent who experienced two or

morc problems annually

Drinking Contexts

Anecdotal data suggest that much drinking occurs among groups

of friends either at small- or medium-sized parties or at various
on-campus and off-campus ta erns, pubs, or restaurants. (The old
distinction bow een ta erns or bars and nightclubs used by Straus
and Bacon 1953 was not used in the present study since most drinking
spots in Amherst for students hale a bar as well as small tables at
w Inch to sit and eat food, and since entertainment is provided on

eekends. ither s ith or without dancing.) Even in the dormitories,
drinking usually occurs in pri i. ate rooms by small groups of friends
or roommates. seldom alone. Most drinking seems to occur on week-
ends, espetiall!. Friday and Saturday nights, although there are al-
ways some students drinking freely on other nights of the week.
Because of the location of the campus, few students live with their
parents, and many spend a high proportion of the weekends in the
Amherst area rather than going home, say, to Boston). Based on
suoll observational and anecdotal data, IDAEP has focused most
etforts to influence enabling and reinforcing factors to public drink-

ing occasions. especially student-planned parties and drinking at the
on-campus pub Since public drinking seemed to be the norm for most
students, such a strategy made sense,

Survey data support the general impressions noted above. Students
frequently attend parties where alcohol is served and less often go to
bars or cocktail lounges. Most drinking occurs with friends on week-
ends. with few students usually drinking alone.

I'Lsual Time of Drinking

Students were asked, "When do you usually drink alcoholic bever-
ages' followed by six forced-choice responses (table 4). Most stu-
dents reported usually drinking on w eekends. Of the 78 percent who
reported weekend drinking, over half indicated they drank exclu-

ely on weekends, with the remainder drinking more often on week-
ends than weekd*s. A scant 1 percent reported drinking more on
weekdays than weekends, with no one reporting drinking exclu-
sively during the week. The self-reported behavior supports general

observations.
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Table 4. Selec ted Contextual Factors Related to Student
Drinking Behaviors, Reported by Random
Samples of Students Completing Annual
Consumer Surveys at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, 1975 to 1978

Proportion of Responses

arlable
Near 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Fall 1975 Fall 1976 Fail 1977 Fall 197R Total
794r IN -- 69,-)1 IN s37r (N 7:1ro (N 30(>4)

V.;,,i, .iE, (,,) i,u311, dr ail,'
7 7 7

XX yeken,i, et lu,I\ el% 37 16 12 42

Vi, eekends more !Mtn
Aces,,iv,,

f',4,,,,,,IA, V. IN. 113'. 3113

37 :33 :37 :36

At Chtt t..-
t% t 40 1 V., m, ,r,. t h An

13 13 1 4

1 1 1 1

X'1,,'..!,,,, , tltp-r,l'.. 0 0 0

1), ,.1 ,I-u.,, trInk ,. ir,l,
Iirm ' ,trlp,,, '', 6 6 7

1 I 1

F rr.
1. r, OP , -

pi.

!,*. X

11

6
10

6

40
4

I ,r ..: 3 3 :3 3
-

1.3 9 9 10

%.1. tli, '.4.'r-

frt. n it h

rr,,h1:

1 3 2 3

64; 71 411

Ur 17 1) 17

I 2.s 17 14 Is

\ - ,,04. 11-4,f.,,1 ;,!.f

:.tT sr

7 irr,t,
t- W,ni 54

7

-17 50 52

11 40

;

11111101MY

1 Curuiranurrr., If Ali;

Student,. %ken, a,ked, "When pm drink alcoholic ho,erages, do you
UUai drink '''' and v. ere gi%.en eignt forced-choice response op-
tion, I table ht r Mu-thirds of the students each year reported
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thinking ith frwnds. inelmhng 32 iiercent who usually drink

ith "one or two close friends- and -to percent "w ith a group of close

frit onl. 4 percent usually drink with family or relatives
+7 k n . ith Auarntances IA as the usual pattern for 13 percent of

try ,tudent,, three-quarters of IA horn drink "with a group of acquain-

tances- rather than IA h oril one or two A small group 13 percent)

report,drinking w it h aro, one %%In, is around, and only 1 percent usu-
drink alone Although the results for solitary drinking seem kw,

ant 'total °losert ations tend to confirm that most students drink with
Jolt, or more friends. such as roommates, rather than by themselves.
Bet xis, of the lack of constraint drinking, most students drink

punk tii other people
When sun, data from Year onl w ere crosstabulated with other

ariables. a few additional observations emerged (table 51. Few

mstle thiferences were evident except for drinking with ac-

qtiaintenccs or -IA homes er, which was reported twice as frequently
le. males tnan k females. Cons ersely, the small number of students

roported usualh, drinking alone contained twice as many

fehtale, male, No ,,igniticant differences by student class or grade-

poInt tirage w.ere noted When drinking behaviors and associated
prohletn, Acre considered, higher proportions of students who drink
nea'.! amount, 4 an average of 21 or more drinks per week) reported

drinking with acquaintances or whomever (29 percent) com-

pared w it h light-to-moderate drinkers (1.1 percent ) Twice as maay

,,uderits ho reported consuming enough alcohol to get a "buzz on"

t%% ice a month usuall drink with acquaintances or whomever
21 pert ent 3 compared IA ith students who drink to get a "buzz on" less

T han ,nce a month percent). Similarly, almost twice as many

,tudents ho report one or more problem behaviors related to their

twn drinking usuall. drink with acquaintances or whomever (20 per-

0,mpared with student drinkers with no reported problems (10

per( tint As might be eweet ed. preliminary analyses show that there

are h trrelat nin betw een heavy consumption, students .vho

drink to ,zet a "buzz on- frequently, and those reporting negative
consequences from their drinking Students who drink frequently

hea srrra willing to do so anywhere and at any time. The
peh,oh, ith %.% hum they drink could be friends or family, but just as
often could he anyone who happens to be around. In other words,
dri,n1,1 ng. 1, more of a focus than is the particular social group. Efforts

ththitince the drinking habits of such "regulars" should focus on
of their drinking more than on their friends.

An item related to perceieil habits of friends was asked on three

iif the ft tur ..1141A man3, close friends at the University of

Mas".ichuse,,, do ou at present who ttu know or suspect have
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Table 5. Crosstabulations of Selected Contextual Factors by
Selected Characteristics Related to Student
Drinking, Reported by a Random Sample of
Students Completing the Year 4 Consumer Survey
at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
November 1978 (N = 738)

I narat Terhole

Proportion of Resiondems Who Usuany Drink

With With
Alone Friends, Acquaintances

Farnib in- Whomever

Don't
Drink

1." rhiR

7:o 19

10

-:,tpierlt

FreNho.r,,t1 1 1 77 IX
0 `11 13

Junior 1

zwrlo,r`-, 7 1 q II
...,4;raillIa'.4:A 3 79 11

.,`,/it 0 I ti, 4 Ithe f 111 3 GI 23

1,ra,li . print ii, , r ,o.f

ih_40 :3 77 12
.i ,i_ A ,,o 10 I is 11

4 1 ?,2 13

I 7:1 19

1...- oh.tn .:" 0 o iiiit al)
IV hy r 2 77 15

Ilt-m-.;,er %,...
Vale 97 0 0

Lozht !,, n.r,,,! ,1 .20,
1 I '31 14

pH,' 0 I., 63 29

li, !rt ri y1e7 a i,11// ,,t1

'Th`. hIgh
1... --, 'thin Ilnec t '..e,ir ,,r n.,,r 31 -)...,

"rite a %ear 41 11

.kint .,ra. a nionih '2 o .,s., lo
2 4 Yip). per Ii1,14,44 41 1 ",1 1."

r %.,,,,,k I 79 211

,, 'Mit per .44414s -07 37

l'ff,tde 1,1 fwn,t ir- r.laT.,t ,11
,irlr.knv pa,r %. ar

No 0'1, 1 1
st 10

( 0n, prIen, 1 1 .4{1 1',

1 1 77 Ito

Three ,,r nmr. I 1 74 21

N,,n4nnis.1- -1- I 13 11
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0. drinking problem"- .table 4 While about two-thirds of those str -

\ cvcd 6 ercentl ). ears one. three, and four did not acknowledge
.in. close friend w ith a drinking problem, 17 percent reportedly knew

such friend, lo percent knew of two such friends, and 8 percent
reported 3 or more friends with suspected probiems Crosstabula-
t:on, other tartables for the Year I sun ey show no differences
Are reported k males and females, lit student class level, or by
grakic-pomt at erage flow e er, hea,r, drinkers, students who try to
g-1 a "buzz on" two or roore times per month, and students experi-
encing.one or more alcohol-related problems reported Ale or more
close friends w t h drinking problems more frequently than the other
irInking students percent heat, drinkers compared with 28 per-
cent hght and moderate drinkers, 32 percent of students who get a

\. or inure times per monei compared with 25 percent for
he Ii '1}% trig students. and 37 percent of students who experienced

or more problems in the pre\ ions ear compared with 22 percent
for drink.ng students w ho experienced no such problem. In fact, 51
percent t st !yields ho experienced three or more problems the
past e,ar reported ha ing one or more close friends with alcohol

The resulr, for drinking companions suggest that, in order to re-
negatc.e aleohe el-related hehat tors, attention should he paid to

oc,.4-1on, here acquaintances or "w homever" are drinking compan-

ri -ozeh a t pubs and larger parties. Almost as important, efforts
ee[1,t ci on drinking occasions \S, ith large groups of friends, such as

campus parties. ould affect the largest proportion of students who

dr ;n Fmall problem drinkers tend to associate with other problem
drinkers Efforts aimed at influencing students already experiencing
troubles mit:t hat e alue not onI, for the individual students but also
fitr their companions

Par" ariables

St a,tent A ere asked heel.% 4Ifte.n thet attended parties where alcohol
set-A ed, how often the;. drank alcoholic beverages at parties,

le.therlionalcoholii. bet erages tt ere usually at anal :e, and whether
ne. bad cc ensumed nienalcoholic het erages (table (51. The items pro-

, ide further insights into public drinking occasions for college

-Judent,
Students were asked. "On the average, how many

.:mr, per month eb cii attend parties where alcoholic beverages are
,,,r,.cd"- and were gi%en eight forced-choice responses, ranging from

"net. er- to "more than fourteen." Table 6 presents the results col-

t into four categories Each tear, about 90 percent of students

k )
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Table 6. Location of Student Drinking and Related
Behaviors, Reported by Random Samples
of Students Completing Annual Consumer
Surveys at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1975 to 1978

arlahlk,
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Fall 1975 FaH 1976 Fall 1977 Fall 197$ TutaI
'4 LV - t;95) IN M7) 73S1

no,nth at'CIA irartIC:,
$ r.. r, a:,,h,,: ,, .cr,.,,t

\,,ra 7 10 II 10 10

32 32 32
21 19 21

,r r; ,,rk.

j it t,11,10}14,4i

at p,trf

37 34 36 39 37

17 17 17

31 29 30
23 IS 21

29 36 32

'4 4 rea411%

partic, dun iv
%car

39 _ 52 49 4;
'I.. 1.' ,S,Z, ;.:i I$ 12 lh

32 21

durIng p.o '; car

12 7 15

f+,

t, v

sO so

I*. Is Is 1s
1,. -, -,,r1 .11, t' ,t rmaltr,

' 'rra i Illt,r,Th
1`,

c7

'211

34

It;
:4

It,
35

32 29

C ,t.

, Aa rah; 4 4

11 14

tend partly, at leas.t once a month, including 43 percent who attend
ti,.e and 11 percent w ho attend six or more parties per month.

When ero..,tahulat ions for Year 4 are examined (table 7), no signifi-
vant differt.ncus tAiNt for paro attendance by gender. student
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Table 7. Crosstabulations of Location of Student Drinking

by Selected Characteristics, Reported by a
Random Sample of Students Completing Year 4
Consumer Survey at the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Fall 1978 (N = 738)

I I" ir o

Con/4000/d

Ak 01101

l'Art le.. Attended at Parties. Bar or Cocktail Lounge

i,er Month per Month Attended per Year

Less
Than 1-3 Weekly
Once Tune:, or

or a a More

None 1 2 More None 1 2 More Nollt Month Month Often

al1011.0
fy ,oirt

10 31 1, 11 11 29 11 41 23 34 36

Fk 11/ 32 21 37 20 29 21 30 30 34 29

SostIldent
7 12 ..).1 .07 11 14 24 :11 9 21 33 37

11 13 33 21 2 13 11 7 23 37 32

10 211 I 111 I, 27 17) 13 1 23 33 41

11 An 21 32 21 29 90 30 34 217

1.1 ' 7 19 11 90 -)3 17 10 10 3, 34

21 4, 17 11 21 47) 14 17 10 17 30 13

104i 19 41 17 1444 17 11r, 17 29 17 30 2t1

I 0 12 40 19 29 22 32 Is 29 31 35 241

P.,11
21 40 k 2929 34 )) 23 37 31

2:1i41 7() 11 13 46 17 24 13 4t; t; 20 27 47

12 0 43 14 43 to 43 29 29

per

21 11 17 21 19 11 lo 29 32 29

No,t. 2.. :1 t ..4P 97 IP .11 11 19

' III 111'11. lo 13 10 0: 14 31 20 34 )1 29 .17 29

11e.c.% II p11,, 2 - 2, 1,1 1 'PAP II ,7

11.,

T.*-. 4n on. o
.17 1,- II t,-1 27 7 2 ,13 ,"s)

4,*
.1 I- 11 14) 17 11 741 37

F, 2.2 29 7 33 23 29 2.`)
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Table 7. Crosstabulations of Location of Student Drinking b),
Selected Characteristics, Reported by a Random
Sample of Students Completing Year 4 Consumer
Survey at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Fall 1978 (N = 738)Continued

Partw, Xuended
per Month

ChArActeri

Consumed
Alcohol

at Parties.
per Month

Bar or Cocktail Lounge
Attended per Year

Less
Than 1-3 Weekly
Once Times or

or a a More

MII0 None 1 2 More None 1 2 More None, Month Month Often

,f1rn y.74 T

T1r,\ high
'orotn,it.1

2 3 111- r

ruollt f` 17 2f, Col :3 17 2,3 57 4;
1 .! r

Act.k
r:ire

per

I I II 22

.;

lit;

s7

1

41 U

2t; tIS

101

Prn,hlon
T., ,IT-ng.

p.L,t
None 13 11 21 19 40 21 2o Do 3t; 3r; is

Pis ..!5 19 51 4; Zi 19 52 1 15 41 43

prohlum, 3 1., '1 3 14 21 1;2 1 5 37 57
Three or mor, 44 17 13 7(1 3 17 12 cos 0 13 22 14
NondrInker 22 30 14 31 4 14 7 23 17 35 22 21;

or grade-point aerage, except for a trend for seniors and grad-
uate students to attend few er parties per month than underclass
persons and juniors, and for stutknts with higher grade-point aver-
ageslahoi.e 3.3i to attend few er parties per month than others. When
drinking heha% ior L examined, "2-3 times as many heavy drinkers"
4'0) percent), "stinknts w hi, get a 'huzz on at least twice a month" (05
percent 1. and "students reporting alcohol problem behal, iors" (58
percent attend three or more parties per month compared v ith their
corresponding groups of "light or moderate drinkers" (37 percent).

infrequentb, or ne%er get a 'buzz on*" (18 percent),
and "-itudents reporting no problem behaiors in the past year" (25
pereent

r/9 d A/teiimbf Bf t rag( Not surprisingl, most students
no attend parties drink alcoholic beerages table 6 i However,
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el+ si oder, +Acre a,kcil in N ear olio! I sur,,,e,s, 'lin the average,

nai f these parties di? ",4,tirself consume alcohol?" DI
Attend, 7 percent do not usuall:. drink. 30 liercent drink

pc r, en t at tw++, 22 percent at three to tive. and 10

pert nt i i\ or !non. I lencei small proportion of students (about

') per, eht ot, each cm attend one or more parties each month

). ()..)-e the d++n't drink alcolitic hvi.eragt..-, Year 4 crosstabulations

,..a)6, 7) sho that, more females than males attend parties where

olo not drin m. if)) percent versus 5 percent ) and that changes

c)ir 1)gn and moderate drinkers who attend fewer than two

per ikon; .+nd drinkers m,ho infrequently get a "buzz on" or

retoort no problem bend\ iors About the same proportions of heavy

1-,nker. and drink, r, ,vho freoluent h get a "Imzz on" or experience

Heti+ 6+ h.o, tor, report Attending the same number of parties
ileie Th. ,'orn-dime alcoholic beverages

t N'OHFI40it( rt rag( s 411107 or F454. All but the
sked students. "During the past 12 months while at
of NIAssaehuseits hale nonalcoholic beverages and/or

4.11:,),;,1141e at t he part les, +++.1.4' 4+ t ended ( five forced-choice

foiir in Year I I The results ha e been used to !ii.Ness
ntiO:no; factor-, at part tes. An a\ erage of 411 percent of students

;,-Itilcal ti IA ere readi1, t,a11abIe, IS percent responded "yes, but

c-k T; k.k for them,- 21 percent indicated the:), were sometimes

,,r tH, didn't kmm, and 15 loereent said "no- (table 6).

..;),,)1g): !II, 1, one item that has shown changes in a desired direc-

',.,i; w.er P. 1 ). ears. more detailed analys,)s) will need to be made to

evoinhe this tr. nd In light of other DAEP results. Crosstabulations

)t; Year I re-. i I I didt. 7) do not demonstrate significant differences

) 0 41,t drinker:, v,ho report that fewer parties they attend

h,c.e be\erages and or food readiti, available than do
nfortunate1, the nonspecific nature of the question

,1-es tliim more detailed analNsi, of thefindings. 11owever.impres-

are ih.tt ht',/%:, drinker, are le,, concerned m.ith nonalcoholic

rage, Than other per,,n,z,Lnd, therefore. may not notice the

presem of siich In add it 0411.1hr; ryas at tend nwre parties, where t he

of non.dcoholic alternatile beverages is not valued.

4111,, 00,(4., 4141/1 F04141 at Part (,N, In the

or 1 - At,rr a,kca w bet her the, had consumed non-

ti #1444", 01 partie-+ within the past year (table 0) There

so) percent 'A hit had, including 76 percent of the males

s.: prre,n, of Ow feni,de, differences occurred according to

I. r r 4 tr- Ltrade-p) I fit ,p.erage er, more light and mod-

VrAte drink, r, percent + reported consuming nonalcoholic bever-

rig) s that, ibd heic.. drinker, -,T) percent+ InuTestingly. almost as



\

" " i"'" A la more times
' '72 ptirccnt dill not t',t; percent Iind almost

r' 'A'1" hail c\I'vricnced one or more probierns
rt drinkers reporting no problems

kr 111h fit wen asked about w nether or not
s' ; h s k.et. hatt it alk.itiolic w ii h nonalcoholit bet erages. mai* stu-
it I I 11IA (AI 1 1).AFT ,,oris.,hitp:-. welt, encouraged to (10 SO and
r, 1,,red alternation i mew hat unusual More edu-
, cifttrts enoturage such behavior

;,. ',* Records of the number of parties and atten-
d, p.0 ,c, k' Fniersit of Massachusetts at Amherst areri rs1 i,rj pat IR'', that 'WU A(.10111411: ho.eragez. and there-

re rt'ItIAIre a 'Olt itt. VS Int' anti Malt bcensc Although questions
, ';:ner can gik.t an olea of the number of parQ,

-owns w ere asked about the it lies or frequency of
i; ;

Air.- het ween 1971 and 1979, records show the number
, ed for ttne-:1a,t beenses. In ger.eral, 1110::t Ii-

..(i b he licensee to obtain alcoholic bewrages at
'06 ii ifl ti, ,uh.rquent1±. sell such bekerages at a low

profit. In general, licensed el,ents are for
tnze flihil flt'. t -.0inetime:-. as tnan 5,0(10 to 10,000

t-Tiatn "Spring Fest:, Untd recentb, such events
in, t,r, 'hat requIred some idanning before they could be

1 ii l I i7 an ..c.erage of 77) Iken:cd events per year
I. , a ith It; percent occurring each fall semester

-.1 p. r. I .1 -prIW The figure, for each academic sear were
enses n 7'47S 7, s7 ut cnses in 1975-76,74 licenses in 1976-77,
4;o cen-e- In 1:477 7s Ker th I ear:, the erage number of
.e, w a- Supicinher,1;. Ictober, 16. No% ember, 7; De-

Feht Match, II. April, I. and May. III Beginning
1+:, a nem thoh,the erage polic.N was instituted

h,'Iped ou-itribute to a drop in total licenses for
7'4 14; Alf ca,,af,r1 ;It enseti eN tints titer(' frequentl large, many

r ;., part w ere held For e \ample, Sun ey figures sug-
7'1,"111 part% -; ont,lits per month occur for 111(.2:i:tut)
1, II. 4 ct'T l't't 00 To 400 parties per 'cot h at

ior- confirms that parties occur
tcr,d Tti.trr ,ind drink alcoholic low erage:

Ii. piTh a t i he I 'nv.ersit e nonalcoholic
rcaWk i llea drinkers, students w fio

'1,1; on- o "fips\ ," and :tudents who
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4 ILIA' ,,T If rus

H \ rt, nr wore tItniod-related prohlenus during

1,rr .1011. at'vnd parnes more frequently than other stn.-

s n n 4 .):Coh))11C he% vra)..):k", at most parties they attend, and
pri*rThr f the parties they attend have non-

t fl 1., he% ict. oot ur food readily a\ adable compared with the

r st,l,taTts s \ ed The ;rnphration, for party p!anintrs and

tru that rt.,t,tor.thle ..toidell'tez, need to he developed

:111ht Innttence the izroup f hew. yr drinker: who attend par-
er., frtqlre:-.'% y.itfo,rt unnecessarily Inhibiti»g The "average"

,tt,endee

-,Twirnts were asked, "On the a\ el%
p the past \ inir 1.e WI gone to a bar or cocktail

npu a/.01 off-campus bars"" seven forced-

olses "raiik 1.) presents the results, collapsing data into
s iT t'.u-tiurt s of ltiv students reported going to

29 percent w ho go at least once

tr Is a pupular place fur many students
anuns !or ear I data sh,,wed some interesting findings,

nhr proortion f n enr rtt frequent bars at
I- 71t Cris '211,,n h. ot.len 4:'", percent ',although no differences

ur gr,ade-petnt average were apparent, More heavy
r, ars at leas. once a St.v1-, os7 percent ) than light or

pert crlt huther proportion of students who
t.V. IC(' a mu)nth go to bar: at least once

c),1t)pared ,Alth student drinkers who experience
\ ur flu '.er IL', percent ) Fimdly. a ,najority of

,cd. 01)` or more problem hchayior: go to bars at

' once rcrliT C. 11111,tr,41 %k 1Th ,tudent r. ru porting no

;.ertert
'", )), )111 yo,-(Iiin 1{111 Ilia likunvul-h betwevn on-
otl-c.onpli, bars. the Year 2 stir\ e\ did Ancludt, such a

asked het her t he\ frequt ntly 1Xent to the Milo\ all,

sa,d es, C))T111),Lnt d w h 11 percent who indicated frequent
otf c,mmpus bars Iletween three and four times as
,\ chi t)) .4f-campus kir, as frequented the on-campus

lt, 77 anak ,v. ,).ert done concerning on-campus versus

fl ;. a'endar. e compared to heavy or problem drinking
otion, specifically covered drinking

from 11:her locations However, a survey

t' lint"' al the un-campus pub the Bluewall) to
attemiance and a\ crave consumption The survey

4 ,t;t,er,nL.,,, representati e day s, counting the number of



put. !L.-A titz,linng
u,Ing a 4.10.1ti,tnoon

Mk 71'r rciA4ling- hcf(ire and aln.r
/i 11 rgii-Tt r Tapc,.; 11),

' ..ild v. it h the cupler-
, conducted ufl three

,

. .,i 11, t.,, en 1, MIP and 2,010 loatrifii,
H iinsioned an it \ er,_te of ',About tyto
,-.; "rt.ttt,;., r In ,obiltion, ahout 2 pCreent Of the

.t i,t' - 1( toner 1977i purchased

k 11' 11 4.111-...! '1,LT ti'n1h1.111.1- flor'A I hal man!. -,tiatern,
;111/ reguiarl:, as the:, attend parties

frequentl:, ha.rs go to the
i. . t'. becn fulaift' tif spf citic off-campus bars

,tr there are .-) man!, lat least 20
tt hicateli awat from the

Suromar of Results

random -.amid(' of [nt\ crsitv of Massa-
each ear reported that 0\ er 90 percent of

)nt t' ^ piar, including -111 percent who drink
; f P, percent who drink between -1 and 20

rt ,s,n,I7 pert ent ht. drink over 21 drinks per week tan
, t.z. .re drin, I When fruguenc!. of beer drinking

HT,* rit drink beer itt Ica-t twice a month, including
, jrink Hccr u110... a %-ek, Abfillt 113percent of

; ,tlel1kali 111 Vf.t.t a "f1(1/.7. "tuNy," or "high."
.W.,111 17 percent report getting drunk at

A 'fl11n1"1-1

,, t rel,tteti m their utv.n .dcohol use occurred
trt.'.er h ear, including :10 percent who dro,e

t h,c. much to drink, 22 percent who-.4.
1 , ! d A fil perf.irmance, Hi percent Is ho he-

, ,a, ,r Ilk-recta %%ha reported minor ph:csical
reportcd joh-related pioblems, percent who

;. it'd 1 percent %%hio repirted trouble with the
,)f .4; per(ent of the students experienced SIMI('

:,Ord tncir n drinking during the previous year, in-
! # uni e\perienced one problem, 9 percent who

told s percent \I. ith t hr. e or more problems



4,1

f - I r-tr bac el. rr.
,.f,alcohol tor e \perience problem,

tthe: reported'itrinking ith acquaintances or
-41,-moderat t* or n, rtriroblem drink-

Aki Nt, tth more close friends sith
a!, Ito ,s,t het students

r l'ft'fhft !41 90 percent of t be student;., ar least

Int i,tc!,:tg ii percent sr, hit at teml szor more parties per
'h t percent of the students w ho attend a given

t 'les t r ntunt h drink alnuhohc be% er. ges at each party
akttit at t p,irty they attend are usually

it r ,+4 Cti0se 14* 1t"4, o-1111rd:5 of the students report

heYerages are as, allable at most parties they have
Y ear About so percent of Year 4 respondent., re-

-- ,g toitti, ,4h,40 bey erages at a party at least once the

it, ,;',, rr, 4 thunt tv.40-thirds of the students at least
y rway wr drinkers and those who experience

, t r .rinients a ho frequently attend parties are more
L: t1,1 it , r,4,. n, than students w ho rarely attend parties

- 'hat iu ()gram-, alined at reducing problem be-

' f, us at t,.tit ittil Ito hitt h part ies and bars, since heavier

tt A4 t, rt'L!"1.ark frnyinnt ht,th and are more apt to experience
-rt prIO,Inms The efforts should emphasize ways to mod-

sUCh a:, by spacing out drinking, or ways
;in hiuni behaY iors. such as dri r. ing after heavy
temy g , h sleeping over parties) or

Implications for Prevention Programs
f,t't n presented describe in some detail the

nklh:t prat 10, and en ironment of stwlents at a large

',e er,ity ,Arnpus in Nem England Although the data are far
eyrt4st i e, they st rongly support the thesis that much college

'es ittr ts done in publw, either at parties of Yarious sizes
erns Es. idence has also been cited that effortA to

'Inw ant ed or negat e drinking behaY iors must focus not only

,t1lit*a1'1U.! T ht mehy idual student but also on modifying various
tn rqtfnnhtal ,Lnd ettnte\I hal factors where', er possible.

Th, tihrtcar [On, (Of Nfttift ftf the abfll e findings: for prevention pro.

EInt+:1-r-tc frientis M11,t udentz, drink to siune extent, generally
moderate anotant, in the company of a group of close
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ti 'A:th rldial%t,,, or
friend, Tit help one an-

rel,ded tit c\cess ahohol use
;,r r -tudents drink on

o wow! !nu:mental f.tetors I/ILI:-st take into
, 'Id !I id eft' tin rik ing act r. Itie, xhich are

-,111)11".1,111 iit.tn M.1.4.4sday

driukinc aeri% it le, occur av.a from campus

i par' tt Ings Parties proctde a major -,et ting for qu-
: attend at least one partN per month, and
n't a tcnd three or More pet month Preention activ-

(he \k.o. partte-, arc conducted, through a cuni hi-
f ii and reguboort approaches A party can also

f:.r dire4 t (ducation, for e \ample, blood-alcohol
te,toi before attender,, leme for htime.

. Harming Part, planning inter% entions should focus
.tcps ti, tn tke a part safe and more enjot able, such w;

r teation, planning attracti e food and bey-
, ,ra.t,itg for a fo i on ,olnething besides drinking, and

ft it,-.1,tqtarD41 r alternat e e sleeping arrangements for
.Z a a erdrink

I- ,nU ar Bar., pub, ta% ern,, or cocktail lounges provide an
-.4,ting for some .tudent, s,%ho drink, especially frequent

rs aft I hwo, ho drink quite often to get a "buzz on."
shituld focus on bars or pubs students attind,

reat trig, an en ,.. tronment as safe as possible for student
Fiictir, ti h ti insidered include location of the bar

CCC,' r it atid re,Menter, of stutknts), hours of operation
(.1rirs 4cekends),,read, a\ adability of nonalcoholic bever-

t. and foodc mo,phere cenducie relaNed socializing, non-
f,4 ,1, of ,,et ;, and the pre,;er,ce of trained peNonnel to

problcm- and acert them

f;:r alt Ii-bdu. .crage policies Campus policies and
aleoh,dic be% erages should be reviewed to

s a poln s ark, rvasonable, enfiirceabk,, and consistent with
.i;: il ititnal aura-, of the institution (education can occur

::.1tion, In general, polic, changes should be made
amri sometimes requiring years) with con-

;,;tc ;rid facult individuals and groups,
i bir c.d., inter \ cut ion Attempts to influence heavy

tr; a a N ti,a I e,periencing pr,,blorm-1 often can be made only
!nr,, ,ilzb fr;,,r,,j,- I a iii h4.e e,perienced akohid-related prob.

r t',r,h1;.fh hea,. drinkers frequent, Compared
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Priolluroun uf such students show up at

hf.ai eduk at ion act i it ws

Examples of Interventions

tipiete the present discussion nf public drinking prac-
s of college stutlents. two examples of efforts made at the Uni-

rsit \ of Massachusetts at Amherst to alter cert am undesirable
or,hhing practices are described below

crave Policy

The Um% ersity of Massachusetts at Andierst campus had an Ali:0-

ht lici,crage Policy, re% ised in the spring of 1971, that cited various
atates hat applieu to thy campus and some additional regulations

specitic t.*) student groaps As early as 1974, many UHS staff recog-
issztr1 r IA ft tr ret. iiu ins of the riolicy Must rules were ,.ague and
hard tt er!.,tr,e. and few enctiuraged students to learn ways of con-

dui ;W.z afu partiv, or kuats Not until the falli1of 1977 did a core

vroup if stuticnts and staff finally recognize a neetd for revisions The
raper, us cause (nom t Mindful- of 1,10(/ revs the entire campus was more

a..Y arc if ale(oh,,l-related problems, especially those that occurred
after large parties. and wanted either to eliminate large events or to
[flake such occasions i.stife. certain junior staff in the residence halls

. Resident Assistants and Heads of Residence) feared leind liabil-

ity if accidents occurred at students parties held in their dorms, and
h reatcnrd not to permit such parties in the dorms, students wanted

hti h ii continue to hold part It , on campus and to reduce property
destruction and rowdiness, and DAEP statT felt that enough effort
had been made in its first 2 ears to educate L. staff and students so
!bat attempts to res tsc the current policy Yould probably lead to
rt strict ions that ere not excess:he or punitive

Th, Vice-Chancellor ft or Student Affairs cons ened a task force corn-
pt.sol of eight staff and eight students The task force met approxi-

matek eight ii nt betw een December 1977 and April I97S and devised
eomprehensrse Set ruWs and regulations for the campus. The

major features of the new policy were
Emphasis The new pudic> emphasized steps to plan safe parties

and other es tints inolY ing alcohol bey erages. without rely ir solely

i,n policing or enforcing a set of rules
Classihcatnin Parties and other planned social ey ents were letined

according tc, size, location. ty pes of guests, and distribution of alco-
holic be,. &Taves, Small-scale eyents were planned for between 15 to 7,5

iz'Ai`sts anti tiften w ere planned only tnt dav in ads ance Medium-sealc



, 11141 ,t trntict--, and required adance
,t 1,, rnak, sure that not too mam, ttv.t.:nts

,7;t ilidtt or at am, one tune Large-scale events
-ft itt, nitre, ar:d required approt,al of preliminary

s hefore tt r%e nt, and of final plans 30 days in
f ,i't yin r ,gcs required tiling an application for

,ttit ens... y'respeet e of the size of the event
f: cif's t t uord registration ith the head of Resi-

t ttlit t of , fraternit or sororit,x ) Affairs, or the
s f,r. nts sponsored Ir.!, faculty members) at least 24

sponsors agreed to abide 1). the general regu-
cat s Mrhunt-scale cuts required clearance 4,at

c.ist I Ace', ,a ..ti ant frt on the appropriate staff ()tikes, to make
Hat ri nn a. adequate and that not too mam, events were

f. t saw(' general location at one time Large-scale events
t. icaram It;, the appropriate staff office with final

tr.c t n Itt an of Students The number of large events was
ft art ful planning and execution of the events were

yitrt nts of ari, size usinqIN mediuM- or large-scale)
h en,e, toted alno, r, \v-hiat generall:t, meant the

l>ti:Ic.t1,)11 !It t tied t,, 1 11bIllItted a minimum of 2 weeks before the
S:nct 1.irizer t crust required nitwit rigid planning and clear-

p:unner, v.ere dfsct turaged from artificiall:, oyerestimat-
-,ut sl,tt, ti the ,ent

Genersii planning guitiebrie, General rules and regulations ap-
i ¶ ai pirt les int luded the foeus of the et.ent must not be solegy

oti ,trulking, th name of Ito ent cannot include the name of an
r lrand, planners must read a prepared pamphlet

hrlta_t t in that tuu,t iw taken, wa;t:.-, to insure safe occupanc:t
tditt% -pace rnu-: he planned, advertising must be largely

r, stn trti to on-, ampus nietha and has to mention the availability of
hIit he, er.tges and tu ths,collrigc the presence of bottles and

,s pian, m mt bt' adequate, using trained student mon-
;tors for most s ith back-up ht, trained campus police for

antl argc-st ale es. tutus, bartenders for larger et. ents must be
1st d, using special pamphlets and educational sea-

I. a lip aft cr utu is the resplInsibilit:, of the planners,
-oz guideline-, Limits on the ser ice of alcoholic

r,t0: ere itItlirled f tr all parties, including a maximum of 4
oi ,*. if alch the be\ erages at any given eent, limits

t, ,iit hoItt ltc%cragcs could be served, according to town
ions, ..lcohol purl hascd for the ei.ent must be limited to 1 keg

r.t -nalf ,rrti or In't 12-ttunce ing.s per 10 persons attending
ru, t,n Th. alont in Amur or distilled beerages. a require-

' h.it pert ent If the refreshment budget be allocated
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le t+ti't 'Id '14'ellica-

c rt_ ;!!..t ,'!,f1t*.tk.th:t ,rrit,tirltt nd -.Alutae;.

for ti,e,t.iirn- and
!!!(,!': "!,1!!1:!- , NT, 'Aisrt! t-equircel to ',ultimo

t:! 1 for the e!!ent, iiwiing 1!...9, alcoholic h _

!,,! lt otated print, and hov, thc
admision and age identitiratnen %%wild he accom-

,, Sale !if ..ce he\erages for large proht, wa,de,couraged
for kirge-,calert.entsit le,A4 unt! of th e. planners and 4H

,,r i,artet der, !Aerr r 111! o'd t t tend ,c2-hour training -st.,!sion On

Co' part \ 1,trg,e-,,1 le e. cut, tl,e1 regilirt'd the
i,t* their hudr n te,croke, !Alai the ,Studeht

\, r,, «o.er damai.te, or cleanup costs l'nu,ed
her riThrticd i the -peinseer, after the c e!nt

, ...ahueling the e".ent !Acre in-

r", -pon-t.r, And ,tati ho appro\ed the vrellt:!, Sugge,-
. Ii tor !,.!. partie:, could be -,hut-dovk n" and the

,,,! Hot-, the rule, and regulation. to t hi .tudvnt

P i %%ere !talleti Fin.dk , re,ponstleilit Per Claiklatilln

ch!, t!ic of uch e!.iduation, \\ ere included

'1'4
The- regulation, clearl, :stated that

major re,peenstlidit:, for the cittpluet if each

Lt. e the tv,. ,T,hients required to sign ckerance form-,
t,, could not niahe tuataene

remote-I. ocao eted 'A it h the 1.,nt IMUtUlte polPtitial
that adherence ould nial,e the like-

on% in highlt, Uniirobabk!

re!.:,ed c!ne and regulation, c%ent into eifeet September! 1.

t7.! It! genera'. the re,pt,n,c ha, heen quite fio. terabit! Students

re! !nat. !! to! Intent of ttli. tictallyti r tt n !Aa, increa,e
re,tricting then- en,jonwnt at

hall ,taff felt better prepared to ludge %%holier a

par- ha,i. 'wen planned and ceenducted in an adeeplate fa,hion
nr' 4.111 had re.:4,onahie, enforceahle regulation, to I.:filch the3,

tut r,!f';
4 one ion ar,e that threatened to undee,outie of the de!strell

ehani.!,!,, the ne-A hevan ti achiele, narnel, the. sudden raiing

!!t. r h.` liv14,d drink! rig ge in N1 es:-.4chu,ett, from 1 i to 20 in April 1979

11,!...`..,rf 01.0 the Md.', E di hold in sonw of the ori-eampus

re,:denee hie li,, e,prend t he feat ure, that tmeourage adequate part.),

plannit,g and training of part ,tatI The polio, al,o has helped lead
to A general re\i,nen of campus di,ciplinary policia.:, during the past

ear. A re\I-pen that ha, been needed for elep:..e to a decade
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oi,o1 hetet t! a OM' %S..t1 to achie%e DAEP
z. co &tin (4)1I0 t ual tIl4i en& ironmental ele-
: t.atimpus parties The long-t,rni etrect of such modifications

t m r

ii,C1 ;';

1Th' (,(1-,' t h Bluew all, has ser%ed as a focus for DAEP
:forts since Ti,t Projet t's beginning l'nfortunatel, efforts to bring

ciithges at flit Bluew all ha%e not been as successful as have
those tm tht Arc. of parts planning

Pro.lc&t. efforts ed discussions with the major pub
gain an; his appro% al for to ing to make the Bluewall

1 a responsible drinking Ile and his staff agreed with
ne.,t r and pi,st tin prices of nonalcoholic beerages, and

ot H r erat ions Unfortunatel, economic pressures require
tlt, II ,% nianagt merit to inake a profit from alcoholic beverage

a,1,1 the management therefore reludant to put into effect
.ric, alteration, that wouhl lower such sales Three changes in the key

ir,, than 2 .ears ako made most of DAEP efforts
rela' el% lralfekt Planned inset.% ice training for bartenders was
fig r Sign, for nonalcoholic be%erages and food were

onl% sortie 4,1 the time the signs seemed alw s to be out for
-repainting' And the nois:%, tense atmosphere of the Bluewall wait
nc,g'r modineil tint pi oat i%e change was the addition of popcorn and
,andw iches in the e% longs, so that people could consume something

alcoholic he%erage
litt her III, 4'th'. t f DAEP persuasi% e efforts alone would have

t,orked w I ne%er Ic krit.wn How e%er, the change in legal drinking
ozy a lcd to an Int rt ascd effort to alter Bluewall features in a

red dlr. I lon Thy age change effect 1% tiestrot ed the Bluewall's
usual clientele under& lass persons 11% ing in the residence halls are
now underage Th. Bluew all has now begun making alterations to

11n4icr,wk ,tudent,t anti has asked for DAEP assktance in
etforts

Iii ret ri,pect. DA EP efforts proliald could not hae succeeded
thc profit nootic for the operation were somehow altered

a11,1 or I hr top administration remained stable and s mpathetic.
t'r Pro), t staff akillould has., spent more time than the3, did

the %atoms pub managers. At other campuses or in
t ha.r t of the pub to modif:t drinking hcha%Itirs &malts

at'cropt T han DAFT staff could muster
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-1'" ^ 140.4 t bar-. Although
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Afternoon Dances: Drinking
Contexts for Women

Elina Haavio-Mannila
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Grovirth of the Afternoon Dance Institution

InformatIon collected k).. the local directors of, r dancy, ere arranged in 1954, in Pori. a
,d,tie,-1:ed tow n m western Finland In 1067. there were still only

1+ rest a,.it Anr, ht.rr jfIt ng began before 6 p.tn From 1968 onward,

the ntmliler of suk h testatirants increased raioid1;+, Haavio-Mannila
ni SnIcker 101)o. h. Snicker 19791, and, in September 197S. a total of

h.: rr-d aurant, v trt , reliorted as arranging afterm)on dances at least
.rxe mon h tra)orit: 490 percent arranged afternoon dances at

.,mce t w ek, but onl: 12 percrnt had dancing before ti p.m. every
The !nosT pipular (1,i v. as SundaN, when 105 rei;taurants had

d.1:. dancing. the lea,t popular v.:is Frida, v. hen only :.14 restaurants
.inged From Tuesda: Thursda , the number was 46 to 50: on

NIon urdt :17

)ancing starts between moon and :1 p,m.. but. particularly
in the fl 1.i1flkA. t munber of restaurants start playing danee

be,'. ern 1 p , that is. after the normal working day.
Th pU rd tt p rn at the latest. However. a large
pri'l,"01n of cast uimr sta: for the el. ening (hinees. which begin
afTer t p,illse in music There is no clear ',hange in the clientele

vcr afterne,,n and e\ ening daners
,otnrw hit larger percentage (if afternoon dance restaurants

iCrccnt helong (Pi the low er price class than di( all Finnish restau.
66 percent uti The arrage. afternoon dance restaurants are

:Arger and ha,-e more places for customers 1214i than do all restau-
r.int, )f the total s:iles. food in afternoon dance restaurants
repre:ents onl: 21 perk ent, hde the average in all restaurants is 33
pert'rrir percent of the restaurants arranging afternoon
dancing sire licensed, how e1 cr. 15 percent of all restaurants have

w inch iwrmit sales of only wine and beer,

NCNt ,tt1rant, arranging afternoon dances are owned by cooperative
irrns niorr often t.)5 perient than is the case among all restaurants
in Finland pen ent P. Onl, .30 percent of them are privatdy owned,
w hi It pr.% ate restaurants comprise 41 percent of all restaurants.

afternoon flame restaurants can be classified as "entertain-
Ment" 1ro!2, prrt^t'llt 1 tor -itenrral- restaurants 127 percent), but there
tr' also some pub.t. pu restaurants among thern.

The..!eogrAphic.d fii,orthoifin 1If afternoon dancing is not even. In

ed-tern Finland thrrc re mon, restaurants arranging this kind of
entertainment and more pi ople /Jur population participating in it

964"
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than in we:.s.tern Finland, w here alcohol consumption i lower, there
are more actie religious muements, and there is mure violence
Haavio 1963, Ham io-Mannila 1968, Verkko 1949, Ylikangas 1973). In
estern Finland there is more social pressure tu conform (Riihinen

1965i than in eastern Finland, where a sufter moral climate prevails,
taking its expression in liberal political attitudes (Jutikkala 1958),
W omen 's liberation (Ham io-Mannila 1968), and, according to our re-
sults, in "loving" types of behavior at afternoon dances.

In Helsinki, restaurants arranging afternoon dancing are situated
either in the business center ur in the working-class area. Restau-
rants in the residential areas uf the upper and middle classes seem to
avoid afternoon dancing.

The earb, estimate in 1978 for visits to afternoon dances was 1.8
million in a country with 4.5 million inhabitants. Alcohol was con-
sumed during approximately 1,450,000 visits. This means that after-
noon dances constitute 5 percent of all restaurant visits during which
alcohol is consumed. Of all drinking occasions in une year for the
population aged 15 to 69 years (Simpura 19781)), those taking place at
afternoon dances comprise 1 percent.

Clientele of Afternoon Dances

According tu estimates made by the restaurants arranging after-
noon dances (reported by the local directors of ABM, more women
attekk.Latternoun dances than attend evening dances (table 3). Day
dances are social situations that particularly attract female custom-
ers. According tu uur obsenations in three restaurants in Helsinki,
the proportion uf women among those arri ing before 6 p.m. varied,
in two restaurants it was 36 to 37 percent, in a third, 60 percent. There
w as a tendency toward equal numbers uf men and women. In restau-
rants w here w omen were in the minority they did not leave as early

frum those w here au* were in the majority . In the fuur restaurants
a here the clients themseh es filled in our questionnaires, women

Table 3. Sex. Structure of Afternoon and Evening Dancers in
Restaurants Arranging Afternoon Dancing in Finland
in September 1978 (in Percent)

Sex Structure Afternoon Dances Evening Dances

Female-dominated 29 13

As many men as women 53 5$

Mate-dominated IS 29

Nunther of dancers 159 156
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comprised, on the average, 43 percent of the customers, the range
being 39 to 49 percent in the different restaurants. According to the

data collected by w alters, women represented 49 percent of the clien-
tele, ranging from 39 to 62 percent in the four restaurants studied.
Compared with all visits to Finnish resturants during which alcohol

was consumed, the proportion of w omen among visitors to afternoon
(lances seems to be higher (one-third of all visits to restaurants with
alcohol usage were made by women, Thnen 1979).

Afternoon dances are not actually "singles dances" (see Berk 1970).

A majority (74 percent) of men and almost half the women (42 per-

cent) in the four restaurants studied in Helsinki were married. Com-
pared with the total population in Helsinki and in the whole country
men were more often and women less often married (table 4). EverY
fifth afternoon dancer w as living alone (16 percent of men, 23 percent

of women). The proportion of those living alone was larger than in

Table 4. Marital Status of Afternoon Dancers in Four Restau-
rants in Helsinki and in Finland (Population 20 Years of
Age and Over), by Sex (in Percent)

Afwr-
noon

Men

After-
noon

Women

Martal Dancers Helsinki Finland Dancers Helsinki Finland

Status 1975 1976 1976 1978 1976 1976

Cnmarried s 27 26 25 29 20

Cohabiting
Married

:',

74 64 67

5
42 45 60

Divorced 12 7 4 23 9 5

Widowed 1 3 3 5 14 15

Number of dancers 36 274
VdmmI wmm =ma; NINI

the whole country but smaller than in Helsinki. Afternoon dances,
therefore, are not a gathering place of isolated, lonely persons, as is
often assumed. Compared with some American restaurant and tavern
studies (Cavan 1966, Clark 1966, Richards 1964, Roebuck and Spray
1967; Roebuck and Frese 1976), the proportion of married women is
relatively high. In any case, one must pay attention to the fact that
there is a clear surplus of divorced persons of both sexes, especially
women, among afternoon dancers in Helsinki.

The age structure of the patronage of afternoon dances for the
whole country is presented in table 5. Afternoon dancers were older
than people attending evening dances in the same restaurants. The
institution of afternoon dancing seems to be best suited to meet the
needs of the adult populationyoung people prefer to dance in the

976
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Table 5. Age-Structure of Afternoon and Evening Dancers at
Restaurants Arranging Afternoon Dancing in Finland
in 1978 and in the Whole Country in 1976 (in Percent)

Age Structure
Afternoon
Dancers

Evening
Dancers

Population (Aged 20
Years and Over)'

16 42 26

30-59 52 48 52

80 1- 32 10 22

Number of dancers 159 156

Sk.rurcr StAtt,ti,it leart.,k .rf Fmtand, 1977, p
3 3

evenings. In the four restaurants studied in Helsinki, there were, on
the cit erage, few cr old but more middle-aged people than in the whole
country , only 4 percent w ere 60 years and over, 80 percent were
between 30 and 59 ears, and 16 percent were under 30 years of age.
Men were slightly older (39 years) than women (35 years). In the
center city restaurants, men were about 5 years older than women,

hile in the w orking-class-area restaurants women were 2 or 3 years
older than men.

Most of the day dancers of both sexes in the four Helsinki restau-
rants w ere economically active (87 percent). A majority (69 percent)
w ere w hite-collar workers, women more often than men (75 versus 66

percent). The social stratum of the men was higher than that of the
women and than that of all men aged 20 and over in Helsinki and in
the w hole country. The social status of the female afternoon dancers'
was lower than that of the working wives of men attending these
dances, but it roughly corresponded to that of all w omen in Helsinki
and to women in the whole country (table 6).

Motives for Attending Afternoon Dances

Dancing w cis the most common reason mentioned for attending
afternoon dances (out of 20 options in the questionnaire filled in by
630 customer:, in Helsinki), 54 percent of the women and 31 percent
of the men gave it as a reason fur coming. Every fourth woman and

percent of the men did not mark any other reasons for coming.
Hav ing fun, cheering up, and killing time wer the next most popular
mod\ es, they were mentioned by 33, 18, and 13 percent, respectively.
Chatting with persons of the oppusite sex w as mentioned by 11 per-
cent of the respondents, chatting W, ith those of one's own sex by 8
percent. Thirteen percent of men but only 1 percent of women said

99
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Table 6. Social Stratum of Afternoon Dancers in Four
Restaurants in Helsinki in 1978, and of
Population Aged 20 Years and Over in Helsinki
and Finland in 1976, by Sex (in Percent)

wl.
Soeuil Stratum

Afternoon
Dancers I Ielsinki* Finland*

Men

I ihniht 30 20 10

II 40 24 23

III 17 32 44

IV iloii.i 3 5 9

No Information 10 19 14

356 161,323 1,652,234

Women

I
S 11 7

II 39 43 33

III 34 14 27

IV 7 8 11

No information 12 24 23

274 218,371 1,740,310

klar,11 '-'tatpq:cat togici of Finland. Ammyttt hnk keinc,tuikimuii, 1976, Working Lible 205

they were looking for a temporary sexual partner. The expectation of
finding a permanent friend of the opposite sex was mentioned by 3

percent of both men and women. Afternoon dances were, therefore,
mainly attended for the social interaction and pleasure available at
the time, not in order to form sexual or friendly relationships that
would continue after the dancing.

Afternoon dances functioned as a "home territory" (see Cavan
1966) for only 4 percent of the respondentsthose who came "to meet
acquaintances who always come *) this restaurant." This motive for

attendance was most often mentioned in the two restaurants in the

working-class area, not in restaurants in the center of the city. In the

city center restaurants there were, on the other hand, more people
who attended afternoon dances because they had been invited by
somebody or because they wanted to discuss organizational or busi-

ness matters (these reasons were mentioned by 5 and 6 percent of the

respondents, respectively). More men than women came for nego-

tiations (10 versus 1 percent). Meeting acquaintances who regularly
ktend a restaurant, being invited by somebody, and negotiating are

reasons for coming that presuppose that afternoon dances are used as

a meeting place for old acquaintances. These motives were mentioned

by only some of the afternoon dancers. Most of the dancers are look-

ing for social interaction with persons whom they do not know be-

forehand. This interaction is accomplished through dancing and by

1OQ
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chatting at the tables, w here people are often seated in the company
of unknow n customers. Such seating arrangements are common
when people come alone or in small same-sex groups (see table 7).

Restaurants du not, how e:er, offer dancing possibilities totally
v. ithout charge E:en though in onl:: une uf four Helsinki restaurants
sur: e ed did one ha:e tu bu,, a ticket tu get in (the ticket provided for
a coffee, sandwich, ur fruit coePail 1, it was taken for granted that
people would use the paid set.: ices uf the restaurant, that is, they
would order food and 'or drinks. Eating and drinking were, however,
seldom mentioned as reasons fur coming. Men came more often than
women in order tu eat (13 :ersus 4 percent) and tu drink alcoholic
be: erages (14 : ersus 9 percent). Must of those who came to drink only
wanted a glass ur u. Getting drunk was mentioned as a reason for
coming by only 4 percent of the men and 1 percent uf the women.
Paying fur or entertaining others at afternoon dances was not com-
mon, 4 percent came in order tu be treated by others (5 percent of the
men and 4 percent uf the women) and 2 percent to treat others (3
percent of the men and none of the women).

On the basis uf a factor anal:: sis, moti:es for attending afternoon
dances w ere di: ided into fi:e groups. social interaction (dancing, chat-
ting. ha: ing fun), eating and entertaining uthers, drinking; looking
for sexual relationships, and meeting acquaintances who regularly
isit the restaurant. (Drinking and looking for sexual relationships

loaded un the same factor, but the', are separated here because of
their independent content.)

Table 7. Company at Arrival in Afternoon Dances in Four
Helsinki Restaurants in 1978, by Sex (in Percent)

Came to Afternoon Dance4 Men Women Total
.6.-.

Alone 43 17 31
With v.ork mate4 40 45 42
With other acquaintancei 16 33 24
With relatnes I 5 3

Number of revondents

tief ,Nerriefii n ,t- Ow eomponq

348 268 616

Alone 12 17 31
With one uoman 3 42 20
With sewral women 4 24 13
With one man 16 5 11

With several men 24 1 14
In mixed-set company 11 11 11

Number of respondents 342 266 608
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Social interaction was far the most often-mentioned motive for

attending afternoon dances (table 8). Women mentioned it more
often than men and indicated fewer other motives for coming than
men. Men intended to use restaurants' paid services to a greater
extent than did women, and they were looking for casual sexual
affairs much more frequently.

Table 8. Motives for Attending Afternoon Dances
in Four Helsinki Restaurants in 1978,
by Sex (in Percent)

Motives Men Women Total

Social interaction at the dance 53 70 60

Eating and entertaining others 19 6 14

Drinking 14 9 12

Sexual expectation 15 4 10

Meeting acquaintances 5 3 4

Total percent' . 106 92 100

Number of respondents 356 274 630

' percentages do not add up to 100 because these reasons for coming have been selected from among the 20

possible ones uhich could hue been marked b) the respondents On the average, men gave 2.0. women 1 8 motives

for attending

Eating and Drinking at Afternoon Dances

Only 9 percent of the respondents to our questionnaire mentioned
food as a reason for attending afternoon dances, but every third
customer ordered something to eat, according to data collected by the
waiters. This discrepancy partly, but probably not totally, may be due

to the fact that our data are derived from two different samples. It is
possible that people order something to eat even though they do not

give eating as a motive for coming. Fewer women than men reported
that they intended to eat. In practice, there was almost no difference
in the proportion of men and women eating at afternoon dances
(table 9). In the two city center restaurants women ate more often
than men, in the two restaurants in the working-class area they ate
just as often as men. Eating was more common in the restaurants in
the city center than in the working-class area.

Only a small minority mentioned drinking as a reason for attend-

ing afternoon dances. According to replies by the same persons, 50
percent always order alcoholic beverages and 24 percent almost al-
ways do so. Seven percent said they never consume alcohol at after-
noon dances, and 19 percent said they do sometimes. There were no

1 02
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Table 9. Proportion of Afternoon Dancers (in Percent) Who
Ordered Food in Four Helsinki Restaurants
in 1978, by Sex and Type of Restaurant
(Data Collected by Waiters)

Type of Restaurant Men Women Total
% N % N % N

Restaurant in City Center (2) 36 (47) 48 (31) 41 (78)
Restaurant in working-class area (2) 26 (42) 27 (55) 27 (97)

Total 31 (89) 35 (86) 33 (175)

sex differences in this respect. Fur 14 percent of afternoon dancers of
both sexes, afternoon dances are the only occasion when they drink
alcoholic bey erages. However, 82 percent also drink in other situ-
ations, while 4 percent never consume alcohol.

The impressions uf the local directors of Alko were that drinking
at afternoon dances is less excessive than at evening dances (less
excessive in 70 percent, similar in 28 percent, and more excessive in
2 percent of the restaurants). According to the same source of infor-
mation, alcohol is ordered in four out of five visits to afternoon
dances. This roughly corresponds tu the 74 percent of respondents in
four restaurants in Helsinki who said that they always or almost
always order alcoholic beverages at afternoon dances.

A majority (77 percent) of afternoon dancers refrained from drink-
ing a great deal at these dances (table 10). The most commonly men-
tioned reason fur av oiding excessive drinking was an inner moral

Table 10. Obstacles to Heavy Drinking at Afternoon Dances
in Four Helsinki Restaurants in 1978, by Sex
(in Percent)

.11111=11=1011
Does Something Prevent You

From Drinking a Great Deal at
These Afternoon Dances?

Men Women Total1
No 26 18 23
Heavy drinking is not my habit 23 40 30
Hard working day tomorrow 15 12 14

Have to go to work from here 4 4 4
Driving 12 2 8
Meeting people at home after this 5 8 6

Too expensive 4 9 6
Does not suit the daytime 3 1 2
Other reasons 8 6 7

Number of respondents 340 261 601

1.0
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norm: "Heavy drinking is not my habit." This restraint was men-
tioned more often by women than by men. Men had fewer restraints
against drinking than women, 26 percent of the men but only 18
percent of the women said that nothing prevents them from drinking
a great deal. Men were mure often than women prevented from drink-
ing by work and driving, while women were checked by meeting
people at home afterwards and by the expensiveness of drinks.

How much did the customers actually drink while attending after-
noon dances? Tables 11 and 12 show the number of drinks ordered
and the amount of alcohol included in them. Table 12 also presents
data on the length of stay at the restaurant, the intervals between

Table 11. Percent of Drinking Orders in Four Helsinki
Restaurants During Afternoon Dances, by Sex
(Data Collected by Waiters)

Number of Orders Men Women Total

One 13 ?.8
20

Two or three 36 50 43

Four or live 2,1 15 20

Six or seven 13 7 10

Eight or nine 7 4

Ten or more 7 3

Number of drinkers 78 72 150

Table 12. Alcohol Consumption at Afternoon Dances in Four
Helsinki Restaurants in 1978, by Sex (N = Number
of Customers Observed by the Waiters)

Men (N) Women (N) Total (N)

Average number of drinks 9.2 (78) 2 5 (71) 3.4 (149)

Amount of 100: alcohol, el, 7.5 4.8 6.2

Length of stay in restaurant, hours
and minutes 3-24. (68) 312 (53) 319" (121)

Length of time between first and last
order of akohol, hours and minutes 2'38' (781 2'09* (71) 215' (149)

Interval between drink orders, minutes 43 61 51

Amount of 100'% alcohol per hour, cl' 2 2 1.5 1 9

Blood akohol, per thousands 0.7 OA 0,6

Length d drinkmg Attuahon - time between Wm and laat order of akohohe beverage* OA average inters td

Nix ern drmk ordvra
calculated on the ha.ua +4 the Molting formula

Gam f luor; 7 X length of dnnking
Blood conaurnrd +ItuatIon in hour*
alohol Bod) woght Cot

Per thou,and

Bruun p
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orders, and the amount of alcohol consumed per hour, as well as the
proportion of alcohol in the blood during the stay.

Must afternuun dancers ordered, at must, three drinks during their
stay uf 3 hours 19 minutes in the fuur Helsinki restaurants studied.
On the merage, men ordered 4.2 drinks, women 2.5. The interval
betw een drinks w as 61 minutes fur women and 43 for men. On the

erage, customers did nut drink to the point of intoxication (the
blood alcohol lo el fur men during the afternoon dances was 0.7 and
fur w omen 0.4 based un an aNerage weight uf 75 kg fur men and 64 kg
for women.)

Hard liquors i udka, whisky, gin, brandy, etc.) were the most often
used alcoholic becerages at afternoon dances (table 13). Sixty-one
percent uf the customers Asa% ed by the waiters in four restaurants
in Helsinki ordered only strong drinks. In addition, 24 percent in-
cluded theni in their total drinking schedule. Altogether, 83 percent
of the customers drank some hard liquor. Strong drinks were used
inure in the restaurants in the working-class area than in the restau-
rants in the center uf the city. Sex differences were relatively small.
In the restaurants in the center uf the city 14 percent uf the women
ordered only wine, while no men ordered only wine.

It has been assumed that people who eat in restaurants do not
drink as much as those who only order alcoholic beverages. As table
14 shows, this ib nut the case at afternoon dances. Those persons, both
men and women, who ordered food consumed more alcohol (on the

erage 7.6 di than those ho did not eat (5.6 d). The alcohol policy-
makers w hu try to limit alcohol consumption in restaurants by en-
couraging eating du nut achie% e their intended goal. But, for the
clients, drinking v, hile eating is not as much of a health threat as is
drinking on an empty stomach.

At Finnish afternoon dances, sex rules in imitations tu dance often
are changed. In three uf the four restaurants studied, there were days

Table 13. Kinds of Drinks Ordered in Four Helsinki
Restaurants in 1978, by Type of Restaurant
and Sex (in Percent)

Kinds of drinks

Restaurants in
City Center

Restaurants in
working-class area Total

Men Women All Men Women All1111K
Beer only 14 10 13 5 14 10 11

Wine onl. 5 3 4

Strong liquors only 59 45 70 65 67 61

Several kinds of drinks 27 31 28 2.5 16 20 24

Number of drinkers 78 72 150 36 43 79 229
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Table 14. Amount of Pure Alcohol Consumed at Afternoon
Dances in Four Helsinki Restaurants in 1978, by
Food Consumption and Sex

I I rdvrva Food Men Women Total

Alcohol consumption, cl.

11.er, 9 3 (24) 5 6 (21) 7,6 (45)

No 6 7 t 54) 4.4 (50) 5.6 (104)

Total 7.5 (78) 4.8 (71) 6.2 (149)

Table 15. Alcohol Consumption According to Sex of Inviters
to Dance in Four Helsinki Restaurants and
Separately in Maestro at Afternoon Dances
in 1978, by Sex

SO\ of In% tier, Tfi Dance
11/

Men Women Total

r rf stoN rants

Alcohol consumption, ci
11111

Men imite 8 1 (25) 3.9 (30) 5.8 (55)

Mi \ed invitation, 8 0 (22) 5.2 (12) 7,0 (34)

Women invite 6 8 1311 5.5 (29) 6.2 (60)

7 5 (78) 4.8 (71) 6.2 (149)

Mae;:t
\rd invitations 7.9 (16) 5.2 (12)

Women invite 5 2 9) 6.6 ( 7)

or hours during which women had the right or duty to invite men to
dance. Invitations to dance seem to demand courage, which can be
achieved through drinking. When it was the women's turn to invite

men to dance, women drank more and men less than when men
initiated contact between the sexes (table 15). This rule seemed to
prevail as much in all the four restaurants studied as in one of them

for which data were collected for both mixed-invitation days (which,

in practice, are days when men issue invitations) and women's invita-

tion days.
People attending afternoon dances we:e, on the average, more in-

clined to drink alcohol than the total population of Finland (table 16),
Women in particular drank alcohol more often (on the average 55
times a yeah than did the total female population (26 times a year)
The drinking habits of men attending afternoon dances did not devi-

ate as much from the total population (they consumed alcohol 85
times a year, while the total male population drinks 61 times a year)

The men who completed the questionnaire attended afternoon
dances 29 times a year, while the women surveyed attended 22 times

a year table 17). About four-fifths of the respondents consumed

UG
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Table 16. Frequency of Alcohol Consumption in.the Total
Finnish Population in 1976, and Among
Attendants of Afternoon Dances in Four
Restaurants in Helsinki, in April 1978, by Sex
(in Percent)1

Multi-
plier

Uses Alcohol

Men

Total Pop.
15-69 Years

1976

A fter-
noon

Dancers

Women

Total Pop.
15-69 Years

1976

After-
noon

Dancers

0 Never 9 4 20 3

0 Less than once a year 1 1. 3 0

1 5 Once or twice a year 3 3 7 2
3 5 3-4 times a year 6 2 10 4

6 About once in two months 5 .1 9 5

12 About once a month 9 8 12 9
24 A couple of times a month 18 14 16 27

52 Once a week 23 25 14 30

104 Twice a weel 20 30 8 16

365 Daily 6 10 1 4

Average timo per year 60.8 854 25.5 55.1

.V 1393 350 1442 269

S....wee for data tm total population Simpura 1978a, 119420
E4timated b mulupb mg %bath figures en the left

Table 11. Frequency of Visits to Afternoon Dances of
Clients in Four Restaurants in Helsinki,
in 1978, by Sex (in Percent)

Frequency of Afternoon Dance Attendance Men Women Total

FiNt time
Less than once a year
Once or twice a year-
3-4 times a year
About once in two months
About once a month
A couple of times a month
Once a week
Twice a week
Every day

Average number of times per year'
Times with akohol'
Number of

1.

10 9

13 8
13 13

11 20

12 10

13 16

9 7
7 4

3 2

10

11

13

15

9

12

14

8

6
2

28,5 21.6 23 8
20.6 16.6 17.9

349 265 614

Estimated by using multipliers presented rn table 15
ESUITIM.Cd mup AN( aferage times per year by 1.mi...en taloa of afternoon dances in v. h.ct. alcohol is always
cmost ai.A USed Inen 12.2 percent. %warn b percent. ;4 2 percept of YU afternoon dance .nutsi
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ale.ohol at afternoon dances always or almost always. Thus, one can

estimate that male afternoon dancers drink 21 times and women
dancers 17 times a year at afternoon dances. The proportion of after-

noon dances as drinking contexts among men was 24 percent and

among women 30 percent of all drinking situations during a year. As

mentioned above, only 1 percent of all drinking occasions in Finland

take place at afternoon dances But for those who frequent afternoon

dances in Helsinki, drinking in that context is a substantial part of

their total drinking behaCliar.. For women, especially, afternoon

dancos are an important context for drinking.

Conclusion

Afternoon dances offer a new drinking situation, particularly for

women, w.ho traditionally do not frequent restaurants as often as

men. Women attending these dances in four restaurants studied in

Helsinki were, in general, economically active, and two-fifths were

married. However, women interacted with proportionally more mar-

ried men in these social situations. Thus, these social events do not

function as husband-finding opportunitiesthere are two unmarried
women for each unmarried man. Nor is the main function of after-

noon dances to arrange sexual relationships between men and women;

almost none of the women claimed to be looking for a temporary
sexual partner even though 13 percent of the men admitted they had

these kinds of expectations. Afternoon dances function mainly as

meeting places where one can, for a while, get rid of the grayness of

everyday life through social interaction, particularly dancing.
Drinking for intoxication was not the intention of -most of the

afternoon dancers. On the average, neither men nor women exceeded

the intoxication level of blood alcohol. Women attending these dances

drink alcohol more often than the total fenle population. Afternoon

dances may persuade them to consume more olcohol than they in-

tend: Most of then, come to afternoon dances to dance, have fun, and

cheer upnot to drink. HoWever, a majority of afternoon dancers of

both sexes almost always consume alcoholic beverages during these

social occasions.
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The Social Context of Dripking
and Violence in New Zealand's

Multi-Ethnic Pub Settihgs*

Theo Ore D. Graves, Nancy B. Grtives,
Vinka N. Semu, and Iulai Ah Sam

Running a city pub can be a bloody business .. .

an Auckland city newspaper headline asserted.' The accompany-

ing story recounted in lurid detail the damage to staff and facilities

that ha11 been caused by various incidents over the previous fewweeks.

Pub violence makes good copy, and similar accounts of drunken

brawls in and around Auckland's 70 public bars appear regularly in

the press. Unfortunately, many of these incidents involve Poly-

nesians, both indigenous Maoris and Pacific Islands immigrants,

thereby serving to reinforce a widespread belief among white New

Zealanders that Polynesians can't hold their liquor. Echoing stereo-

types held by Australians and North Americans about tifeir own

conquered indigenous groups, a propensity for drunken violence has

come to be seen as an important aspect of Polynesian character

(Graves and Graves 1974).
In support of this stereotype, New Zealanders can point to crime

statistics that show that since the early 1950s convictions for crimes

against persons, the vast majority of them alcohol-related, have been

about eight times higher for Maoris and Pacific Islanders than for

non-Polynesian New Zealanders. (Duncan 1972; Semu 1976; and Trlin

1968 provide a running commentary.) The validity a crime statistics

as a basis for estimating the relative frequency of violent incidents

among different ethnic groups is questionable, of course, given the

The research reported in this paper was sponsored by the National Institute on

Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, I S Public Health Service, under grants no. AA

020:3-01. AA 03221-01 and ols1, and was conducted under the auspices of the South

Pacific Research Institute, Ine,, Auckland, New Zealand Parts of this report were

presented at an Alcohol Research Conference sponsored by the Alcoholic Liquor Advi-

sort Committee of thP New Zealand government in Nelson, May 17, 1979, and in a

mposium on Drinking and Violence at the New Zealand Psychological Society in

Palnwrston North, August 26, 1979.
Vora .\*Nr, 16 August 1976
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selectiv e mechanisms by which arrests and con% iction take place
(Nixon 1974, Sutherland and Galbreath 1975). Depending on your
values, the same statistics canlw used as evidence for racism in the
police and justice departments. This potentially explosive social
and political issue, therefore, cries uut fur systematic and impartial
investigation.

Poly nesians constitute ov er 10 percent uf New Zealand's population
and are its must conspicuous and rapidly growing minority group. In
many respect_ they have an impact on New Zealand life comparable
to that of blacks in the United States. This is particularly true in the
Auckland metropolitan area, the industrial heart of the nation,
where most PacifitIslanders settle, and where rural Maoris have
been migrating in grow ing numbers since World War II (Metge 1964,
Pitt and Macpherson 1974). Between tw u-thirds and three-quarters
of the Poly nesian orkers hold semiskilled ur unskilled blue-collar
positions as compared to less than one-third of the white New Zeal-
anders (1976 census), and it is now estimated that they comprise
one-third uf the tlour-lev el production workers in Auckland city

,..-'(McDonald 1977. ) In many factories we have studied recently, they
are in the majority (Graves and Graves 1977, 1980). As it struggles to
create an egalitarian, multiracial, and multicultural society, New
Zealand is experiencing in microcosm many problems plaguing larger
western countries. It therefore pros ides an ideal natural laboratory
for social research.

This discussion reports some uf the results from two recent studies
of drinking and v iolence in the Auckland metropolitan area conduc-
ted by an "insider-outsider" team of two Samoan and two American
investigators. We believ e these results are likely to find parallels
wherever non-western groups, both indigenous and immigrant, are
seeking a place w ithin a modern urban-industrial society.

Study I. Systematic Observations
of Public Drinking

Our first investigation was a systematic observational study of
public drinking behavior conducted within 12 of Auckland s public
bars. Its aim wis twofold. to compare the actual akchol consumption
a indigenous Maoris, immigrant Pacific Islanders, and New Zeal-
anders of European cultural heritage w hen drinking w ithin the same
public settings, and to attempt to assess the contextual factors that

111
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-`;

are must pre(fictive of consumption levels regardless of ethnic back-

ground. Public bars were chosen as the sites for our investigations
because they are the most common drinking settings for workingmen

of all three ethnic groups and because these three groups can be
observed easily in the same settings, thereby controlling any
influences from the physical environment.

The pubs were selected non-randomly to represent a wide range of
typical settings throughout the area.' Four were selected from the
central city region, five from surrounding areas of mixed residential
and industrial sites, and three from outlying suburbs north, south,
and west. One pub had a majority of European drinkers, two had a
majority of Islands drinkers, and five had a majority of Maori drink-

ers. The remaining four had a more even mix. During Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings, when our observations were conduc-
ted, the average number of drinkers ranged from about 50 to 170,
though, of course, there was great variability during the course of the
evenings. Densities ranged from under 1 to over 3 iquare meters per

drinker.
Systematic observations of public drinking behavior are becoming

increasingly common (Cutler and Storm 1975; Harford et aL 1976;

Harrison et al. 1943, Kessler and Gomberg 1974; Plant et al 1977; Reid

1978; Rosenbluth et al. 1978, Sommer 1965), and appropriate pro-
cedures are now well established. I3ut as far as we know, this is the
first systematic observational study in multi-ethnic settings such as
New Zealand affords.' Observations w ere conducted on three different

evenings within each pub from 5 p.m. until closing, and each subject
was observed from arrival until departure. Interobserver reliability
was high, over 90 percent agreement, on all variables recorded.' Our
final sample consisted of 72 Maoris, 72 Islanders, and 72 Europeans.

Pubs catering to unusual chentele such as transient sailors, tourists, and trans-
estites were eduded, as were pubs in sections of the city where there were few

Polynesians

'Seinu (197(ii conducted an obsenational studs of public drinking as her master's
thesN In INN cholog,i, at Auckland UniversiO. The present study is 'in extension of her
earlier work. Further procedural details are aailable in her thesis and in Graves et

al. Ind

'Observations of 27 subjects (9 from each ethnic group) were conducted simulta-

neously by both obseners in three additional pubs. (Because the police were conduc-

ting a blitz on drunk driving during this period, these data have been excluded from
the overall analysis The age of the drinker was estimated with 94.5 percent agree-
ment, the number of glasses consumed with 94 percent agreement, and both time spent

( in 5-minute intervals, and drinking group size v. ere recorded at better than 99 percent
agreement. This high lei,e1 of interobserver agreement is similar to that reported by
Kessler and Gomberg (1974) and by Plant et al, (1977)
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Ethnic Differences in Consumption and Context

Ethnic aferences in the a% erage time drinkers spent in the pub,
h t. nunWer of (7 uL.1 glasses of beer the* consumed, and their rate

of consumption arc presented in table 1. Maoris and Islanders aver-
aged almost tw o hours w hereas Europeans eraged less than an hour
and a quarter, and this European:Polynesian difference is highly
sigmticant statisticall Maori drinkers consumed the
most. an a%erage of almost 13 glasses at a sitting, or about three
,tandard quart bottles. Islanders were next with an merage of over
10 glasses. and Europeans least %.% ith about 712 glasses, or less than
two standard bottles. All these ethnic differences were statistically
:significant iMaoris s.s. Islanders, p--.05, Islanders vs. Europeans,
p .01. Maoris (s. Enropeans, p,-.0001). Ethnic differences in the
rate of con,unipt Lon, how.eer, were far less dramatic. All groups

eriigrei D'ughl.,, 9 minutes per glass, though there is a statistically
significant difference betueen the Maori and Islander rates. The Eu-
ropean rate falls in-between, howeNer, and is not significantly
(MI...Tent from either Polynesian group.

)f particular interest to us were differences in the social context of
drinking since we had reason to belie\ e that this would afford us the

Tabk 1. Ethnic Variability in Drinking Behavior

Maoris
LV - 72)

Islanders
72)

Europeans
iN 72)

.Itit. pih !aunur,,I
109 10)i 71
i65) (9) (44)

NVwirlr
12 7 10 1 7 5

LOC ,? 401..alytipZ

mean
hoax )

os 1

(3 0) (2 4) (2 (1)

4 drinking izreup
mean 5 9 4.5 3,5

1) , (3 5) 12 8) (2.1)

rt ;at o els in...gnat( ant anwant spirits as also consumed, averaging less than
h,cf ame per subjett To sunplif 1,resunt4tion here. this has been added to the
glasses of beer Oinsurned at the rate of 1 17 glasses per nip of spirits (the alcohol
eyir.alent in beer)

1 othera,,k, notedill tests Of stat Ash) al significance reported here are stan-
t t tests These teA;4 itlould be regardekl un4 lts a conventional indi-

ion tke niagoitude thk mean ihtferemes obtained, go en their %ariability, and
not as a surNtitote 1%.r skientihk. or sotial signifitaace or as indicating the probability
thA, .or interpretation of thy oidente is correct 4 see Morrison and Henkel 19701.
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most meaningful explanation of the quantitath e differences in con-
sumption The largest ethnic differences occurred in the size of a
1)erson's drinking group.- Group means are presented in table 1, and

all are significantIN different (Maoris s, Islanders, p islanders

vs Europeans, p .03, Maoris s Europeans, p .001, . Another way

of looking at these differences is to examine the proportion of drink-
ers who drink in different size groups. The majority of Maoris, for .
example, drink in relativeIN large groups of live or more persons,
whereas on1N a quarter of Europeans do so. In fact, over .10 percent of

the European drinkers drank either alone or with only one other
person what w e have called an "exclusive" social drinking pattern
By contrast, onlN about 16 percent of the Polynesians drank in this
"exclusive" manner (chi square = 16.0, p .004 Clearly, most Poly-

nesians are group drinkers tr hereas a significant proportion of Euro-
peans al old such group settings.

Study I documents a higher total alcohol consumption by Poly-

nesian patrons than bN European patrons of the same public bars.
This consumption let, el is not the result of their drinking at a faster
rate than Europeans, but because they remain in the pubs longer. Our
task, therefore, has been to explain why Polynesian drinkers typi-
cally stay longer. We have detailed this issue elsewhere (Graves et al.
n.d.) There are many cultural factors that help account for these
differences, such as patterns jf family life which make evening meal-

time more flexible for PolN nesians than for Europeans. But the major
determinant of how lung indi% iduals remained in the pub, we discov-

ered. was the size of their (kinking group. This was equally true
within all three ethnic groups, but since Polynesians typically drink
in larger groups than Europeans, they also remained longer

Determinants of Consumption

A causal model of this phenomenon is presented below (The three
ethnic replications are found in Graves et al. n.d.)

Change in .30 Time
group size ( 13) spent

31 .10 .79

A, ,
Initial ,6s tiroup .33 1 Glassesr

group size size (.061 consumed

.\',,t. Partial ,4 ro.lato,n, .ontr-4,11trig for -,..trimp -Aze" and -time %Npent- are in

parenthe,o ,

1.ar. during tht. eening We took the -axe of the group with
m,hwri a drmker had peat he iargezt proportion of his time
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.

Note tw 0 things about this model. First, pre% iuus researchers have
assumed that the common pattern of drinking in rounds accounted
for the relationship they reported between group drinking and
amount consumed (Cutler and Sturm 1975, Harrison et al. 1943, Som-
mer 1965). Group drinking etiquette requires that everyone in the
group buy at least une round, and that e%eryone try to buy as many
rounds as e% ery one else in the group to remain-even. Consequently,
according to this rounds hypothesis, the more people there are in a
group, the more rounds w ill be bought, and, therefore, the more
alcohol each group member w ill consume. Furthermore, since drink-
ing etiquette also requires that a group member nut leave the group
until he has bought his share of rounds and since the rate of con-
sumption by all group members w hu drink in rounds is relatively
similar and stable, the total time a person spends in the pub will be
largely (leterinined by the number of rounds consumed and only
indilectly by the size of the person's drinking group. In formal terms.

Driaking group size Glasses consumed Time spent
(Rounds)

Although the subjects from all three of our groups drank in rounds,
in none of these groups did the rounds hypothesis fit the data. Else-
w here w e }we explored a number of alternative causal models
( Gra% es et al. n.d.). But only the une presented here is consistent with
the correlations e actually obtained. Clearly, the direction of causal-
ity between "amount consumed" and "time spent" is the yeverse of
that of the rounds h pothesis, namely, the amount of time spent in a
pub determines the number of rounds that will be consumed, and
time spent is directly determined by the number of drinking compan-
ic;ns:' The pattern uf correlations that supports this causal inter-
pretation has been replicated nut only within all three of our ethnic
groups but independently by Cutler and Storm in Canada (1975) and
by Harford in Boston (personal communication).

A second feature of this model, which has not been presented by
pre% ious researchers, is the negative association found within all
three groups betw een group size" (the number of people in a
patron's drinking group at the time the patron consumed his first
beer) and the number of persons w Ito subsequently joined the group
("change in group size"). Apparently, many patrons have a certain

"For the "rounds hypothesis" to fit the data, the correlation between "group size"
and glasses consumed' cuuld h,o,e to be larger than between "group size" and "time
spent." The recerst is actually the case, and when "time spent" is controlled, the
correlauons neiv,ven group size" and amount consumed" consistently drop close tu
zero within ail three ethnic groups (see Graves et al. n.d.).
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number of regular drinking companions whom they hope to see If
these friends are not all present when a drinker arrives, he waits, and
they join him later. But the more of them who are present from the
start, the fewer who subsequently join. This is contrary to the hy-
pothesis that the longer a group member stays, the more people will

join the group, a feedback model hich could reverse the direction of
causality between "group size" and "time spent" presented above
The actual feedback effect of "time spent" on "change in group size,"
however, is minimal, and drops to the nonsignificant level when the
intervening effect of total drinking "group size" is controlled.

Study I suggests that alcohol consumption is a byproduct of the
fact that public bars are conimonly _used as workingmen's social
clubs, where they can relax with their friends. The more compelling
these social ties, the longer a person remains in the setting. Social
protocol, however, requires a person to participate in more rounds
the longer he stays, and therefore to consume more alcohol. Poly-

nesians are just as subject to this protocol as Europeans, but because

their social needs are higher, their consumption rate is hig

Study II. A Critical Incidents Study of Pub
Violence

The aim of our second study was to collect a large pool of "critical
incidents" (Flanagan 1954) of pub violence in order to examine fac-

tors associated with their frequency and seriousness. Because the

rate of pub violence is actually far lower than the public may assume,
it would have been far too costly and time-consuming to collect this

sample by direct observation ourselves.' Consequently, to accomplish

our purpose, 19 security officers working in 12 pubs experiencing

above-average amounts of disorderly behavior were enlisted and
trained to keep a systematic, running record of all incidents which

came to their attention over a 3 week period.'"
The following information was recorded for each incident the

time and place where it occurred; the age, sex, and ethnicity of the
initiators; whether or not they were regular patrons; an estimate of

their drunkenness, the number of people in their drinking group; and

the number of people actually involved in the incident. Various objec-

tive indicators of the incid6nes seriousness were also recorded (see

During the f5 evenings our team spent in pubs for the obsenational study, only live

or so, incidents came to our attention

We wish to thank the 19 securit!, officers e.ho took the time and trouble to assist
1.1.ith this phase of the research as %%ell at; Eden Securit3, and Anthony I (eon. their

superisor, for providing introductions
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Finall,, the urnstanec's that gave rise tu the incident were
noted as completel.v as the sec.urit> officer could ascertain as well as
an strategies emplo,,ed b the officer ur others to prevent the incip-
ient ilxident from getting out uf hand. Inter% iews with each guard at
the end of the 3 week period ser ed to tksh out their notebook accounts
and resolve any ambiguities.

Types of Barroom Incidents

Most of the inialents collected, not surprisingl,v , started as an
argument betw en two ur mure patrons, which might or might not
get cgit of hand ..ind eol% e into a brawl. In many incidents (28 per-
kenti, the securit,r officer could nut ascertain the original cause of the
argument. in some of these ill percent), patrons simply seemed in the
mood to initiate a tight..The must common causes, however, were
dispute, 0%er turn-taking ur fair plikv , usually in the games area (10
percenti, ing once more the important recreational functions
being perfut med b these pubs. Other common causes were rivalries
4.oncerning female drinking companions, a minur bump or accident,
or patron taking another patron's chair, cigarettes, or drink.

Interestingl,,, how eer, 45 percent of the incidents did not begin as
an argument betw cen tu patrons, but a the result of intervention

a securit,) ufhcer ur manager to stop a drinker's misbehavior.
Often publii standards of appropriate behavior and decency were
being iulated, such as wantunl.N smashing glasses, bottles, or pitch-
ers on tlw table ur fluor, urinating in public, etc. (17 percent). In
almost a quarter uf all incidents (23 percent), the conflict was caused
IQ. a patron's refusal to conform tu a "house rule," usually the dress
code required fur drinking in the lounge bar. (Public bars in New
Zealandis distinct from lounge baN, are not permitted to have a
dress code, w hii.h is one reason fur their pupularit.), among manual

orkers on their wa,N hunw from work.) Conflicts of this type were
particularl cunimon among European patrons, accounting for 40
percent of the int idents the:s initiated. Since most security officers in
Auckland's pubs are Pul,Nnesian, theieauthorit,N in this situation is
sometimes resented and resisted b,N European patruns. As one suc-
cinctly summed it up, "Blacks do not stop whites."'

The guards w ri taught how to use our recording scheme on the basis of incidents
tht ki....itirekaii from past t ,kperit ake and were paid for their participation at the time
of tht Ar kffitliti and titia out r w Each mcident was then summarized and coded 6,7,
at ast t o nit mot r a r. , arch team, v. al discrepancies resoled through group
,1144,o,sion

Eurupt.ans h.. initiated incolt uts were significant4 kss likely than Poly nesian
,nitiators io I regohcr patrons bf the pub in hich the incident ticcurred. This coukl
he a fat ?Ir in this t,pt incidt nt :time a stranger might be more likel), to react with
hostilit to an unfamiliar Polynesian authority figure

1 1 "d
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A somewhat related lfFerexwe between Polynesian - and
European-initiated incidents Uas the number of people who ulti-
mately became involv ed. This is nut only because Polynesian inci-
dents are more likely to begin as an argument between patrons, or
because Poly nesians tend to drink in larger groups, as we saw in

Study I, but also because group loy alty "appears to be stronger so that
a higher proportion of a Polynesian's drinking companions come to
his assistance when he becomes inv olv ed in a fight. Consequently, 40
percent of the incidents initiated by Polynesians ultimately included
tiv e or more patrons, w hereas this was true of only 22 percent of the
incidents initiated by Europeans (chi square = 3.54, p<.10).

Ethnic Differences in Incident Seriousness

The major ethnic differences, however, were in the seriousness of
the incidents. We had three indexes of seriousness, how far the inci-
dent progressed from a purely verbal exchange, through blows, to the

use of "weapons- (bottles, chairs, or any other object held in the hand
or throw n 1, the amount uf damage caused (none, minor, such as
broken glasses and pitchers, or serious, such as broken furniture or
damage to the building), and the amuunt uf personal injury sustained
(none, minor cuts and bruises, or serious injury requiring medical
attention 1. Nut surprisingly, , these three indexes are significantly
correlated with each other (the Pearson correlation coefficients
ranged from .46 tu .591, permiaing us tO combine them into a single
"seriousness- index by simply adding the scores for each incident on
each of these three items. We also recorded whether or not the police

had become involved."
There were no significant Maori/Islander differences on any of

these seriousness measures, but, as can be seen in table 2, European/
Polynesian differences on all measures were substantial. For exam-
ple. incidents initiated by Europeans were more likely to remain at
the verbal level than those initiated by Polynesians (:36 percent vs. 18

percent, chi square 4.64, p,,.05). Furthermore, if they did result in

a tight, Europeans w ere inure likely tu restrict themselves to fists,
whereas Poly nesians frequently picked up something around them to
use as a weapon (8 percent vs. 34 percent, chi square 5.94, p < .02 I.

Partly as a result uf this tendency, Poly nesian-initiated incidents
were also more likely to result in serious personal injury (22 percent
vs 3 percent. chi square 6.68, p ) or serious property damage
(22 percent vs. fi percent, ehi square 2.96, p .10). Consequently,

Thus, too, could haAre been used as another item in our "seriousness;" inde K. but we

u anted to maintain its operational independence so that ue could test which factors
d to police ini.oA.ornont, of %%hal) the seriousness of the incident might be only one

See the camml model in this ilL.cus:4lon
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Table 2. Ethriic Differences in the Seriousness of
Pub Incidents (Percent)

Maoris
(N --- 33)

Ethnicity of the Initiator'

Islanders
(N = 41)

Europeans
(N = 36)

MIIIMA
Number involved

AMM=A

1 only 12 10 16

2-4 42 55 - 62
5 or more 46 35 22

T;.pe of conflict (light")
Verbal 21 15 36

Maws 49 49 56

"Weapons" 30 36 8

Property damage
None 42 41 64

Minor 30 41 28

Serious' 27 17 8

Personal injuo
None 36 34 61

Minor 6 41 36

Serious' 18 24 3

Serious consequences (highest
category on either of the
precethng two imkxesi 36 32 11

Police invok ement 52 44 33

The initiator Aar. &tined as the person %Mr struck che tirsc Not. or hwir beilawr resulted in securitj, ward
intenention Nine modems An our originai sample of 10 kiwis, been excluded in *huh the ethnicity of the
initiatorisi A 40 M1C01 or 0,01 not be determined

Includes onk the number of patrons irmilsed In most sases th e pubs securth offiter or manager also became
imolsed

.1% eaPor" Include ar0 obtect throun or hdd m the hand
Minor propiertli damaa inciudes broken giasses.pitthers, and bottles Serious damage includes all damage

to furnishings and buildings
Minor iwrson.tt kruun .n,Ausi roav,r ut4 and bruises Ninon, iltriorAIADJur) I. Anjur% requiring medical

4041)41.1i

oer a third of the incidents initiated by Polynesians could be consid-
ered serious by une ur another of these two criteria, whereas this was
true of only 11 percent of the European-initiated incidents.0(chi
square = 6.43, p s-02). Finally, in almost half of the incidents' ini-
tiated by Poly nesian patrons, the security officer and manager were
unable to deal w ith the situation, and the police had to be called in.
This was true of only a third of the incidents initiated by Europeans
(chi square = 3.78, p <AO).

119
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Determinants of Incident Seriousness

As the New Zealand public has suspected, there apparently are
substantial differences in the seriousness of barroom incidents ini-
tiated by Polnesians and those initiated by Europeans. What can
account for these differences? The most common explanation offered
by New Zealanders is that Polnesians cannot handle alcohol. This
bit of conventional wisdom can be tested in part by examining the
correlation between ratings of an initiator's drunkenness and the
seriousness of the incident which followed." But we also looked at

Table 3. Determinants of Incident Seriousness
t A' 119 barroom incidents over a three-week period)

PredieterS Fight

Indicators of seriousness of incident

Seriousness Police
Damage Injury index involvement

Characteristics of setting
Pub ty pe i 0,1 public) 08 14 .11 ,14 -,05
Time of da, 16 its 10 18 21

Characteristics of initiator
Age 05 14 06 .08 .18

Se\ 10,1 male i 13 03 .16 06 -.02
Regular patron itP,1 ye,r 11 07 04 .09 -,12

Drunkenness 1):. 24 12 17 .17

Polynesian ethnicity
29 24 2$ 33 .14

So( ial eimtcyt
Size of initiator's group 21 36 23 33 .05

Total number iritolved 25 45 35 46 .17

No I's Ith n % of II'. ,r,,ofent. .f 1;% Yr, s.tatmte.all!, 44..ormitw<mt ,t thy 0, 144,4 el An% CUrrtipatl.lit.

ANinr h40., I' uni (or 14,4 th,m {Arrevra 4.1 the ,Aminot. And thvrrfort hate little .K141

.ir.-
'in pr, 41. t, rg, n. n riouNr,,,

r r I "
ri

kthrlu
..St

1114. Svro,a4m4.444

r,

M , R

I r', I tr. I.* ...r r 4r, 4.414 m 1h14.4 rim 44 ns, 044 r414

. rr ,n t. furth r ,o4ns.Aht,q Mad, .=Ignalc.,nt 4.4.ntri144m r44 thr r,04-44,4144n

,

Estimates made b) the security officers of thedegree of intoxication of the initiator

are obviously subjectiv e We asked only for a 3-point scale. not drunk, slightlydrunk,

and drunk The latter category is one which the security officer must be able to
estimate regularly since It 'Alen becomes the basis on which further service is denied

Also, since most security officers share the public belief that alcohol is a major con-
tributor to vioknee, if there is a bias in their estimates, it should be in the direction
of overestimating the drunkenness of patrons who initiate serious incidents These
three categories, as It turned out, formed a nice distribution not drunk (22 percent),
slightly drunk 133 percent), and drunk (25 percent).
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currel..:tions betw een other potential determinants and uur serious-
ness index. Because of correlations among these potential determi-
nants, how ev er, it is more informative to use a multiv ariate statistical
technique to ev aluate their relative contribution. In table 3, there-
fore. se have also presented our data in the form of a multiple
regression.

The tv pe of setting in V. hich the incident took place, whether public
bar ur lounge bar ( hich through dress codes, atmosphere, and pric-
ing is thought tu cater tu a more genteel clientele), had, surprisingly,
no significant relationship to its seriousness. Neither did the age and
sex of initiators nor w hether ur nut thev w ere regular patrons of the
bar.

The more intoxicated the initiatur was judged tu be and the later
the incident occurred in the rening (and therefore, of course, the
mote alcohol that had been consunted b3, the participants), the more
serious %%as the incident, w hich supports the argument that alcohol
mav be a contributing factor. But the raw correlations are both far
vv eaker than conv entiunal wisdom might lead us to expect (.17 and

respectiv elv Furthermore, "time uf dav" drops out of the regres-
sion equation as a significant contributing factor altogether, while
"drunkenness'' accounts fur less than 5 percent of the variance.

Polv nesian ethnicitv , as noted above, is strongly associated with
ev erv index of seriousness empkiv ed and continues to make a signifi-
cant independent contribution to incident seriousness in the re-
gression equation. Nevertheless, this factor accounts for only about
10 percent uf the v ariatiun in incident seriousness. The major factor
associated ith the seriousness of these incidents is the number of
people inv olv ed in the incident. The more people who join in, the
niure serious the incident is likelv to become. Although this makes a
good deal uf sense, its implications have tended to be overlooked. To
understand the causes of v iolence in pubs, w e should stop being so
...oncerned about akohol consumption and drinkers' personal charac-
teristics (age, sex, ethnicitv, etc.) and instead probe more deeply into
their social relationships ;And the norms of appropriate behavior that
guide them.

.Regardless of ethnic background, the strongest predictor of the
nuniber of people w ho w ill become involved in an incident is the size
uf the initiator's drinking group.' Among both Polynesians and Eu-

Th t. rat% number ..f persons in%uked in an incident furnwd ci highl skewed distri
button %I.ith a median of .2. but a range uf up tu 40. Tu al.uld correlational artifacts, the
(boa ere t (.iiap,ed and re.. as( 0. ittlin four .(curing categories to approximate a normal
distrthuuon follwx s 1 (13 percent I. 2 (42 percent), 3-10 (35 percent). over 10 (11
percent $

The same t.pe uf skev.ing problem occurred %I. ith respect tu the number of people
in the inatator s drmking group. The data v.ere. therefore, again recast into five
scoring categorws as folkoxs 1 (14 percent), 2 (26 percent). 3-4 122 percent), 5-10 (20
percent taxer 10 ($4 percent I
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ropeans, when -,t,tneone iwJmes involVed in a tight, his drinking
companions feel obliged to lend a hand, this, in tura, results in more
eople joining the other side. This is t v. n true when the dispute is

hut v. leen a patron and the securit;t otfiter since it is not uncommon for

bystanders to aid both parties. In tun, the strongest predictor of
police int olvement is I he serioustie, of the incident. Consequently,
:e have a logical and empirical cao-al chain repeated independently

Nithia each ethnic group.

Number .17 Poiice
OP

involved ( .0 iz,) ntervention

72 ,51

Initiator's
drinking tgoup size

.33 4 Incident
(.00i seriousness

4 P4rx 114-ert tn e.ntrolling for -number imolved" and incident seriousness" are
pareitth, p. 4

We are now in a positioa to et aluate the points at which ethnicity
makes its contribution, In Study I we have show n that Polynesians
tend to drink in .substantialkt larger groups than Europeans. Con-
sequently, the generalkt have more drinking companions available
to provide support if tht* get into a conflict. We have also noted
earlier that group solidarit;t seems to be stronger among Polynesians
than among Europeans, so that a higher proportion of their mates
will come to their aid. Finalkt , w hen Polynesians become involved in

an argument, they are far more likely than Europeans to move from
words to blows, so that more injur,t and property damage result. Thus
Polynesian ethnicit,t contributes to higher values on all of the first
three steps along this causal chain. The only point not influenced by
ethnicity is the last. When we control for the seriousness of these
incidents, there is no greater tendency for police to intervene when
Polynesian drinkers are int than when Europeans are involved.
Although it is probable that ii,C patrols of public bars lead to more
Polynesian arrests thaii if the;t spent patrolling other
areas of the city, our data provide no ovi le ce that Polynesian
offenders are singled out Police inter\ ention is purely dependent on
the seriousness of the incident.

Discussion

betv. et,: the causal models that have emerged from
these two ,tudies require little comment. A major conclusion from
the rest,arch reported here is that the significantly higher levels of
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alcohol consumption and pub t iolence that we recorded among Poly-
nesian patrons, and that hate become a source of much concern
t's ithin the dominant society , are not the result of moral irtue on the
part of Europeans or of mural turpitude on the part of Maoris and
Pacific Islanders. Rather, these ethnic differences in consumption and
iolence largely can be accounted for by differences in the size of their

ty pical drinking groups. Europeans tend to feel less draw n to and less
comfortable w ithin groups of any kind than do Poly,.nesians, and thus
many at uid group drinking situations. And when they du participate,
they prefer smaller groups nd leate earlier than du Polynesians.
(onsequently , they drink less nd are less likely to be drawn into
serious barroom incidents.

By contrast, must Poly nesians en'ju ,y all kinds of group activities,
group drinking is only une of them (Graves and Grat es 1977. 1978,
1979, 19t,()) Group actit ities also sex.% e as an expression of ethnic
identity and solidarity w ithin a predominantly indit idualistic society
(Hohep-e 1978, Rangihau 1977). In this we can see parallels in many
other ts of the world w here minority status results in the for-
mation and tiCltrituatIon of group loalties on an ethnic basis, some-
times v th consequences fur drinking behavior (c.f. Graves 1970). But
a i mportant to recognize that among the dominant European com-
munity as w ell, those w hose affiliation needs express themselt es
through participation in large drinking groups also consume more
and are more likely to become intulted in barroom bratt Is than their
more indit idualistic neighbors. The same causal models apply within
all three ethnic groups studied.

This suggests that it may be useful to look at the functions of group
drinking as part of a w idcr life adaptation. Research in other settings
has led us to identify une such adaptation as involving a "peer-
reliant" strategy in v hich a ide circle of friends becomes a major
resource for dealing w ith the problems of et eryday life, finding a job,
building a home, repairing a car, or floatinga loan. Such support
groups are increasingly recognized as making an important con-
tribution to the mental and physical health of the participants (Cas-
sd 1974, Dean and Lin 1977, Graves and Graves 1979, 1980).

In this ty pe of life adaptation, the pub serves as a central arena
ithin hich bonds of friendship are created and maintained and as

a communication hub for the exchange of goods and services. Con-
sequently, among the 69 male manual workers from all three ethnic
groups inter, ed as part of a larger factory study, 82 percent of
thuse %hum v.c classified as exhibiting a peer-reliant life adaptation
on other grounds reported drinking w ith their mates at the local pub
at least weekly (see Grates and Graves 1977, 1980). By contrast, this
was true of only about 25 percent of those w ho were emphasizing
other types of adaptive strategies.
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For many w (irking-class men, regardless of ethnic background, a
willingness regularly tu buy their friends a round of drinks and to
support them w hen in trouble is necessary for maintaining this type
of group-urwnted adaptiv e strategy. Occasional involvement in pub
violence as an expression of peer solidarity, therefore, may be one of

its potential costs. But the many social, psychological, and material
rewards of this strategy far outweigh these costs for those who par-

ticipate in it,
This research pro% Ides little support fur popular theories concern-

ing the critical rule uf alcohol in promoting barroom violence or
Poly nesian susceptibility tu its effects. European initiators were just
as likely to be intoxicated as Polynesian initiators, and the cor-
relations between the drunkenness uf an initiator and the seriousness
of the Incident NN, hich followed w ere consistently low within all three
groups. Although a certain number of serious conflicts occur at New
Zealand pubs each week, this may be simply because these are set-
tings w here large numbers of workingmen regularly congregate.
Since drinking is an important activity in these gathering places,
when conflicts arise the participants have almost always been drink-
ing. But this dues nut imply a causal relationship between drunk-
enness and violence, only covariation. Alcohol may be suffering from
a bad case of guilt by association.

It follows from this analysis that it may prove scientifically
profitable tu shift uur attention from the secondary function of the
public bar as a dispensor of alcohol to its primary function as a
social/ recreational center. People from all ethnic groups generally
patronize the pub tu socialize, and their alcohol consumption is a
byproduct- of this activity. The social/recreational functions of the
pub for working-class men hav e been discusse4d by many observers
(Anderson 1976, Cav an 1966, Clinard 1962; Harrison et al. 1943; Mac-

rory 1952; Summer 1965). We may only add that in many cases these
oeial bonds should also be seen as p t of a more general pper-reliant

life adaptation. In New Zealand, as s where, the pub is aobably the
most important w orkingman's club, a is is as true for Polyne-
sians and Europeans alike. This does not rnea hat the consumption
of alcohol is an unimportant part of pub activity, but it is the con-
viviality. not the alcohol, which is usually of central importance.

Ir conclusion, whatever insights the present program of research
may have pros ided should be tempered by a recognition of its limita-
tions, In any observ ational study of drinking and violence in natural
settings, we can normally knuw little about the background charac-
teristics of the dpinkers or,Their motivations for seeking out the
settings within which they are being observed. Nevertheless, once
persons, r,r w hates er-reason, have chosen to enter some particular
setting such as a public bar, they w ill be strongly influenced by norms
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uf appropriate behak iur vithin that setting. It is in the interplay
bet een indik idual niutik ations and group norms, e feel, that some
of the must fruitful insights emerge tGrakes and Graves 1978). What
is particularly interesting about the present analysis, however, is that
ek en w hen these nurnis are idely shared across cultural boundaries,
there can be significant ethnic differences in the resulting behavior
because of differences in social structure. Frum uur observations, for
erample, Puly nesians appear tu drink by the same rules as do other
New Zealanders and tu feel the same pressures to come to the aid of
a friend in trouble. But because uf their tendency to drink in larger
groups than those from a European heritage, these behavioral nouns
result in greater alcohol consumption and more serious barroom
incidents.

Nor can w e ultimately afford tu confine our analyses to drinking
situations thernsehes, even'if e moe beyond those public settings
w here unubtrusc obserk atiun is relatively simple. Broader con-
textual issues must also be considered. Styles of drinking behavior
are an inwgral part of aperson's total life adaptation, and that
adaptation is determined in part by economic, social, and political
forces that hat e been only lightly +ouched on here. Clearly there is
ample ruuln fur those frum many disciplinary urientaticns to contrib-
ute significantly tu our understanding of drinking behavior. But given
the limitations uf perspectik e and method which training within a
single discipline tends tu produce, it also seems clear that a multi-
disciplinary team-research approach is nuw needed, within which our
aring contributtons can find theoretical and empirical integration.
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Drinking Behavior in Small
Groups: The Relationship
Between Group Size and

Consumption Level

Ole-JOrgen ,Skog*

Most of the alcohol consumed is drunk in groups. Dight (1976
p. 123) reports that about 90 percent of all drinking occasions in
Scotland are group occasions, and Harford (1977 p. 239) reports sim-
ilar results for American drinkers. Obviously, the social group must
be an important arena in the development of drinking behm ior both
phylogenetically and ontogenetically.

However, the dynamics of drinking behavior in social groups have
not been extensively studied. To be sure, a few notable exceptions
exist, such as Bruun's classic study from the late fifties (1959), but,
until recently, studies of social interaction and interdependence of
drinking behavior have been rare.

During the last few years, however, a number of studies of model-
ing and modification of drinking behavior have been conducted, and
these studies will be important stepping-stones for the study of group
dynamics with respect to drinking. This discussion was inspired by
these studies, as well as by observational studies of group drinking in
taverns.

The purpose of this discussion is to try to reconcile two important
observatioos. First, experimental studies have produced results sug-
gesting th. group drinkers are more strongly influenced by high-rate
drinking companions than by low-rate companions. Second, observa-
tional studies suggest that people drinking in large groups tend to
consume more than people drinking in small groups. The first obser-
vation may partly explain the latter one.

Kettd Bruun made saluable comments on an earlier %ersion of this paper.
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Relationship Between Group Size
and Consumption Level

In his classical studies uf drinking behavior in Canadian beer par-
lors, Sommer k1965) Libber\ ed that male group drinkers consumed
tw ice as much as male isolated drinkers. This difference was because
group drinkers spent tw ice as much time in pubs as did isoiated
drinkers.

Summer states that this difference between isolated drinkers and
group drinkers has a simple interpretation. In the taverns studied,
lune drinkers had nothing to do except to drink and to watch other
people, and it appears likely that being with other people Makes the
pub a much more desirable place to be. The fact that isolated drinkers

ho IA ere joined by others during their stay tended to remain in the
pub ev en longer than urdinary group drinkers supports the idea that
the opportunity to talk with others, rather than the opportunity to
look at them ur the presence uf beer, is what makes the pub a pleasant
place in which to sit (Summer, p. 107). As Sommer (p. 99) points out,
how ev er, the observ ed difference may be an artifact. "Many people go
into tav erns because they are lonely and only drink because they are
in the tav erns" ( p. 96i. The latter observation strongly suggests that
many isolated drinkers may stay for a shorter time than group drink-
ers because they mu\ e to anuther tavern. Hence, if Sommer had been
able tu observ e mov ements between taverns, his results might have
been different. If isolated drinkers have more mobility than group
drinkers, it is possible that the former's drinking episodes may be
even longer than the latter's.

If this is correct, we should also take into account that the proba-
bility of going to another tavern may vary a great deal from tavern
tu tav ern, according tu the facilities available. For instance, in tav-
erns offering different kinds uf recreational activities, isolated drink-
ers may Lend tu stay much longer since loneliness may not be so
unpleasant w hen they can engage in these activities or watch others
bing so. In such tav erns, isolated drinkers might even be observed to
stay longer and drink more than group drinkers.

We should expect, then, the differences between isolated drinkers
and group drinkerswith respect to duration of drinking episodes,
amounts consumed, and possibly drinking rates to depend strongly
on contextual factors. Important qualitative differences exist be-
tween the two types of drinkers, and they may respond very
differently to alterations in environmental factors.

In regard to groups of different sizes, however, more stable pat-
terns may exist. It is far from obvious that it is more pleasant to have
several drinking companions than it is to have just one, and com-
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parisons betw een groups of different sizes may, therefore, be kss
problematic.

Such comparisons hav e been made in several studies. Cutler and
Sturm (1975), w hu observed drinking in Canadian beer parlors, found
a positiv e correlation bay% een group size and number of beers con-
sumed per indiv idual kr = .34) and between group size and duration
of drinking episode (r = .45).

These positive correlations do nut solely mirror the difference be-
tween isolated drinkers and group drinkers. As can be seen from
table 1, there are also differences between different types of group
drinkers. Dyads stay shorter than triads (x2 = 37.8, df = 7, p .001),
and triads stay shorter than larger groups (x2 = 18.8, df = 7, p =
.009). Cutler and Storm do hot present correz;onding data for the
number of beers consumed, but the strong association between du-
ration and consumption kr = .81) certainly suggests that the groups
are different w ith respect to number of beers consumed as well.

Table 1. Distribution of Subjects (Percent of N) According
to Duration of Visit and Group Size

Group
Size 1-29 30-59

Duration of Visit in Minutes
60-89 90-119 120-179 180-239 240-299 300+

Mean
Dura-
tion N

1 61.3 23.9 7.1 3.9 1.9 L3 0.6 0 36.6 155
2 32.3 37.1 18.5 6.5 3.4 1.3 0 .9 55M 232
3 21,7 30.0 1L7 13.9 12.8 5.0 1.1 39 85.7 180

4-5 14 3 28 3 16M 14.8 17.5 5.4 1.3 1.8 89.9 223
6 + 11 5 4 6 16.1 8 0 17.2 28,7 6.9 6.9 15L7 87

Per-
cent of
total N 28 6 27 8 14.4 9,8 10.0 5.8 1.4 2.2 76.1 877

Data from ('utler and Storm IS75. p 117:A

41IM

Another study has demonstrated a relationship between group size
and drinking rate, i.e., intake per hour. Rosenbluth, Nathan, and
Lawson (1978) ubseri, ed group-drinking students in a natural envi-
ronment and found that the drinking rate was significantly smaller
for subjects drinking in dy ads than for subjects drinking in larger
groups.

These studies suggest that there may be a positive relationship
between the size of a social group and the consumption level of par-
ticipants. Of course, further studies are needed before we can decide
un the generality uf this relationship, but it is nev ertheless tempting
to speculate about possible explanations.
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First, it is possible that the relationship is spurious. Small groups
may be more mobile than large groups, and the observations may,
therefore, be less complete in terms of duration and total intake for
small groups than fur large groups. Further, if the typical large group
is different from the typical small group in terms of age, sex-
composition, etc., we may simply be observing the well-known fact
that drinking behav iur varies along these lines. For the studies in
question, hvever, the latter problem does not appear to be
significant, ahd fur Rusenbluth, Nathan, and Lawson's study (1978),
neither dues the former problem since they observed drinking rates
rather than duration.

Second, the social circumstances may be different for large and
small groups. Obv iuusly , a large group celebrating a birthday is qual-
itatively different from a married couple taking a drink after having
been tu a muv ie, and it may be difficult to make meaningful com-
parisons. In some w ay or another we should take into consideration
the purpose of the meeting since it may determine both the size of the
group and participants' drinking behavior.

Third, heavy drinkers may have a stronger preference for large
groups than du moderate drinkers. In a certain sense this would mean
that drinking behav iur determines group size rather than the re-
verse. At first sight, this explanation may appear incompatible with
the frequent observation that alcoholics often drink in isolation. This
is not necessarily so, howev er, since it is stated that those heavy
drinkers who drink in groups tend to prefer large groups rather than
small ones. Hence, nothing is said about those who drink alone. More-

over, Dight's (1976, pp. 122-123) observation that heavy drinkers
report a higher proportion of their drinking occasions taking place in
large groups than do moderate drinkers is consistent with the hy-
pothesis outlined above.

A closely related possibility is that any persons (i.e., both heavy
and moderate users) may prefer large groups when they intend to
drink a great deal. When they intend to drink small amounts, they
may prefer small groups or have no particular preference. In any
case, we would observe that people in large groups drink more than
those in small groups.

The fourth possibility is that group size may be a crucial factor by

itself. The dynamics of social groups may depend on group size in
such a way that each individual drinker would tend to drink more
when in a large group than when in a small group. If this is so, we
could say that group size determines drinking behavior, and we would
have a causal explanation as opposed to the above explanation, which

is teleological.
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This last hypothesis is also consistent with Dight's observation. If
large groups induce more drinking than do small groups, people who
spend much time in large groups will more likely become heavy con-
sumers than will people who spend most of their time with small
groups. Hence, there would be a positive correlation between the
general consumption level and the size of typical group-affiliation, as

Dight observed.
Of course, the teleological ..xplanation and the causal explanation

may both have some truth. Perhaps heavy drinkers have a stronger
preference for large groups than do moderate drinkers, and the dy-
namics of social interaction in groups may intensify the differences
in drinking behavior even further. If group dynamics create more
drinking in large groups, it may be that heavy drinkers prefer large
groups for precisely this reason. More generally, the teleological ex-
planation obviously begs the question of why heavy users (and people
who intend to drink large amounts) prefer large groups, and unless
we accept u ithout further questioning that it may be more pleasant
to have many companions, we find ourselves searching for causal
explanations. This makes it even more important to investigate the
fourth possibility in the above list.

It is interesting, though not decisive, to note that in Cutler and
Storm's study (1975), the correlation structure for the three vari-
ables "group size," "duration of drinking episode," and "amounts
consumed"appears to be compatible with the notion of a causal
relationship. According to Simon (1954), the causal chain "group
size" "duration of drinking episode" 4 "amounts consumed"
would normally imply that the partial correlation between "group
size" and "amounts consumed" should be zero. This is true, and we
obtain r 6A D = .05. If, on the other hand, the observed relationships
were essentially teleological, and the subject's intention to drink
large or small amounts determines both "duration of drinking epi-
sode" and "group size," we should expect the partial correlation be-
tween the two latter variables to be zero. This is not the case, however
We obtain rDG A ------ .32, which may be interpreted to mean that
"group size" affects "duration of drinking episode" in a way that
cannot be explained by the subject's intentions.

Admittedly, the above argument is speculative. The formula ap-
plied to calculate partial correlations definitely assumes linearity,
but we have had no possibility for Checking this assumption. Further-
more, inferences regarding what determines what through analysis
of correlation structure are notoriously unreliable. In effect, the
above argument proves nothing, but it is, nevertheless, suggestive
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Social Interaction in Drinking Groups

Es ery day ubsersations suggest that people's drinking behavior is
influenced by the drinking behasior uf their companions. A rapidly
grow ing number of experimental studies N erify this impression and
indicate that the impact uf such forces is N ery strong. Large changes
in the drinking rate uf experimental subjects are normally observed
ss, hen they are exposed tu high- and loss -drinking models (Caudill and
Marlatt 1975, DeRicco 1978, DeRicco and Garlington 1977, 1978, Gar-
lington and DeRicco 1977, Lied and Marlatt 1979; Reid 1978).

In the natural ens irunment, w here subjects' drinking companions
are uther subjects, rather than models ith drinking patterns fixed
in ads ance by the experimenter, the relations are bidirectional and
interactise rather than unidirectional and reactive. Here, subjects
modify each others' behas kir, and each subject is both adapting to
and actis ely influencing others' behas ior. As Bruun (1959, p. 31) dem-
onstrated in his study uf drinking in small groups, the effect of this
process is a substantial homogenization uf drinking behavior within
the group, both %Nith respect to quantities consumed and beverage
preferences.

The extent to hich people influence each other in real-life situ-
ations is likely tu sary a great deal. Within the drinking group some
persons w ill exert more pressure un their companions than w ill oth-
ers, and the possibility of asy mmetries in the relations between po-
tential high consumers and potential low consumers appears to be
particularly important.

Bruun was able tu demonstrate the existence uf such asymmetries.
He concludes (p. 51):

The social norms tutu erned ith how one should drink when one drinks are
etraordinari6 homogenous Anil ha%e been formulated in the follow ing way

It is man4 and estimable to drink a great deal when one does drink.
It is inanl, and estimable to drink a great deal without getting too drunk

t A member of the group is permitted to drink more than the other members.
d. A member of the group is forbidden to drink less than the other members.

The last to uf these norms eles ate the consumption of a person
ho is liable to drink at a slow rate while allowing persons liable to

drink rapidly to do su. This asy mmetry increases the general level of
consumption in the group.

DeRicco and Garlingtun (1978) have demonstrated a similar ten-.
dency. In their experiment, each subject was exposed to two concur-
rent models, one drinking at a high rate and the other drinking at a
low rate. The authors report that the experimental subjects consis-
tently matched the high consumption model and ignored the low
consumption model throughout all the experimental conditions.
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Rather than interpreting their results in terms of social norms, as
Bruun did, DeRiccu and Garlington suggest that the concept of
behavior-modeling may be relev ant. They argue that the high con-
sumption model is followed because it provides more behavior to be
modeled. A low consumption model represents less behavior and
more "none-behavior," and since modeling requires behavior to be
imitated, one should expect subjects tu follow the model with most
behavior; i.e., the high consumption model.

These studies suggest an asymmetry exists in the relations be-
tween fast and slot% drinkers to the effect that fast drinkers are more
influential. Alternativ ely , it is easier to make persons drink faster
than to make them drink slower. (Calla! and Njarlatt's data (1975)
are consistent with this interpretation.) This is probably true in
natural drinking groups as well. Aside from Bruunian norms and
modeling effects, fast drinkers have a repertoire of "soft" techniques
by which they can speed the rate of slow drinkers. For instance, the
rituals of toasting may obviously be to the benefit of fast drinkers but
not to aim% drinkers. Furthe'rmore, since drinks tend to be ordered in
complete rounds (Cutler and Sturm 1975, p. 1182), the fastest drinkers
may challenge slow drinkers to finish their drinks so that the fast
drinkers may have another one. Slow drinkers may, of course, refuse,
but this can sometimes be difficult, and it will not necessarily prevent
others from ordering another drink. This technique is probably more
readily available in large groups than in dyads since large groups
allow informal coalitions to be formed.

The effect uf these asymmetries on .the drinking rate of groups of
different sizes can be evaluated by ignoring all other factors con-
tributing to the observed differences. For sake of argument, let us,
therefore, consider a group composed at random and assume that the
individuals have certain latent tendencies with respect to drinking
rate.

Clearly the larger the group, the higher the latent drinking rate of
the fastest drinkers is likely to be. Since Bruunian porms, modeling
effects, and the consumption elevating techniques mentioned above
will bring the average drinking rate of the group closer to the latent
maximum than to the latent minimum, and since the former will be
higher in large groups, we ought to expect a positive correlation
between average drinking rate and size of the group.

Admittedly, this argument fails to consider some of the more sub-
tle mechanisms involved. First, it is possible that the pripciple of
asymmetry has restricted v alidity. A group member whose drinking ,

rate is very ,much higher than that, of the other group members
actually may affect the behavior of his or her drinking companions
only moderately. In other %surds, if the member becomes too deviant,
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his ur her (luminance niay disappear. Second, in yery large groups (10
or more members) subcliques are likely tu develop, and the overall
drinking rate w ill depend on how these subcliques are formed. Thus,
the abu%e argument has limited y alidity, and we should expect the
asy mmetry tu produce correlation between drinking rate and group
size only w hen groups are not yery heterogeneous or very large.

Mechanisms similar tu those described above may also affect the
duration uf the drinking episodes. While isolated drinkers are free to
leaye heneyer they decide, group drinkers are influenced by their
companions, and asy mmetries to the benefit of those who want to
remain longest may produce the observed result.

The mutual influence betw een group members with respect to du-
ration uf the drinking episode is evident from the fact that drinkers

ho arriye in groups tend to leave in groups (Sommer 1965, p. 105).
Differences betw ()en isolated drinkers and group drinkers with re-
spect to distribution uf subjects, according tu length of episode, point
in the same direction.

As can be seen in figures 1 and 2, the distribution of isolated
drinkers is fairly close tu exponential distributions, both in Sommer's
and in Cutler and Sturm's studies. For Sommer's data, we obtain
x' = 8.5, (t = 5, p = .13, and for Cutler and Storm's, x2 = 2.3,

= 3, p = .51.
This suggests that isolated drinkers tend to leave the premises at

a fairly constant rate. Of those who still remain in the bar at time
T = t, a certain proportion willleave during the next period, and this
proportion is fixed and independent of t. Hence, isolated drinkers
behave as if they decide at each moment whether to leave or not,
independent of how long they have been there.'

When we turn tu groups of different sizes, the patterns become
different, htm eer. Nut uni!, is the departure rate lower than for
isolates (corresponding tu the fact that mean duration is longer), but
it is nu longer stable. As shown in figure 2, the number of departures
during the first half hour is considerably smaller than we would
expect un the basis of the constant rate hypothesis. The distributions
are, in effect, unimudal rather than J-shaped, witnessing less diver-
sity and, hence, smaller variance than expected.

This pattern implies that the departure rate for group drinkers is
fairly small during the first part of the drinking episode. For dyads
and triads the departure rate during the first half hour is about 25
percent lower than their respective average rates, and for larger
groups it is abou( 45 percent lower. Hence, there appears to be some
mechanism pre', enting the group drinkers from leaving early.

This w til ceroini.s nut be true if we make ubsersations during ser!, long periods of
time since exhaustion uU esentualb occur. It appears to be true, however, in a
restricted and Lpproximate sense for time periods of moderate length.
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60 90
Duration in minutes

120 150

Figure 1: Observed distribution of isolated drinkers according
to duration of drinking episode and the corresponding
exponential distribution (----). Data from Sommer
(1965, p. 102).

This mechanism may be the asymmetry alluded to above. An asym-

metry would substantially prolongate the visit for those who have a

latent tendency to leave early, but would not seriously affect tho:e

who have a latent tendency to stay longer. Hence, the distribution
becomes distorted. The varianceor rather the coefficient of varia-
tionwill decrease while the mean increases, and the initial de-
parture rates will fall below the corresponding average rate.

By an argument identical to the one suggested fo. inkmg rates,

we would expect the alleged asymmetry to produce a positive cor-

relation between group size and the duration of drinking episodes.
And if both drinking rate and duration of drinking episodes increase
with group size, so will the total amount consumed.

It is possible that the differences between groups of various sizes

produced by the asymmetry are small. The differences may be forti-
fied, however, by other mechanisms present in large groups. We shall

briefly outline one such possible mechanism.
In small groups the communication structure is fairly gimple, and

individual signals are easily perceived. In large groups the commu-
nication structure is less lucid, and individual signals become more or
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Figure 2. Observed distributions of isolated drinkers and group drinkers according to duration of drinking
episode and the corresponding exponential distributions ( -). Data from Cutler and Storm (1975).
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confounded. thereby losing individuality. In a certain sense, be-

ha or becomes [lore regulated by the general atmosphere or general

normative climate created in the group. In small groups, behavior is

regulated through individual normative actions while in larger

groups, general social norms of a more collective and anonymous type

are added to, and partly replace, these actions. The larger the group,

the less us drinking 1.)ehavior depends on each member, and the more

it depends on. and develops according to, its own inner logic. It is

tempting -to conjecture that such differences betwn small groups
lone to four members) and large groups (five or more meib')ers) may
have the effect of reducing the importance of the individual s latent

tendency as a determinant of his or her drinking behavior. It may, on

the average, be more difficult to stick to one's own personal habits in

larg- groups than in small groups, and this would imply that groups
ouid tend to become more homogeneous with respect to drinking

behavior as the number of members increases. Clearly, such tenden-

cies could also fortify the effect of asymmetries since resistaace to

pressure is reduced.
As group size continues to grow, however, other mechanisms may

appear, and these may counteract such tendencies. In particular, the
formation of subchques may have such an effect. Hence, the hypoth-

esis of increasing homogeneity should be circumscribed to groups

with, say, less than 10 members.
In summary, it appears possible that the alleged asymmetry in

interpersonal intluence-relations may elevate a group's consumption
level in such a way that it becomes positively correlated to group size.

our next task, then, is to investigate the magnitude of the differences

creattd by such a mechanism. We have therefore developed a simple

numerical model of behavior modification in groups. The model

makes restrictive assumptions, which may not be realistic, but it

should, neverthelese., give us a rough idea of the magnitudes involved

A Numerical Model
ce we have argued that the asymmetry operates both on drink-

ing rate and duration of the drinking episode and, therefore, on total

intake, we shall concentrate on the latter variable. W2 shall assume
that each person has a latent consumption le% el, which we denote as

The person's actual consumption level will depend on the other
group members, and w e assume that it is a weighted sum of the
person's own latent le% el and the latent level of his or her drinking
companions. Th)s assumption takes care of the fact that drinkers "s.

modify each other's behavior and the weights nil be interpreted as
measuring the strength of the interpersonal influence.
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r.f

Assume that we have constructed a group by drawing N persons at
random ' Let Y,,, denote the latent consumption leNel of the subject
having the lowest value in this gronp, 17(2, denote the latent level of
the subject having next to the lowest value, and so on. Hence, we
have, by definition, Yto Yt2i , . . , Y,A).3 iccording to the above
assumptions, the actual consumption le% el of the i-th person, which
we denote X, will be

= pdira, + P,21",2, + + Y(N) (Formula 1).

w here /3, denotes the extent to which the i-th persun is influenced by
the j-th person.

The hypothesis uf asymmetry now suggests that the dy namics of
the group will create differences w ith respetu degree of influence su
that the higher the latent consumption of a subject, the more his or
her companions will be influenced by the subjot's behavior. Hence,
we may assume that the p's in the above fornfula (disregarding )

form an increasing sequence, just as the Y's dJ. To simplify matters,
we shall assume that the strength of each person's influence on the
others is proportional to the person's rank. Hence, we set

{ (1 + i3i when j = i
PI) = ,3j when j (Formula 2)

where 3 = 2p/N(N + 1) to secure that the weights sum to one. The
term (1 a) is included to allow fur the possibility that the subjects
may influence themsels es dispropurtionally to their rank. Note that,
the higher the rank of a person, the more the person w ill be influenced
by his or her own latent value, and the less the person will be
influenced by others. The parameter u can be taken as an overall
measure of interdependence, i.e., the extent to which the subject's
behavior is modified by social forces. The model is illustrated for a
dyad in figure 3.

By substituting Formula 2 into Formula 1, and then calculating the
mean consumption level in the group (X), we obtain:

= (1 + 0[1in + 21i2, + . + NYJ (Formula 3)
Here we observe that the group's general consumption level is a
weighted sum of the indi% iduals' latent consumption leNels. Since the
subject with highest latent value contributes most, the actual mean
will exceed the latent mean. Now, the larger a group is, the larger the

'While this assumption ma.s be adequate in an experimental context, it is probably
unrealistic in real ilk situations Howe%er, this assumption will enable us to bring out
the genuine effect of group Jnamics more clearly. When comparing the predictions
derived from the model w ith real-life data, the potential effect of a systematic com-
position mechanism should, of course, be taken into consideration.

'The numbers have been put in brackets to denote that we hase enumerated the
subjects after having obsers ed their latent salues. Hence, E, is thej-th order sthtistic,
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. Went Consumpthon

Actual consumptlop

Figure 3: Model of joint modification of drinking behavior
in a dyad.

highest latent value will tend to be, and the smaller the lowest latent

value will tend to be. However, Since the highest latent value carries

more weight than the lowest one, these two competing tendencies will

not cancel, and the discrepancy will tend to be larger, the larger the

group. Hence, the actual consumption level should tend to increase

with increasing group size._
To demonstrate this, and to see in what way a group's general

consumption level may depend on group size, we assume that the
subjects have been drawn from an exponential distribution.' Let us

consider the expected value of the actual group mean (i.e., the mean
of the means in a large number of groups), which we denote as MN.

By utilizing a theorem concerning the expected value of order statis-

tics from an exponential distribution (Feller 1971, p. 20), it can be

shown by straightforward calculations that
N 1

= [1 p --2(N + 1)1M

where in is the latent mean. This relationship is depicted in figure 4.

As can be seen, the general drinking level is an increasing function
of group size, as expected. The relationship is concave, however, and-
converges rapidly towards a maximum value. This indicates that the

'The distribution of alcohol consumption is highly skewed, and the gamma-
distribution appears to give a reasonable fit in many cases (Skog 1974, 1979) The
exponential distribution is a special variant of the gamma distribution, chosen here

because of its analytical simplicity. This assumption is not vital, however.
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Figure 4: The theoretical relationship between the size
of a social group and its consumption level,
for different values of the parameter
measuring degree of interdependence a
drinking behavior. ei

differences in consumption level will be of practical interest only for
fait% small gruups. The relative difference between groups with, say,
fiN e or six members, is likely to be very small and difficult to detect.

As could be expected on intuitive grounds, the overall level of
interdependence has a strong impact on the consumption-elevating
effect of group size. If subjects influence each other only moderately
(i.e., when A is small), there hardly will be a noticeable difference
betNeen groups of different sizes or even between isolated drinkers
and group drinkers. Hence, the reason Why Foy and Simon's (1978)
experiment failed to demonstate any difference in consumption level
between isolated and group-drinking alcoholics might be because
many alcoholics tend tu influenie each others' drinking only mod-
erately. This last hypothesis is a corollary of the social interaction
theory of the distribution of alcohol consumption and is consistent
with the fact that many alcoholics are socially isolated (cf. Skog
1980).

When individuals are influencing each other strongly, the effect of
group.size ought to be noticeable. The model, however, predicts that
these differences normally will be fairly small. Even when the indi-
idual's drinking behavior is *completely determined by the group
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when g ---- 1, and the within-group variance is zero), the mod(\-1\

predicts that the asymmetry mechanism will cause a triad to con-
sume only 7 percent more than a dyad, and that groups of four and
live subjects will drink 11 percent and 14 percent more, respectively.
In Rosenbluth, Nathan, and Lawson's study (1978), the drinking rate
for groups exceeds that for dyads by 14 to 51 percent, and in Cutler
and Storm's study the mean duration for triads exceeds that of dyads
by 56 percent (cf. table 1).

This discrepancy may be reduced to same extent if, as previously
suggested, we hypothesize that the general level of interdependence
increases with group size. Even in extreme cases, however, the pre-
dicted differences betw een groups of different sizes will not be large
enough. If we ha% e g = .25 in dyads, p =..75 in triads, and p = 1 in
larger groups, the consumption level in triads will exceed that in
dyads by only 14 percent (rather than 7 percent), while in larger
groups the consumption level will exceed that in dyads by 25 percent
(rather than 11 percent). In effect, other factors must be at work in

addition to the asymmetry.
If g does tend to increase with the size of the group, this could be

demonstrated empirically by comparing the within-group variances
for groups of different sizes. The stronger the interdependence, the
smaller the within-group xariances will be, and this applies in spite
of the tendency for the general consumption level of the group to
increase with increasing group size. The ratio of actual consumption
variance to latent consumption variance can be shown to equal

11 ;Li' in our model." When groups are composed at random, the
latent variance is independent of group size, and, hence, it should be
possible to study how A changes with group size by observing empir--

ical variance ratios.
Those differences between groups of different sizes that are not

explained by asymmetries and variations in the degree of inter-
dependence may be explained by the fact that natural drinking
groups are not composed at random. Clearly, if heavy drinkers (or.
any person who wants to drink much) prefer large groups, the effect
of the mechanisms mentioned earlier may be strongly fortified.

Such preferences may exist precisely because the alleged asym-
metries and N ariation s, in degree of interdependence, allow more
drinking. Hence, the selection mechanism may work, not independent
of the dynamics of groups, but rather because the dynamics of groups
cause large groups to drink more than small ones. If so, the two
explanations are closely interrelated, and to ask about the relative
importance of the two mechanisms would be meaningless.

'ThB relation holds under even weaker conditions than those assumed above
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Conclusion

The exact nature uf the alleged a*mmetry in the relation between
heay users and moderate users is probably much more complex than
assumed in the atm e model. For instance, it appears possible that
subjects who are k ery different w ith respect to latent consumption
le% el will influence each other tu a smaller extent than subjects who
are only moderately different. Experiments by Lied and Marlatt
(1979) and DeRicco k1978) seem to suggest that the structure of real-
ity is more complex than we have assumed.

Ne\ ertheless, the aboke analysis suggests that asymmetric re-
lations are at least une uf the mechanisms which may explain the
obsened differences between groups of different sizes. A model w ith
a more refined and realistic asymmetry mechanism would probably
replicate this result, eken though the exact form uf the relationship
may be different from the one we have obtained.

How eer, the numerical results obtained from the model indicate
that the alleged asy mmetry, predicts differences in consumption lei, el
that are tuu small, as compared tu the observed differences. Further-
more, the asy mmetry model dues nut predict significant differences
beyond a group size uf fike to six persuns, which appears to be con-
trary to facts (cf. table 1). Hence, other factors must also be oper-
ating, and we might therefore expect the obserked differences to be
the joint effect of several causes.

Experiment is, uf course, the only safe method for deciding
hether, ur tu what extent, group dy namics may be responsible for

the observed positike correlation between grouP size and con-
sumption le% el. By random assignment to groups, the potential effect
uf selecti ity in natural groups can be controlled, and if a correlation
still remains, it w mild have to be explained by group dynamics.

It should nut prose difficult to decide, by experimental methods, to
'A hat extent group dy namk processes are responsible fur the ubsened
correlation. It prubabl, A ill be mure difficult to prove or disprove that
an asy mmetry mechanism is responsible for the correlation. Careful
obsersations uf the interaction process could offer valuable sug-
gestions, however.

Such experiments could also produce interesting results on other
aspects of the dy namics of group drinking. In particular, the possi-
bility that drinking behaior may be more strongly modified in large
groups than in small groups could be tested,.

1 .! 3
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Cognition and the Environment:
Implications for a Self-Awareness

Theory of Drinking*
Lawrence S. Gaines

In examining the influence uf contexts on drinking, behavioral sci-
entists ha% e assumed that en% ironmental varia1;les are strict causal
determinants uf drinking (cf. Mello 1972). They have sought a demon-
strably clear dependence of drinking on situations alone. This line of
research implies a set of perhaps limited assumptiuns about human
behavior, i.e., human behavior can best be explained by the mech-
anisms uf causal determinism in the same way that nonhuman ob-
jects are, known tu respond predictably to well-defined stimuli.

This discussion attempts to show, however, that drinking is not a
strictly deterministic response to situations or contexts and that ,

drinking cannot be sufficiently explained by the mechanisms of cau-
sality. Human beings have goals, experience emotions, make plans,
construct cultures, and hold certain :alues, in short, they can act and
think in accordance with their cognitions and beliefs. Behavior is not
merely a function uf contexts but is influenced by values, plans, goals,
and subjectie states to a degree that researchers espousing a causal
model may be inclined to overlook.

This discussion a 2empts to demonstrate the importance of a drink-
er's own exper ienc and subjectivity to his or her overt actions. We
w ill consider drinking as it is influenced by the meaning of drinking
tu the drinker, situational contexts for drinking, subjective processes
fur interpreting experience, and the relation between subjective
states and behavior.

Researchers ha% e attempted to establish a cause-and-effect rela-
tionship betw een specific antecedents of drinking_ and the physical
behm iur itself. This has been done by experimentally manipulating
situation. -.Ind by controlling factors that are assumed to reside in the
social or physical settings in which the drinker is placed. For exam-
ple, Higgins and Marlatt (1973) predicted an increase in alcohol

Preparation uf this paper %as supported in part by grant Nu. AA07072 from the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
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consumption in response to tension induced by researchers. Active
alcoholics matched with social drinkers were subjected to the threat

of shock and permitted to consume alcohol. Under a high degree of
threat, the alcoholics were expected to drink more alcohol than the
control subjects in a "taste rating" study, but there wa,s no clear
relationship between the threat of shock and the amount of drinking
that actually occurred. Other factors may have been operating in the

situation, such as the drinkers' definition of the situation. Research
strategies involving the manipulation of situations seldom consider
the contribution of the drinker's own experience to a context.

In the theory presented here, drinking is depicted as an activity
that is not programed and that is performed for reasons which are
meaningful to the drinker, representing au active transaction be-
tween the person and the environment. It is a means of organizing the
relations experieaced between the self and the environment such that
the act of drinking itself can give the situatio a meaning or

significance.
Changes in this transaction between person and environment are

both reflected in and caused by changes in subjective states. Mello
(1978) has recently observed that people seem to use alcohol and
other drugs to alter stimulation, even if the alteration- involves ex-
periencing aversive states. People may drink in order to alter their
awareness and perception of self. We may infer that they also drink

to alter their perceptions of themselves within a situation. These

changes in subjective experience are the product not merely of the

effect of environmental factors upon perception but of an interchange

between the two.

Person-Environment System of Drinking

The self-awazuness theory of drinking assumes that drinkers are
autonomous agents in their transactions with the environment. Such

a view of drinkers as self-determining parties in their actions within

an environment further assumes that internal mental processes

(such as beliefs, constructs, understandings, and values) are major
underlyingdeterminants of drinking as a device for altering aware-

ness of the self and of the environment. People strive to achieve

environments that fulfill their needs and accomplish their goals and

plans. They act in accordance with their beliefs. This premise is

similar to Stokols' (1978) idea of human-environment optimization:

Specifically. the optimization theme suggests that people orient to the environ-

ment m terms of emsting information, goals, and expectation. they operate on the

en% ironment in an effort to achieve their goals and maintain desired levels of

1 'J.6
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satisfaction. they art directly affected by en,irunmental forces, and they ecaluate
the quality of the en irunrnent as a 4. untext fur futurtticti ity and goal attainment
tp 259)

The approach to drinking follow ed in this discussion presumes that
people are active organisms engaged in selection, organization, con-
struction uf meaning, and self-regulation. This perspective assumes
that drinkers must be considered know ing beings and that the knowl-
edge they possess has important consequences for huw they interpret
their ow n actions, feelings, and thoughts. This drinker-centered ap-
proach to alcohol studies requires that we understand both how peo-
ple cognitively represent personally relevant events and situations
and how they reflect on them. Fur example, similar behaviors may
hav e different meanings fur an individual at different times as well
as different consequences fur future action. At the same time, differ-
ent behav iors may hav e similar meanings. To understand drinking,
une must understand an indiv idual's frame of reference, his or her
oval sy stems fur monitoring, categorizing, organizing, and under-
standing personal and env ironmental experiences, and to compre-
hend a higher order stem that includes these separate systems.

Meanings and actions issue frum a body of knowledge and a set of
behav ioral rules inherent In what we refer to as the self. The self is
a cognitiv e structure ur structures, a physical and psychological en-
tity concerned with how individuals perceive themselves, how their
perceptions are related, how much significance these perceptiuns
merit, and how they are organized for future use. James (1890) dis-
tinguished between the self as the "knower" and the self as the
"know n." He believed that the indiv idual's stream of consciousness
the active process uf experiencingdiffered from the "concept of
self," the accumulated knowledge about the self's actions, abilities,
and desires. Indiv iduals .as knowers consider their environment,
manipulate information, atd conceptualize objects in the world. Indi-
v iduals focus un themselves, label their behavior, and "objectify"
themselves as things tu be knuwn and ,..z,'Jerstood. Knowledge of the
self is assumed tu have a complex set of referents, meanings, and
rules governing behav ior that account for individual differences.

Because the self can be conceptualized, in part, as a goal-directed
process uf actions gov erned by rules, drinking behavior can also be
assumed to be purposiv e, ur goal-directed. Although drinkers' capac-
ities fur autonomous action are often severely constrained, the locus"
uf control over much drinking must therefore reside initially within
the drinkers themsehes. Generally, because drinking might be best
understood as being constructed purposively by the drinker, it cannot
adequately be studied w ithihut accounting fur the drinker's meanings
and purposes.

1 7
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Drinking meanings are furmulated as a response to situations that
afford various possibilities for drinking and carry implications for
both the past and the future. This contention is supfiorted by highly

diverse data:
Crosscultural studies of aleohpl consumption show that prescribed

rules for social behavior while drinking contribute more to the deter-
mination of responses to drinking low and moderate doses of alcohol

than does its pharmacological action (Mac Andrew and Edgerton

1969).
Laboratory studies indicate that expectancies about the effects of

alcohol are more important determinants of social and psychological
reactions than is alcohol's pharmacological action (Marlatt and Roh-

senow 1980).
Clinical research has firmb established that some problem drink-

ers can modulate their own drinking (Sobel] and Sobel] 1978), which
suggests that even chronic alcoholics are active agents of their drink-

ing. This finding contrasts sharply with views of alcoholics as passive
individuals who lack control over their alcohol consumption.

Longitudinal research has shown that expressed reasons for drink-

ing predict later drinking and problem drinking (Gaines and Zucker

1980).
These findings indicate that beliefs, intentions, and expectations

must be ascribed to the activity of drinking. There is, therefore, a
strong need to consider intentions when conceptualizing drinking.
The results of these studies are too complex to be understood in terms
of mechanistic models or metaphors.

By postulating that drinking alters awareness of the self and the
environment and is,_ therefore, intentional, we propose to reconsider
the explanations for drinking provided in drinkers' statements of
their drinking motives. These self-reports represent reasons for
drinking that are clearly intentional and purposive. Since we are
claiming that drinking can be explained in terms of the ends for
which people drink, self-reports serve as an index for these goals as
they are cognitively represented. Throughout life we develop cog-
nitive representations or schemata of the external environment, of
our bodies, of our actions and purpose, and of our psychological

selves. According to Neisser (1976), a schema is a structure "internal
to the perceiver, modifiable by experience, and somehow specific to
what is being perceiVed. The schema accepts the information as it
becomes available and is changed by that information; it directs
movement and exploratory activities that make more information
available by which it is further modified" (p.54). Thus, a schema first

operates to specify the nature and organization of information that
will fit or be picked up. It also operates like a plan or guide for
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directing acti%ity rele% ant tu the schema. Must importantly, however,
a schema can be %ie%% ed not only as the "plan but also as the executor
uf the plan. It is a pattern of action as well as a pattern for action"
(p. 56).

Schemata fur drinking, represented in drinking motives, function
as feedback loops, forming a bridge between the self and the environ-
ment. These schemata are thus a functionally integrated set of links
between affectiu, cogniti%e, and behavioral components of an indi-
%idual's drinking in a particular situation. Furthermore, the three
components are mutually reinforcing, with an increase in one com-
ponent increasing the others correspondingly.

The thesis that people drink because they desire to change their
self-aw areness and self-perception is based on drinkers' statements
that thcy drink tu reduce awareness of self-attributes or to increase

arenes3 and enjoy ment of the environment. The list of motives
compiled by Cahalan, Cisin, and Crossley (1969) in their analysis of
American drinking practices indicates that drinkers' major desired
states or goals include reducing attention to personal attributes and
increasing attention tow ard external things, e.g., tasks and sources of
gratification. Therefore, alcohol use possibly results in a reconfigura-
tion of the phenomenal field and diminished self-awareness. These
change. may be caused by the intei: action of alcohol and arousal-
attentional mechanisms and by indi% iduals' learned abilities to
orient tu the en% ironment hile drinking. Once initiated, these sub-
jecti% e effects uf drinking are thu product not merely of changes in
en% irunrnental factors upon self-perception but also of an inter-
change between the two as parts of an interdependent system.

This reasoning is supported by laboratory studies in which sub-
jects' conscious attention w as deliberately modified (Du% al and Wick-
lund 1972). Prominent among the effects of altered attention were (1)
negati% e self-e% aluation and negati% e affect when a person is aware
of tt self-contradiction or a discrepancy between an ideal and his or
her actual state, (2) feelings of control and mastery over the environ-
ment w hen people attend outward, and (3) feelings of less distinctive-
ness and a diminished sense of separateness from the environment

h n attending outw ard. Though these similarities are striking, we
du not know %%, hether they represent unrelated phenomena.

Du% al and Wieklund's theory of objective self-awareness may illu-
minate the findings as they relate to alcohol consumption. In sum,
people can focus their attentiun either on an object in the environ-
ment or on thenisel% es. An on% ironmental focus is called "subjective
self-aw areness," ith the self as the subject or agent of perception.
A subject focus is termed "ubjectil, e self-awareness," with the self as
the object rather than the subject of perception. Although the focus
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of attention may oscillate between the self and the environment,
Duval and Wicklund assert that a person cannot maintain both states

at once.
In a state of subjeetiv e self-awareness, individuals focus on the

external worid uf objects, people, and events, aware of the self only

as a source uf en ironmental perceptions. The subjectively self-aware
person's relationship to the en% ironment will thus be associated with
feelings of control and mastery. In a state of objective self-
awareness, indi% iduals focus on themselves as objects of attention
and on their internal cues and experiences both past and present.
Even in this state uf objective self-awareness, however, people are
not aware of all the elements of the self, they can focus only on a few

Objective self-aw arer .,ss may occur because of situational devel-
opments or features that cause people to perceive themselves as ob-
jects, for example, the reactions of others or other information from
the environment that direct their attention onto themselves,as actors

in that environment. Objective self-awareness requires a direction of
attention inw ard. Subjective self-awareness results from forcing peo-
ple to engage in activ ides that shift their focus of attention outward.

What are the consequences of these states? Objective self-awareness

is the result of attending inw ard. In such a state we withess ourselves
in the same w ay that others might, and such examination implies a
preexisting standard or standards for behavior and psychological
characteristics. When people are aware of a discrepancy between an

ideal and their actual state, objective self-awareness will lead to a
negative self-e% aluation and negative affect. When people are objec-
tively self-aware, they w ill also attempt to reduce discrepancies within
themselves by avoiding conditions leading to the objective self-
awareness state. Alcohol can provide this means of avoiding painful
self-awareness through the alterations it produces in perception and
in the meaning of environmental information.

Although no direct tests of these:theoretical propositions are avail-

able, the- literature un drinking, alcohol abuse, and alcoholism ap-
pears consistent with this view of the preeminence of changes in
self-awareness caused by drinking. Cross-sectional studies on college
students report that heavy drinking is associated with problems in
experiencing the self and in exercising self-control. On the basis of
self-report instruments, Williams (1965), for example, reported a
relationship between heavy drinking and self-rejecting attitudes.
One reporting instrument y ielded a measure of negative drinking
consequences. The other, an adjective checklist, yielded three meas-

ures of self-evaluation, aself-acceptance index, a self-criticality index,
and an index of correspondence between real selfand ideal self. Heavy,
abusive drinking %as significantly associated with higher scores on

15u
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the self-criticality index, low er scores un the self-acceptance index, and
lesst ned correspondence betw een real self- and ideal self-descriptions.

In a study of black male college students, Maddox (1968) reported
that drinking w as related to scores un a measure of self-derogation
in such a way that subjects categorized as abstainers were least likely
to be self-derugatoQ lighter drinkers w ere somewhat More likely to
be self-derugatuQ and those characterized as heavier drinkers were
most likely to be self-derogatory. Kalin (1972) reported that heavy
drinking among college students w as associated with self-described
personality attributes similar to those of alcoholics, tendencies for
antisocial behav ior, a liv ely social presence, and difficulty with order,
steadiness, and planning.

Because of their design, studies of the relationship between drink-
ing and txperience of the self du nut show a clear developmental
progression from areness states to behav ior, they also allow an
interpretation uf drinking as the cause, not the outcome, of troubled
st lf prui etisCs. Both lungitudival and experimental intoxication stud-
ies, hots e tr. support a v ievv of negative self-experience as antecedent
to drinking, McGuire, Stein, and Mendelson (1966) compared the
attitudes and behav iur of chronic alcoholics to those of nonalcoholics
before, during, and afier experimentally induced intoxication. The
predrinking data, gathered through interviews and behavioral obser-
ation, indicated that chronic alcoholics expected to exhibit desirable

qualities and to evoke positis e es aluations from others. In short,
intoxication w as expected to increase self-enhancing feeling, similar
expectations w ere nut noted in the nonalcoholics. Intoxication in-
creased the alcoholics feelings of self-acceptance following social
activity with other alcoholics.

Finally, longitudinal data indicate that antecedent negative self-
experience makes drinking more likely to occur later if it is perceivetl'i
as deviant behav iur, Kaplan and Pokorny (1977) predicted that ab-
staining adolescents w uuld be more likely to report using alcoho: a
y ear after underguing a dev aluin,; experience at school if they tended
to dev alue normatis e structurvs and if they were aware of patterns
of dev iance. The data did, in 'act, support the hypothesis that drink-
ing as a dev iant pattern is a response to previous difficulty in self-
experience.

An important cav eat must be stated. So far, this discussion has
implicitlY, referred to drinkers as if they were randomly sampled
from a univ erse of homogeneous indiv iduals. Actually, there are a

ide array of drinkers and drinking styles. Of course, individuals
ith extensiv e histories of alcohol abuse and harmful consequences

are the must readily observ ed because of their transactions with
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legal, social service, and/ or medical agencies. Recently, however,
there has emerged a burgeoning interest in multhariate approaches
to describing drinkers and drinking behavior (Costello 1979; Wan-
berg and Horn 1973). Although the theory of drinking suggested here
is meant to account for a w ide array of drinkers, with quantitative
rather than qualitatie differences pertinent to different drinking
patterns, processes invol% ed in the development and organization of
drinking and problem drinking may be different from those that
maintain alcoholic drinking.

Situations

The theory of drinking presented here is based on the meaning of
situatnins Its baste postulate is that drinking changes experience of
the self and of the situationis). People may drink primarily to change
their focus of attention away from the self when the self-
environment relationship is disrupted. Drinkipg, in short, is a means
of altering awareness as well as sensory states. The consequences of
drinking, however, depend on the schema initially used to interpret
situations and determine their appropriateness for drinking behav-

ior. Such a view borrows from general systems theory, which assumes
that human behavior may be analyzed on several levels simulta-
neously. Each component of a system, furthermore, interacts with
other components so that a change in one component at one level
produces corresponding changes in others. Thus, our systems ap-
proach employs diverse 'variables to examine both meanings and
situations as results of complex interactions within a larger system

This theory assumes that drinking occurs because of the way a
drinker defines a particular situatism. We assume that purposive
action issues from connotations of a situation that may be entirely
unrelated Lo the factors that are necessary for physical actions. It is

these connotative meanings that determine the situation's appropri-
ate explanation for the drinker, its meaning.

Because people can control their behavior in accordance with spec-

ific interests in particular situations and can also provide meaningful
explanations for their activities, we as observers can schematize
their.actions as subject to definable rules. Although these rules are
goal-oriented propositions that guide action, they need not be con-
sciously understood to be effective. Adult speakers of a language can
follow a particular rule if it is clearly described to them, but, in

general, rules need not be articulated in order to be followed. Accord-

ing to this view of action as a function of the rules by which a

1 5 2
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situation is miceptualized, drinking takes place because of a situ-
ation's formulated meaning and rule-goerned significance. We will
use Ball's (1972) definition of situation:

The definition of the situation may be conceo.ed as the surn of all recognized
information, from the puint-of-v lew uf the actor, w hich is relevant to his locating
himself and others su that he can engage in self-determined lines of action and
interaction It includes objecth of both physical and social environment, his own
Internal states both mental and physical, historical data, e.g., biographies, knowl-
edge of similar prior occurrences, and the like, and predictions and expectations
about the character of events to follow (p. 63).

Although situations may convey meaningful information to ob-
servers, the meaning uf a concrete action is clerked frum its meaning
for the person and its utility in a specific, problematic situation.
Experience of the self depends on a capacity to monitor one's own
subjectivity. In obsers ing their inner states, people simultaneously
define the external world in terms of their immediate perceptions.
Thus, the ernironment is perceived by means of a process that relates
subject to object. It follows, according to the basic postulate, that the
sense of self is the essential requirenient for the person's definition of
a situation as relevant to drinking.

This definition of situation vis-a-vis the self is compatible with
constructi ist models of perception and intended meaningful behav-
ior (cf. Miller, Galanter, and Pribram 1960, Neisser 1967, 1976; Pow-
ers 1973). According to these approaches, perception is not a passive
process uf registration, people modify the process of perception and
try to maintain incoming stimulation in conformity with their ex-
pectations. Instead uf defining an object or situation as a configura-
tion of physical stimuli, we define a., object or situation as a construc-
tion from rules which, in turn, relate to other rules for governing
actiyity according to the situation's definition.

Although this process of defining a situation is a constructivist one,
it requires behas ioral as well as cognitive activity. Drinking and
perceptual processes must be related if drinking is the outcome of a
system involving person and environment. If a situation is to be
related to drinking, a drinker must perceive in situational informa-
tion a reason and an upportunity to alter self-awareness. People often
construct definitions, how e%er, that are inappropriate in a particular
situation and attempt to shape situations to their antecedent defini-
tions. This assimilation may require active modifying of settings or
moving to a setting mure conduck e to drinking. For example, Tokar
et al. (1973) reported that when alcoholics had feelings of dependency,
depression, anger, or anxiety, they said that they saw their bar-
tender, drank alcohol, smoked, and/or took pills. If they felt "on top
of the world," they ate, drank milk, and withdrew. When they were
relaxed, they kept busy or went to bed.
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We have argued that the theoretical significance of situations for
alcohol studies must be examined in terms of the meaning and pur-
pose afforded by drinking in different situations. Situations can precip-

itate drinking because of how they are initially construed. Conversely,

consequences feed back on the drinker, and situations can influence
further drinking. These effects operate and perpetuate themselves
through affective, beim% ioral, and cognitive feedback and become
preconditions for subsequent perceptions and drinking. Different sit-

uational dimensions may characterize and differentiate the drinking
motives of different indiNiduals (Blanc 1968; McClelland et al. 1972).

Based on available data, what types of situational variables appear

to contribute to drinking motile: and drinking activity? Clearly, it is

not easy to explain why some people drink, even at the risk of long-

term negative consequences, and others do not. We can surmise, how-

ever. that social-interpersonal environments play a major role since
much drinking is the result of social stimulation that channels atten-
tion to the self tHarford 1979; Rosenbluth, Nathan, and Lawson

1978)
Russell and Bond 1198W studied the relationship between beliefs

about alcohol's beneficial effect on either an unpleasant or pleasant
emotional state and the desire to drink in pleasant or unpleasant
settings. Approximately ty. o-thirds of the alcoholic subjects believed

that drinking would compensate for unpleasant feelings, and one-
third believed that alcohol exaggerated existent feelings. Unlike the

alcoholics, a majority of college students believed that alcohol
magnified their feelings. For both groups, people who believed in

drinking while in a pleasant state were more likely to want to drink

in or soon after being in pleasant settings. Similarly, subjects who

believed in the compensating nature of drinking were more likely to

w ant to drink in or after being in an unpleasant setting. In conclu-

sion, beliefs about the goals of drinking and the emotional quality of

settings mutually influence the desire to drink in those settings.
Experimental investigations of the effects of social stimulation on

nonproblem drinkers' alcohol consumption provide information on

,wcial conditions and drinking. Caudill and Marlatt (1975) found that

when male student social drinkers were engaged in an alcohol taste-

rating task under nonstressful conditions in the presence of an experi-

mental confederate, they tended to emulate the drinking behavior of

the confederate The quality of interaction with the confederate be-

fore the taste-rating task had no influence on consumption.

In a study that also used a taste-rating task, Lied and Marlatt

1977i found that ',4.iung male heavy social drinkers are most likely to

drink more heavily in the presence of a heavy-drinking model. In this

study, both male and female subjects were divided into heavy and
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light drinkers, based on their responses to a drinking habits ques-
tionnaire, and were exposed to either a heavy- or a light-drinking
model of the same sex. Subjects exposed tu the light-drinking model
consumed little alcohol during the taste-rating task. Response to the
heaty -drinking model was more variable. Light social drinkers
showed a small but statistically nonsignificant increase in consump-
tion w hen their partner w as a heavy drinker, and male heavy social
drinkers consumed almost three times as much wine when exposed tu
the. heavy -drinking model. Under more naturalistic conditions, in

hich the subject had a prolonged relationship with the model, Gar-
lington and DeRiceu (1977) demonstrated that male normal drinkers
drank more w hen an experimental confederate drank along with
them. Finally , a res. iew of empirical literature un social factors and
drinking (Griffiths, Bigelow, and Liebson 1978) concludes that the
at ailable data indicate no difference in the reactions uf alcoholics and
nonalcoholics to social influences.

The studies just ret iew ed indicate that predominantly oung social-
and heat:, -drinking males w ill consume more alcohol when they are
in the presence of a heat y -drinking model or when they anticipate an
et aluatiun by others. Marlatt, Kosturn, and Lang (1975) conducted an
int estigation in w hich subjects w ere first provoked to anger througn
Sot i a l insult and then gitep arious means fur reducing their anger.
In t u experimental conditions,,subjects were deliberately criticized
and angered by a confederate subject before participating in a taste-
rating task. A third group sered as nonangered controls. The sub-
jeets in one of the angered groups were allowed to express their anger
tow ard the confederate subject w hu had insulted them, but subjects
in the other angered group were not given a chance to retaliate.
Angered subjects in the nunretaliating group consumed the most

ine in their taste-rating task. Subjects who could express anger
against the confederate subject showed a significant decrease in con-
sumption relative to those who could not.

The implications of these situational processes fur future drinking
behat ho'er, hate nut been carefully examined. While the ex-
perimental studies of modeling, anticipated social evaluation, and
anger prot ()Laical hat e demonstrated the impurtance of situational
processes to drinking, they, hac not examined the effects of drinking
on subsequent responses to self or others. Interaction between the
drinker and the social context characterizes many drinking situ-
ations that occur ut er time. The results of the interaction might be
to redefine the situation and, thus, alter the likelihood of further
drinking.

What is know n about ' he experimental effects of drinking on social
behavior? Lang et al. (1)75) informed subjects that they would be
consuming either an alcoholic or a nonalcoholic beverage. Subjects
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then received either alcohol or tunic. Following the beverage admin-

istration, half of the subjects in each condition were provoked to

anger by an experimental confederate while the other subjects ex-
perienced a neutral interaction. Subjecti then administered what
they were told were electrical shocks to the experimental confed-
erate. Based on measures of the intensity and duration of the shock,

the authors reported that the only independent variables signifi-

cantly related to increased aggression were the anger provocation
manipulation and the expectancy of having consumed alcohol. Sub-

jects who believed the!, had consumed alcohol were more aggressive

than subjects whu believed they had consumed a nonalcoholic bever-

age. This effect occurred regardless of whether the driRks actually
contained alcohol..Unfortunately, this study of the effects of drinking

on social behavior failed to assess the affective and cog"'Rive psycho-

logical states that preceded drinking. Thus, it is not clear whether a
person's preexisting state influences this display of inlreased ag-
gression following 'alcohol consumption.

While the studies of situational effects on drinking and drinking
effects on social behavior have indicated that interpersonal settings
can be important to the instigation and operation of drinking, they

are characterized by some important omissions. First, these studies

fail to take account of the temporal nature of drinking. Even though
they are concerned with a fairly wide range of dependent variables
(Connors 1979), these studies are truncated because their designs
primarily allow drinkers to perceive themselves as drinking in re-

sponse to situational factors while not measuring feedback they may

experience. We must ask ourselves, for example, how are drinkers'
experiences changed as a function of drinking? Analogue studies of

drinking, in which drinking is stripped of its context, seem to be
concerned with merely one phase of an ongoing instrumental se-
quence of activity that changes how the drinker and environment are

related. Drinking is not a passive reaction to a given stimulus situ-
ation; rather, it is a transaction between the person and the environ-

ment so that the activity itself gives meaning to the situation. Most

experimental studies of drinking have failed to examine the experi-

ential changes related to drinking-specific eventse.g., affects,sbe-

haviors, and thoughts. There has been no examination of stimulation
serving to negate or inhibit feedback to terminate the spuce
brought into action 1;,, situational information. Multiple-idfink stud-

ies of the effects of drinking on drinking schemata are 'heeded.
Laboratory studied of situational influences on drinking have not

considered factors within the drinker. People differ in their orien-

tation to their environments, this orientation is commonly referred

to as their cognitive structures or styles (cf. Bieri 1971; Schroder,

Driver, and Streufert°1968). These structures act as filters that select
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certain kinds of information frum the enc irmnment, thi'm pattern or
integrate the information in some characteli\stic fashion, and mod-
erate or cogtrul a person's behavior in different situations. These
differences are show n in the way s people anticipate situations
tGaines, Smith, and Skolnick 1377, Lapidus 1969) and experience
feedback (Dronsenku 1972). Differences in orientation are directly
relevant to alcohol studies because of findings from varied in-
vestigators that alcoholics' perceptiun uf the world tends to be
strongly dominated by the preailing field (Goldstein 1976), alcohol-
ics seem less abk tu perceptually articulate 'carious aspects of theilk
experience. Such a field-dependent way of percek ing also implies a
less differentiltted, more passice conformity to the prevailing field
(Witkin et al. 1962). The self-awareness theory uf drinking suggests
that psy chological differentiation/nundifferentiation should influ-
ence_drinkers' readiuns tu_situational conditions..thaLboth zffect
their ongoing aw areness states and evoke a desire to alter their
states. The subjects in most laboratory studies uf social stimulation
and drinking hike been male undergraduates who are likely to be
psychologically differentiated, i.e., possess more di erse conceptual
means uf registering and coding experience. Such an array of en-
coding mechanisms both requires a more acthe and deliberate selec-
tion process and, through the exercise of that selectivity, implies a
greater degree uf cognitice autonomy, i.e., a les kt. degree of deter-
minism by the enc irunment. They should experience a sense of mas-
tery and control ocer the en% ironment when analytically attending
tow ards it. 1lowecer, they are more likely tu be disrupted by being
made the object of social stimulation.

People w ho are generally more attentice to social stimulation and
vc ho yield to irrelecant background distractionsi.e., those that are
psychologically nundifferentiated should be less disturbed by condi-
tions that elicit ubjectic e self-awareness ur an increased attention to
the self_ When people seek either tu diminish or heighten a mood,
they may attempt tu cause these desired muud changes by modifying
their transactions w ith the encironment. These assumptions about
drinkers and their subjectic e experience uf the relationship between
self and encirunment may help explain why people vary in their
desire tu drink in settings that are more or less reflective of the self.
Fur example, settings ith little social feedbackthose conducive to
subjectice self-aw arenessmay strongly muticate less differentiated
persons, who drink to diminish their sense-of-incongruence with-pre-
ferred awareness states. More differentiated persons, however, may
hace an increased desire tu drink in situations where they perceive
themselves as objects uf attention, i.e., situations in which they ex-
perience objective self-awareness.
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Conclusion

This discussion has proposed a theory of drinking based on the
meaning of -utuations to the drinker. Its approach is tentative, how-
ever, and does not represent a final statement of such a theory. Al-
though other theories of interaction exist (Jessor et al. 1968; Zucker
1979i. they do not speed!, how a person and a situation are linked
through drinking. Self-awareness theo* postulates that drinking
occars in an effort to harmonize subjective states and desired states
that are situationall,, related. Situations that require attention to the
self are likel:s to engender a desire to drink in people for whom such
self-attention is a% ersik e and n ho desire instead to orient themselves
outward. The goals of drinking, whether to magnify or modify subjec-

tive states, are pursued according to rules revealed in expressed mo-
Lives for drinking.

An important feature of this theory is its focus on environmental
influences on self-perception. Since drinking contexts are critical fac-

tors in reasons for drinking and in the act itself, future studies on the
determinants of drinking must consider environmental and personal
factors on equal pliZnomenological terms.

As the major explanator!, construct of the self-awareness theory of
drinking is the meaning of the situation to the drinker, the theory
should stimulate alcohol studies concerned with investigating the
interpretie process that ma!, foster implicit rules of drinking. The
research paradigm required for this theory would study human be-
ings as cognitive indi% iduals, i.e., as plan-making, self-monitored
agents w ho are aw are of emerging goals and capable of deliberately
considering the best w a!, s of achieing them. The research methods
employed should integrate heuristically important ethnomethodo-
logic, sum ey. and experimental approaches since such synthesis re-
duces the likelihood that a particular method or procedure will
signilicantl!, distort the phenomenon under investigation.

Intentional explanations are the only means for understanding
drinking, the:% are complex enough to accommodate the complexity of
the phenomenon itself. Drinkers are autonomou§ agents in their
transactions with the en ironment. Whatever the results of future
research on the genetic and biochemical basis of alcohol's effects,
people will still ha% e to form the intention and perform the act of
bu !. ing and drinking alcohol before physiological predispositions can
be considered rele ant to drinking outcomes. A decision to drink will
ak ays he the first necessao condition for a consideration of alcohol's

effectzk

a.
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Managing Competence:
An Ethnographic Study of

Drinking-Driving
and the Context of Bars

Joseph R. Gusfield*

Introduction

Risk and uncertainty are a normal feature of everyday life. The

individual recognizes the riskiness of crossing the street, of handling

cooking equipment on a hot stove, and of leaning out of windows.

Drinking alcoholic beverages and driving automobiles are both in a

class of actions commqnly seen as fraught with considerable risk to

personal interaction, Tb health, and to property. The potentials of

violence, accident, embarrassment, and economic loss are always

present in the tangible possibility that drinking will lead to drunk-

enness and driving to accidents. The people we observed are not

unique in recognizing these risks. Nor do we believe they are unique

in treating them as normal occurrences; risks to be coped with but

not, on that account, to be avoided.
Our focus in this study is on the nexus of the two risksof drinking

,
and driving. It is common sense that the combination of the two is

inherently riskier than drivingsober. How that insight affects behav-

ior, however, is not a logical or direct deduction from the abstract

character of such generalized understanding. It is, instead, an emerg-

ing, situated aspect of behavior; one that arises in a particular setting

where there is interaction with other people and altetnative possi-

bilities for transportation. It is less likely to be faced as a problem

through planned and anticipated routines than as a problem handled

only when and how it arises. .

Our ethnographic study is a study of the settings in which the

phenomenon of drinking arises and in which the nexus between drink-

ing and driving emerges, is seen as problematic, and is handled. Both

Co-authors were Joseph Kotarba and Paul Rasmussen. This paper was prepared

from a larger report to the National Science Foundation, Law and Society Program,

May 1979. The World of Dnnking-Drwmg, Joseph Gusfield, principal investigator.
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the practical alternati%. es and the normative featuresthe shared
standards for behav ior are also products of the settings.

In uur observ ations, the behav ior of individuals was deeply ,influ-
enced by the vts they w ere controlled by aspects of the settings in
bars. The bars e observ ed differed in several significant ways as
en irunments fur the control of drinking and uf the drinking-driving
nexus. We ha c conceptualized these in terms uf three major sources
uf control (e. er drinking and the handling of driv ing. the self, the peer
group uf significant- others, and the bar manager (or bartender). In
understanding how each of these systems of control operates, the
unique features uf each type uf bar are essential. These control sys-
tems operate tu limit ur enhance the incidence of driv ing while under
the influence of alcohol.

Ethnographic accounts do nut fit well with the character of pro-
grams, conferences, sy mpusia, and academic journals that make up
the current institutional pattern uf presenting knowledge. Dependent
un "thick description" and the complexity of specific events, they
re--ist summarization, modeling, and propositional conclusions. They
are communicated v ithin the body of text, as are other art forms.
This paper is a compromise. We have already and w ill continue to
hint at the large budy uf description and thought that constitutes the
total study . Tu provide a w inclow on the study and to develop a topic
uf discussion ve hav e presented here, in full, une part of the study
"Competent Drinking: The Defense of the Self."

What is essential as prelude, how ev er, is a brief, truncated descrip-
tion of sites.

This is a study uf the drinking-driving phenomena as it emerged in
the naturalistie settings uf fuur bars in San Diego betw een November
1977 and January 1978 in about 100 hours of observation. It is an
ethnographic study uf drinking-driv ing a tupic uf conversation, as
behav iur, and as a response tu queries initiated by the observers. The
fuur bars, each of A, hich has been giv en a pseudonym, differed in
several respects:

"Thc Club.- The Club is close to what other bar typologies call a
"neighborhood bar," although many ur must customers drive to it.
Lueatcd in a small shopping center in a northern suburb of San Diego
City,, it is a comparatively small bar whuse decor is neither memor-
able nur noticeable. Much uf the "action" in the ruom comes from a
group uf regulars w hu are there must ev enings and for w horn the bar
:S a home aw a from home. Its customers appear to be blue-collar

urkers, although far from exclusiv ely. Not entirely a male bar, it is
dominantly such. It is the gang uf regular customers and their re-
lations with the bartender, w hu is in many respects one of the gang,

1 C 3
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that w e emphasize in Aber% ations and in the cover name, The Club.
Stability, sameness, and hominess are its mark.

'Friendly This is also a neighborhood bar, although most
customers drhe tu it. Unlike The Club, coupled are much more in

idence, and the customers seem to be more a mix of blue-collar and
lower w hite-collar workers. While the regulars at The Club are in
their late twenties and thirties with a few older members, at Friendly
Al's the age range is broader, although the young singles group
I under 25 years) is conspicuously absent. Unlike The Club, many
"loners" come into Al's. It is a larger room and situated on a major
San Diego thoroughfare several miles from the city center. It is
regularly patrolled by the San Diego special police squad concerned

ith drinking-dri% ing. In Al's, the bartender is the fulcrum around
w hom acti%.ities emerge. Neither The Club nor Friendly Al's features
performed entertainment, although Al's has several slot machines
and a pool table.

-That Plat The co% er name suggests the anonymity of this very
large, tw 0-stury establishment. Here the customers are almost exclu-
siv ely young unmarried males and females. The customers and per-
sonnel we talked w ith all consider it to be a singles bar. It is located
in a section of the cit3, with many bars, restaurants, and shopping,
and the area is lively w ell after the rest of the city has gone to sleep.
(The police consider this area to be their best source for finding
drinking-dri%.ing offenders.) The decor of the rooms is flamboyantly
funky. That Place is usually crowded, noisy, and moving with the beat
of music, dancing, and people coming and going. The bartenders and

aiters-waitresses ha% e neither the time nor the physical setting
with w hich to observ e clientele or manage activities. There is a
bouncer at each of the tw o entrances and exits. The bouncers' major
function is to check the age of customers and screen out minors
(under 21 years). What we emphasize in That Place is the absence of
management and the lack uf a core of regulars in some organized
relationship to staff personnel,

-The Herminigi.- The Hermitage is located in a large building at
the edge of a major shopping center just off the expressway exit of a
northern suburb of San Diego. A major racetrack is on the other side
of the expressw ay. It is both a restaurant and a separate barroom.
The decor is patterned to resemble a home of wealth and upper-class
taste. It is carpeted and has tables and upholstered chairs. The cus-
tomers are wealthier in dress, generally older, and more subdued
than in the other bars. As the bartender remarked, "These are nice
people. They gie ou nu hassles.") The scene changes somewhat on
Saturday nights when there is a dance band, but it continues to reflect
the atmosphere of a cocktail lounge rather than of a bar. Although
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The liermitagt awl That Place ha% e dissimilar physical settings and
appeal to % ery different clientele, they are alike in that in both of
thrse settings, the customers are the major source of normative con-
trol, o% er their n behay ior In both, the bartender and staff are
lanited I rl hat they Lan do to influence heha% ior and to limit drink-
ing and dri% ing In neither is there a core of regular customers or a
bartender who defines and directs action.

It is possibIL to concek e of these drinking establishments as
different sites of sot ial influence and control. Patrons may, and gen-
t' rally do. dri% e to them and from them. Each type of bar is a different
kind of context w ithin filch the self, the peer, and the management
affect beha% lor The Clul is a place in w hich a group of friends spend
a great deal of their leisure, thQ an the setting and the management
1, one of them At Friendly Ars, either Al or his hired bartender is
the cot ral part of the setting. That Place and The Hermitage are less

ti( sour& , of potential influence. There the management serves
drink, and gt I, out of the v a, pro% iding a setting for the patrons to
do their o\t n How these affect the connection between drink-
ng and ,k P. trig is the substance 9f this p,,rt of the study

Competent Drinkingl
The Defense of the Self

Presentation of Self

Studies of ,irinking patterns usually distinguish betw een quanti-
t le, consumed identify ing drinkers by some typology of heavy, mod-
erate, light, and all,,taining (Cahalan, Cisin, and Crossley 1969). We
ha ,e found it more useful to use a classification that has emerged
frni our obserations It points not to the amounts that drinkelq
tonsume, hut to ho%% the,N behaNe in response to their drinking. This
ii,stinction betyteen tompetent and incompetent. d inkersfirst

to the atto ntion of one of us in Aso.% ing blue-col ar workers in
Chir,tgo bars It v.as also apparent to us in the San Diego obser-
% ations iKotarha l9771 It is a distinction Lssential to the under-
tanding of how . among those v, e obsened, many conceived the

drat<ing and driv ing event in relation to the imestment of the self in
t hat phenomenon

Before presenting our materials, v,e think it is necessary to explain
T h e underly ing perspecti t used. In part this perspective is derived
fn an a general theuretit al perspective in use among sociologists and
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social psychologists, in part it has arisen during the perusal and
discussion of our materials, and in part it emerges as we write these

words
The notion of the human self as reflexive, as an object to itself, is

an old idea in sociology, captured and elucidated by the "old mas-
ters," Geo. ge Herbert Mead and Charles Cooley. It has also been
given more recent implication in the rising interest in reflexivity
discussed in the work of Alfred Schutz. The root idea is that one's self

is an object about w hich the human being can think and feel. An

individual can experience self-love, self-hate, embarrassment, or
pride in the imagination of the responses and interpretations of his
or her behavior as perceived by others. This interactive and reflexive

aspect of human life emerges in a web of interpretations of the
meaning of events for the maintenance of the self-concept of the
social members involved.

In the past tw o decades sociologists and social psychologists have

given this orientation considerable attention by examining how
members attempt to control and influence the concepts that others
have about them and how external events impinge on such self-
concepts The primary influence on both stud; and thought has been
the work of Erving Guttman. The title of his first major work, The
Presentatimi iv" the Sett' in Everyday L.r.e, indicates the primary
thrust of the interest in modes by which members attempt to manage
the self-impression conveyed by their actions.

'hall consider the um in which the individual in ordinary work situations

pre,ent, himself and his activity to others, the ways in which he guides and
ritrok the impre4sion they form of him, and the kind of things he may and may

not .bv.hiIe su,daming he- performance before them iGoffman 1956, unnumbered

preface page

The general perspectis e outlined above is linked to the drinking-
driving phenomena and the instant study by the concepts of ordinary

risk and exculpatory defenses. These provide the theoretical and
methodological underpinnings of this section of the report.

The fact that drinking and driving are customarily seen as in-
volving behav for containing risk does not deter competent persons

from engaging in these activities. Rather, one determination of the
competence of people in American society is their ability to under-
take ordina7. risks, Adult Americans who cannot or do not drive an
autemoleie display a lack of competence to cope adequately with
ordinary risk. Members of a drinking group who refuse drinks display
incompetence in drinking So, too, do those who engage in ordinary
risks and fail to deal with the risks competently; those who cause
accidents, create embarrassment, or hurt theMselves or others; and
those who are unable to perform the needed and expected routine acts

icc
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of the daily Agtrid,i It is in how the individual handles the risks of
drinking and driv mg and of drinking-driving that the self is
presented and one's moral status performed.

Many people often fail at the tasks of social assignments. "To err
is human People drink too much and make trouble for them-
selves and others. People driv e badly and create accidents. All of us
must face a world of audiences before whom we forget our lines,
appear unclothed, and miss cues.

How ev er. the self is protected from the onus of incompetence by a
'cries of aceeptable excuses fur poor performance. Borrowing a legal
term, we call them "exculpatory defenses," defenses w hich excuse an
((them ise illegal act from punishment (Hart 19tiS, chap. 2). Among
these are self-defense, insanity, duress, and, must recently, alcohol
addiction To be able to say acceptably , "I wasn't myself," is a normal
and ordinary defense against the opprobrium of being labeled incom-
petent and lilltNurth. Illness in this society is one form of acceptable
defense against the label of incompetence fur nut being at work or fur
performing poorly (Parsons and Fox 1952. )

Thu combination 4If drinking and driving is a normal event in our
,,liservations and in American society . Roadside stop studies indicate
that for e cry motorist arrested for Driving Under the Influence of

ohol, then. arc 2,000 motorists ith blood alcohol level scores
aboy e the legal limit (U.S. Department of Transportation 1974, p. 2).
In our Ilbm!nations. most bar customers, whatever the amount they
had consumed or their state of intoxication, drove to and from the
site vithout ockasioning comment by themselves, other patrons, or
the bartun(krs It is a normal event in the lives of bar patrons. The
failure to driye after drinking is the event that needs to be explained.

Listening to.excuses is an important methodological device. It is
the nature of norms that, being understood and taken fur granted,
they are not y erbalized. Excuses are ways of accounting for unusual
behay lor Therefore, they indicate, by inference, behavior that is
regarded as usual and not needing comment.

Under,tanding how the self is presented and defended is nut only
important in its ow n right but is also a needed prelude to under-
..tanding hu w. these systems of self-presentation operate in the
different settings engemkred by the bar ty pes described in this study.

Presentation of Competent Drinking

( )(If ob,ervations of tav ern patrons have led us to posit a dual
sy stem in thu display if competence in drinking. The model of com-
petent drinkers is those persons w ho can drink in accordance with the
standards of the setting and the group of hich they are a part, they
can "hold their u n Hav ing done so, they do not create trouble

."-1.

)1
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or provide embarrassment 1(!r self or others, and they can manage

themselves and their own transportation without cadsing accident or

arrest But when drinkers become intoxicated, they risk the loss of

their compete&. It is not incompetent to limit drinking or to avoid

dru ing as long as the drinkers can indicate that the determination of

the state of incompetence is their self-recognitionthat it is not

forced upon them. Displaying self-understanding of incompetence is

a display of competence.
Drinking is itself eidence of meeting the demands of social mem-

bership The amount and kind of alcohol used testifies to the social
adequacy of the member. George, a central figure in the heavy drink-

ing group that frequents The Club, is 35 years old, unmarried, and

employed at a supermarket where he is in charge of fruits and vege-
tables George comes to The Club almost every night and stays be-
tween three and four hours. Ordinarily a heavy drinker of beer, or of

whiskey, or both, sometimes he leaves early or drinks less than is
usual. He says then that he must go to work early the next day. This
"excuse" indicates that his norm demands keeping up as the mark of

adequacy. George is part of the regulars at The Club who buy drinks

by the round. One person orders drinks for the whole group and then

pays for all of them. A little later, it is the turn of another member,

and so on. On one occasion, a "kid," aged 24, entered into the round-

buying. The observer reports:
drinking a gin and tonic and George was drinking a screwdriver (orange

juice and gins The kid was getting drunkit was pretty obvious by his slouching

;n the chair. he started slurring words and turning beet red I was getting a

backlog of drinks since we were buying rounds and this guy was drinking so fast

drinks were two-deep and George had one-deep George noticed the guY was

getting -drunk and commented that he had better slow down because he was

getting drunk and to sort of space it out more The guy continued to drink although

hr did !Ili" down and mostly talked about his past in the military and working as
hyr,e trainer t Ths tiub;_:)'

George regards himself as one who can drink a lot and yet "hold his

liquor." On another occasion, when Paul, the observer, fell behind in
drinking, George regarded it as a sign that Paul was getting drunk
George insisted that he drive Paul's car.

Drinking at the level of the crowd without displaying incompetence
is essential. It is this consideration that makes the issue of the bar-
tender's refusal to-serve drinks to a customer a significant source of

antagonism and conflict.
Behavior after drinking is anoth?r sign of adequacy. Not the fact

of drunkenness hut the nature of comportment and its possible inter-

pretation as improper drunken behavior constitutes the delinquency

mirniiered cirat in., e used tnreughout the ley_ refer to ,skerver:; field

1 66
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On one occasion a young man came into The Club looking as if he had
slept in his clothes. George said, "This guy is drunk." He explained
that %Own this man is sober, he is "the nicest guy you'd ever want to
nwet." but w hen drunk he is rude, offensive, and "very embarrassing
to the managenwnt." Ed, the bartender, talked to him and he left. Ed
then explained that they had an understanding. The customer was
allow ed to, stay fur short periods uf time as lung as he did not drink.
This w as clearly an cxample uf an incompetent drinker. Jim, George's
roommate, had decided nut to tu The Club again. One night the pre-
iuus week lw had become extremely intoxicated and had "made a

fool of himself Again a sense uf incompetence is illustrated.
Driv ing after drinking is part uf the test of competence. In all the

bars we obsers d, we %%erg struck by the limited discussion of
drinking-driv ing and the normal occurrence of it. The issue arose
orib in certain situations. When a slrinker was bluntly told that he or
she was in tic, condition to drive, the drinker was held up to an
audience as incompetent At Friendly Al's une night, a couple in their
late fifties were leaving the bar about 1:55 a.m.

Th. M411 ,14 110.1kibg a lot of novo% laughing and hollering on his wa,, out, The
hartendi r hollt red 0,r t han to be careful and to take it ea* The man

itiJD All .aid that }lc IA as 411,a,!,, that h< ,un fake 4W4 qf h ttn,sor tauthors'
thi,, ho. de laughed hiud1 and said that her husband was okay

beeause ,he was doing the Aiming The husband gai,e her a stern look as if
enibarred hvr ,tatvment about his condition, iThrndly Alk15-5).

On another occasion at Al's, a customer seemed to his companions
to be too intoxicated tu drive. He rose to leave, and as he staggered
off the kastool, oni- of the women yelkd that he should call a taxi.
"Jim insisted that he was okay and able to drive home." The two
w omen at the kir laughed and said that he "was really drunker than
he figured." The female bartender entered the conversation and
laughingly said that he was "too young a man to take a cab home"

.2) Here age appears related to norms uf competence. As we see
later. older twople can excuse incom1wtence in ways that younger
people cannot, the self is undamaged by diet act tor perhaps the self

alreailv damaged by age).

Recognition of Incompetence

In ,,*ing that Jim was drunker than he claimed to by, the women
at th bar 'acre also derogating Jim's capacity of self-recognition of
his incompetence, dei hiring him incompetent tu recognize risks. The
oft-repated statement, A know w hen I've had enough," is drinkers'
insistence that they can manage risks and can distinguish between
health and illmNs
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The following eons ersation. oi erheard in Friendly Al's one night,
contains both the ingredient of the norm of competent drinking and

the self-recognition that the drinker is in too risky a state to drive

and can adnut it Notice how the state of incompetence is used to

present the drinker as competent in reaching that state:

rraft. are dm mg home tonight
No, I ain't lou re the one tk ho', drinking guiger ale You gotta

i'are of %our tuoid e% en %%hen ou don't hal... the guts to take care of him by

,lr,oking .iith him
Dori r ,Aorr., I'll get :.,ou home, I ,Aouldn't sirand ,,ou on the street

it 'to% tune of night, auuhl

The bartender at The Hermitage used a shnilar typology of com-

petence to *distinguish inabilities for risk. FIe differentiated between

those customers for whom he feels he needis to call cabs and "good

customers who know when to quit drinking or know when to call a cab

for themselves." Whereas, in the first instance, the bartender decides

how competent the customers are, in the second case customers can
"control their drinking and be aware of their incapacities" (The Her-

m ?Nip'.
We had expected that the breathalyzer machine at Friendly Al's

ould be used extensivel, to provide self-evaluation of the drinker's

risk. That was not so. Several evenings it was not used at all. In 3- and

4-hour observational periods, we never saw it used more than three

or four times Never did we see it used at closing time. In steering

conversation at Al's toward discussion of the breathalyzer machine,

our observer met with a discounting of its value. It threatens the

image of self-knowledge by which drinkers present themselves as

adequate
I asked Marty, one of our observers, if he had ever used the breath-

alyzer machine He laughed and said that he did not need a machine

bk# that to oil him Jove much alcohol he has had (authors' italics)

A little later Marty used the machine after his fourth drink.

It registered a .11, and thy machine displayed a large skull and cross-

bones in red. accompanied by a loud noise. Marty was embarrassed:

1,, I v n, Frank, a cuctomer, laughed and said to me, "Well, it looks

, ,liwtter Ntax. off tho tmoae for a Me "Then he told me not to worry about

it 'Pat t I a machine and that I ii ikol as if I could handle a lot more booze

tna he ,,CW me that afternoon I Li'-.;+

The machine embarrasses when it contradicts drinkers' 'Self-

odgments of their state of risk-acceptance. As asserted above, drink-

ing and driving is the normal way in which drinkers deal with getting

to and from sitesfrom bar to bar or from bar to a home. Experience

..:.hows that drinkers rarely incur accidents or arrests when they drive

after ha \, ing been drinking, They demonstrate their competence by

1 7
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recogniLing their ability to drive and tu know when they are in
danger when thQ, ought nut tu drive ur should take special pre-
cautions Even George, at The Club, ho takes pride in his ability to
hold his liquor. askd the observer tu du the driv ing one night, admit-
ting that he had drunk tuu much liquor. As one informant at That
Plate remarked, "Gu,s who get themselves in trouble while they're
drinking and driv ing are just plain dumb and don't know huw to
handle themselves" tObserrer's notes, 25-3).

Are the studies of drinking and driv ing on IA hich legislation is
based realIN incorrect? Are drinking and driving not dangerous? In
part. the distinction must be made between risky ev ents and riskier
tnt. Whik increased amounts uf alcohol, after a puint, raise the
risks of accitknt as compared to subriet, the possibili0 of any single
event ending in accident remains small (Borkenstein et al. 1964,
(ameron and Room 1976, Z,Irnan 1975). Faced with practical contin-
gencies of transportation, the attitude of drinkers is not without a
rational basis Faced ith the practical problem of getting from one
place to another. their experience tells them that usually they will be
able to drive vv. ithout adverse outcomes. They display their compe-
tence 1Q, show ing that thQ, have not exceeded a state of intoxication

w hich risk is no longer reasonable and that when thQ, do exceed
this point, the,v can recognize it and act like a sensibly intoxicated
person should in a situation of greatly heightened risk.

There is another aspect, how ev er. Riding with the San Diego Police
Department's Drinking-Driv er Squad several years ago, one of us
bet ame aw are that one rule-of-thumb used b:v some police to detect
drinking-drivers w as to look fur ()verb careful drivers. The premise
is that drirs vho know thQ, are "under the influence" adjust their
driv ing to allow fur their insubriet. This tendency does-exist among
those we observed. In conversations about drinking-driying, some
maintained that th e. were good drivers and did nothing special,
although one said that he did drive particularb carefully because he
w. as driv ing his friend's car. Among some drinking drivers there is
great pride in tht ability tu drive while under the influence. The
bouneer at That Place commented on his customers:

that he had net er called a (qib for a customer Most of the guys
Into That l'ime pride theruseltes on be ing good driters. eten tt hen

the,, totalh, I,,a,kd You just hate to look at their "wheels" Some of
,r,r1 A f rak ing, on and otT the road It's kind of a touchy thing to talk

ahout hi ahdity to drite home, tt hether or not he's drunk or
r II, i,,,iwtit that ,..orne of the customers who are really drunked up

* ir. iltth home be( awe of their emtertise behind the IA heel
P.,.

In observ ations of blue-collar bars in Chicago, one of us (Kotarba
1977r found a great deal (4 ihscussion of how to drive after drinking
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and how to a% old police. We had hoped in the San Diego study to gain
know I.dge of how drinkers adjust their driving to the self-recognition
of being under the influence of alcohol, and how they recognize wh

t he;t are competent to dme, when th* need to adjust their driving,

and when they should a% oid timing "Taking care" is a frequently

used term whose operational meaning is seldom specified Minimizing
"normal" risks appears in occasional references to dril'ing slower and

to attending to rules If there is a culture of the art of drinking-

(im ing. we were unable to find it. It is ironic that in all the vast
research and writing on drinking-driving, no study has attempted to
find out how people do drive after drinking.

There is one exception. We did find some mention of techniques for

avoiding police arrest. Gi% en the belief that competent people can
cope with the drinking-driver problem, arrest is a comment on com-
petence The implicit assumption is that adequate drinkers do not get
caught Driving along sidestreets, driving slowly on streets where
traffic makes the presence of police difficult to spot, avoiding "jerki-

ness' in dri%ing. and staying inside the lanes are various methods of

a% oiding detection for drinkers who regard themselves asbeing under

the influence of alcohol.
Throughout. luir observations, when the topic of drinking-driving

emerged in conversation, it did so only in response to a particular
occasiona person who was thought to be in an especially dangerous
state. a history of arrests, a group (women, aged, handicapped) who

vequired special consideration. The norm of competence and self-

recognition of limits makes the drinking-driving event a normal,
taken-for-granted eent and adjunct to other activities. The risk is

understood hut it is the risk that normal, adequate people cope with

In the following colloquy between one of our observers and a 21-year-

old sailor at That Place, the elements of drinking-driving are subor-
dinated and set within a frame of other activities. To this sailor,
trouble t ith driving after drinking is a gross display of incompe-

tence: the self derogated:
,tnes into That Place ime or AO a 4.4,eek lie says that he also spends a lot

other smaller bars in the general area He uses a friend's car

101 that the sailors are regularly briefed by the brass about problems with

ind hars atoi so forth 11,: said that %cry fev, of the sailors really pay much

,. These iirwting. The sailors dun't really }uate much choice in either

drinking .4. not drinking r mit dm mg Most of the guys had one thing on

44 ell- ta rd lie said that there is really not much else to do around San

hopefulli, looking for 4.4.44men and drinking The guys just won't

At up He later 4ald that its no big deal to be concerned about drinking

Ind dn. ing while being -oat toned in San Diego You just hal.e to be smart and

o it f,,r 1.0u hale to .10 in all other places in San Diego A

A 1:! y,Tv, ripp,d otr If he ju.kt .4,.* S doa n on Bruadu ay (main downtown st reet

'nat h atm gu'. v. b44 get% ripped 411 by the prostitutes on Broadway and
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tht'' shopkeepers on liroadAa.s arc thu guys who are going to be stopped b;, the
poilee for something as dumb as drunk.driving That Place 28-31

Exculpatory Defenses:
Protecting the Competent Self

Our method is the re% erse of the traditional question in drinking
and driv ing tudieb, Our question is it "Why do people drink and
drive"" That formulation makes the illegal act the deviant and prob-
lematic one. Instead %v, e are operating frum the premise which our
Aber% ations support. Nut driv ing after drinking is the deviant and
problematic act. What is to be explained is. Why don't people drink
and driv e? Action that accords with law and publk, official norms is
the problem, the behav ior that, in this case, cries for explanation.

The drinkers, their friends, and the bartenders in uur study never
A obser%ed txplaining their driv ing unless they were challenged
or adv ised to forego driving. It is the abnormal .4ct that must be
defentkd the threat of being presented as incompetent that must be
coped vv ith. It is here that exculpatory defenses, legitimate excuses,
come into use. They permit users to avoid the drinking-driving situ-
ation and y t to display thernselv es as adequate drinkers who are able
to cope svith tlw responsibilities entailed by engaging in the risk of
drinking in a sober world.

In examining excuses, we are interested in the typologi s by which
those %v, hum %. e observe understand and observ e their ow behavior.
Our interest is in ans%v ering the question. Are there ways in which
drinkers can av oid driving and yet retain the display uf adequate
drinking ability Such w ay s indicate the existence of typologies within
the culture and av ailable to persons. It dues not indicate either the
range uf av ailability to %horn and w herenor the incidence of the
use of such ty pologies (Frake 1969). Fur example, we fuund that past
arrest for drinking-driv ing w as 4 legitimate excuse for nut driving, or
for calling a taxi, or for allowing others to drive. This does not mean
that past offenders do not drink and driv e, or that they' customarily
av oid drit ing. We observed several situations in which drinkers we
knect to be past offenders did drink and drive. What it does mean is
that past offenders tan preserv e the display of self-competence even
though they avoid driving.

In the material above ve posited two model cases. In one, the
competent drinker demonstrates that he can buth drink and drive.
The bartender at The Ikrmitage summed it up in explaining why he
is unconcerned about an older customer w ho drinks heavily through-
out the day "Men must be responsible for their uwn drinking" (38-6
In the second c/Z.4 the drinker recognizes his drinking has made him
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incompetent and admits it Samuel, a frequent customer at The Club,

is not a k hronie drunk but when he does become intoxicated, he comes

close to passing out He allows himself to be driven home by others

A Ithout resistance
The second model, how eer, has several difficulties as a display of

self and as a practical w i* of behavior. It depends on self-recognition,
and thus has ambiguit;v , and it does lessen the display of competence.

It is a second level of competence. Other excuses also exist and are in

use
Reliable people can meet their self-responsibilities in assuming

risk. When the. are responsible to others, however, ihe degree of risk

changes The issue of drinking-driving when children are passengers
did not, of course, arise in our data. However, within the general

eulwre and within our experience with drinking-driving cases in
court as w ell as in the mass media and in the literature of publicity

about It. drinking-drivers who take risks with children are more
Linous than those who take risks only with themselves or with other

adults
One repeated situation in which responsibility is stated is in the re-

lations of men tow ard women. A bartender at Friendly Al's reported

an instance in which the breathalyzer machine changed behavior

One late afternoon two oung men tried the breathalyzer machine in

a spirit of fun Scoring .12 and .14, respectively, one said to the other,

"Boy. we've got dates tonight. We'd better cool it" ( 12-3). The date as

control appears in several other places. The responsibility of wives

for husbands and husbands for wives makes a drinker's inability to

carry out that responsibility a particularly notable dereliction of

duty At about 1 45 a.m. a wife was observed trying to persuade her

reluctant husband to go home.She threatened to go home with some-

one else if he did not let her drive. At the end of their argument, she

.;houted. "You drunk! You're the one who forces me to have to

take care of myself" ( /A.-2
Another exculpatory defense is the responsibility to work. It is

oft'en unclear whether it is,a responsibility to self to avoid unemploy-

ment or to others to perform cooperative duties. We have already

seliss;ed t his as an excuse for minimizing drinking. It also appeared

as an excuse for shifting the driving responsibility. A wife was ob-

served persuading her husband to allow her to drive on the grounds

that although they were both tired and had been drinking, he had to

aw aken earlv the next morning for work. Using a similar logic, Mark,

a bartender at The Hermitage, in describing daytime and lunchtime

drinkers, pointed out that afternoon work prevents them from drink-

ing too much and can excuse some others because even though they

drive. they are mar, elously able to handle heavy drinking. "Mark
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said that ino,t of tlo men do not drink tuu much during the day
because they have to drive, especially the salesmen" (38-4).

There are special categories uf people fur w hum the norms uf com-
petent drk ing demanckd of drinkers are less pressing. At The Club,
for e \ample, w omen, the ddcrly, and past convicted offenders of
drinking-drin, ing i.e , "prOblem drinkers") receiL e special considera-
tion and can be excused from displaying the level of competence
expected of others. They w ere know n tu the bartender and to a num-
ber of L ustomers as people who came and drank tu the point of passing
out. awakeningind drinking again. They called a taxi and made no
effort to drie In calling them "problem drinkers," we are using the
sense of those in the bar, namely, people v hu are incompetent, accept
their incompetence, and are giL en special consideration. One such
drinker. Harold, illustrates how the display of this persona permits
,him to handle the drinking-drk ing problem in a way which main-
tain, his esteem in the eyes of his audience:

Li, .1 , gu, ho btn desk ribed as kt.orth seeral million dollars in prop-
. rt k,u.rding to what 1 d heard he wa, preto, powerful in local politics....

liar laitli,ed that he'd had ti..e arrests on 5O2s What he usually does [how]
t 11-,Ard Ali thi mornAng, pass out An the car, or take a taxi home, wake up

,rid start 11-inking untd he passes out again Tonight he only had five
the tato he left he w as totalb. drunk. (Ther .! was much joking about

riuo. Ilaro.1 ould lAu, the bar anti firt the bartender if he refused to'serve him.)
After Harold kft I was thr only one in the bar and talked to Frank, the

kart. n.j. r. at,oat Harold, 4unfirming that much of what Harold said was true. 1
41 h.z . al...ut how ht handled Harold's drinking, Frank's attitude was that

Harold a, bask, 4th rvdi sima44 tauthors' italics). He always knew that
Lirli aauld not k ..ut and dme drunk but that he would either sleep it off in

the oar or tak A ta \A. or hae a friend drive (11-1)

On one eL ening w obsemed that Harold drove tu The Club in his
L%imper. became intoxicated as usual, and then slept in the camper
parked in the parking lot in front of the bar.

Drinkers Lan also ust past arrests for drinking-drk ing as explana-
tion, for their concern ith tlw problem in a given situation. It can
make their a% oidance of dri ing understandable and reasonable. The
principle here appears to be that where the risk is greater or the
consequences noire detrimental, the competent person recognizes it
and acts with greater circumspection than the norm.

Whether this principle explains the special position of women and
older peopk is unclear. But w hat is clear is that both groups consti-
tute categories that excuse the aLoidance of driving, and that can
entail spcial responsibility on others. Bartenders were observed ask-
ing other customers to take an ohler person or a woman home when
they, appeared too inebriated to driLe safely. It was a less "touchy"
situation. We haL e commented aboL e un the w ay in which women in
The Club ha.I.e greater license to choose him much they want io drink.
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Ak t Friendl w omen rem% ed special status. (That Place was

more patently a pickup bar and thus presented a very different kind

of status for women
An obser% anon at Al's illustrates how categorical differences can

operztO One night an old man staggered over to the bar from the
back of the room and said something to one of the women which

angered her Some of the men at the bar told her to ignore him

"because he's old and drunked up." A few minutes later the bartender
did something that the observer had not seen before. He told the old

man he thought he had had enough to drink and should make his way

home The old man did not object, and the bartender said he was

going to call a cab, which he did ( 14-4.5 I. It was also typical at Friendly

Al's for some of the young women not to drive but to take taxis.

In one sense the special status of women is observed in instances of

,ieparture from the special role of women drinkers. This is seen in the

observation of two women who entered The Club late one evening.

They had been drinking elsewhere and had come to The Club when

The Shack closed. (One of them said that she had been "loaded" for

the last several nights, would get "loaded" again tonight, and call in

sick tomorrow.) They annoyed the bartender by their abrasiveness

and by demanding that he keep the bar open after 2 a.m. In a bar in

which men do not swear in front of women. these women used many

obscenities in their conversation. In a bar ordinarily solicitous of

women driving when they were intoxicated, these women were per-

mitted to leave without any warning, or remarks of concern, or any

offer of help 1./4,2 I.
The same independent status of women was observed in That

Place. There, an offer by a male to drive a woman home is interpreted

as a sexual proposal, and acceptance is considered as an assent.

Women and older men constitute major groups toward whom cus-

tomers and bartenders display special solicitousness. Children, of

course, would probably also be included in such categories but the

prohibition against serving minors (strongly enforced and strongly

obeyed by the bars we observed) finesses that problem. There is some

hint of a norm of greater solicitiousness of men toward young men or

w omen toward younger women in references to the "kid" character of

piting drinkers in explaining their incompetence. As an example,

when a woman at That Place was informed that her younger sister

was in the hack of the bar vomiting, she laughed and said her sister

w as "too young to inix-in cheap dope with booze" (29-4 ). Nonowner-

ship or nonuse of cars was observed among older men and women, but

not among the other men. Harry, a bartender at Friendly Al's, wor-

ries about the older customers who live nearby and walk home alone

down the street at night. Sometimes, he says, he drives them home

after closing time o1,;-.I)
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In bringing this papei to a dose. v e %s ant to summarize sonw addi-
tional material that makes more trc ident the t.tr s in w hkh the differ-
ent es among thr four bars influence the drinking-driving act. That

urs in a mediating process beta tf&I the management of compe-
tenke by patrons and the act of drking an automobile. It emerges in
the possibilities of control and influence u er the patrons by their
intimates and by and v ith the complicity of the bartender/manager.

The Bar and Social Control

Who, if any one, is obligated to influence the drinking-driver? Who
does" In general. the closer the degree of intimacy, the greater the
mandate of the intimate to care for a fellow patron. It is with friends,
lov ers. and spouses that the incompetent self is admissible, and it is
40, aril these that the patron can look for help and from whom he or

she ran accept advice and even derogation.
The matter is made complex by the norm which enjoins both in-

timates to uphold each other's "front" before the bar audiencv. There
is a good deal of -sham" protest, especially amkt.lig husbands and

i; es Here patrons resist tlw definition of themselves as "too drunk
dr o. proffered by their spouses, usually w ives. On leaving, how-

th s iu s simply assume the driving or the husbands hand over
the key s Tht. norm of male-fernale relationships dues place responsi-
bility on a omen to remain more sober than men and does enjoin them

dri .t. on mutsions %%hen they define the male as incompetent to
dri e The closeness of the relationship also creates a license for the
intimate. who is both dependent on and responsible for the patron's

clfare, to abuse and insult the patron's competence, and thus to
make drinking-driving a topic and an issue.

The bar is both an arena fur display of competence and a place that
generates intimate relations. Friendships are both nurtured among
patrons and e\tramural toles continued within it. Bartenders, es-
p.,. ially in neighborhood ktrs, can use their rule to bring drinking-
dri .ing into the situation and set in motion the norms of mutuality,
ilependenct. and welfare that gos ern intimate relations in connection

ith dr;nking dri:ing Especially in neighborhood bars, bartenders
are among the cut It of intimates. There is considerable difference
between singles bars, a here bartenders are distant from customers,
transient bars, %%here this is also the case but couples are more in

ider.«,. and nt ighborhood bars, a here the circle of regulars, cou-
ply,. and the bar constitute a continuing social group. In neighbor-
hood bars the drinking.driv ing situation is more likely to emerge as

'sit uatin for control than in singles bars and transient bars, where
the norm of the display of competence has least possibility for excep-
tions and ekeues
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Bars sell much more than alcohol As sites for the pursuit of lei-

sury, th-c create distinctive eat, ironments for behavior Bars differ in

the tt pe of ent tronments created. In two of the bars we studied (The

And Friendlt, Al's), an at mosphere of club and recurrent socia-

bilit% among regulars is sustauwd In The Club, the regulars are the

major patronizing group, and the bartender is om. among,them; in

Friendly Al's, efforts are made to draw eert one into tht ambit of the

bartender's control and kidership. In the two others studied, theyole

of the bartender is minimalpatrons depend on themselves for the

atuoRphere created.

In these ditferent kinds of estabhshnwnts, the economy of the estab-

lishment has different effects for the drinking-driving occurrence In

neighborhood bars, where circles of regulars have emerged and bar-

tenders interact w ith eNeryone, the maintenance of sociability and
social accessibilitv is a major source of the bar's market position. The

t!artenders need to sustain their relationship to patrons. It is their

source of economic strength. Maintaining the "front" of the custonwr

t hus important as is maintaining a "good feeling" about the bar.

Thy bartenders thus have an economic pressure to achieve a sense of

intimacy w ith patrons and to promote their relationship with others.

As intimates, the bartenders are caught in the same complex web of

dual pressures to maintain the "front" of competence and to dis-

charge the obligations to care for their patron's safety and welfare.

They become a major source both of serving drinks and of limiting

patron's drinking, protecting the front of competence and interve-

ning to aid in alternatv, es to driving. For example, bartenders are

!west likeI to ath Ise regulars to use a taxi or to call p taxi without a

tat nut's permission.
Where the bar setting minimizes the practical possibility for bar-

tt,nder controls, the role of management in controlling drinking-
ini.t or in generating us emergence as a topic is le isened. Here

.tgain. thy neighborhood barwith its circle of perso iid relation-

si,Ips, and with a bartender capable of using the social rules of

ingis better able to control patrons' drinking and
helr drink ing-dm ing patterns.

of the bars studied. the yronomi: realities of selling drinks

and establishing an at no)sphere of conducive leisure take precedence

rr drinking-dm, ing problems. All the bars show concern for avoid-

u trouble t hat might destroy t he frame of secure leisure All de-

ilne such -trouble" An internal dn,ruption such as a tight or nuisance

ben.e..ior I ri Oily is dealt w h h daring offenders outside the prem-

::, Whate,.er is external is not trouble for the bar. Thus, drinking-

drl. mg 1, a problem for the patrt a and not an action like serving a

rn no-. 'A hich probiees trouble for the bar as an establishment.

175
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th, 1, ,,,chtl rules goermng the occurrence
r onoccurrenee of &I-inking-timing The setting within which

rrin hrhti r occurs impinges on the emergence of drinking-
as tt & n-iun for the erlf,,rcernerit of such rules, including

,svs for nonoil urrerwe of drinkmg-dming
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The Context of
Native American Drinking:

What We Know So Far*
Joy Leland

Far more attention has been paid to why Indians drink excessively
than to hum, the. drink. The literature tends to depict a monotonously
sinnlar drtnking pattern for Indians. extended, periodic, boisterous,
public, group displays which progress inexorably to consequences

ranging from unfortunate to disastrous.'
For our purposee here, the public element of this stereotype is of

greatest interest ('lark's n.d.) background paper for the conference

concludes that the evidence indicates a strong relationship between
public drinking, high intake, and associated problems in the general
population, even though public drinkers may drink more often or in

greater amounts in private.
Data on drinking behavior in a western urban Indian settlement

indicates that in this subgroup, too, public drinking is related to
some, though by no means all, heavy drinking and associated prob-

lems. The picture is far more varied and complex than the stereotype

of Indian drinking suggests.
These findings emerged from an investigation of variability in the

drinking behavior of these Indian people, inspired by scepticism that

Native American alcohol use could possibly be as homogeneous as the

literature seemed to suggest. The results of the study indicate that
informants recognized a variety of drinking styles among their
rpighbors and, more important for our deliberations here, that
drinking context was one of the principal criteria used by informants

in differentiating among these styles.
Since drinking practices vary greatly within on!' own society and

others, it is not surprising that the same is true of Indians, particu-
larly in view of the cultural diversity among the groups which are

This research v. a:k ,upporied h NIAAA grants =R01 AAO 3403-01 and ROI AAO

1312-01

For htt r.tture citations documenting the elements of this generalization, see Le-

land 19761
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And r ,t,ed a, a ,ingh entitN I"Irithan,"1 f) the domlnant
11,40A t". h different es has, c been documented onb, rarely

, Let \ and liunitz 1974) Demt;nstrations of differences in drink-
IT h in gn lops al,) are rare, v. ith some wekome excep-

n a, Gras, es 1970 and Jessor et al. 09684 The latter
itpproaeh one to int estigate ihreetl, the diversit: in Indian

nking prat tiers ts hde lodding constant confounding 1. ariables that
cd-tiplicate ounparisons aniting tribes In an ,. ease, documenting

difft t1 n. t", is a necessaQ. prerequisite, or at least corn-
;,nent. cri+ss-rnbal comparisons.

\filch »f thc dieering t.t (irk on Indian alcohol use as done bN..,
sin!rropoltt.hts That di m. iplinc's emphasis on modal, normatie pat-
!ern, rather than on %ariabilitN rna, hio.e mad\ ertentlN contributed

t'ormal-tion and propogation of the unfortunate stereotype
tl! Indian, drink alike, i e , they "can't handle liquor."

fie st,d, reported here dot umented the nature and the extent of
\ rtiJrr , in drinking les that v. ere recognized bN informants.

I'h ;atter ,oaliticat ion is important because nearl all the literature
it: Indian drinking onsi,t, of outmilers', rather than insiders', ac-

, hteh ma :. contribute. in part, to the flat, monolithic charac-
,er ,,f he pI& tort that emerges from this literature, though several
iri1uti orks do not suffer from this defect. If so, discovering
Inklilir n ittgiuries and criteria should produce a richer, more
,treurctte depletion of the group's drinking behavior.

er lews of the drinking in the Indian settlement
,in p I isill a data-gtthering method which minimized my own

i! yr' Card, hearing the names of the _adult residents of the set-
nt were presented to 33 informants in two sets. first the men

I.:I and then the omen 1134, Informants were asked to sort the
cards, putt mg poq.le in the same pile %, ho "handle liquor the same

c, There were nu constraints on the nu.nber of piles the infor-
trit b ranged from three to nine, plus there were residual

prk, for re-Aents the informants did not know or about whom infor-
mant, did not know enough to categorize their drinking. On the

,erage, informants placed 30 percent of the residents in these re-
pi It's I the median v. a, 12 percent, the range u as from 4 percent

to IT) fiereent

I t par ii. h. ie, in ipilit 1uth nformant s had insisted
tmi n Int,k if. nii In., and {,f desire 114.1\irrun. the data

'e ammi ft -.int. alno,st all pr. iious stullies had flaused on Indian
r t ni p.r emerged as the appripriate emit fi.rmulation from
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V k .'171. ,,,k7 7. '0 ongon.d ,n,tructIn
tr,t prt., octi -.ort heitation anti -.pontancou-,1,

, f,,r plit,s of cartk from each other
,s the,e .tatcment-, %%ere rittcn

,,, TM, tr,Itient,:.knd the pule which

response 1! the C}LII The 1.11. sort% informants were

, \Non( oh 1!(''t la 14I (he ;tile- tiluthod proved to )e
(hese unformants. ho the. consider direct

,

r %%ere present during the sorts, V, hich were

,.1,1.1. In. the 11.format, home-, )1ts;,rers often became
Frt r tleC %%cry chuldren bos.e parents seemed as

L-ed .0, at their knowledge of the settlement drinking
C,randp.i, he's an he hangs out at the drinking

: o I 7 fi,,tign hr group participation produced test conditions

' h inore ehaot le than coot rolled, it fortuitously enriched the
,c,arl, to, producing exphcit criteria for classifications in

arvioy,,ent, about the appropriate pile for a particular
r, fft, herr hecau4- 1.1e unl drink. at wedding and

,01.1 stutf hi,c that ^ "No. he ako goes to the X club once in a

A rtt, kfor., here tesiiite the group mnsensus process intro-
!,!, !he 'hitItzers, re-sort rehal,iht was hiplibetween s5 per-

r#1, perccnt for til~ tic informants who were tested twice
r of ahout ont' month

of thus approach is that it documents only

I, LT mt,irmant- 1,614 , are currently checking these tie-

., tI,Ir direct oiher\ ation, of drinking behavior, but

ias,. n..t yet complete
-ort, into one union folk ta onomy of drinking

- r'or e.aeh ,f, ornp1 wated reiatu% el), large amount of

to.otio pair. in eat h ,ort 1, the -missing data (which
rt,ikieeti the number of pairs to be dt'alt ah, hut the number

A as .71'.; 'uartreabout 291.010,, and the use of an unconstrained sort
:t4rIn tfTkit num ilt.,rs piks for different informants, Hier-

k,t, tNell til combine the individual sorts into one

'
rtlfrs'Ncnr tog the halanec of opinion among informants

frJrrt orc,enilni..! a random , ^ distinct ol,erall pattrrn
holt, ,tructo,ral I.O11 semantic. indici,ting that the pile,.

L': !,, tnformant,, , the piles represented

'
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different sty les of handling liquor Furthermore, informants sorted
the same people together in piles w ith remarkable regularity (for
details, see Leland 19754'

From the 4. ombined folk 4.4. isdom of the 33 informants, there
emerged ti major sty les of handling liquor for men and five similar
blit distinct st les for wonn,n Both sets of sty les are differentiated
primarily by frequknk y of drunkenness, which in turn is reflected in
4t her aspects of the beha+,ior attributed by informants to the various
t. les, such as agt relatie success at employment and marriage,

frequency of am st for driNing under the influence of alcohol, and
manifestatioli, f 144 Iligerente The labels for the men's styles are (11
"w inos." 42) "party ." 431 "w eekenders," (4) "special occasions," and

-don't drink The latter includes, but is not restricted to, ab-
stainers, the balanke of persons categorized in sty le 5 are those who
don't drink -for all practical purposes", i.e., who seldom if ever be-
eotlit. into 0.,ited I, had expected the first cut to occur between people

flo drink ir I and those w ho do not. Instead, abstainers were
ink tided ti a`t, g44ry w it h people V. ho occasionally drink. This seems
to indicate if at abstaining is considered one way of "handling liquor"
rather than a separate category. outside the realm of drinking. The
men w ere distributed about equally among these five styles.

file t1. r iirnin stt les are 11) "winos," (2) and )3 ) which were not
:aheled be( ausc of the informants' th\ erse respdhses for these very
small groups. Ii "lick ial occasion,- and (Si "don't drink." In contrast
To the c . en distribution among the sty les for nwn, 75 percent of the
\\ unlen Acre lassined in the tm,o styles representing least frequent
if .ins. drunkenness I i , stt les 4 and 5, and the remaining 25 persent

,-,ere ranged as follokk, s Stt le 1 47 percent), style.2 (6 percent ), and
stt lc 3112 pure( nt Thus. the distribution of women across the styles
;- A igh I ske%A* d t ard mild drinking and abstaining, and even
diming the awn, many drink in a man ncr considered moderate by
(tom man? so( let , riteria These are the people 1...e rarely hear about

re, ..1. n11 asiin,i h tf gamma statistic. predicting the
j11. In an informant's sort from the residents' rank order in the

'. 'I'm I onsole r,ng the drinking stA, les therein to be ordinally ranked
A io I mt. 1,0. !don t drink, stie 7)1 If informants had merely

r, -oh /Its %.1.e,4,11141 e wect a ;Ai percent error in predicting
Tni, al, Ili f34 I. th, I fr.!' redu e. tom acraged s. percent I ranging from 11

, r,, no nt a, higher for sorting men than Yeomen and taried among
s fr- vafi %.% rh, rank order for the meMs stt les meas IA2,3.4, for the Women's

, st !rig the swnth, an. e of gamma sciores had not et been
le se a he t h. urn 6% 1 the se lala 1-, represented gem,' agreement, accord

irylpro, ise 4 croecta jiiIitlils al the time
ere., n t14 gone, of ion came from a sun Q, oenducted 1-)3, the

r verieese s and from lc+ t..arrests for arising under the influence of
pl.ear in the ially ns'\N .papt
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hecause at tent It +T1 I, foried on the more flamboyant drinking of their

peers Demonstrating the existence of these potential role models, of

ha important implications fur prevention and treatment.
ks set forth so far, the Indian folk taxonomy may seem to differ

iittle from our n notions about drinking behavior. However, as
informants concepts emerge in the description of the drinking styles,
1 heliee the patterns w ill strike the reader as increasingly culturally
specific

Looking back oer the data to prepare for this conference, I noticed
that the context in IA hich drinking occurs was a prominent feature of
informants' criteria for drinking styles, and that the variety of con-
texts described placed serious qualifications on the notion that Indi-

ans invariabl drink in public. In fact, three of the five drinking

st.N les, including the one ino1ving the heaviest drinking of all, are
practiced primaril in prk ate settings. in "drinking houses" or in
ot her homes Actuall, if m.e consider private and public as end points

on a continuum, drinking houses probably fall s6mewhere in be-

tween Participation is limited almost Atptirely to Indians, which, I

peet, e might find to be ti dimensi*of their folk definition of

"pritate," and access certain4 is restricted, although strangers do
obtain entry. The other tu drinking styli.4\ are centered principally
in town WI also are seen in other public settiiTs, such as at powwows

and rodeos
Note that the data on drinking contexts presented here were ob-

tamed as an unexpected by-product. A more direct approach to the
study of the context of drinking in this Indian group would, of course,
he preferable and is planned for the future. As Jessor pointed,out in
his discussion during the conference, this could include an approach
similar to the one used herein. Informants could sort drinking situ-
ations rather than drinkers. Thus, one could secure data for a folk

taxonomy of drinking contexts and discover commonalities and
differences among drinking situations on a variety of possible dimen-

sions, such as degrees of danger, peer support, mobility, social ap-

proval, social controls, and access to sexual partners.

Drinking Styles Practiced Primarily
in Private Settings

Winos and Drinking Houses

Drinking houses are the primary setting for the winos' activities.
At the time the data were collected, there were five settlement tesi-

denees that qualthed for this label and a sixth which some informants
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included in the (ategorv In ,00d weat her,. small groups gather
around these phit es vk ith beer cans and other liquor bunks in hand.
rh, atrnospherc wn k distinctl jull, though trouble frequently
tlare, Indian, from nearb :. rural reserations, and even an occa-
,ional hitt, tit onie to these houses because "they know they'll
..1kk a tind hat the,'k 're kioking for" drinking companions. The
outsiders pr4i i,n1( the liquor, the."host" prik ides a place to drink and
pcople w t h w horn to drink But, as informants point out, "Outsiders
do their drinking and then leak. e, but the net daN another bunch
arm es," so the locals rarel,N get a break. This fact is part of the
instil rat ion fiir t hr sett lernent folk isdom, "You gotta be strong to be
a w

The ilrinkmg house se( ne s especiall festke at mail tinw on days
A hcil V.#'1f,tre, pension. or sodal securit ;. checks arrik e. Small groups

cao v f i mos form, head to town, cash the checks, and buy
ii, pat rn ( hanged temporaril when a liquor store opened

two dooN from th settlenwnt boundarN, howeNer, the owner's
attenip,-. t ontiskatc the entire check tu co\ er previous charges

restored the fornwr custom
in the other hand, drinking houses are frequently the scene of

troutile For e \ample. one time a group of Indians frum another
settlement kk. t re discowred stealing housing project supplies. They
ticd thc loot to the smalkst, most tumbkdow n drinking house.
It is hard to imagine how all the people reported to have been ar-
rcsted there could hRe been crammed intu such a little shack, let
aiiinc the bulki item, the, carried Although the drinking house host

arrested at the time, it later turned out that he was an innocent
'1):,,tander- "he w as passed out at the timethose outsiders just

ran m his house to hide", Such episodes compound the unsavory
reputations of these houses.

Male and f( male w Mos drink together at drinking houses, in con-
t rast to sonic other drinking st les and contexts where the sexes

drink separatel Both sexes are represented, but by nu means
equall, Informants s,* that female winos "can't quite keep up" with
the men

if course, not all w ino drinking is confined to drinking houses.
Winos are said to "hang around bars to bum and beg" but "leave
w hen the,, get enough fur a bottle." Thi* return to the colony (set-
t lenwnt 1 on foot, usuall,N drinking along the way, and 13,N the time they
arrie, "the side-walk's not w ide enough for them." Informants ac-
count for the fact that winos drink more often at drinking houses
than (low nwwn because it ist less expenske to drink there than in a
bar Furthermore, local barkeepers discourage patronage of Indian
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winos. particularly the women, which may explain why the female

winos are seldom included in groups who "make the booze run" to
tow n iHoweer. tow n is not the only place they experience prejudice

Informants were much more se,. ere in their judgments of female
inos than of male winos. Another possibility is that winos, partic-

ularly women, simply prefer the companionship and relative safety

provided by drinking houses.
Winos rarely take part in public drinking contexts other than at

downtown bars and in streets They do not often attend "doings,"
such as powwows or rodeos. "No one will give them a ride," for one

thing
Drinking houses used to blend into the surroundings far more than

they do now. In recent years, neighboring dwellings have been grad-

ually replaced by structures built through Federal, low-income hous-

ing programs During the reconstruction, large trees and shrubs, old

cars, and other junk that had accumulated over the years were re-
moved, which greatly reduced the cover formerly enjoyed by drinking
house participants In fact, two of the drinking house shacks were
replaced by new structures. These gradually are taking on an appear-

ance that distinguishes them from neighboring houses, as trash accu-

mulates and windows become broken, but the drinking activities are
still far more exposed to public view than in the days of the shacks.
This loss of privacy has put a damper on proceedings at drinking
houses, both old and new. The cdmings and goings of the little clut-

ches of drinkers are now clearly visible from the street, and par-
ticipants do not appear as happy with their surroundings as they

were formerly The remaining shacks, too, have just been torn down.
Although neighbors are glad to see these "sore eyes" go, they never-
theless expressed some nostalgic regrets as the wreckers went about

their work. Though neighbors show annoyance at the "carrying-on"
around the drinking houses, they seem to prefer to have the winos

drink on the settlement than to have them "stumble along," "falling
down in the snow," and "giving all Indians a bad name" downtown.

I am unaware of any close equivalent to these drinking houses in

t he literature, although they share some elements with other contexts

reported therein. For example, although the bottle sharing element
at drinking houses is the same as in the "bottle gangs" sometimes
mentioned in the literature," the bottle gangs lack the firm geographi-

cal base and association with a dwelling of the drinking house con-

text. Bottle gangs tend to drift around skid row neighborhoods and to

congregate in clandestine outdoor locations on and off the reservation

For e \ample. Dann i19w7), Hi i197fo Kuttner and Lurtrez 41967,. Ileath 11964

La-.-s. rd Kurntz (19741. Waddell (ri (1 a
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Drinking boa, pmllt ,dmt bear some resemblance to home brew
parties described for Yarious Itahan groups in the literature; How-
e\ cr. the furtik "bootleg" dimension is absent in drinking houses,
Although ,ome of the same protectie strategies may be used to
kilance the number of participants with the supply. Moreover, al-
though ,onie4,f these home brew parties occur in dw ellings; they also
arc likely to Ot ur at remote locations and to shift locations rather
than remain centered t one geographic base, as do drinking house
parties Thi.:Yi,itor- element, prominent in drinking house parties,

le,, apparent k n home brew parties and bottle gangs, which are
inure ikt t 1,c & (4ilinvi1 to ileople v ho frequently and consistently
interact h n h ither Panhandling dow ntow n as a source uf secur-
ing money to buy liquor has been mentioned for other urban Indians

Hal 197to but w ithout the element of returning to a specific
ti) Nit ttt th a particular group. Heay drinking parties in and

ound h. que, art mentioned in the literature (again casting doubt un
the notion that Indians in% ariably drink in public), both within In-
11.in enciaYe,- and a. tow ns (e.g., Geiogamah 1972," Hurt and Brown

IL J ,197t, mentions that w inos prefer to drink in someone's
hou,e or apartment to ay oid arrest NeYerthekss, a key factor in the
drinking hou,e (onte\t might be considered the Indian equivalent, in
many way,. of a "home-territory" skid row bar in the dominant

wiety

tither drinking sty les identified in the settlement also challenge
hr notion that Indians inYariably drink in r,ublic. However, since

these sty ic, haracterized b th least freqtwnt (if any) drunk-
ennes,, the,y not conflict w ith the idea that heavy, drinking is
associated ith bars and taY erns. These drinking patterns are men's
and women's sty le 5 ("don't drink"i.e., for all practkal purposes)
and men's and V. unwdz, style 4 (special occasion drinkers). These
similar sty les are iharacterized by infrequency of drunkenness and

laird probli MS. though sty le 5 ty pes drink een less than style
4 ty pes. and the wonwn drink (.. en less than the men of these corre-
sponding styles

.\,01 1 44,'". I'44`3 Ben-Dor 1904. Berretnan 19561. Hock 4190i.
, }., r. tt 41:07.1, 11+72}, Graburn Heath 4191;1), I-10m and Lurie

; I Ilonigmann , I 1:0,2,. 1 I lonigni inn and itownianri 1 9tis, 11145 ti$V1,alt
11 170,, 419TM. Smith 11975i. van Stonv 1191;31

impa , 11-rogtitanti aria Ho migmann I;170), Koolage t 1971 Lodyr 4197ho.
147.i)

It of 1 diyre..t nott that tho +irarnat a .,ket,, h. one of t ht. 1. er fey, depletions of
rr,,1,41.1 r n p. ng ;,, 1,4,4 takt piakt, al a hutISC, grttup itf woph, noth crksted,

nt thr . run ut of A inv. thun zty,t1 thy artificial leg of one member, and paAn
:t for n,on, tiu:s INtptr to off s u hdrawal NNmptoms

t. "-r
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Special Occasion Drinkers

Male special occasion drinkers "hate hale celebrations once in a
iikr a Aedding or a birthday, in addition to Christmas, New

Year, and rodeo," though they, "might get drunk on an occasional
lnonspecial} s eekend "These might drink only at the big doings, like
pine-nut l'eti% al and rodeo. and w ouldnet even get drunk every time."
"These can take a few and call it enough "These might not even get
drunk when they go downtown."

Definitions of "special occas'ons" aried greatly among informants,
but those mentioned abme recurred most frequently. If one defined
enough occasions as "special." a drinking style so labeled could involve

ast number of "time outs," Practitioners of men's and women's
st:. le 4 are percei ed as being intoxicated "less than every weekend,"
but informants' dscriptions also suggest that the actual frequency is
much low cr than that criterion w ould allowperhaps no more than
the or so, times a y ear. Furthermore, these men and women "never
[stay out "neer miss work because of drinking," and

rarely become "thqpy drunk as do often men and women of style 2
and 3 They "take care of t' ir families" and "don't blow their money

on btioze
of greatest interest here, the. special occasion drinkers may do

their celebrating "right hereiit the camp [settlement]"; i.e., "at home,
at little get-togethers" with 'family and friends.

Special occasion drinkers can join the w eekend drinkers downtown

once in a while'' without being razzed for failure to make Friday
night "roll call" eery time. Since they, do not pretend to be regular
members of the w eekend scene, their absence is not noteworthy.
However, it is also not unusual for their wives to accompany them to
a public drinking setting, in contrast to men following styles 2 and 3,
whose drinking escapades might in%olve women but rarely their

i es
The special occal.ion sty le men includes subgroups, one of which

was invariably referred to as "the w heels," young bureaucrats who
have mastered "w hite manes drinking" for white-dominated con-
tc ts. though the, might occasionally become intoxicated Indian
sty le. perhaps to affirm their "Indianness" when they feel people are
beginning to think them too "uppity ." However, in the course of their
more usual drinking, "they might drink at the baseball a little," but
"they won't get mashed much, and know when to go home."

Sev eral of the older special occasion male drinkers used to drink
more than they presently do, accidents, converOon to the Mormon

iii V 71,, pit [in Ilar idwnt,nwnon fur urban SNAP,.
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church. diabe.esuld other health problems are some reasons for
their reduction of alcohol intake The av crap: age of special occasion
male drinker, is 1.1 y ears. a little y ounger than "don't drink" males

thout the same age as v inos (10 years). and y ounor than
party (frinkers y ears ) and vv eekenders 131 years). The average age
fur aU settlenwnt adult men is 11.

Sty le I contains mor woinen than any of tlw other w omen's styles
and actu,dly consists of two large subgroups labeled "special occa-

and ..oncv in a m,nile," ith no clear indication of which would
be used as the 0,1/ cr term." The former drink less frequently and are
less 414 to hes:unit* intoricated than the latter. These women are most
likely to druik at home at family get-togethers on the special occa-
sions deserWed for the men, although they sometimes drink with
other w omen at the casinos preferred by the working classes and at

of th kat sinister Indian bars. A few of them occasionally
accompany their husbands to bars.

All h iugh these v% omen become intoxicated occasionally, their
drinking I, pitrouved as milde.g, "she nips." Nearly half of them
used to dnnk more Tv..) are self-acknow ledged former winos and
another used t1 go on "terrible binges," informants claim. One of the
former V. inIs said, "I quit the day my daughter was born." Other
w omen are said to hav e drunk more, v ariously "before she found a
man." -before she had her baby ," "before she decided her family
came first" (also reported in Whittaker 1962). Thus, some female
special occasion drinkers. like the men, are perceived as "maturing
out" of pr iblem drinking, hich frequently occurs in the dominant
-lociety as well Cahalan et al. 1969).

The range of ages of these w omen is w ide (21 to 701, the average was
34only women in sty le 3 were younger (32, range 22-48) but not
significantly so. They are, how ev er, significantly younger than the
women in sty le 1 (.7)4, range 29-854 sty le 2 (44 years, range 21-77), and
sty iv:3 4 4 range 23-S7). The a% erage age of all the adult women
is 40

About half of these women e V,ith their spouses, 3 are with their
husbands "off and on," l are separated from their most recent spouse,

are w ohms. and 3 have never married. Although this picture sug-
gests some marital instability , brittle marriages are characteristic of
the group as a w hole, particularly of the women. Perhaps this is
influenced k the relative independence many of them enjoy as the
lwrson in the marriage partnership to w hom use of the house has
been assigned by the tribal go% ernment. About half of these vomen
are employ ed, and only two listed in the labor force are unemployed.
The rest are housewives.

EINCA Krre hVC t&i thy Lbet In a while
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"Don't Drink" Drinkers

The 'don't drink- men and w omen exhibit similar but even milder
drinking behaN.ior than the special occasion drinkers.

Differences betv.een the sexes are smaller in this drinking style than
in an other style

About the men. informants made such remarks as. "I saw him
drunk onceI couldn't belie% e it." About the women, they commet
ted. "It's odd to bee them drinking." Drinking is even more home-\
centered among these drinkers, especially for women, than among'
spetial occasion drinkers. How eker, the men may go downtown occa-
sionally Informants mentioned that several of them "hit the bars"
without taking a drink. "They play pool, or drink coke, or just talk to
the guy s"--apparently a successfulcstrate* for participating in
those aspects of male social life that are bar-centeredwithout actu-
ally drinking Hot% et er. in contrast to special occasion drinkers, in-
formants did not indicate that the men in the "don't drink" group
ev er took their w l% es to public bars. Perhaps this is a reflection of the
rarity of drinking among the women.

Drinking a "little" versus "never" is not associated with the sub-
groupings within the "don't drink" category ,for either men or
w omen. How er, for the women, in contrast to the men, informants
mentioned that set erai are total abstainers on principle.' Most of
nese , k es or mothers of former or current problem-drinking

men On the ut vr hand, for soeral men, people madesuch remarks
as, -He went un plenty of good binges until his w ife got hold of him."

There were some indications that younger men who "don't drink"
may be slightly sensitk e about their style of handling liquor. For
instance, one of them placed his own name in the pile of party
drinkersperhaps w ishful thinking on his part. (Incidentally, this
st as one of y ery fe v. cases in w hich self-categorization (lid not closely
correspond to the drinking st le classification by other informants.)

eral informants (rather condescendingly, I thought) referred to
young men in the don't drink group as "good boys" or claimed they
'don't know how" to drink. However, informants did not patronize all

the (Ringer men w ho "don't drink." In particular, many of them
expressed admiration for the live members of one subgroup. "He
rides broncos... a guy 's gut to be sober to ride horses." "Their houses
are full of trophies. They alw a s w in the parade contest as a family,
and tho 're good at spurts and Indian dancing, too." "This family
drinks as a unit "The boys say they're watching out for their dad;
he says it's the ether way around."

,I971, reports on a group of men e. ho forgo the aspectsl'of social life
centered on drinung tweause the l. think alcohol ,s "no good." Informants did not
ment.ftn that an% Nettkment men at oid drinking as a matter of principle

1.90
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ThirtN -three percent of the men w ho now "don't drink" are re-
formed drinkers Three of them are former w inos, one of w horn used
to hae -.,othe in him all the time, but he didn't seem drulik." (One

f.,rtuant labeled this "a special kind of drinker."( About 20 percent
of the w omen in the don't drink group "used to drink more," and one
total abstainer is a self-proclaimed ev-wino.

Men in the don't drink group ha% e a signiticantl,!, higher proportion
of stable marriages than men in the other groups, particularly the

mos The only one w ho is separated from his spouse is an ex-wino,
and the unmarried members are primaril v idowers. reflecting the
high at erage age of t he group. Age also seems to be a factor in the low
proportion w ho ark in the labor force (though not necessarily em-
ploed among the men in the don't drink group. 45 percent in com-
parison ith 7)4 percent of the w inos. 89 percent of the party drinkers,
72 p*'rt tit of the w eekenders, and S2 percent of the special occasion
frinker, The overall average is 69 percent.

f ti-r-t, men ho are not in the labor force, most are retired, and
the ha:anee are. -students In contrast, among the wino men, out of 12
ti.t in the labor force, onl. 1 is retired. 1 is in prison. 1 is in vocational
rehabilitation. and 9 are listed in the tribal ernpki, ment survey as
not in labor fork ealtohol.- In the don't drink group. 100 percent of

t ho,e in the Lawr force are emplo ed. This is in contrast to 21 percent
of the %%mos. 77 percent of the part) drinkers, 95 percent of the

eekenders. and 94 percent of the special occasion drinkers. The
oN.erall aerage is 89 percent.

About Mo-thirds of the w omen in the don't drink group are mar-
ried I If the balance, about half are w idows and young women who
ba..e not et married, and half are women separated from their
husbands. i e about one-st\th of all the women in this group have
broken marriages A little titer half of these women are not in the
labor foul.% of those v%ho are. onl, two are unemployed.

Home Drinkers and Solitary Drinkers

There are few parallels in the literature for the kind of conser-
atit e drinking in homes practiced 1_), the men and women of drink-

ing st> les 4 and 5. Heath i19641 mentions that drinking at home has
aicreased among Nat aho.s since the repeal of Prohibition. Levy and
Kunitz 11974 i suspect that "ricos" among preservation Navahos set a
precedent for zateh a drinking style in the early days and report that
home drinking not onb, persists to the present time but haS become

hIttat,cr rep,rts that 26 lftrvent of tla Standing Rock Sioux abstainers
rt formerR hea,:s drinkers

7
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more ,wide pread and The), say Navahos who live in off-

reservw towns drink a few beers in a bar or take home a six-pack
after w ork to watch tele% ision in the evening, which Levy and Kunitz

label "a w hitt. pattern In fact, they say the majority of Navahos who

are long-term residents of Flagstaff, Arizona, drink mainly at home,

suggesting this nia result from their being so heavily out numbered

whites in public drinking places. Perhaps these Indians are too few

to provide a critical mass fur establishing public drinking groups
Mild drinking at home among Eskimo men and women also is

reported by Hill (1976), Koolage (1971), and Honigmann and Honig-

mann i 191;5 ) The latter describe a sedate Christmas party at which

the host itribal chairman) served champagne. They (1970) also
specifically mention home drinking parties to celebrate a special oc-

casion, although their descriptions indicate these tend to be wilder

affairs than those organized by our style 4 and 5 drinkers.
Ablon )1964 ) describes fainil New Year parties among urban Indi-

ans where food and drink are served, "and the intoxicated men will

dance a lively jig Everett (1973) mentions Apache parties to cele-

brate birthdas, weddings, and graduations with liquor and food
where, in contrast to parties intended solely for drinking, the rules
for consumption are relatively rigid.

Brown in.d.i mentions convivial public drinking without intoxi-
cation by Taos Pueblo men and women which takes place in town (at
Anglo-sponsored dances). His description bears some resemblance to

the downtown bar drinking informants report for settlement couples
classified as special occasion drinkers," however, among these people,
when couples drink together at bars the outcome can be less peaceful.

Informants mentioned instances of people in the settlement who
drink by themsel% es, although this did not emerge as a separate style /

in the taxonomy. Among these, the only person who seemed to fit the /
dominant society category of "solitary drinker" was a man classified

in the overall folk taxonom as a party drinker. Informants said he

had recently taken to drinking at home alone. "Lately, he won't even

answer the door, e% en w hen the mailman tried to bring him a pack-

age. He just sits in there with the blinds closed. He's getting worse
than a wino," worse because he drinks by himself, a practice infot-

mants labeled "weird", winos, at least, follow the settlement (and

Indian ) norm of drinking in a group. Some informants referred to
this man as "the next wino."'

Another man was described as drinking alone, but he actually
drank at one of the public bars preferred by Indians. By drinking
"alone." informants meant he did not interact with other people
while he was therebeha,.-ior they considered extremely bizarre

If ir atoifirkAtti I I No.lage III711. oswak 156.41
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They say "he's gut a regular trail tu Bar X" to have a few beers and
come home in a cab ("that's guud"). The latter remark suggests the
possibility that he gets intoxicated enough so that he is better off not
to dris.e or alk home, despite informants' contention that he doesn't
get drunk ecry day .' Perhaps informants mean not as drunk as

inus, ith whom they, itssodatU the "es ery day pattern. Informants
also mentioned that w omen in sty le 2, of which there are only eight,
"will drink at home alone if they can't find a party," which I infer to
mean that they would prefer drinking in company.

Four women in sty le 3 are said to "drink beer every day" at home,
alone. Although this apparently, did nut invole intoxication, infor-
mants found it shucking. Fur men, however, "a coLple of beers at
home after work" is not considered odd, een though this is often
dune "alone," fur all practical purposes, since hes generally do not
qualify as drinking companions.

A number Ur'authurs claim that solitary drinking is absent or rare
among Indians (e.g.. Brow n Graves 1971, Hanigmann 1949; and
17 references cited in Leland 1976). It is difficult to evaluate such
claims. First, w e ha% e no idea how to define "rare" since we do not
know the rates fur the dominant societyare they higher or lower
than the apparent ratio uf une to 277 adults at the Indian settlement
cuered herein? Second, some authors do describe instances of soli-
tary drinking b3 Indians (e.g., Bock 1966, Collins 1971,1' Oswalt 1966;

Price 1975a , Waddell n.d.u," Whittaker 1962, and seven references
cited in Leland 1976). As Levy and Kunitz (1974) point out, the dearth
of documentation of solitary drinking among Indians may simply
reflect the relative difficulty of observing such behavior.

The same may, be true uf other private Indian drinking contexts,
such as the home. The fact that scattered references thereto do occa-
sionally crop up in the literature suggestsdespite the fact that
these are anecdotal, unquantified accountswe should be wary of
uncritically accepting the stereotype uf exclusie public drinking by
Indians, pri% ate drinking may merely have been oerlooked by ob-
sellers because it is, by definition, less isible than public drinking.

This man was one of e said to drink es, e* da , but he did nut become intoxicated
dtt. a habit about v, hull informants expressed puzzlement. This did not enwrge

as a sepal ate drinking style in the folk taxonomy, however.

Brov, n n d describes a w L.alth; Indian v, ho consumed 1 fifths of hiskey at
home on a weekend 'A ith ni, unto%ard effects except for late sleeping

1- Collins specifically locates solitary drinking "at home."

addell in do detienbes ithdraw al for pri% ate hallui inatur, xpt rience follow -
rng group drinking
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Drinking Styles Practiced Primarily
in Public

Party Drinkers

Downtown drinking is most frequently practiced by party and

weekend drinkers. Informants use the verb "to party" to mean just

the flamboyant public drinking portrayed by the stereotype of Indian

drinking. "Party" is a bit of a misnomer in terms of lacking the

element of fun. Even the winos seem to enjoy their drinking more

than the party drinkers, who leave their sense of humor at the bar-

room door, according to informants' destriptions.

One main distinction between party drinkers and weekenders is

the more frequent and pronounced belligerence exhibited by the

former. "You can sit at bars with them and they will pick a fight over

nothing. Tempers flare, too much pi essure and they get a release. Just

a flare-up"
Aggressiveness in association with heavy public drinking is docu-

mented at length in the Indian alcohol literature (see 30 citations in

Leland 1976). Such behavior usually is a prominent feature of stereo-

type Indian drinking. However, data from the settlement and fronr a

few other studies restrict drunken aggression to certain segments of

the population. In the settlement this segment consists of party

drinkers, who are mainly relatively affluent and married and exhibit

both verbaland physical aggressiveness. Koolage (1971) found that

Chipewyan men of roughly comparable status emphasize verbal

displaysacting the "big shot"; i.e., like white men. However, he also

reports that single men, primarily youths, emphasize physical

displaysacting the "big man," a more traditional Chipewyan role.

Data on the younger aggressive set in our settlement probably has

been artificially minimized by restrictin,g the study sample to-persons

21 years and over. Hill's (1976) urban Indian "hell-raisers" are pri-

marily young men who eventually "mature out" of drunken ag-

gressiveness but also include older men who do not. Robbins (1970)

identifies aggressiveness with status loss (by older men) or status-

seeking (by younger ones).

Also in contrast to weekenders, party drinkers become intoxicated

during the week as well as on weekends. "They go to Bar X after workk

and then get lostwon't go home." "They get tore up any chance they
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can get, nut just s, eckends," in contrast to the time-limited impli-
cations uf the label "w eekenders."" Furthermore, party drinkers be-
come more intoxicated than weAenders. "They drink 'til they can't
stand up," "really zonked," "bent out of shape," "all tore up"in a
word, they become impressively drunk.

These in the party group are more serious drinkers than those in
the weekend group. "They don't waste a lot of time playin' pool and
stuff,"' although that ritual frequently launches the "partying," it is
said. ThQ, want to "get on with it", i.e., get drunk as fast as they can.
Their drinking style is "athletic" and competitive ("see if you can
drink faster and more than the other guy"), is characterized by fre-
quent ph3, sical brawling, and constitutes a severe physical challenge
to the both, ("how they can go to work the next day is beyond me").

some people call party drinkers "oversocial," which implies a con-
trast to the "social" drinking by weekenders. However, most infor-
mants offered spontaneous objections to the term "social" drinking,

hich the3, consider applicable only to "white man's drinking" ("one
martini before dinner stuff," mockingly illustrated by extending the
pinky finger while making the gesture of raising a glass), and hence
has "got nothin to do with the way we drink" ("too 'upper-white' for
Indians").

In contrast to the wino men, who "never hurt anyone but them-
seh es," the male party drinkers are perceived as serious trou-
blemakers,. "This is.where the body's buried." "These are the ones
that cause the grief." "Their drinking hurts their families." (Note
that few winos haAre families to hurt.) "These are 'hell on wheels.'"

Another important distinction between party drinkers and winos
is that the former "could still quit if they wanted to" and thus are not
perceived as yet being irreparably "hooked."

Parts drinkers and w inos are combined in the folk taxonomy into
a superclass labcled "can't handle it." Informants thus consider party
drinkers to resemble winos more than the;s, resemble weekenders.
This is striking in \ itns, of the fact that the public drinking context for
party drinkers is shared by weekenders but not by winos.

Bad as their present drinking is, two of the party drinkers "used to
be v. orse," according to some informants. One of them used to "get

Gra ,1::1 4 07(1) 114,1.1.Inguishes men who limit their drinking to weekends from those
hu thi not Robbins 1V7o) suggests that a reputation for heay drinking may derive

mott from imbibing w tan others du nut than from the amount drunk ur the associated
behavior.

-,Parties for the sole purpose of drinking also are mentioned by Brown (n.d.),
E,.erett 1197.3i, Harm r 1ft9. Hays t19t3b), Humgmann and Humgmann t 1970, 196b),
Robbins (1979i, and many others.
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drunk so bad he took off his clothes in front of these houses" and in
other ways he is considered to have qualified as a "wino," though in
its mildest form. The other one is said to have been "a regular wino
until he moved into the new houses, now he goes once in a while, when

he can get away from the old lady." "He used to drink so he couldn't

remember a thing." This man referred to himself as an ex-wino.
These remarks suggest that these two cases represent "maturing

out," however slightly.,
In some ways party drinkers seem to be the Indian counterparts of

Le Masters' (1975) "blue collar aristocrats." The group includes some

of the highest paid working men in the settlement, and as a group
they have the highest average income repotked. Twenty-six of the 29

party drinkers are in the labor force (1 is retired and 2 did not provide
employment data). Six of the youngest were underemployed or un-

employed, but 20 had steady lobs. However, some of these experience
employment problems caused by morning-after hangovers, tardinesA,

or absence, informants say. A few people referred to this group as
"working alcoholics," commenting "and that's important, that work-

ing part." Another informant called them "spree drinkers that do

work."

Party drinkers take elaborate precautions to avoid the "vigilantes"

on the main arteries between town and the colony. Only two were
arrested for driving under the influence during the course of the
study, but several more have shown up subsequently in the list peri-
odically published by the local papers; for settlement residents this
list seems to be the functional equivalent of a small-town gossip
column. The wife of one of these party drinkers gives him a ride
downtown whenever he wants to go, eyidently to avoid accidents. She
sometimes picks him up as well, if he runs out of money for a.cab or

is unable to get another ride home. From the latter, I infer that the
wife is more concerned for the car's welfare than for her husband's
since anyone likely to give him a ride would have been drinking
probably as much as he.

Most party drinkers are family men. At the beginning of the
project, 20 of 29 were living with wives, 8 (mostly young) had never
married, and 1 was divorced. By the end, 6 of these marriages had
dissolved. If this rate continues, the group will not be known as family

men much longer. Informants attribute this trouble with wives di-

rectly to drinking. Since I have dealt elsewhere (Leland 1978) with

the intricacies of the conflict between wives and husbands over drink-

ing, I will drop the matter here, except to say it is my impression that
women's liberation is a long way from coming to the colony, but when

and if it does, party drinkers watch out!

196
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Gi% en the drinking behavior of party drinkers, the fact that wives
are excluded' frum this group seems "adaptive" almost in the Dar-

inian sense uf sur% iv al to reproduce. In the few cases where wives
ha% e tried tu keep up w ith their party-drinking husbands, the results
have been disastrous.

Weekend Drinkers

Weekenders drink doss ntuwn but are not perceived to "perform" as
party drinkers du They usually become intoxicated when they drink,
though they "don't get as mashed as the party bunch.',' "Why spend
money for booze and then fight it off?" Above all, "weekenders don't
get as mean" or "fight unless attacked."

Weekenders are about the same age as party drinkers (31 vs. 34)
but are significantly younger than those of other drinking styles.
Their youth probably conttibutes to the fact that less than half (13)
of them are married. Of the 16 single men, 2 are young widowers, 5
are separated ur divorced, and 9 have never married, as-far-as I know.
Perhaps the label "playboy," which is occasionally applied to this
group, refers to the preponderance of single men therein.

Informants usually referred to the employment status of the
"weekenders."

Informants first comments about weekenders usually referred to
their occupation. "These are working class." "He's in construction."
"He's a carpenter." "He's a car detailer." "Weekenders are always
back at work Monday mornings." They "work all the time." Thus,
occupation seems to be an important part of their image in the com-
munity. The weekenders' steady work habits distinguish them from
the occasional lapses of the party drinkers. An informant changed
the category of one male from party to weekender when a kibitzer
said, "But he goes to work every day."

Only one weekender is unemployed. (He is said to have been a
heavy drinker before he w as "locked up.") Twenty are employed, four
are in training ur school, and t1iTeiployment status of the other four
is-unknown:--

About a third uf the w eekenders are considered to be drinking less
now than formerly.

Although informants refer to this drinking style as the "normal"
une, se% eral eekenders' k es object tu their husbands' drinking

Collins 191 and Hill i1376) mention that wives may occasionally accompany
ht a.; drinking husIkands on weekend rounds and that domestic conflict sometimes
results Most accounes`ohowever.,...are enfined to male peer group drinking.

1
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because of the expense and the consequent absences from home
According to one informant, some weekenders "try for a while to get

out of this weekend rut, but only a few make it. Maybe it's their
friends pushing them and the invironment. If they don't show up
Friday night, the guys kid them. 'What's the matter, the old lady
wouldn't let you out?' " 1.

Most weekenders do not drink with their wives. "Snme of the wives

follow them to the bars but sit with other women and just keep an eye

on them." However, this rule is not as strict as with the party group.
Of the weekender couples who do occasionally drink together, one
informant said, "the only couple I've ever seen drink peaceful to-
gether" is one in which the husband is white.

These men are far from immune to trouble associated with drink-
ing. One married man drowned "from drinking," and another one was
severely injured in an automobile accident in which the driver, a
party drinker, was killed. However, informants claimed that "drink-
ing had nothing to do with" the suicides of two wives of weekenders

during the project. Two weekenders were arrested for drunk driving
during the project. Several informants claim that "they might get in

trouble once in a while, but it probably wouldn't be their fault. They

might get picked up in a 'raid,' standing around with some drunk guys

when they aren't even drunk."
Compared to party drinkers, male weekenders enjoy their drinking

and take it less seriously. "Weekenders play pool and fool around
while they're drinking." "They can joke and have a good time." "They

do seem to have fun out of the weekends." And, despite some compli-

cations from drinking, primarily spouse trouble, weekenders "can

handle it," i.e., are not considered problem drinkers.

The literature frequently refers to a concentration of Indian drink-

ing on weekends. The sense in which this is considered noteworthy

is not clear. Presumably the general population also does most of its

drinking on weekends, in fact, with their higher employment rates
and greater awe of the work ethic, one would expect whites to spread

their drinking less evenly over the week than Indians.

Another term for weekenders is "payday" drinkers. Like party
drinkers, these men often cash their checks in certain local casinos
("my bank") which offer free drinks and rolls of nickels for the chance

to get a part of the check. The men delight in taking these induce-

ments without "dropping a cent" of their own and then taking their
business elsewhere for the rest of the night.

a For example, Collins (1971), Hawthorn et al. (1957), Hill (1976); Honigmann and
Honigmann (1970); Kuttner and Lonna (1967), Robbins (1970), Whittaker (1961)
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Types of Public Drinking

The 'elsew here" is likely to be one of the Indian bars. During the
time of the stud1 the Indians concentrated their downtown drinking
in a half dozen bars. The most sinister (my value judgment) were two
just off skid ross, T ere near the settlement and were the places
most likely to be frequented by groups o? settlement women, al-
though men alw s outnumbered them even there. The other two
w ere the most sedate (again, my appraisal) and were located farther
aw ay in a nearby working-class district. Although all these were
known as Indian bars, they w ere not frequented exclusively by Indi-
ans, and Indians were often in the minority in these. Now the situ-
ation seems to be in a state of flux. Skid row, and its two Indian bars,
disappeared last y ear w hen a casino bought up a square block. One of
the two bars near the settlement closed after frequent trouble there,

hich included a shooting. Indians no longer go to the two bars they
formerly frequented in the working-class district, though they have
started to %kit a nearby casino featuring country music. But most of
the dow ntow n Indian drinking now seems to be concentrated in the
Indian bar near the settlement, which seems to have become exclu-
sively Indian.

Except for the most remote locations, primarily in the Arctic, the
studies that describe Indian drinking include (and some are re-
stricted toi drinking in public bars and taverns?

A few studies are notable for differentiating among types of public
bars and ta% erns frequented by Indians, indicating the differences in
their functions, their clientele, and the behavior that occurs there.'

Some reports in the literature refer specifically to "Indian bars."26

Few of these authors define the term to make clear whether all the
patrons are Indians or, if not, what proportion of the total they do
represent. One of fi%e bars described by Loder (1978) was "95 percent
Indians", tlw proportions tpresumab1 y smaller) in the other four bars
are not stated. Kuttner and Lorincz (1967) differentiate between six
bars w hieh are predominantly Indian and six which also are patron-
ized by w hites and blacks. Oswalt (1966) reports that Mohawk con-
struction Is orhers in Brooklyn treat one bar as their home territory
and try to keep outsiders from using it as their club. Other authors

For \ample,. 110N% les et al t1)72i, Buckle,, t19tiro,11awthorn et al (19574 1leath
i196 i and KlInaz 41:071i, Robbins 41979i, Topper t1970i, Waddell 0976), plus
eight references in Leland (19761

" For e \ample. see I kinn t 191,70. Hurt and BrieA n 11965i. Loder 11978i, Weibel t 1979)

For exampk, Ablon (1964i. Fogleman Grmes t1970), Ritzenthaler and
Stdler, i19551, Weibel 11979)
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state that ,certain bars sent. both Indians and others.' Dann (1967)
specifies that a Seattle bar is considered an Indian "joint," although
an equal number uf non-Indians patronize it. From most accounts, a
mixed ethnicity can be inferred, eg., Brown (n.d.).

Buy pig rounds, and sharing drinks, implicated by Clark (n.d.) as
increashig consumption, are prominent features of many descrip-
tions, of pubhc drinking by Indians.'

In urban areas and resenation b4.irder tow ns, bars frequently are
said to serse as social &nters fur Indians. Other authors emphasize
the social-sen ice function of Indian urban bars, which function to
integrate new arriNals, prw, iding a place where they canjocate jobs
and receive help w ith other problems.':,Price (1975b) sees this func-
tion taken user by other institutions in,an evolutionary scheme in
large urban centers. How eer, Weibel (personal communication)
finds they still serve this purpose in Los Angeles.,

For resell ation settings, it occasionally has been suggested that
establishment of tribal tai, erns (which usually would necessitate re-
peal of local tribal prohibition) would help Indians learn how to do
controlled drinking and aoid the hazards of commuting to towns for

alcohol (e.g., see Mail 1966; May 1975, Schusky 1975). Experience
where tribal prithibition has been lifted suggests the result may be a
decrease in sonic alcohol-associated problems, such as trouble with
the law (e.g., see May 1975).

Pubhc drinking by Indian w omen occurs mainly among those in
styles 2 and 3. There are eight women in drinking style 2. Like the
male party drinkers, these women "do heavy weekend drinking, but
other times, too." "They. start whenever somebody buys a jug." How-
ever, their drinking is neither as frequent nor as strenuous as male
party drinkers. Nevertheless, they get "all cracked up" and "floppy
drunk," informants say.

The three older w omen in the group (average age 69 years) "drink
when they gamble"a frequent occurrence. Of the five younger
women (average age 29 years), one lies with the older gambling trio.
Her husband, a w ino, lises there too, but the couple does not drink
together. The other four y ()Linger w omen drink with their husbands

-' For eample. lionigmann and lionigmann .19700.11urt and Brown (1965% Koolage

.19n Kuttner and Lormez (19671

For evimple. Dann I 1917i, Gra% es 11971, 1970);Koolage 11971 Loder 11978i, Price
Robhim411970), Whittaker 11962i. plus 22 references in Leland 119710

-"For example. Dann i 19170, Fogleman 119721. Gaedner 119191. Guilfemin 19751.

Hurt and Bro10,n .19t5 Kuttner and Lonna i 191171, Osv.alt (19664 Ritzenthaler and

Sellers 01957o, Weightman t1972 r

' For eample. Ablon i !MA Dann 1967o. Loder 1978i. Priee (1975b1. White (1970)
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or buy friends tune w int), three party drinkers). All drink freqUently
in public, and infUrmants did not mention that any drink less now
than formerly. One of these women was classified as drinking more
than her husbandthe only challenge presented by our data to
Knupfer's t 1963) rule that women drink less than the men with whom
they associate.

Four of the women are married, one separated from her husband
during the project period, and three are %Nr idu s. The ex-husband of
one is "in prison fur killing a guy hanging around" her. She is said to
hat e "deserted her babies," w ho are being raised by the ex-husband's
mother.

Although some of the women are said to "get a little mean" when
they drink (people say one gets "drunk and hurts her baby"), their
pugnaciousness apparently "can't hold a candle to" that of the male
party drinkers. Ilow et er, when tikcombatiwness of these women is
combined sith that of a heavy dralking husband, results have been
spectacular. Furthermore, they may go downtown when their hus-
bands are in jail, aw ay, or drinking with other men, an"d "that can
lead tu jealous fights." "They'll drink with any man, how do you think
they get their drinks?" One of the women was convicted, of being
drunk in an automobile during the project, informants claim others
ha% e been "picked up fur [being] drunk" in the past, before public
intoxication was decriminalized.

Informants claim that those who have children are in danger of
losing them. "These are unsteady people." "They don't work for any
lehgth of tim5,may be a couple of weeks babysitting, but you couldn't
dePend-on Thejn if y uu had to have them." Only two are in the iahor
force, three ree\eity Social Security' ur Old Age Assistance, two are
supported by their husbands, and une, currently liing ith her wino
mother, has no visible means of support.

Despite their drinking-associated problems, informants classified
these sty le 2 women as "can handle it," although many called them
"problem drinkers." The y ounger ones are said to be "young enough
to stop," but they "can't limit themselves, it seems"both traits
paralleling those attributed to male party drinkers, whom these

Euoidge 11971 tdentities a form of Chipewy an drunken aggression called tlw
tioss-man' rule in which the husband demonstrates the "upper hand" by controlling

his w ties alcohol supply w hile drinking as much as he wants himself. Graves includes
te ices in the targets Of aggressi%e men, Whittaker (1962) says wit,es are the primary
target., for physical aggression uf Inthan drinkers. Ablun 0964) reports that heavy
drinking and ensuing quarrels diseourage w 1%es frum attending bar parties and pie
nits. but this refers to w i%es in general, nut necesarrily tu those married tu hezo.ier
drinkers ;Wording tu our data, male peers are the must frequent %ictims uf party
drinkers aggression. wil,es take the brunt less frequently. Furthermore, husbands are
not immune to physical attacks from w eso.en among those who du not drink.
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young women also resemble by not getting much fun out of their

drinking. The older gambling women, on the contrary, "have a ball."

Among the wOnien, only the winos can't handle it.

Style 3, again unlabeled, is comprised of 16 women. They become
intoxicated less Srequently than women in style 2, confining their
session to weekends. They drink at bars, at the park, at powwows and
rodeos, while riding around in ears, and so forth. In addition to this
public drinking, four of them drink beer, without becoming intoxi-

cated, at home alone.

A majority of thoe 16 women drink with their husbands or boy-
friends, Some say the. just "follow them" to keep an eye on things.
"They don't try to join in but just want them to know they're watch-

ing them," According in others, these women do drink with the men.

The 2 youngest in the kroup have not yetmarried. Of the remaining

14, 11 were married atsome time during the project, and 3 had

boyfriends living at their ,houses. (Subsequently, one of the women's

marriages turned into an'off'-and-on" relationship, 2 women sepa-

rated permanently from their spouses, and 2 women committed sui-
cide.) The average age of the, 16 women is 31 the youngest of the five

drinking styles.

Eight of these women are said to have drunk "more" in the past

(two of them said, "Now I'm a peaceful drunk"), while three are said

to be "getting worse," and it was predicted that one of these "would

become a wino." None were arrested during the project; one was in a
serious automobile accident, but it is unclear whether alcohol was
involved. Half are in the labor force, and all of those are e'mployed.
The others are housewives, except for one student who attends a
prestigious university. The two suicides were housewives. It is my
impression that most of these women use drinking to gain access to
male company rather than use it as an end in itself.

Both men and women who practice styles 2 and 3 drink promi-
nently in many public settings, not just bars. Powwows provide one

exampie. Informants say that male party drinkers, in particular,
"a(ways stagger around at the doings" and "never miss a powwow."

Most accounts in the literature (e.g , Heath 1964; Levy and Kunitz

1974) emphasize visible male peer group binge drinking at such
affairs. Everett i1973) notes that Indian dances are the most likely

place for trouble-associated drinking to occur. Drunkenness, rather

than simple drinking, is common. "Only a thin line separates.'bad
talk' from harmless banter, and this line blurs for those who are
intoxicated"; drunks may misinterpret normal verbal play as a seri-

ous challenge, so they are handled cautiously. Whittaker (1961) indi-

2/.'2
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cates that y uung people think they cannut have a good time at
dances4 or at other occasions unless they drink.

Howe% er, infrequent drinkers are also enthusiastic participants at
Indian "doings," and there is some substantiation in the literature
fur convivial drinking in such settings. Fur example, Weibel (1979)
notes controlled drinking at city powwows (in contrast to rural ones).
Ablun (1964) reports un city powwows which were free from drinking.
Hill (1976) describes a ball game held at an urban powwow, where
play ers drank beer but did not become intoxicated. N6te that an
urban setting is common to all of these accounts of restrained pow-
wow drinking. -

According to my Aso.% atiuns of city and reservation powwows,
both' consist of se% eral drinking contexts, not just one. One local
setting centers un the stick game. Here a few players may drink beer
and o en tolerate quietly intoxicated people playing a few rounds, but
they gie the silent treatment tu severely intoxicated bystanders (eye
contact is cl% uided, raps un the arms and attempts to initiate verbal
interaction are ignored). Around the beer stands, drinking groups
comprised mostly of middle-aged men exhibit behavior ranging from
quiet to boisterous, but the more se% erely intuxicated groups gather
apart from the rest, perhaps behind the bleachers or in the parking
lots, though a few strays wander through the crowd. At the last
combined powwow:rodeo I attended, I noticed something newa
sign announcing the Indian dancing bore the bold legend, "No liquor's
allowed."

In cunnectiun ith Indian ceremonials, a religious context, in con-
trast to secular pow NN ows, the literature presents a mixed picture of
alcohol use. In some cases, liquor is outlawed from ceremonies. For
example, Brow n n.d.) reports that Taos Pueblo police officers guard
the trail to Blue Lake during the annual pilgrimage tu prohibit liquor
and drunken indi% iduals, and in general, drinking at Pueblo ceremo-
nies is nut allow ed. E% en httav(drinkers abstain for ceremonial par-
ticipation and fur familye- responsibilities. Levy and Kunitz (1974)
report tht Hopi palaK ceremonies are "noticeably decorous and
sober." At Eastern Oklahoma Fifth Sunday Sings, drinkers are ex-
pected to abstain ur else nut participate, although some people do
drink discreetly, hoping not to be noticed (Weibel 1979).

Last bummer at a Yakima ceremonial dinner w here over 300 people
celebrated the hall. est of native root plants, I saw no evidence of
liquor use during the ceremony, either in the long house or outside.
E.en later in the cening, w hen the sacred context was supplanted by
a fashion show and pow wow dancing, I noticed only one obviously

.Vithough not nhoie ep1cit. thE, probabl3r does not refer to traditional Indian
dance,

1) )
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intoxicated person in the hall and no drinking groups outside Drink-

ing did not begin until after the proceedings ended, about midnight,
and spectators left the ceremonial site to go to bars and taverns in

town. These examples suggest that Indians effectively sanction
'drinking in certain contexts, in contrast to the frequent allegation in

the literature that social sanctions against drinking are rare in this

group (see 34 citations in Leland 1976).
In other cases, liquor exchanges and consumption are an integral

part of the planning and preparation for a ceremony. Basso (1966)

reports that Tulapai, the native Apache beer, is provided to clan

relatives at a gathering to solicit help and cooperation in holding the

girls puberty ceremony, accepting the beer incurs the obligation to
make a substantial gift toward the eventual proceedings. Behavior is

decorous.
In addition, alcohol use occasiorally is an integral part of religious

ceremonies among southWest tribes who had alcohol aboriginally

Levy and Kunitz (1974) mention this for White Mountain Apache
public religious ceremonies, and Everett (1973) for their curing cere-

mony in partfcular, where the medicine man and those who assist

hiru :receive drinks from the host. The Pima and Papago use cactus

wine in their New Year\ Day rain-making ceremony under highly

controlled conditions (Price 1975a, Waddell 1976). However, at the

end of the ceremony, the re aining wine is taken to homes and

cbnsumed in secular fashio ntil the supply is exhausted.

Levy and Kunitz (1974) report the use of liquor in an informal way,

rather than as an integral part of the ceremony, by a Navaho ceremo-

nialist who claimed he could pray and perform his chant§ more
effectively when he had had something to drink.

More commonly , liquor plays no role, institutionalized or informal,

in the actual cere.nony, rather, the occasion simply provides periph-

eral drinking opportunities. Heath (1964) reports that ri(-utking in

connection with Navaho ceremonies was spurious, playing no part in

the ritual, but taking place on1y among small groups who would
wander around on the periphery of she crowd, watching the pro-
ceedings and only occasionally and surreptitiously drink tegei her. On

the other hand, other authors mention that more blatant poer group
binge drin4ing by spectators is tolerated; for example, at large Na-

vaho public ceremonials (Levy and Kunitz 1974); at the White Moun-

tain Apache girls' puberty ceremony (Basso 1966); and at the Apache

curing ceremonies (Everett 1973) where bootleg liquor circulates in

the crowd to supplement the home brew used in the ceremony. Haw-

thorn and his colleagues (1957) see the incorporation of liquor into

new Indian social gatherings that are centered around traditional

purposes as institutionalized in itself.

2
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Many other relato.ely public settings fur heay drinking (involving
men almost exc!usi% ely are mentioned in the literature. Some of
these occur either on or off the reser ation, such as drinking in auto-
mobiles.' Sonie are uutduur locations in and around urban areas,
such as "Along the ri% er," behind buildings and bushes, in the
s'reets and in open places on the outskirts of town,m in alleys,35 in
1,acanr lots and fields,' in railroad yards and warehouse areas,' and
near dance pa Iiom The remaining settings are outdoor locations
on or near the resercation, such as behind trading posts, at rodeos,
and at reservation sites far from habitations.4

The dearth of references by Settlement informants to alcohol use at
home by the men and women %%6 practice drinking styles 2 and 3
raises mar* questions. Ei.en if their normal recreational drinking is
as closely confined to public contexts as our data suggest, what hap-
pens at prp.ate special occasions such as birthdays and weddings?
These call for joint celebration by men and women and, hence, are
likely to result in cl mixture of drinking styles, including those nor-
mally practiced in pric ate settings. Thus, these occasions are proba-
bly obsened at home. In such situations, perhaps heavy drinkers
adopt a more moderate sty le. If informants did not consider this to be
"real- drinking fur these people, it could account for the fact that
they did nut bother to mention such home drinking in their descrip-
tions of drinking sty les 2 and 3. On the other hand, perhaps these
drinkers separate themselces so definitely from drinkers of other
sty les that they simply do not participate in private family cele-
brations. We lean tun ard the first explanation rather than the sec-
ond, and others are, of course, possible.

We ha% e seen that heay drinking by Indian people is depicted as
an actiity primarily practiced by males in a public, rather than a pri-
c ate, context. How eer, cl few studies provide us w ith glimpses of drink-
ing at home that resemble the behmior associated with styles 2 and 3,

omen figure more prominently in these accounts than in the de-
scriptions of public drinking. Brown (n.d.) mentions heavy drinking,
especially by y ounger men, at family celebrations such as marriages

Hawthorn et al 411157,. Howmann and 6triumann 09704 Hurt and Brown
1196,1t, Kuttner and Lormez t19671. Bobbins 01970)

" Hill +1975i. Hurt and Brown 11965). Waddell
" Waddell 4fldbJ

Brown tn d t. Heath t196.1r
Lel!, and Runitz 4i974

W1761

' Hawthorn et al $1957), Waddell tn d fit
Le!, and Kunitz 41974f
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or feast days. Hill (1976) describes horne (their own or relatives')
drinking bouts by family men, where women drink with their hus-
bands. If the couple does not share a common standard of acceptable
drinking levels, conflict results. Collins (1971) reports that working-
class men drink at home to minimize the visibility of their bouts.
,Wives sometimes drink with them; again this leads to trouble in
which tribal police frequently must intervene. He says poorer people

are less likely to drink at home; the men are less motivated to hide

their drinking and sume of their wives simply will not allow drinking

at home.
Hawthorn and his colleagues (1957) report that some drinking

occurs in homes, but in a situation where even moderate drinking was

against the law for Indians, few of them found it worth the risk. Hill
(1976, p. 21) mentions couples who do almost all their drinking in
homes, reflecting efforts to moderate drinking to a more "white"
style.

Party-like drinking in homes also is reported by Hill (1976) who

claims that couples eared adequately fur their children despite drink-

ing heavily together. Young Indian girls, escorted:by native and non-

native men, attend spontaneously formed home drinking parties on
weekends following paydays, but these usually occur on holidayAs and

festivals, (e.g., Honigmann and Honigmann 1970). Oswalt (1966) ob-

served that at these parties women :and boys may rely on men to
bring a liquor supply home for them. The sexes drink sei.arately at
these parties and only the men are apt to move to a bar after the
home supply of liquor is exhausted (e.g., Robbins 1970). Koolage
(1971) noted that men do not always succeed in controlling their
wives' liquor supply however, the women often will buy their own
liquor for parties to ensure having an adequate amount for them-
selves. Robbins (1970) mentions that men drink openly only with
those women who are mates:or potential mates (their female cross-

cousins).
Drinking, sometimes heavy, in a private context occurs at wakes

where male and female relatives and friends of the deceased main-

tain a night-long vigil over the body. Drinks are given to those who
help prepare food and gather wood and water and, in an effort to
lighten the somber mood, to those who attend (see Everett 1973).

Accounts of mixed-sex drinking are predominately in private set-
tings and some authors state that men and women rarely drink
together in public (e.g., Waddell 1976). Nevertheless, the literature
does contain a few references to women drinking in public in the
company of their men (e.g., Hawthorn et al. 1957; Honigmann and
Honigmann 1965), who then appear ill at ease, ordering a cola drink

or nursing a can of beer for the entire evening (see Robbins 1970).
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Brow n n.d.1 describes a couple whose drinking together in a bar
often led to domestic conflict. Other couples who drink together in
public settings are described as having adopted a "white" style of
drinking, such as consuming w ine or beer w ith a meal in a restaurant
(see Koolage 1971).

Loder (197b) differentiated sev eral barb, partly on the basis of the
pereeied differential suitability of men Winging a woman there.
Couples w ould go to a 1)4. that featured entertainment and to a
neighborhood bar w here families w ere w elcome, but men would not
take their womtn to another urban bar which was the scene of many
interrat:al fights (see also Dann 1967, Kuttner and Lorincz 1967).

Some studies mention public drinking by women in sex-segregated
groups. Loder (197b) describes women sitting together at the bar,
although their male clan members or escorts often were present,in
the establishment. Hurt and Brow n (1965) also have reported sex-
segregated groups at a tav ern-lunch counter, shere young women sat
together, drinking little and socializing with each other, while young
men.sat elsew here, drinking and boasting uf their sexual prowess.

Occasionally women are reported to sit together in a bar to attract
males for prostitution. Hurt and Brow n (1965) claim that at an urban
tavern an older w oman received drinks if she were successful in
procuring clients for her younger female companion. Dann (1967)
also observed w omen drinking together and soliciting at a skid road
bar.

Summary

The material summarized herein from a recent detailed study of
alcohol use in an urban Indian settlement and from other literature
on the subject considerably qualifies the conventional wisdom about
Nati% e American drinking be'mvior and the context in which it oc-
curs. Contrary to firmly entre idled stereoty pes, we have seen that
Indians use alcohol in a Nariet of settings and in a variety of ways.

Both drinking contexts and drinking sty les have been character-
ized herein, based on insiders' statements about their perceptions
thereof, as ',,cts of types. The drinking contexts have been labeled

ith everyday terms designating places (home, drinking houses, bar,
rodeos, pow w ows, etc.). The sty les of handling liquor also have been
called by common speech te.rms (don't drink, special occasions, week-
rnders, party drinkers, and w inus). Both contexts and styles appear
to be defined by informants as clusters representing particular points
of intersection on a number of dimensions, although in each case, one
dimension seems tu predominate. private versus public in the case of
contexts, and frequency of drunkenness in the case of drinking styles.

21,' 7
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The typologies of contexts and styles thus stress the gaps in a spec-

trum of variation and the mutual exclusiveness between categories.

At one level of analysis, typologies encourage the recognition of vari-

ability by delineating patterned differences in drinking behavior and

the social space in which it occurs. On the other hand, the resulting

descriptions are in themselves normative. Emphasizing what is sim-

ilar in a particular drinking context or style by necessity downplays

the variability within, as well as the overlap among them. Thus, while

typologies help to combat stereotypes at one level, at another level

they are the stuff of which new stereotypes are made. At what point

in the balance betw eon variability and homogeneity is one justified in

drawing boundaries around a type? This dilemma is inherent in all

descriptions of human behavior and settings. The solution here has

been to rely on insiders' perceptions for the demarcation of types.

While this approach has brought fresh viewpoints to the study of

Indian alcohol use, it may have sacrified other strengths which a

conventional ethnographic approach might have achieved, primarily

a more systematic coverage of the possible correlates of drinking

styles and contexts.
In w ork in progress, we are attempting to take both approaches,

separately but simultaneously, hoping to achieve the advantages of

each. For example, by stud ing the same group after a lapse of flve

years, we help overcome a principal drawback of the original

investigationa look at the developmental organization of drinking

styles. Drinking behavior is not static but dynamic. Today's drinking

mthiences tomorrow's, a longitudinal study provides clues about the

nature and the directic n of those dynamics.

The data presented herein suggest that the association between

drinking styles and contexts is far from simple. One link between

them is the frequency of use of a variety of contexts. Perhaps to be

a heavy drinker one must use all opportunities, and people who drink

heavily do so regardless of context. If so, this suggests that drinking

styles tend to be determined by personal qualities or experience.

Alas, as in the case of the general society, we also remain dis-

turbingly ignorant as to which individual elements influence the par-

ticular drinking behavior which an Indian person develops.

On the other hand, drinking styles are enacted, not "had." The

same person may drink in different styles in different situations, as

some of our data have indicated. In the folk taxonomy, a person may

have been placed by informants in the drinking style which he or she

most often practices, or practices most visibly, while in fact the

person may use a whole repertoire of styles. In this case, context

becomes a matter of great interest. To what degree does the choice of

drinking style grow out of circumstancesa certain setting at a

2!)8
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certain time in certain-cumpany ? This discussion merely documents
a number of drinking contexts sx hich informants have described. The
next step is to use the approach taken by Weibel in which each of
these social settings is analyzed into elements, and the association
betw, een patterns of these elements and the kinds of drinking behav-
ior occurring therein are investigated.
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There's a Place for Everything
and Everything in Its Place:.
Environmental Influences on

Urban Indian Drinking Patterns
Joan Weibel

A substantial liierature has developed over the last 25 years about
alcohol and substance abuse among Native Americans. An annotated
bibliography compiled by the Social Research Group in Berkeley,
California, offers oer 400 citations with this focus (Street et al. 1976).
The social aspect of Indian drinking is well documented (Burns et al.
1974, Cockerham 1975, Ferguson 1965; Waddell 1971). It is the com-
mon view that Indians don't drink alone, drink rapidly, "go for the
high," share their drinks, exhibit great personality shifts from stoic
passivity to boisterous and aggressive acting out upon reaching in-
toxication, and maintain few sanctions against drinking (Burns et al.
1974, Hurt and Brown 1965, Kemnitzer 1972, MacAndrew and Edger-
ton 1969).

Prealence studies or examinations of drinking as deviant behavior
dominate the Indian drinking practices literature (Burns et al. 1974,
Graves 1970, Levy and Kunitz 1974; Westermeyer 1972). While the
level of drinking and alcohol-related medical, social, and economic
problems are disproportionately higher among Indian populations, it
has been documented that a large majority of urban Indians either do
nut drink at all or drink in ways that are socially acceptable and
nondestructhe (Burns et al. 1974). We were interested in identifying
and describing the drinking patterns of this larger, normative group,
w ith a focus on the social and individual strategies and controls that
exemplify regulated and socially acceptable drinking behavior among
Nati% e Americans li ing in a large metropolitan complex (i.e., Los
Angeles).

To accomplish this, uur study compares sample populations of four
Native American tribal groups in urban Los Angeles County who
differ in their rates of drinking. Subsamples of Navajo, Sioux, and
eastern Oklahoma tribesmen, the most heavily represented tribal
groups in Los Angeles, and a group of indigenous California Indians
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living in urban areas are compared across a broad range of drinking

levels and styles.'
Two data collection methods were employed. First, an intensive life

history interview was used to elicit self-reports of early exposure to
alcohol and other substances, levels of traditionalism, lifetime drink-
ing cycles, basic demographic data as well as measures of psycho-
logical adjustment to urban life, indicators of stress, and medical
sequelae of substance abuse and individualized strategies that were
developed to self-monitor drinking. Second, our field staff became
participant observers in a wide range of drinking and nondrinking
settings frequented b Lus Angeles Indians.' Ethnographic data pro-
vide not only a validation of the self-reported drinking behaviors
elicited through interviews but. also a description of the kinds of
situational and individual mechanisms that regulate drinking char-
acteristics of the various drinking settings. We were particularly
interested in understanding the contextual nature of urban Indian
drinking practices, what contributes to the Indian group's own regu-
lation mechanisms and how these social-contextual settings differ
from settings in which Indians gather together but do not drink.

The staff visited urban Indian bars, powwows, community meet-
ings, Indian Centers, clinics, churches, and after-hours gathering
places and were invited to private house parties. Over 100 hours of
observation time was spent in the various settings. Each type of
setting was visited at least four times so that generalized inter-
actional and drinking or alternative behavior patterns could be es-

tablished for each setting.
The observations of the settings were both structured and un-

structured. The foci of the observations included a description of the
physical setting, the number, age, sex, and tribal makeup of the
clientele, and a description of interactional styles and drinking be-
haviors in the various settings. We were especially interested in
identifying those environmental features that seemed to be ,associ-
ated with drinking levels characteristic of the settings as well as
identifying those social-interactional controls that mitigate exces-
sive drinking or at least the antisocial acts that can be the con-
sequences of excessive drinking.

The ethnographic data discussed in this paper were collected in the summer and
fail of Mt( for the Ethnography of California Urban Indian Drinking Practices Study,
one of six alcohol research projects funded by the California State Department of
Alcohol and Drug Abuse and administered by the Alcohol Research Center at the
University of Califor.nia, Los Angeles.

The field staff was made up of four Na tiye American research assistants, Bernadine
(Bunny) Lindquist (Seneca), Eva Northrup (Hopi/Cherokee), Gene Herrod (Creek),
and Homer Stevens (Kickapoo). Their "insider" perspectives added significantly to the
focus and reliability of the field work data.
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Participant ubserv awn included getting involved in the ongoing
activ ales of the arious settings. We danced, pla;v ed pool, sang gospel
songs, participated in pipe ceremonies, and joined drinking clires
w hen it w as appropriate to du so. In this wa3 we were able to meey and
talk informall ith man;v of the regular members of each seiting.
These meetings often precipitated an appointment fur an interview
or lengtl* casual eons ersations which usuall,v included discussions of
the concepts illustrated in this paper.

We w ere also able to document w ho, in uur sample of 165 partici-
pants, s isited w hat settings on a regular basis and what were their
predominant drinking stN les in those settings. We say "predom-
inant- drinking st., le because one interesting finding of the study is
that the people ev hom obsersed regularb, did not exhibit a single
drinking stN le but appeared tu shift their drinking behaviors across
settings. This finding generated the hypothesis that settings have
certain qualities or dimensions that either mitigate or induce drink-
ing behav ior and that indisiduals respond to these environmental
cues in diserse a3, because of differences in age, sex, cultural back-
ground, lifestyle, and predominant drinking style.

We suggest that social settings in which Indians gather together on
a regular basis and the habituated behav iors displayed in these set:
tings constitute institutions, in that institutions are groups of people
organized according to cons entionalized rules or norms in which the
facilities at hand are used tu carry out activities that have a function
t need,. The;k, also constitute institutions, in that an institution is the
relationship or behav ioral pattern of importance in the life of a
communit) or societ.s (Malinow ski 1944). Rather than formally char-
tered institutions, however, the social and drinking milieus of urban
Indians constitute nonformal but nonetheless regulated and codified
institutions in w hich rules of correct comportment are implicit
rather than e.xplicit. Further, the rules of correct comportmentdo not

seem to be universal across settings but, rather, are the function of
certain env ironmental and sociocultural features of each setting.

Rather than a generalized urban Indian drinking pattern, levels of
drinking and accompan;ving behav iurs are sensitive to and influenced

socioecological factors w hich can be thought of as dimensions or
continuums upon which an event can be plotted.' We have identified
six environnwntal dimensions and will attempt to illustrate their
association w ith levels of drinking and drinking style. The dimen-
sions are constructs that have been generated by the patterns elicited

The kum ept of measurabie & tiirontriental dimensions descriptors of settings as
%cell as influences on boial,jor within those settings has been dei,eloped b Robert
Edgerton. 1!.7"; u hi:, urban heath beha%.jor project Although v.e hat e used substan-
tiath 4111ferent dimensions, the model is grett6 influent ed by Edgerton's original work
in this area
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from the physical and social-interaction descriptions of the settings

provided by the observers.
These dimensions are not meant to be an exhaustive list of ecolog-

ical constraints. Rather, they are dimensions of the settings which,
through observation by our staff and discussions with participants in

the setting, were identified to be salient features of the event. They

are distinguishing environpental features by which events can .be

categorized.
As shown in figure 1, thedimensions include the sacred versussecular

purpose of thegathering, location (indoors or outdoorsand rural versus

urban ), the public versus private nature of the event, the ethn i,... makeup

of the event (all-Indian versus predominantly white or other ethnic

Drinking Style
Lifestyle
Boundedness

NONDRINKING DRINKING

Sacred Secular

IndooN Outdoors

Vrban Rural

Public Private

Non-Indian Indian

Short duration Lengthy/no set
.., durationi

Figure 1. Environmental determinants of drinking behavior.
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groups), and the leagth ur duration of the event (short-determined
versus long or undetermined).

We used a 5-point scale to rate an event on each of these dimen-
sions.' The plots presented in the figures are graphic depictions of the
points un each uf the dimensions at which an event falls. The ratings
w ere matk by the w riter based un the descriptions of the events in the
field notes. The ratings were corroborated by the field staff and vali-
dated by certain participants in the study who had familiarity with
the v arious events. We have do eloped these scales into a field proto-
col. and are now eliciting participants ratings of tht. settings un these
scales tu compare uur ratings uf the settings w ith the perception of
the settings by their indigenous members. The protocol also elicits
the indiv iduars perception of the amount of drinking that usually
occurs in that setting as well as their tribal background, sex, age, arid
their drinking mode in that setting. In this way we will be able to
establish the degree tu which uur essentially etic constructs are con-
sistent w ith the emic perception of the settings and the expected
drinking behavior given that setting.

The sacred:secular and public:private dimensions are culture-
bound perceptions. We elicited Native Americans' ev aluations of the
extent tu vhich each uf the illustrated events was sacred or secular
and public ur priv ate. Fur an event to be rated highly sacred there are
usually references made tu its spiritual themes and activities. The
songs and chants performed in these events have religious content.
Fray ers are offered. Certain paraphernalia used in the dancing and
chanting hav e spiritual significance. Ritualized appeals to forces
greater than our own are often performed.

Events that are rated highly secular contain strong elements of
fellowship and comradery . Some commercialism is usually associated

ith secularity. A secular event functions primarily as a means of
sharing personal communications, gossip, and group recreational ac-
tiv.ities. Often SeLular actitiv ites focus on a communitVssue (election
uf officers to a community center, political rallies, etc.). More often,
they are simply times set aside to "have fun," "let your hair down,"
and "raise some hell."' Most Indian events have both social and
sacred elements. Fur an event to be placed on points 2, 3, or 4 on the
sacred;secular dimension is an indication of the comparative degree
to which sacred ur secular elements were present in the event.

' The diniensions of Ito en.ironment rating prototol are Included in the addendum
of this paper

The AIWA, atitql matks around certain phrases and terms used in this paper are not
iron. markers Rattar. the, identif, terms that art indigenous tv tht population under
discussion

21.7
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The indoor outdoor, urban, rural. and 1ndian/non-Indian
skins are unik ersal measures not influenced by ethnic differences in
perceptions or di 'initions of the toncepts. An indoor ev,_.nt takes place
in an enclosed structure w hue an outdoor event takes place in an
open, noncarpentured enk ironnant. Events that have activities oc-
curring both indoors and outdoors would be rated at points 2, 3, or 4
on the scale, tlepondaw on the proportion of actik ities in each space.
The urban, rurai continuum is a meure vf population density and
le\ el of structured tick elopment of the setting. Points 2, 3, or on the
scale would correspond to diminishing levels of urban density. For
Instance, an ek lit that occurred in a suburban city might b6 rated at
pei.it 2 un the scale w hile an ek ent that occurred in a small, rural
tow n in Orange County might In rated a 3'or 4.Yhe Indian/non-Indian
dinwnsuin mea,ures the.relatik e propo. : ion of Ind!ans to non-Indians
in attendance at a given event.

The publa prik att dimenkon is a measure of the openness or the
accessibility of the eA ent to the public. A public event is well publkized,
is usually .eld in a eoznmunit facility, ancrno restrictions are placed
on attendance. In fact, tourists and the curious are encouraged to
attend public ek ents. A prik ate ekent is\unpublicized,, is helu ir a
fairly inaccessible place, and so* atte4t is made to protect its
participants' drinking behak iors trom publis,view and censure. The

term "private" is similar in concept to that which Room (1974) de-
saibes as "enclaved behavior" and "insulated Settings."

inking actr.o, and particularl heat drinking, is teii largeb an enclaved
behavior, centering'on tunes and places which are a 'time-out" from serious
twhat ior and where the drinker is protected from untottard consequences
Drinking behas.lor is thus carried on largely ithin well defined social boundariv,
and often ..1th insulations around the drinking situations A literal example

of such -4,auon is the obscured t lot or total absence of front eindov's in many
.kmencan bars Passersby are spared any sights of demeanor or behavior within

that might otfendond patrons in tini bar ,are accordinglt free to engage in behav-

ior is acceptable in a public bar but might be pr,,blematic on the street
-lb

A powwow held in a municipally funTied ational center that is
'.'.ell adk ertised ould be highly public. A party in a person's home
w ould be rated highly prik ate. Fifth 'Sunday Sings, which are dis-
cussed below, are Jess publicized than 1,Jwwows and have a more
restricted membership. Consequently a Sing would be rated 2 or 3 on

the public/private dimension.
For the time continuum, we simply rated a 4-hour event as short,

as opposed to, say, a three- or f, ur-day: holiday event, which was
rated relatively long. There is nowh reference among Indians to
events running on "Indian time." From' a non-Indian perspective,
''things seem to take longer to get going" than do more time-bounded

2.15
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Anglo acti% ities. We %%ere, therefore, concerned about the ethnocen-
tric* of our imposed duration judgments.Ilow ev er,through conversa-
tions w ith regular members of the ev ents described in this discussion,

e llpothesized that the indigenous perceptions of relative length of
events were essentiall.v the same as those we imposed.

Su far, v. e hai.e discussed onl!, those environmental dimensions
w 1116 hav e been l*pothesized as influencing drinking behavior. We
need to stress that our el. ol ing theory of context and behavior is decid-
edk not an en% ironmental determinist perspective. Who goes where
and the kinds of drinking behav iors exhibited in various settings are
functions of a delitate interaction of en% ironmental factors and of an
indk idual's sociocultural and p*chological makeup. Rather than
strict env Ironmentalism, our perspective is a reciprocal or inter-

tional phrasing of man-env ironmental relations. In this holistic
v ivy., a person, parti ilarb, his or her cultural behavior and specific

tronment, are n. IA dynamic, they constitute an organized
system

Intik iduated traits constitute a seventh dimensional constellation
that crosscuts the SIX dimensions illustrated above as horizontal con-
tinuums. We ha% e labeled this constellation the boundedness of an
oent. This dimension is a measure of the individual's rights of mem-
bership in the ev ent. Features that influence event membership are
tribal ident*, le\ el of traditionalism, socioeconomic status, and life-
sWe. This configuration appears to be associated with individual
drinking st, le. Membership rights affect both the individual's deci-
sion to participate in a givxn scene and the person's generalized
behavior and drinking practices in that setting.

We offer that the interaCtion of these seven social and environ-
mental dimensions is indicativ e of the amount and style of drinking
that occur in a giv en setting. Events that fall to the left of the six
horizontal continuums (urban, sacred, indoors, public, short, and

non-Indian exhibit none to minimal amounts of drinking. Con-
ersely, etas that fall to the right of the continuums (rural, secular,

outdoors, priv ate, Indian, and not time bound) exhibit heavy drink-
ing activ 0. Further, %ke hav e found that individuals are sensitive to
shifts in the env ironrnental dimensions and adjust their drinking
st ;. les and comportment accordinav. If a person's preferred drinking
z*le is in contradiction to a setting's lel, el of tolerance for drinking,
attendance at that ev ent is usuall,v curtailed. Conversely, if a person's
drinking sit!, le is consistent with a setting's level of tolerance for
drinking, attendance at that ev ent is predicted, and the preferred
drinking style will be exhibited.

Explicit and implicit rules about u here, w hen, and how much drink-
ing mil* occur are v,idel acknow !edged among the urban Indian
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population. Even within settings in which drinking is sanctioned,
certain areas are clearly nondrinking spaces. Those participants in
the setting who w ish to imbibe are restricted to areas in which drink-

ing is permitted. Nondrinking space is strongly associated with
spiritualisacred space, while drinking space-is associated with-secu-

lar space. An indigenous definition of problem drinking is "drinking
behavior th t violates these socioecological norms."

The follov ing analyses of four urban Indian social settings illus-
trate how e ch event plots on the environmental dimensions. The
hypothesize( drinking levels in these events, given their placement
un the dimen-ional continuums, 'are discussed. Finally, the hypothe-
sized drinking behav iors are compared with the observed drinking
ley els and comportment in each setting. Consistencies and discrep-
ancies between the observed and hypothesized behaviors are exam-
ined in terms uf the interaction between constraining environmental
and individual control mechanisms.

Fifth Sunday 'Sing

Fifth Sunday Sings are held in church on the last Sunday of every
month that has five Sundays. They are attended by members of the
six all-Indian churches in Los Angeles. A Sing is a mixed social and
sacred event strongly influenced by Fundamentalist Christian Evan-
gelism. Participants are primarily Choctaws and other tribal groups
from eastern Oklahoma (Cherokees, Creeks, Chickasaws, and Semi-
noles) and a small group of southwest tribesmen (Navajos, Mar-
icopas, and Pueblos). It is quasi-public and somewhat timebounded in
that it is a one-day affair for most participants. However, food prep-

aration beforehand is the responsibility of the female members of the
host church. And informal singing of old-time Gospel favorites con-

tinues long into the evening, even after the hardiest members of the
spectating congregation hav,4 left. The event, therefore, is somewhat
less timebounded for the inner circle of regular attendants.

As one would hypothesize, given the placement of the Fifth Sunday
Sing on the environmental dimensions, drinking would be minimal at
this event (see figure 2). In fact, only the most clandestine drinking
occurs at these church meetings. The no-drinking sanction is so in-
grained that the subject is not even raised in any public announce-
ments made throughout the day. The few Fifth Sunday Sing regulars
who have a drinking problem abstain during this period or drink in
such a covert manner imat one would be able to surmise drinking had
occurred only by changes in interactional style or by the odor of

2 2
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NONDRINKING
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Private
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Lengthy/no set
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Figure 2. Environmental determinants of drinking behavior at
Fifth Sunday Sings.

alcohol on the de% iant drinker's breath. The few men who are regu-
lars at Sings are w ho are suspected of drinking covertly (in a car,
(low n the street, aw ay from the church, or in the church's rear alley-
way ) would be highly censured if theY drank overtly at a Sing:

The must powerful dimensions in this setting are the sacredness of
the e% ent and membership boundedness. There is a strong pro-
hibitionist tradition in the Fundamentalist Indian churches of
eastern Oklahoma and the southwest (Weibel 1977). The people who
attend urban Sings ha% e been enculturated in the tradition of regular
attendance at all-day church meetings, weeklong revivals, and sum-
mer church campground conferences. In these churches, negative
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sanctions on drinking alcoholic beverages are inculcated as children
Abstinence is a way of life for many of the Fifth Sunday Sing regu-
lars, particularly the women. Those of the church-going community
who do drink heav ily are considered to be deviants and "having a
problem." Rather than being ostracized, they are lovingly and toler-
antly welcomed into the fold in hope that they will one day "see the
light" and stop drinking. They are expected, however, to refrain from
drinking during church events, and most do. The unspoken pro-
hibition against drinking in that setting is so pervasive that one
regular, a favorite singer and pianist, informed me he stayed away
from one Fifth Sunday Sing because he had been drinking heavily for

a period of time and felt he did not want to face his friends and family
who would be there because he knew they were unhappy about his

"backsliding."

Saturday Night Powwow

A powwow is held every weekend somewhere in the Los Angeles
area throughout the fall, winter, and spring months. At a powwow,
Plains chants are sung to the beat of sacred drums. Men and women,
teenagers and small children all wear elaborate northern and south-
ern Plains dance regalia for the occasion and perform the social and
honoring dances of their traditions.

The Saturday night powwow is more secular than the Fifth Sunday
Sing, but it, too, has strong spiritual origins. Powwows are integral
to the ceremonial traditions of the Plains culture groups. In many
respects they serve the same spiritual and fellowship functions that
the Fifth Sunday Sings do for their culture group members.

The setting is urban public, of limited duration (4 hours), and is
usually held indoors in a municipally funded recreation center. Pow-

wows are attended predominately by Indians', although there is usu-
ally a smattering of non-Indian spectators. Membership boundedness
is a major factor in determining who participates in a powwow. The
tribal makeup of the powwow is primarily Plains Indians, with a few
Southwestern and Eastern Woodlands tribes represented. The Plains
tribes, as a culture area, maintain weaker prohibitions against drink-
ing than do the eastern Oklahoma tribes (Child etal. 1965; Hurt 1965;
Kemnitzer 1972, Lemert 1954, Stratton 1977). Consequently, many
people who attend powwows have life histories of regular alcohol use

(see figure 3).
Given these factors, we hypothesized that there would be minimal

amounts of drinking at urban powwows. The ethnographic observa-
tions support this hypothesis. However, strong negative sanctions are
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Figure 3. Environmental determinants of drinking behavior at
urban Saturday night powwows .

placed un drinking in the urban powwow setting. The sacred nature
of the drum, chants, and dances is stressed in the occasional re-
minders that the eent's emcee includes public warnings about drink-
ing. Drinking is prohibited within the dance circlea sacred space.
Hov ever, the more pragmatic concern of the.hosting powwow.elubs
i.e., to maintain public facilities as powwow sitesexerts an even
stronger negative sanction on drinking at urban powwows. Par-
ticipants are repeatedly warned oer the public address system of the
possibility uf losing the use of public auditoriums if drinking gets out
uf hand. Another mechanism used to insure minimal drinking is an
internal system of security guards made up of male members of the
host powwow clubs.
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If an individual desires to drink at a Saturday night powwow, the
person usually does so discreetly in the parking lot or in the person's
car parked some distance down the street and away from the recre-
ational facilities. Must participants refrain from drinking from 7 to
11 p.ta., the traditional Saturday night powwow time period. Some,
but minimal amounts of drinking occur during the "49," or purely
social singing, held outside the recreation building at the end of the
powwow. However, an adaptation to the urban setting is the trun-
cated length of the "49." While "49in,g" in rural settings can last all
night, accompanied b!, heavy drinking, the Saturday night urban
"49ing" lasts for only the length of two or three favorite "49" songs
tabout 10 to 15 minutes). Drinking, then, is minimized in this setting
through the manipulation of time, setting, spacial segregation, social
control agents, and N,erbalized negative sanctions. Participants who
do drink do so covertly or after the powwow's end in a downtown or
suburban Indian bar or at home.

Ruralized Weekend Pow Wows

These Indian social gatherings, although attended by urban Indi-
ans, are held in rural settings, usually otitdoors, over an extended
time period, and are even nwre predmninately Indian in makeup than
the urban Saturday night powwows. Usually, held in a secluded sub-
urban woodland area or on one of the 19 Indian missions reservations
in San Diego County, these settings provide considerably more pri-
vacy and protection from public scrutiny than do urban Saturday
night powwow settings. These annual events usually begin on Friday
night and extend over a three- or four-day holiday weekend. Since the

event falls far to the right on all but the sacred/secular dimension, it
can be hypothesized that extensive drinking occurs during the event
Our field observations confirm this hypothesis. The heaviest drinking
we observed occurred in these settings. See figure 4.

The unboundedness of time and the rural, private, and predom-
inantly Indian dimensions of the setting all allow for relatively un-
restricted drinking among those powwow participants who view the

event as essentially social and who maintain a heavy drinking stylg.
To underscore the power of environmental shifts on drinking be-

havior, the people who attend the ruralized powwows are essentially
the same people who attend urban Saturday night powwows. People
who drink moderately or abstain, continue to do so in this environ-
ment. However, people who drink heavily but who would refrain from
doing so in the urban, time-bound powwow environment are not
expected to refrain from drinking in thIs_Retting. At rural powwows
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license is gi% en to chronic hem y or binge drinkers to engage in "some
serious drinking."

The dimension that pro% ides a restraint on the drinking at rural
pocccocs IJ the sacred aspect of the chanting and drumming. The
dance circle or area in N% hich the dancing takes place is not one
designated Jpir itual place, but concentric rings of diminished sacred-
ness. The drum is referred to as the heart of the dance', the center of
its energ?. The drumming, called the heartbeat or pulse of the dance,
is the unifing energy of the event. There are strong drinking pro-
hibitions around the drum and its immediate area, the most sacred
space of the powwow setting.

Drinking Style
Lifestyle
Boundedness

v v

NONDRINKING DRINKING

Sacred Secular

Indoors Outdoors

Urban Rural

Public Private

Non-Indian Indian

Short duration Lengthy/no set
duration

,
Figure 4. Environmental determinants of drinking behavior at

ruralized weekend powwows.
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The next division of space is the ring around the drummers. This

space, which usually has a 20-foot radius, is the area in whiéh the

participants dance. While occupying a space less sacred than the

drum circle, the dancers have more intercourse with the spiritual cen-

ter of the dance than do the spectators. For this privilege, the dancers

observe certain prohibitions. The women must wear at least a dance

shawl over their shoulders as they move around the drum. The elab-

orately costumed male dancers take great care in the assembly of

their dance dress. Certain feathers, flutes, and medicine pouches,

handed down from one generation to the next, are prayed over or are

specially prepared and arranged by the family for the dances. Strong

drinking prohibitions also apply to this area.
Beyond the dance space is another ring, also about 20 feet in radius.

Nondancing spectators sit in this transitional space in which sacred

and secular elements of the event meet. Spectators can either sit

passively or dance. Onlookers are predominantly Indian with only a

few non-Indian tourists or affines in attendance. It is an intertribal

and multigenerational assembly. Some drinking occurs in this area.

The heaviest drinkers restrict their drinking to a fourth space
located in the outer regions beyond the circle of spectatorsin the
concession, camping, and parking areas. This spacial separation of

sacred and secular activities parallels the Levf-Strauss (1963) model

of sacred and profane space, the symbolic separation of space into

places inhabited by men and places inhabited by spirits.

In fact, the analogy to the Levi-Strauss model of sacred and pro-

fane space can be carried one step further. Beyond the drinking and

encampment areas of the rural powwow, there often are open fields

or woods which, in effect, symbolize the separation of the man-ruled

world (society) and the domain of the bush (a place in which man-

made rules no longer apply). It is in this space that much of the

alcohol-induced, antisocial behaviors occur which are the sequelae of

three days of continuous drinking (fighting, passing out, seductions).

Traditionally, there would have been no alcoholic beverages allowed

at powwows. People would have abstained and purified themselves

for days prior to the event. In these more secular times, the rules are

relaxed. Neighbors and friends occasionally chide the few spectators

who do violate the rules and conspicuously drink in the dance ring.

However, heavy, continuous drinking is expected behavior beyond the

dance circle. The drinkers rationalize their drinking by minimizing

the sacredness of the event. It is seen as commercial (cash prizes are

paid to winners of dance contests) and nontraditional. There is con-

siderable cultural borrowing (Apaches wear Southern Plains dress,

synthetic materials are often used to make dance regalia, and every-

one sings everyone else's songs). For drinkers, the rural powwow is
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primarily a social eent. It is time aw ay from the urban routine. It is
a setting in wliich a person is given license to "kick back" and "raise
a little hell."

In contrast tu the urban "49ing," which occurs immediately after
the close of the formal urban pow wow program and lasts only 10 to
15 minutes, the rural "49ing" does not usually begin until an hour or
more after the end of the dance contests. It often lasts until sunrise
and is accompanied by continuous drinking, singing, and dancing,
vv ith participants' arms linked to display Indian solidarity.

Among those Indians aw are uf the possible medical, social, political,
and legal implications of three ur four days uf unrestricted drinking,
curtain indigenous precautions and proscriptions abuut unchecked
drinking at rural poww uws have dev eloped recently'. At a three-day
poww giv en in celebration of the end of the Longest Walk, strin-
gent precautions w ere imposed tu limit substance abuse among par-
ticipants. Signs that forbade alcoholic beverages, drugs, and weapons

cre display ed eery m here. Scores of security guards, alert to signs
of discord or agitation, patrolled the parkgrounds with walkle-
talkies. Onlookers suspeuted of being intoxicated or troublemakers
w ere stopped, searched, and, if intoxicated, escorted away from the
canipgrounds. People vv ho did drink were spacially separated from
the nondrinking majority in the parking lot, in campers, away from
the activ ity itself. The sacredness of the pipe ceremony at sunrise was
stressed.

Officials of a pow w ow held on a San Diego County reservation over
a Labor Day vv eekend were more tolerant. Jukes about the magnitude
uf the drinking the night before were broadcast over the public ad-
dress sy stem. Hea3 drinking on the part of people who viewed the
ev ent as essentially social was expected behav ior in that setting. Only
the mildest pleas were made to restrain the drinking to certain non-
sacred areas'avv ay from the drum. However, the dancing and contests
purposely were ended a day early that year so that participants could
ha: e all day Monday to "straighten out" (sober up) and prepare for
the driv e home and work the following day. Ev en in settings in which
heavy drinking is expected behavior, we found indigenous control
mechanisms such as spacial segregation and the manipulation of
time w hich serv e tomitigate the more devastating effects of three or
four day s of binge drinking by the heavy drinking cliques who attend
ruralized poww ows specifically for that recreational activity.

Urban Indian Bars
It is difficult tu generalize about the env ironmental constraints and

drinking comportment in urban Indian bars. Contrary to Price's
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(1978) opinion about the diminished role of urban Indian bars as

social service institutions, we found that there are still six or seven

bars in the downtown, Bell Gardens, and South Gate areas of Los

Angeles that cater to large, relatively stable, Indian clientele. Each of

these bars can be categorized by one of four distinct types of custom-

ers who patronize them, skid row inhabitants; the younger, newly

arrived, and working class people; the upwardly mobile and athletic

crowds; and the community leadership clique. Each type of bar ap-

_years to have evolved its own set of rules about acceptable drinking

comportment, and these. rules effect a distinctive drinking style
among clientele.

Some participants in the study frequent all four types of Indian

bars, and their drinking and interactional styles appear to shift with

the setting. However, most individuals frequent with greatest regu-
larity the bar setting that serves a clientele closely paralleling their

own lifestyle, community status, and preferred drinking style.

Bars are indoor settings, urban, totally secular in function, and are

more private than public. Relatively unbounded by time, bars close at

2 a.m. in Los Angeles, and most open by 6 a.m., seven days a week,

leaving only 4 hours in the early morning when access to. a bar is

impossible.
Figure 5 demonstrates the contradictory dimensional constraints

of bar settings. All the bars are urban, indoors, and have some aspects

of a public event, although they are more private than public in nature.

These environmental dimensions provide a certain amount of con-

straint on total disinhibition in settings in which drinking with one's

Indian friends is the expected behavior and for which the establish-

ments provide relatively unlimited access. The contradictory envi-

ronmental cues provide for the development of an individual adaptive

behavior which is known indigenously as "maintaining."
Maintaining is not an Indian-specific concept and behavioral pat-

tern; rather, it is cross-ethnic but subgroup-bound. It is a mode of

behavior particular to the heavy alcohol and/or drug user. To main-
tain, one drinks "to get a buzz on" and to be "feeling good." One

drinks continually and steadily. However, maintainers monitor their

physical and consciousness states in such a way that their behavior

continues to be socially acceptable and competent. People who drink

until they are "sloppy drunk," "a pest," "not able to carry on a decent
conversation," or "passed out" are subject to the negative sanctions
of other people in the bar. They are made the butt of jokes and tricks

(stolen boots, hats), are fair game to the jack roller, and are usually

publicly censured by friends or mates.
On the other hand, people who maintain are valued. These heavy

drinkers are able to keep up the fiow of nonserious conversation and

"Indian humor" in a steady stream of repartees and teasing insults.
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Figure 5. Environmental determinants of drinking behavior at
urban Indian bars.

They are still able tu dance, shout pool, 13i., the next round, take care
of themselv es ur friends in case of a pkv sical attack, and drive home
after the bars close.

Maintainers are an asset and cuntribute pusitvely tu the ongoing
social interactions in the bar. The,v do not become a burden to their
drinking companions, or start fights, or muscle-in on another per-
sun's "part,v." In other w (ads, they monitor their drinking and com-
portment in such a w a; that standard w orking- and middle-class bar
etiquette is observed.

Our informants offered the following explanations for why the
concept of maintaining is salient among the regulars at Indian bars.
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Drinking in urban Indian bars is essentially the social lubricant for

the more important social-interactional aspects of the settings=the
sociability, comfortablehess, and feelings of well-being one receives
from "hanging out with one's people" (Waddell 1971). Sociability

wanes when people overimbibe. For the good of the "party," most

people in the bar setting attempt to monitor their drinking in such a

way that they don't "get loaded and spoil the fun."
Because Indian bars are the setting for potential trouble (fights,

police,raids, group arrests), it is important to minimize behavior that

would make it necessary for the management of the bar to call in the

police. To achieve this goal, the regular Indian bar clientele adheres

to the principle of "maintaining."
For those who say they maintain, the behavior is an adaptation to

the urban Indian drinkinv: milicu. Acutely aware of th e. negative

stereotype of Indians as not being able to handle their liquor (Mac-

Andrew and Edgerton 1969) and the arbitrary nature with which the

police enforce public inebriation restrictions, particularly in the ar-

eas in which Indians congregate to drink (Graves 1970), Native

American drinkers have adopted maintaining as a precautionary
measure. It is the mechanism by which one avoids police involvement

and community censure. On a personal social-interactional level, it is

the control mechanism by which one participates and augments the

ongoing "partyness" of the bar setting.
The boundedness dimensions (ethnicity and predominant lifestyle)

influence which bars are attended regularly by drinking cliques and

the ensuing drinking behavior exhibited in those settings. In the one

bar in which the clientele is predominantly white and which is f re-

quented regularly by Indians who work in the various mid- and

downtown Indian social service organizations, the Indian drinking

behaviors are indistinguishable from those of the lower middle-class

white clientele.
One participant informed us that one of the bars, "The Club," was

purposely chosen as a spot in which "we could get away from the

Indians who get mean and want to start something or who don't have

their own money and are always hustling you for drinks." I have used

the pseudonym, The Club, purposely because this away-from-the-
mainstream bar does, in fact, approximate a private, bounded drinking

place for a select group of Indians who have developed and observe

their own rules of bar etiquette and carefully monitor who gains

membership rights to it. The Club's "charter" members have a verbal

agreement with the bar's owner to do just that. At the Grass Hut (a

All names of bars used in this paper are fictitious We chose to use coined names

to protect the privacy of the bars' clientelesone of the more impco tant and attractive

dimensions of the bar settings themselves.
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pseudony in for a w orking-elass suburban indian bar), boisterousness,
Challenges, hustling, and gross intoxication are expected behaviors. If
these beha% lors w ere exhibited at The Club, the offender would be
asked to lea% e, a taxi w (mid be pro% ided fur him, ur he would be dri% en
honw by a friend and asked not to return.

The w eekend drinking prey is a well-documented phenumenun uf
Indian drinking t Keninitzer 1972, Kuttner and Lorincz 1967, Levy and
Kunitz 1974, Littrnar th64, MacAndrew and Edgertun 1969). In the
urban setting it talws un the further adaptation uf bar hopping or
"making,the rounds", i.e., guing frum une Indian drinking establish-
ment to anothet, usually ending up at an after-huurs spot. The Levee,
a fast food01 outlet in the skid row area uf dow ntown Lus Angeles

hich boasts a huge parking lot, is the after-hours place most fre-
quented by Indians in Lus ikngeles. Rclati% ely unrestricted drinking,
socializing, "49ing," and occasional acts of aggression occur every

yekend at The Le% ee from approximately 2.15 a.m. to 500 a.m.
En% ironmental constraints su influence drinking cumportment

that changes in indi%idual drinking styles have been noted as a per-
son passes from one bar setting tu anuther. A person observed main-
taining at The Club at 11 p.m. may also be seen "passing the bottle,"
"49ing," and "snagging w ith the best of them" at The Levee at 3 a.m.
the next morning. How eer, hile most people make behavioral ad-
justments to the en% Irunment, they du have preferted drinking set-
tings and sty les that are strongly associated with their lifestyle.

Conclusions

We cannot generalize hbout an urban Indian drinking pattern.
Why , here, how , and how much une drinks and the beha% ioral con-
sequences of those drinking sty les are sensiti% e tu a complex of social
and en% ironmental dimensions. Certain indigenous control mech-
anisms ha% e dtIoped in settings in which controlled drinking or
strict negative sanctions on drinking occur.

We ha% e demonstrated that Indians who du drink are well aware
uf the possible negati% e consequences uf uninhibited public inebri-
ation in an urban setting and ha% e deVeloped strategies by which
negati%e ucial consequences, fur the must part, can be avoided. Indi-
ans can and du manipulate their social environments. Successful
strategies, such as limiting the length of time in which unchecked
drinking is permitted, hulding e% ents in urban, indoor settings, in-
cluding internal security forces and other nontribal people in the
e% ent, and introducing sacred, nonsecular aspects to events are
measures by w hich en% irunmental controls can be exerted to min-
imize the extent tu hich drinking goes unchecked and is socially
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maladaptive. Identification of dimensional shifts which successfully'
inhibit drinking can be an additional social control strategy of use to

Indian event organizers.
Adoptioq of the self-monitoring technique of maintaining is a \ker-

- sonal, internal control mechanism which may be an alternati2,e
drinking strategy or sty le for drinkers who feel they drink too much
and, when inebriated, act out in socially inapproprite ways, but for
whom the lure of the convivial drinking scene is too powerful and the
austerity of i.otal abstinence is too high a price to pay for social
acceptability.

Individuals can and do choose to participate in and exhibit behav-

- iors from among repertoires of drinking settings and styles. Why

people choose to participate in*a given setting at a given time is
,Intluenced by their socioeconomic status, age, tribal ackground, level
of traditionalism, and predominant drinking style.

Controlled drinkers alter their drinking style and comportment in
accordance with certain environmental cues. Drinkers who misread

or ignore the cues are considered deviant. Indigenous indicators of

deviant drinking comportment are violations of sacred space and
obvious intoxicatit a in public, non-Indian settings and in settings in
which maintnining and sociabilit y. have become the normative drink-

/
ing comportment.

ADDENDUM

SCALE

Please indicate by circling the number on the '.,cale from 1 to 5 which descriptions

correspond most closely with how you would describe this event

Very Sacred; More Sacred Somewhat Not Very Not Sacred/

Spiritual Than Not Sacred Sacred/ Spiritual
Spiritual at All

I
o 4 . 5

Held MOstly Held As Much Held Mostly Held

Completyly Indoors Indoors as Outdoors Completely

Indoors Outdoors Outdoors

I . 2 3 , 4 5 .......

rompleteb More Urban As Urban More Rural Completely

Urban Than Rural As It Is Than Urban Rural

Setting Setting Rural Setting Setting

1
4 ...... 5 .....

CoMpletely More Public As Public as More Private Very Private

Public Setting Than Private It Is Private Than Public Setting

I. . 2 3 ...... 4 . 5

Onthnu(111.41f4loleglig paw
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ADDENbUMCunttnited

Exclusive lv More As Many More Indians Exclusively
Non-Indian Non-Indians Indians as Than Indian

Than Indians Non-Indians Non-Indians
3

Ver. Short I.Vsh Than Average Somewhat Very Lengthy
EkEnt Al, erage Length Lengthy Event

Length Indian Event Event
1 2 3 . 4 . . 5 ..

Not S,,cial, Not Very Somewhat
At All Social Social Social Very Social
1 2 . 3 5... ..... . .

No MCI Ih111 Some A Fair Heavy Extremely
I 'onsumption Alcohol Amount of Alcohol Heavy

t 'onsumption Alcohol Consumption Alcohol
Consumption Consumption

1 4 .. 5 ..... . ..

TH %.NK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND CONSIDERATION'

NAME OF EVENT

DATE oF EVENT

TRIBAL AFFILIATION OF
PARTVIPANT

SEX M F

AGE
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Some Problematic Aspects of
Research on Drinking Contexts

Richard Jessor

Among the more intractable problems in behavioral science is the
conceptualization and measurement of the environment of action.
The papers in this conference represent it variety of approaches to
that problem, all concerned with some aspect of drinking and all
seeking to make that behavior more understandable. Rather than
deal with the separate papers, I want to direct my comments at one
or two general issues in thinking about and doing research on the
contexts of drinking.

When we try to explain social behavior of any sort, we usually seek
to link its occurrence and its variation to two sets of factors. person
factors, or personality,, and environmental factors, or the situation
or context The explanatory .network call be schematized simply as
follows:

-,,- Person Factors
,( Personality)

A.

Behavior
(Drinking)

Environmental Factors
(Context)

B.

The conceptual and empirical focus of this conference has been on
Box B in the schemathe environmental factors and the ways in
which they influence drinking behaviorand the papers have each
"unpacked" the en\ ironment box in one or another fashion. Un-
packing the concept vf the emironment makes very clear that there
are multiple ways of dealing vc ith it, and my initial remarks address
this fundamental issue.

228
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The most obvious way of dealing with the environment is as a

phystcogeographic space or a location where the action of interest

happens to take place. In several, of the papers presented at this

conference. authors adopted this strategy, locating drinking settings

that were of particular interest such as a campus pub, an Indian pow-

wow, a skid row bar, or a restaurant with afternoon dancing. Interest

in certain settings may derive from their accessibility to observation,

or because they are plaees where alcohol use is characteristically

heavy, .or because they constitute a situation in which alcohol is

newly available; hut, whatever the reason for the special interest, the

environment is dealt with as a place or as a location where drinking

occurs.
A second way of unpacking the environment is in terms of certain

Obvious or descriptive dimensions rather than its location as a place.

Thus, as in several of the papers, the concern is with the demographic

composition of the setting--its sex-ratio, the ethnic mix, or the size

of drinking groupsand with the kind of setting it iswhether it is

indoor or outdoor, secluded or open to,view,. rural or urban. Although

the language for the environment remains descriptive rather than

theoretical, it is language that is already suggestive for variation in

drinking behavior. Drinking in an open air setting or a rural setting

suggests the possibility of less sarveillance than in an indoor urban

setting and, perhaps, of more insulation against negative con-

sequences for excessive alcohol use.
A'third level of analysis of environmental contexts seeks to capture

the shared or consensual meanings of the situation, the "label" it

carries for those who participate in it. The notion of "a party" is an

example of the consensual meaning of a situation that carries with it

implications for drinking. People know what a party is and know that

certain kinds of behavior are permitted at parties that may not be

permitted in other settings, at "a meeting," for example, even though

tli( very same people may be involved. Parties, ceremonials, recre-

ation times, time-outsall are terms that convey a general sense of

the shared significance or the symbolic meaning of the setting and

thereby implicate the kind of behavior expected to occur.

In contrast to these three levels of descriptive concepts about the

environment, there is a fourth level that is explicitly theoretical. It is

an attempt to unpack the environment box in terms of certain ab-

stract dimensions or underlying attributes that can be applied to all

situations irrespective of their location, their composition, or their

,
shared ,,ignificance. Now the terms are what Kurt Lewin referred to

as "genotypes"the more abstract characteristicsas against "phe-

notypes"the more obvious, apparent, descriptive characteristics.

At this fourth level, then, the focus is on terms like "social controls,"
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informal or otherw ise, "norms," "access" ur "availability" of alcohol,
"models" for heav y drinking, and so on. A concern with such abstract
dinwnsions or properties uf drinking contexts can be especially re-
vealing They make it possible tu establish the similarity of situations
that may appear tu be v ery different descriptively, and they permit us
to differentiate arnung situations that appear to be descriptively the
same Reliance un theoretical language has the additional advantage
of ielding propositions about drinking behavior that are of greater
generality than those using descriptive terms. For example, a theo-
retical proposition that can apply across a variety of contexts
whether a drinking house, a powwow , a campus pub, a neighborhood
bar, or an afternoon dancemight be. "the stronger the social con-
trols in a drinking situation, the lower the likelihood of excessive
alcohol use."

The final w ay of unpacking the env ironment box that I want to
comment upon inv ulv es terms that capture the personal perceptions
of the individual acturs in the situation, terms that describe the
environment u.s it ik ruivcd. These perceptions of situations need
not by shared and consensual, rather they are intended to reflect
individual differences among the participants in a given setting as to
the meaning the situation has for them, and can, therefore, be en-
tirely idiosyncratic. Thus, while a party may, for most people, be a
setting in which affection is exchanged, for a particular individual it
may be a setting in w hich tu gain recognition and admiration from
others That ent ironments can be constituted in terms of the myriad
ways they are perceiv ed by different participants is a salutary re-
minder to us that an exhaustive analysis of the environment box
cannot be achieved w ithout sy stematic attention to the personality
box, Box A in the schema.

The point of these remarks is tu emphasize that the environment
k problematic. Nut only is it not "there" as something merely need-
ing to be noted, something obv ious and immediately apparent, but it
also persists in being a concupt of disturbing complexity. The proper-
ties of the env irunment, rather than being ready-to-hand, need in-
stead to be constituted by the investigator. And the five different
les els of analy sis that have just been mentioned should be seen as
different ways uf doing just that. That is, they represent five alterna-
tive, simiatantondy applicabk %says of defining a context or a situ-
ation in which drinking or other behavior occurs.

If these v arious ley els of analy sis are indeed alternatives that can
be employed in grasping any given context, why is it that certain
investigators choose to w ork at une level of analysis while others
choose a different level? In short, w hat accounts for the heterogeneity
of env ironmental description across the v ariuus papers we've heard
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in this conference? Part of the answer lies in the traditions of partic-

ular disciplines and in traditional ways of working within the

different disciplines. To be an ethnographer is to approach the task

of environmental description very differently from the way a social

psychologist would, or a sociologist interested in social structure.

Part of the answer lies also in Ahe nature and requirements of the

problem addressed; if one wishes to account, say, for why drunken-

ness is more prevalent in one setting than another, the task will be

approached quite differently than if one wishes to account for why

some persons get drunk and others remain sober in the very same

setting. An interest in prevalence may encourage descriptive envi-

ronmental language, while an interest in individual differences may

encourage perceived environment language.
.

Once the problematic riature of the environment is recognized and

the limitations and advantages of the alternative levels of analysis

are understood, efforts might well be made in research on drinking

contexts to go beyond the narrow confines of tradition and discipline,

to expand the boundaries of customary description, and to examine

the degree of covariation that obtains,among the alternative ways of

conceptualizing the environment. More particularly, greater atten-

tion might be given to theoretiol dimensions of context in research

that has traditionally remained descriptive. Such efforts could yield

a significant advance in our understanding of the role of contextual

factors in drinking behavior and alcohol abuse.

Whatever the level or type of language used to deal with the envi-

ronment, most efforts to study contexts have emphasized their struc-

ture or, content and have yielded accounts of situations that are

essentially static. Thus, it has been intriguing to see in several of the-

conference papers that attention is being paid to the dynamics of

situations, to understanding those contextual processes that give rise

to changes in situations and behavior over time. An obvious source of

such change is attributable to alcohol ingestion per se and to its

disinhibition effects on the participants. Thus, blood alcohol levels

can constitute an aspect of a drinking situation that has significant

potential for transforming it in more or less predictable ways. Reduc-

tion in self-awareness with increased intake was posited as another

dynamic for change in drinking contexts. Also noteworthy was the

emphasis on the dynamics inherent in the size of drinking groups and

the attempts to model the relation between group size and-amount of

alcohol consumed. Finally, consideration of the norms i.n.,a drinking

situation provides another basis for a dynamic; norms are, after all,

rarely unambiguous or equally clear to all participants, and efforts to

clarify norms and to bracket the range of acceptable behavior may

well result in changing the nature of the drinking context. Clearly, it
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is a major challenge of the future to catch better hold of the dynamics
in the environment box, the dialectics that characterize social situ-
ations in general and drinking situations in particular.

Turning to the methods used in the studies presented at this con-
ference, I was impressed by their diversity and by the sense of open-
ness about their advantages and limitations that emerged in the
discussions It is clear that while contexts can be studied in a variety
of waysby naturalistic observation, both emic and etic, by struc-
tured surveys, by intensive interviews, and even by laboratory ex-
periments the information and understanding they yield will vary
in corresponding ways. For example, while an observational ap-
proach can preserve the contour and texture of a particular drinking
situation or experience, it is very difficult from survey data to re-
constitute the concrete phenomena about which generalizations have
Ifeen made On the other hand, recognition of variability isiyinherent
in surveys whereas there is pressure to reduce heterogeneity and to
arrive at a homogeneous modal picture in much of ethnographic
description.

Awareness of the relative advantages and disadvantages of partic-
ular methods argues strongly for a research strategy that relies upon
?writiple methods An amalgamation or comingling of traditionally
separate methods provides an enormous inferential advantage when
the information from the different methods converges. Thus, while a
customary method of studying drinking contexts is to observe behav-
ior in bars, such studies can be strengthened by adding to the overall
research strategy interviews with participants as they leave the bar.
In community studies, it is possible not only to observe drinking
situations and then to interview participants, but also to carry out
surveys of the general population in the area served by the bar. In
short, I want to urge that research on drinking contexts become more
cosmopolitan, more comprehenshe, and thus more compelling by
incorporating wherever possible a strategy that relies on multiple
methods.

Let me conclude these brief remarks by recalling your attention to
the schematic diagram with which we began. The papers in this
conference have attended, and quite koperly so, to the environ-
mental factors that are contained in Box B. They have convincingly
demonstrated how much can be learned about the environment of
drinking by studying it directly. But now I want to suggest that
studies of the environment can be significantly enhanced by studying
behavior and pe.sonality as well, that is, the factors in Boxes.A and C.
To say that the environment is problematic is really to say that its
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properties depend on the nature of the behavior to be explained and

the nature of the person engaged in it. Research on drinking needs

ultimately to encompass the larger network in which environment,

person, and behavior are inextricably linked.

-

I
v
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Drin6rs' Experience in
Alcohol Studies

Lawrence S. Gaines and Cameron McLaughlin

,
All studies of alcohol use begin with or are justified by a single

truism: alcohol changes human experience. Biochemical studies have
quantitatively accounted for alcohol's effect; and behavioral studies,
as well as countless cultural traditions of alcohol use, confirm it. Yet
psychologists have cunsistently shunned investigations of the obvi-
ous changes alcohol produces in human consciousness.

If alcohol is the staple consciousness-altering drug of modern cul-
ture, its magic known and observed since the beginning of civiliza-
tion, why then has the commonsense puzzle implied by its ancient
rolehow does it change experience, and why?been consigned to
philosophers and artists, or, more recently, cons erted from a problem
of qualitative analysis to a subject for behavioral and biochemical
measurement? After all the data have been gathered, all the mech-
anisms logged and forged into systems, the fundamental conundrum
of alcohol studies remains. HOA and why does a drinker believe alco-
hol can change him?

Because psychologists and other social scientisL; reldom examine
the human nature claims implicit in their research, their assump-
tions must often be discerned by others. In the papers of this mono-
graph, to be sure, several assumptions emerge about the nature of
human experience w ithin different ensiruntnents that future alcohol
studies cannot ignore.

In considering drinkers within their natural environments, studies
by Gusfield and Weibel reveal a conception Of human activity as
purposeful behal ior performed by cognitive agents. Relying on natu-
ral language as their primary data, these studies suggest that drink-
ing is influenced both by the situation in which it occurs and by
antecedent cogniti, es ents, or symbolizations of drinking's mean-
ing, that drinkers express in ordinary discourse. In short, Gusfielfl's
and Weibel's findings indicate that internal mental processes
understandings, beliefs, and purposesare majur determinants of
drinking and the situations in which people drink.

234
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Participant observer studies also support the view that drinking is

a meaningful act whose context is influenced by the drinker's reper-
toire of beliefs about himself and alcohol. In those studies presented
here, drinkers reconstructed their actions in purposive terms. Since

a purpose is comprehensible only in reference to its goal or intention,
drinking described in this way must be considered a goal-oriented,
cognitively governed, and symbolic activity. Future' studies must
form purposive explanatory schemata, in addition to traditional
causal explanations, to account for the dominance of cognition and

intention in this methodology.
These two featuresdrinking's cognitive antecedents and the sym-

bolic meaning of drinking situationsreveal that the prime in-
strument of interaction between the drinker and the environment is

the selfand the experiential change that the self seeks through

intoxication.
Gustield, Weibel, and Gaines discuss operations of the self in terms

of the drinker's representations of situations, focusing on the drink-

er's interpretation of himself within those situations. Gusfield and

Weibel show the agency of this self-awareness in drinkers' ability to
monitor themselves, modify the stylistic appearance of their actions

according to rules, and account for their behavior across situations.
Expressed in commonsense language, these representations can be
considered intelligent, language-mediated indices of the self's inter-

change with the environment.
Gusfield discusses self-perceptions in reference to subjective and

social criteriaspecifically, to standards of competence. In order to

gauge his competence to drink and drive, a drinker must first assess

his investment and display of self in those events, compare it to social

rules for competent behavior, determine the risk of denigrating the

self's competence in that situation, and finally act in order to defend

the self. Likewise, Weibel demonstrates that drinkers can anticipate

the consequences of their drinking and shape their activity in accord

with situational rules, knowledge of possible consequences, and situ-

ational feedback. Thus, "maintaining," as she terms it, within urban
Indian settings, is also a form of self-monitored rule following.

This rule-following, self-monitoring aspect of drinking behavior

concurs with other evidence that the drinker's locus of control resides

within himself, or the self. Although intoxication, by definition, may

severely constrain a drinker's capacity to act autonomously, studies

show that drinkers feel themselves the legislators of their own drink-

ing. Conversely, loss of control over drinking is experienced as atten-
uated involvement in one's own activity, or abdication of the self.

Theorizing more generally about the role of self-monitoring and
rule-following in the drinker's conception of himself as a drinker,

2.12
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Gaines hy pothesizes that ass areness uf situation and uf self are inex-
tricable. drinkers experience alcohol use as an attempt to change the
meaninguf situations by changing their self-ass areness of those situa-
Guns. W ithoutsuch self-conscious aw areness and preexisting schemata,
or rules, fur interpreting the self w ithin a situation, drinkers in these
studies could neither has c commented un nur es en recalled their
atiit The matter uf this self-consciousness is self-knowledge, or
interpretations plated on substantise infurmatiun about one's behas -
ior, and its mechanism is the self-monitoring process that both ren-
ders the drinker's actis ity as ailable and intelligible and provides the
negatis e feedback that inhibits inappropriate drinking plans from
being realized. Self-munituring thus pros ides the means for the self's
actis it as mediator betw een the indisidual and his environment.

Generally , the research papers by Gusfield and Weibel and the
theoretical commentary by Gaines all emphasize how drinkers see
themsels es, their purposes fur drinking, and the rules they follow to
athiese thir goals in drinking. These representations of self and of
situation are linked tu beliefs about drinking, are expressed in natu-
ral language, and are presented as accounts ur cummentaries. Much
drinking is determined, they show, by drinkers' beliefs about them-
sels es as drinkers ithin specific settings. Further, these studies
suggest that the only t pe uf theury that can accommodate both the
self-concept and drinking is une linked to drinkers' own common-
sense beliefs abuut themsels es and their drinking. In order to in-
s estigate drinking behas ior thoroughly, future alcohol studies must
acknow ledge and fully consider these sy mbulic facturs at the level of
cognition and meaning in addition to more easily reducible deter-
minants at the lel. el uf physiological and pharmacological mechanics.

The sy mbulic model of drinking and its accompar.,,ing consid-
eration uf the self are related to a recently growing emphasis in
psy chology and sociology un the psychological meaning of human
action. For Mead t1934), the self is a social and cognitive product,
inseparable from its context.

The essence uf tht self is cugnito,e. it hes in the internalized conversation of
gestures w hith tunstitutes thinking, ur in term, uf which thought ur reflection
proteed, And me the origins and foundations uf the sdf, like thuse of.thinking,
are social (Mead 1934, p 173)

In hi. Nievk, the indi%idual becomes avk are uf himself through social
interaction l* assuming other.' attitudes a- d responding symbol-
icalb tv his utt n beha%iur in childhood game-play ing. The context of
his ass areness is conditioned by others' reactions to him, and the
meaning uf his behas iur is primarily defined by others. This concept
uf the generalized uther, the "attitude of a whole community," is part
uf a contextual conception uf indisidual behavior and the self. If we
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cannot conceive action apart from the self, then neither can we con-
ceptualize the self apart from the social context.

In studying drinking, then, we must conceptualize the drinker's

context in two ways. objectively, as its physical artifacts exist exter-

nal to him, and cognitively, as the drinker symbolizes it. These papers

by Gaines, Gustield, and Weibel, suggest that alcohol studies consider
drinkers as products partly of their own symbolization and other

social practices. In order to account for the drinker's conscious, self-

monitored rale-following, we must devise measures, for this level of

symbolization, or ability to represent contexts cogn'Itively. Inquiries

into the meaning of behavior are not the abstruse undertaking of an

bscure philosophy; they are the heart of our work. The sum of our
owledge about alcohol will represent no advancement over past

in 'ormation unless future studies consider what drinking and drink-

ing contexts mean to the individual. In short, we must now add the

ideas of the drinkerhis commonsense meanings and representa-
tions of drinking as a purposive human experienceto our own infer-

ences about alcohol uses
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- A Note on
Observational Studies of Drinking

and Community Responses*

Robin Room

The concept of observational studies covers a with variety of ap-
proaches and possible subject matter. We can observe objects, spatial
relations. indiv idual behav iurs, or interactions. The observations can
be reported a d straightforward description, in formalistic or struc-
tural terms, ur in quantitative terms. All these kinds of topics and
approaches Lk e been used in alcohol studies. Observational studies
are taken here tu exclude studies requiring some respunsetu a ques-
tionnaire, etc.from those studied.

Man3, studies, ev en those characterized as "observational" studies,
use a mixture uf methods. The boundary between eliciting con-
ersation 1:), a participant observer and unstructured inquiries by an

interviewer is faint.
Here we w ill mention unl3 brie% observational studies of objects

and spatial relations. A number uf studies have mapped the number,
tpes, and locations uf drinking establishments in the community in
discussing their functions and social position (See Calkins 1901, first
edition, Mass Observation 1943, Pfautz and Hyde 1960, Cavan 1966).
A few studies hav e mapped and discussed the spatial arrangements
inside drinking establishments and their implications (e.g., Mass Ob-
seri. ation 1943, Sommer 1969). A few studies have counted and
mapped the detritus of drinkingbeer cans, bottles, etc. Counting
the litter in a gi en area is an inexpensive, unobtrusive way of mon-
itoring changes in drinking patterns. One study in Arizona used
archaeological methods tu examine nutritional and drinking patterns
as revealed in people's garbage (Hafrison et al. 1974).

Observ ational studies Uf behas iurs and interactions can be divided
into laborator studies and studies of people in their "natural"
settings. We w ill nut here concern ourselves w ith laboratory ob-
sers ational studies, except tu remark that a recent comparative

Prepared for tilt World Health Organizattun atternatomal stud!, of Communtt>
Response to Alcohol Problems
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observational study showed quantitative differences in behavior in

the two types of settings (Billings et al. 1976). The classic studies by

Brunn (1959a ; 1959b ) fall on the borderline between the two types

since he used natural groups, and, to the extent possible, naturalistic

settings, in a laboratory obserational study of drinking behavior.

The literature on naturalistic observational studies of drinking-

related behavior and interactions falls into a number of major tradi-

tions, according to topic.
The large tradition of anthropological studies of drinking in tradi-

tional cultures contains many observational studies. A lengthy bibli-

ography of such ,tudies has been compiled by Heath (1976). The

typical study makes an overall characterization of drinking customs

and institutions in the culture. There aie a smaller number of studies

in the same tradition characterizing drinking customs and institu-

tions in industrialized cultures, although these studies usually focus

on nonindustrial, nonurban segments of the culturetypically the
small town ie.g , Stone 1962, Warriner 1958; Honigmann 1963). These

latter t"odies draw both on anthropological traditions and on the

lively tradition of the small-town study which flourished among

American sociologists from the 1930s through the 1950s.
There is a large literature of observational studies' in taverns and

other public drinking places. See the following references: Calkins

1919; Stolte 1937-1938. Mass Observation 1943, Lorenzo 1953; Gottleib

1957; Richards 1963-64, Sommer 1965; Cavan 1966; Dumont 1967;

Roebuck and Spray 1967, Ossenberg 1969; Kim 1973; Kessler and

Gomberg 1974: Cutler and Storm 1975, Kruse 1975; LeMasters 1975;

Spradley and Mann 1975, Harford et al. 1976; Roebuck an(l Frese 1976;

Kotarba 1977; Plant et at 1977. Some of these studies are oriented

toward characterizing the tavern as an institution and some toward
exploring soviability in the tavern. A spate of recent articles has been

concerned with quantifying the pattern and amount of drinking under

differvnt circumstances. A scattering Of studies in the tavern and

anthropological literatures haye focused on drinking at festivals or at

other special occasions (e.g., Ossenberg 1969).
There is a tradition of observational studies of skid-row and street

drinking among chronic inebriatese.g., Jackson and Cormor 1953;

Rooney 1961; Dumont 1967, Rithington 1968; Spradley 1970. 1972a,

1972b; Siegal 1971. These studies draw on the much older sociological

tradition of social surveys of homeless men (see Bahr 1910).

Studies of drinking in private places are rare. The one substantial

United States attempt reported substantial ethical and methodo-
logical difficulties with such a study (Riesman and Watson 1964).

There have been some observationAl studies of interactions in

treatment and other social response agenciese.g., Wiseman 1970;

2 6
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Bittner 1967. Robinson 1973, a 1973b, 1976. Bigus 1973, Collier and
Somfay 1974,

There have also been some ol,serv ational studies of the functioning
of Alci)holies Anonmous groupse.g., Grov es 1972; Rudy 1976; Tay-
lor 1977. Thune 1977.

In terms of the t o kategories of observational studies contem-
plated fur thc World Health Organization communitN response stud-
ies, the literature is more developed and cumulative in regard to
drinking in publik places than in regard tu processes in the institu-
tions of community response to drinking.

A general drift can ht. seen in all these literatures toward greater
self-consciousness about methods and more formalized and often
livantitatie approaches. This drift reflects trends in ethnographic
and observ atiunal studies generall. The old style of the general
description, laced with telling instances and organized into a coher-
ent characterization, has fallen under suspicion. It is now well recog-
nized in anthropologN that a given culture may appear totally
different as interpreted 1.) two different observers using traditional
judgmental and literar:v methods. In the alcohol literature, formal-
ization has proceeded in three main directions;

stUdies that use a formal structure of statement of norms (e.g. ,
Ruhington 1968. ) This strategy does not solve the problem of re-
producibilit:v of results since the methudolug-y b:v which the struc-
ture is elicited is not formalized.

an emphasis on "ethnusemantics," ith a formalized statement of
the "cognitive maps" v% ith hich the culture organizes language
around drinking ur associated categories (see Spradley 1970, Hage
1972, Topper 1976). This tradition has draw n on the strength of the
methods of comparative linguistics and the relative determinabil-
it,v and fixit of language norms as a wa of formalizing methods.
The methodulu* uf "ethnu-semantic elk itation" is, however, often
not spelled out.

a no% emphasis on counting of instances of behaviors, interactions,
etc. In the alcohol literature, this is so far most notable for counts
of drinks consumed in tav ern studies, w here earlier studies (Mass
Obsers ation 1943, Sommer 1965) have been joined by a spate of
recent studies (Billings et al. 1976, Harford et al. 1976, Kessler and
Gumberg 1974, Cutler and Storm 1975, Plant et al. 1977), all explic-
itlN concerned with methodological issues and feasibility.

A few studies have counted uther items. drunks walking past cer-
tain places (MakelA 1974). instances of referral for treatment tRob-
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inson 1973a ); drinkers in the taverns on a given day (Lorenzo 1953).i

There is plenty of room for innovation in this area. Only one obser-
vational study has yet used the interaction episode rather than the
individual as a unit of analsis (Watson and Potter 1962), although
Warren Breed personal communication) is currently using such a

unit in analyzing observations of the use of alcohol in television

episodes. Bruun's pioneer use of sociometric data (1959b) has not
been followed up in the observational alcohol literature, although
Plant (19751 used a sociometric method in a drug study to determine
membership in and boundaries of subcultures of users.

The new self-consciousness about methods has meant more sus-
tained attempts to spell them out and formalize their operation, But
these descriptions of method tend to be. specific to the study and are

often of doubtful relevance elsewhere. The following references con-

tain substantial descriptions of methodsbesides the methodolog-
ical drinking-count studies cited above. Bigus 1973; Taylor 1977; Mass

Observation 1943 (see preface of second edition); Topper 1976; Wise-

man 1970; Wokott 1974, Cavan 1966; Robinson 1973a; Plant 1975;

Roebuck and Frese 1976, Sommer 1965; Bruun 1959b.
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